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I.

Observations respecting the rewarhahle Effects of
Sol-Lunar Influence in the Fevers 0/ India;
with the Scheme of on Astronomical Ephemerisyc?r

the puj'poses 0/ Medicine gay/ Meteorology.

BY FRANCIS BALFOUR, ESQ. M. D.*

WHILST the interesting and successful re-

searches of the Asiatic Society are excit-

ing the cariosity and expectation of the learned in

every quarter of the world, it is natural for those

who are prosecuting discoveries in medicine and
meteorology to look towards India, for some in-

formation respecting the nature and peculiarities

of the chmate in which we live. Possessing, as

we do, the peculiar advantages of a tropical situa-

tion, with a more extensive field, and greater con-

veniency for making observations than any Euro-
pean nation ever enjoyed before, it is an expecta-

* Mr. Balfour is the author of the Paper in the Second Vo-
lume of the Asiatic Resedrches, entitle:! a "Treatise on the iu-

" tiodiiciion of the Arabic into the Persian, and language of
" Hindostan."

Vol. VIII. B



2 REJfARKABLE EFFECTS OF SOL-LUNAR

tion which they have reason to entertain, and
which, on that account, and many other considera-

tions, we ought, if possible, to gratify.

One of the most striking and interesting pecu-

liarities of this chmate is the wonderful connection

that subsists between the paroxysms of fevers, and
certain relative positions of the sun and moon;
and as it is a peculiarity that leads to new ideas re-

specting the theory and treatment of the whole

class of febrile diseases, and suggests Desiderata

for meteorological research ; and therefore presents

to the physician and philosopher, one of the most
important phenomena in nature, I have chosen it

for the subject of this paper.

I. Of the Number aird Importance of the Dis-

eases that belong to the Glass of Fevers.

As the terms fevers^ febrile diseases, or class of
fevers, cannot convey to those who have not pro-

fessionally or regularly applied themselves to the

study of medicine, any just or adequate idea of the

great extent and magnitude of this subject, I have

thought it expedient to take this occasion to ob-

serve, for their information, that the class offevers

or febrile diseases comprehends, not only the dis-

orders that always receive the appellation of fevers,

but a very great number of others that are never

distinguished by this name, although the fever

which accompanies them, constitutes the very es-

sence of the disease. Diseases of this desci'iption, of

which many are far more destructive to the human
race than those expressly called fevers, are nrost of

them included in the following catalogue.

The pkgue, putrid sore-throats, epidemic ca-

tarrhs, dysenteries, pleurisies, peripneumonies, cho-
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lies, cholera morbus, acute liver, the small-pox,

measles, erysipelas, elephantiasis, rheumatism,

gout, tooth-achs, ophthalmias, megrims, obstruc-

tions of the liver and spleen, diarrhoeas, consump-
tions, spitting of blood, and hoemorrhoids; many-

species of hypochondriasis, insanity, epilepsy, te-

tanus and asthma; the state of teething in chil-

dren, all local inflammations, external and internal,

accompanied with fever of any kind, and all sores

and ulcers, especially of the legs in warm climates.

In short, all diseases attended with periodical exa-

cerbations of fever, however obscure, &c. &c.

With whatever success, therefore, I may have
acquitted myself in my researches i^especting the

class offevers, it will appear from this explanation,

that the object, at least, cannot, with truth, be
represented as unimportant and useless. It cannot
be unimportant and useless to investigate the na-

ture of a class of diseases, by which the whole of
the human race is sorely afflicted ; and ultimately

three-fourths of mankind are carried to the grave.

II. Of the effects of Sol-Lunar Influence in

Fevers, denominated Continued, Remitting, and
Intermitting.

A collection of all the observations I have made
on this subject would be much too voluminous for

a place amongst the researches of the Society.

For my present object, it will be sufficient to state,

as briefly as possible, the general conclusions that

I have been led to draw from a view of the whole
;

and they are those that follow.

\st. Of the Paroxysms of Fevers.

In Bengal there is no room to doubt that the

human frame is affected by the influence connect-

B2



4 REMARKABLE EFFECTS OF SOL-LUNAK

ed with the relative situations of the sun and moon.

In certain states of health and vigour, this influ-

ence has not power to shew itself by any obvious

effects; and iiisuch cases its existence is often not

acknowledged. But in certain states of debility

and disease'it is able to manifest itself by exciting

febrile paroxysms : and the propensity or aptitude

of the constitution, to be affected with febrile par-

oxysms in such cases, may be denominated the

paroxysmal disposition.

From the great variety that appears in the vio-

lence and repetition of paroxysms, in different cases,

at the same juncture of time, when the exciting

power must act equally on all, it must be inferred,

that the paroxysmal disposition exists in different

cases in various degrees oipropensity.

It appears also, from th^ history of fevers, that

there is a disposition in all of them, which gradu-

ally increases and advances to a state in which it

becomes ripe^ or prepared for that remarkable

change which terminates in a solution of the fever;

and is denominated a crisis. This tendency in

fevers may be called the critical disposition ; which
distinguishes itself in different cases, and at diffe-

rent times by various degrees of maturity.

The constitutions that prevail in different kinds

of fever discover obvious peculiarities with respect

to the progress and maturation of the critical dispo-

sition. But that which is most important, and
most material for the object of the present expla-

nation, is a peculiarity tliat shews itself in the cri-

tical disposition of the common typhus. In cases

of this fever, which is that which prevails in crowd-
ed cities, and in jails, ships, and hospitals, in all

countries at all seasons, anci is by fur the most com-
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inon, it IS well established by expeiience, that the

fever being once commenced, tlie paroxysms are

very rarely disposed to cease in less than four days,

and seldom so soon ; and are not in general in-

clined to continue more than twenty-one.

Th.e laws that regulate the progress and matura-

tion of the critical disposition, in that constitution

which prevails in remitting and intermitting fevers,

which are generally attended with large secretions

of bile, and are the endemic fe\'ers of warm cli-

mates, have not been as yet ascertained by any-

precise rules respecting their duration. Rut it ap*

pears to me that, whenever there are free dis-

charges of bile, there is always a greater tendency
towards a crisis or solution of the fe^'er, than when
there appears but little or none, which is gene-

rally the case during the height of the typhus ; and
until some approach towards a crisis either perfect

or imperPect has taken place : and .the peculiar pa-

roxysmal, as well as the critical disposition in the

typhus, and in remitting and intermitting fevers,

giving occasion to forms of different type and du-

ration, may perhaps be connected v/ith different

states of tlie liver peculiar to each.

^d. Of tlie Types gJ Fevers.

Of Perfect Types.

Febrile paroxysms universally discover a ten-

dency to appear and disappear in coincidence with
those positions of the sun and moon that regulate

the rising and falling of the tides.

The diurnal and nocturnal increase of sOl-lunar

power acting on constiiutions, in which the pro-

pensity of the paroxysmal disDosition is comoiete
B 3



6 REMARKABLE EFFECTS OF SOL-LUNAR

and perfect, produces paroxysms every twelve

hours in coincidence with the periods of the tides*;

and constitutes types, which, on account of this re-

gular coincidence, I have denominated ptrject.

Of Impeyfict Types.

The diurnal and nocturnal increase of sol-lunar

power acting on constitutions in which the pro-

pensity to paroxysm is incomplete or imperfect,

has power only to produce paroxysms in coinci-

dence with every second, third, or fourth period

of the tides, or others more remote ; constituting

types, which, on account of this irregular coinci-

dence, 1 have called imperfect.

By the discovery of this simple and universal

principle, we are ahie to unfold the whole mystery

of types; and to explain all the diversities that

have appeared under the distinctions of continued,

remittmg, vrnd intermit ti/ig fevers. Fevers, hither-

to denominated continued fevers, and supposed

from the obscurity of their remissions to have none,

are all of them to be considered as nothing else

than fevers of a perfect type, in which two daily

remissions may always be discovered, by attending

to the remissions of sol-lunar influence, especially

those of the morning ; and fevers having pa-

roxysms every twelve hours with obvious remis-

sions, whether denominated continued or remit-

ting fevers, are also evidently fevers of a perfect

type.

* I express myself iu this manner for the sake of brevity, niean-

ing Ihat tlio paroxysms occur in coincidence with the positions of

the sun and moon that occasion llie tides. The tides, it is well

known, do not coincide with tho^c exactly, but follow them a cou-

sideiuble time after.
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Fevers in which the paroxysms do not succeed

each other in twelve hours (and which have been

hitherto denominated intermitting fevers when the

remissions were complete, ar,d remitting fevers

when they were not) all bciong to the class of im-

perfect types.

For the purpose of illustrating these explanations

respecting types, 1 have constructed Table I.

3^. Of the Durations and Crises of Fevers.

Of the duratiotis and crises of Fevers of a Perfect

Type.

Febrile paroxysms shew themselves more fre-

quently during the period of the spring tides than
at any other time, and as these advance become
more violent and obstinate ; and on the other hand,

tend no less invariably to subside and terminate

during the neaps.

By the concurrence of the remarkable and sud-

den remmion in the power of sol-lunar influence at

the commencement of the neaps with critical dis-

positions in a state oj peifect maturity^ all the diife-

rent perfect types, produced in the manner I have
explained, are brought to a final termination or

perfect crms ; and are thus limited to fevers of

different durations.

The operation of this law is explained in Table
II, which exhibiting examples of the different du-
rations of perfect types, with the manner in which
they are formed, unfolds at one glance, the dark
and once impenetrable secret of crisis ; and ac-

counts for all the diversities that may appear in

their duration at different times.

134
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An application of these principles enables iis to

explain in a similar and consistent manner the

formation of crises that have been called hnperfect.

It is obvious that whenever the remission in rhe

power of sol-lunar influence at the commencement
of the nepps acting equally on all, produces in

some c'dses perfect crises, and in others crises that

are imperfect, that the latter must be referred to

the immature and unprepared state of the critical

disposition to concur completely in that e\cnt.

And although perfect crises, owing to the cause

which I now mention, do not always take place at

such junctuies, yet no fextr, as far as my experi-

ence goes, ever passes the comn>encen".ent of the

neaps without some evident abatenent or remis-

sion in the degree of ics violence; or without ex-

hibiting some evident approaches towards a solu-

tion or crisis; and they are approaches such as

these, in which the critical disposition concurs

only partially and incompletely with the remission

of sol-lunar power, that constitu'^e those changes

in the state of fevers that have been hitherto deno-

minated imperject crises.

This explanation respecting the nature of imper-

fect crisis being premised, I have now to observe,

that although Table II, exhibits only such forms of

perfect types as terminate by a linal and perfect

crisis on the commencement of the neaps, it will

now be well understood, that all fevers do not

terminate finally and completely at this jimctiue;

but that in many cases; tlie crises being imperfect^

the paroxysms continue to return for some time in

a more moderate degree:, and generally postponing

with the periods of the tides, subside, and at last

disappear gradually and imperceptibly. The ini-

perject crises of perfect types, such as these which

I have last described, being less distinctly marked
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in their form, 1 have not attempted to represent

them by any diagram.

Of the Durations and Crises of Fevers of an Imper-

fect Type.

For the same reason I have not attempted to re-

duce, to a synopsis or table, the durations and cri-

ses of imperfect types; and because I am perfectly

satisfied that the sar.sC principles are equally ap-

plicable to explain the whole.

III. The preceding Theory e.vtended to the whole

Class of Febrile Diseases.

In prosecuting this analysis, we have obtained

the knowledge of three very important principles

in the pathology of fevers.

1^2^. That the paroxysms of fevers are produced
by the action of sol-lunar influence.

Sldly. That there is, however, a certain state of
the human constitution, denominated the paroxyS'

rnal disposition, required to concur v/ith the exa-

cerbations of sol-lunar -power in exciting and re-

iterating paroxysms, in such a manner as to form
fevers.

Zdli). That in the course of tlie disease there

takes place iii the constitution a certain state, de-

nominated the critical disposition, which tending
grdiluiuW to maturity, at length concurs with certain

remissions of sol-lunar povrer in producing a crisis;

by winch salutary change the tendency to pa-

rovysm is diminished or removed, so as to bring
fevers to an end after certain intervals of time.
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In my explanation of this theory, I have hither-

to confined myself as much as possible to examples

of the typhus, and of the endemic, remitting, and
intermitting bilious fevers of this country

;
parti-

cularly those without local affection; and such

therefore as are strictly denominated fevers. I

now mean to extend it to every disease that is dis-

tinguished by febrile paroxysms, returning in coin-

cidence with the periods of increased sol-lunar

poM'cr, whether with or without local afiection;

and as there is no disease of the numerous list de-

tailed at the beginning of this paper, excepting

the plague* catarrhal fevers, and one or two

more, in which I have not myself distinctly ob-

served the coincidence of concomitant fever with

the exacerbations of sol-lunar influence ; the whole

of that catalogue, and many others, though not

generally distinguished by the appellation of fevers,

are to be considered as nothing more than so many
different modifications of fever; in which the pe-

culiar constitution of each is variously affected by
the action of sol-lunar power, and in such a man-
ner as to produce the great variety of febrile forms

that daily appear.

The exacerbation and remission of febrile pa-

roxysm in coincidence with the rising and falling

of sol-lunar power constitutes the general and dis-

tinguishing cliaracter of fever or febrile disease

;

* In several of the ca'^es of the plague, recorded by Dr. Pa-

TT?ICK RussEL, the febrile paroxysms returned obviously every

IweJve hours in coincideitce witii the periods of tbe tides; and his

predecessor and relalion, the author of the Natural History of

Aleppo, says positively " that tlie generahty of fevers there, and
" iiult'cd almost all acute diseahcs, are subject to exacerbations

" once or twice in twenty-four hours." f^ide Doctor Millar's
Observations on the prevailing Diseases of Great Britain, page

203.
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and although the lowest degree of this power act-

ing on paroxysmal dispositions in a high state of

propensity, may happen to produce febrile pa-

roxysms at an unusual period, such instances,

though apparently exceptions, are no argument
against the truth or principles of the general law :

but are consistent with it in every respect.

Combining therefore the operation of the princi-

ples we have obtained from this analysis, we arc

enabled to construct a theorem, which serves to

explain in a new, but satisfactory manner, the

whole class of febrile diseases.

THEOREM.

TJiefluctuating force of sol-lunar influence coinciding

and cG-ope?^ating in all its various stages and de-

grees, zcith the various modipcations of the pa-
roxysmal disposition, excites jebrile pai^oxysms to

attack en all the days of the neaps and springs,

and supports and reiterates them, according to va-

rious types, until the commencement of diflh^ent

neaps ; at zvhichjunctures the maturity of the cri-

tical disposition happening to concur xdth the pe-

riodical decline oj sol-lunar infuence, these pa-

roxysms then subside and come to a termination or

crisis: and thus Jorm different successions of pa-
roxysms constituting fevei's of various length or

duration.

It has been observed, respecting the various

forms of durations, that some are apt to occur
more frequently tlian others. To searcli for a solu-

tion of this question amidst the chaos of the incor-

rect and mutilated history that has been accumu-
lated on the subject of fevers, would be unsatisfac-

tory and useless. It will be far more prciitabie to
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observe their course with attention in future, when
the laws that directs it are explained and under-

stood, and I have no doubt that any physician

who will carefully attend to the diurnal and noctur-

nal returns of the tides, and will constantly hold

before him the prevailing tendency of fevers to ap-

pear at the commencement, and during the period

of the springs ; and on the other hand their pre-

vailing tendency to subside and terminate at the

commencement and during the period ot" the neaps

;

together with the observations that have been made
respecting the propensity of the paroxysmal, and the

maturity of the critical disposition, will soon obtain

more infovination respecting the phenomena of fe-

vers ; and be ^ble to form more just and certain

judgments and pi; j:;ostics respecting every event,

than if he were to study the history of medicine,

as it is now written, for a thousand years. In

short there is no revolution or change in thf course

of fevers that may not be explained bv these gene-

ral principles, in a manner that is consistent with

the laws of the human constitution, and those of

the great system of revolving bodies, which unite

together in producing them.

Before I conclude this article, I must also re-

commend to every practitioner who wishes to eman-
cipate himself from the beaten track, to attend

carefully to the appearance of the urine ; for I can

assure them., from the experience of many years

attentive observation, that there is to be observed,

in the fevers of India, a constant and regular fluc-

tuation in the colour and consistence of the urine

in fevers. That is to say, regular diurnal and sep-

tenary changes in its character, coincident and
correspondent with the exacerbations and remis-

sions of sol-lunar influence.
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The periodical fluctuation in the state and ap-

pearance of eruptions, sores, and ulcers in this

country, being always connected with the periodi-

cal changes of a concomitant fever, an attention

to these will be no less instructive than to those of

the urine; and if the periodical changes of each

were regularly and accurately delineated and ex-

pressed in colours with a pencil, by a judicious and
careful observer, they would form a record in me-
dicine and surgery of a new kind ; which I have
no doubt, would place the whole of this doctrine

upon the basis of ocular demonstration, and afford

to the most incredulous and inattentive perfect con-

viction of its truth.

IV. Deviations from the prevailing tendencies ofVE-
VERS during theperiods of the Springs and Neaps.

Although the general theorem, which I have ad-

vanced in the preceding pages, describe the pre-

vailing tendencies of fevers during the springs and
neaps, it is necessary to observe, that those ten-

dencies are liable to frequent and remarkable devia-

tions from the various stao-es that the moon mav
happen to occupy on her own orbit; by which her

distance from the earth may be considerably in-

creased or diminished; and consequently her power.

From observations lately made at the General
Hospital at Calcutta by Air. James Howison, Doc-
tor John Campbell, and Doctor John Fullar-
TON, it appeared that the moon during the period

of her greatest horizontal parallaxes had sufficient

power to suspend, in a very conspicuous manner,
the common tendency of the neaps to produce a re-

mission of fever. And when the greatest horizon-

tal parallaxes happen to coincide with the power
*of sol-lunar influence during the springs, we may
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reasonably infer that the power of exciting and
supporting paroxysms must then be considerably

raised above its usual force.

Besides the deviations that may arise from this

cause, it is also reasonable to suppose, that the

state of febrile paroxysms must be occasionally af-

fected by every other change or perturbation of
the moon's influence ; but these are less remarkable,

and have not been as yet ascertained by accurate

observation.

V. Of the state of Fevers in India, during the

Equinoctial Periods.

I am now come to take notice of the remarkable

appearances observed in fevers about the vernal

and autumnal equinoxes. On this subject I have

received from others very little information; but I

have not been inattentive myself to those periods

;

and can pronounce with confidence, although my
observations have not been recorded with regula-

lity, that fevers are apt to occur more frequently,

and with greater violence about both of those pe-

riods, than during the intervals either of summer
or winter.

From these observations I was induced many
years ago to advance, that the power of sol-lunar

influence was considerably greater during the equi-

noctial periods than during the intervals either be-

fore or after them. It has therefore lately afforded

ine considerable satisfaction to discover m De La
Laxde's astronomy, that De La Place has de-

termined, from a very large collection of observa-

tions made bv De La Lande himself, that tha

tides at Brest, about the time of the equinoxes,'
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rise at a medium two feet higher than at the time

of the solstices *. This discovery is agreeable to

the general law of attraction ; and it is not to be

supposed that the influence of the sun and moon
under the tropics, acts with a force inferior to that

which produces this difference in the height of the

tides on the northern shores of Europe.

How far sol lunar influence affects the fevers of

the higher latitudes of the globe, is a question that

does not come within the scope of this enquiry.

The annexed table, however, extracted from Dr.

CuRRiE, of Liverpool's mcA\c-di\ reports on the ef-

fects of the water, &c. page 230, points so strongly

to this subject ; and is so immediately connected

with the present article, that I could not resist the

temptation of giving it a place ; conceiving that it

may become a stronger inducement to observation

than any admonition or exhortation that I could

offer.

Dr. Currie's table was formed by him to shew
the number of typhus fevers admitted into the

Liverpool dispensary in the course of seventeen

years : and the admissions in that space of time

amounted to no less than 48,36/.

The great majority of patients admitted in the

months of the spring and autumn, which I have
denominated the equinoctial periods, compared
with those admitted in the months of summer and
winter, which I have called the inter-equinoctiai

intervals, cannot fail to attract the notice of every
observer,

Astronomie par Jerome Le Francais La Lande, Edi*
tion Tioisieme Revue et Augment^e, Tome II f, page 525.
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Without attending to fractions, we obtain fromp

the facts established in this record, the following'

statement of admissions.

For the mean of the equinoctial period, . . 12,980
For the mean of the inter-equinoctial inter-

vals, 11,232

For the common mean of those periods and
intervals, 12,091

For the rwe of the equinoctial mean, above

the common mean, 889, say 850=^
For the fall of the inter-equinoctial mean,

below the common mean, . . 859, say 850=^*^

Those facts, expressed in other terms, amount to

these

;

Isf. That whilst the temperature of the season in

the spring was passing from cold to hot the num-
ber of typhus fevers I'ose about -^ above the com-
mon standard.

Qdly. That whilst the temperature of the season

in the autumn was passing from hot to cold, the

number of typhus fevers ivse in like manner about

T^r above the common standard.
1 4

3dli/. That during the months of summer, when
the heat of the season is greatest, the number of

typhus fevers Jell beneath the common standard

about -^;—and

^thli/. That during the months of winter, when
the heat of the season is least, the nun\bcr of ty-

phus fevers fell in like manner below the common
standard in the same proportion, about -j^.
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That the number of fevers should increase equal-

ly during the transition from cold to hot, as from

hot to cold, and under the two opposite ex-

tremes of permanent heat and permanent cold,

should equally diminish, are facts that are no
doubt curious. At present, however, I mean only

to suggest, that, if the theory of sol-lunar influ-

ence should ever be admitted in Europe, those

phenomena, apparently so very repugnant, may
all be reconciled and referred to one common cause,

without involving the smallest inconsistency or

contradiction.

VI. Testimonies respecting the effects o/" Sol-Lunar
Influence in the Fevers of India.

As it is impossible on this occasion to detail at

full length the various observations and arguments
from which I have been led to adopt this theory,

it is necessary to state, that it has not been taken
up rashly ; that it is now submitted to this Society

after the observation and reflection of thirty years;

and that it is confirmed, in its most essential points,

by the concurring observations of a large body of
respectable gentlemen, whose names are contained
in the following list. And it is flattering to me to

add, that Lord Teignmouth, who was then Go-
vernor General, conceiving that the correspon-

dence of those gentlemen on this subject promised
to be publicly useful, ordered my treatise, con-
taining their letters, to be printed^ and circulated

at the expense of government.

Besides establishing unquestionable evidence of
the general influence of this law in Bengal, these
testimonies serve also to correct a very erroneous
notion advanced respecting sol-lunar influence by
Doctor LixD, by shewing that its effects in fever*

C
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are no less manifest at tlie distance of many hun-

dred miles from the highest reach of the tides, than

at Calcuttay and other parts of Bengal, to which
the tides flow daily. The distances marked in the

column, appropriated to that purpose, are very

nearly the number of miles in a direct hne between
tlie places where the observations were made, and
the utmost reach of the tides at the springs. Doc-
tor Lind's theory made me anxious to ascertain

these distances with precision ; and the Military

Surveyor General was so obliging as to direct it to

be done at his office.

CORRESPONDENTS.
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CORRESPONDENTS.

Mr. John Gilchrist, Assistmit Sur-

geon,

Miijor S, Farmer,

Captain J. Rattray,

Mr. Chas.Todd,x4ssi.stant Surgeon,

Mr. Chas. Campbtll, Assistant Sur-

geon,

Mr. P. Cochrane, Surgeon, • • • •

Mr. W. Baiihe, Assistant Surgectn,

Lieutenant James Price,

Lieutenant John Towers,

Lieutenant Robert Dee,

Lieutenant Thouias Brou^han, • •

Mr.W. Davidson,AssistantSurgeon,

Mr. John Corse,

Doctor J. Campbell, Assistant, • •

Doctor Alexander Campbell, Sur-

geon,

Mr. John Miller,

Mr. W. F. Gardner, Surgeon, • •

Mr. W. Boyd, Surgeon,

Mr. W. Allison, Assistant Surgeon,

Major Dunn,
Captain N. Maclcod,

Mr. T. Henckell,

Mr. James McDougal, A-sistaut

Surgeon,

Mr. John Hannah,

Dr. Robert Bruce, Surgeon, • • • •

Mr. W. Coote, Assistant Surgeon,

Mr. George Davidson, Surgeon, • •

Doctor N. Fontana, Assistant Sur-

geon, . . • .

Mr. James Laird, Surgeon, • • • •

Mr. Robert Collins, Surgeon, • • • •

Mr. P. Evvart, Assistant Surgeon,

Captain Dennis, • • »

Major A. Kydd,
Doctor P. Wade, Assistant Surgeon

Mr. P. Touchet, *

Mr. W. Dick, Assistant Surgeon,
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me to inform you, that the expense of your publica-

tion, entitled " a Treatise on Sol-lunar Influence,"

will be defrayed bv government.&'

You will therefore be pleased to circulate copies

of this work to the different parts of the country

where you think it will be useful; and likewise

transmit twenty copies to this office, to be for-

warded to the Honorable Court of Directors.

I am, Sir, &c.

(Signed) C. SHAKESPEAR, Sub-Secretari/.

Calcutta, Council Chamber,
the Tth April, 1794,

To accumulate testimonies of the remarkable ef-

fects of sol-lunar influence in India is now almost

superfluous. In the western parts o\' India it is no
less generally acknowledged than in Bengal: and
I shall conclude this article with an extract from a

letter which I received some months ago, from a

gentleman high in the medical line at Bombay

;

and no less so in the opinion of the public. His

name however I forbear to publish, not having
previously asked for his permission,

"Bombay, 6th May, 1801.

" The influence of the moon on the human body,
*' has been observed in this part of India by every
" medical practitioner. It is universally acknow-
** ledged by the doctors of all colours, of all casts,
*' and of all countries. The people are taught to
*' believe it in their infancv ; and as thev sjrow up.
*' they acknowledge it from experience. I sup-
*' pose that in the northern latitudes this power of
" the moOn is far less sensible than in Indian and
* perhaps less so in Bengal than in our neiglibour-
*' hood. We here universally think that the state

C3
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" of M^eakly and diseased bodies, is much influ-

", enced by the motions of the moon. Many peo-
*' pie know the very day on which their intermit-
'' rents w]ll make their appearance; and every ftdl

*' and chani^e increases the number of the patients
" of every practitioner. It is no argument against
*' this influence, that diseases appear during every
" day of the month. Tlie human body is subject
" to alterations from a thousand external circum-
*' stances, and from many affections of the mind.
*' These lay the foundation of disease at every pe-
** riod; but they do not overthrow the evidence of
*' lunar influence : although they are apt to mis-
" lead with regard to effects that depend on that
'' alone. That the human body is affected in a re-

*' markable manner by the changes of the moon, I
" am perfectly convinced, although I cannot con-
" stantly pretend to see the operation of the gene-
" ral law; nor to account at all times for its per-
" turbation ; and agree in thinking that an attention
*' to the power of the moon is highly necessary to
" the medical practitioner in India *,"

VII. Of Securing and Extending our Imoivledge of
Sol-Lunar Influence.

As those discoveries regarding the effects of soU

lunar influence lead unavoidably to new ideas re-

* Having neglected to apply to the author of this letter for his

permission to give his name to the pubhc ; and being very unwil-

ling to deprive the doctrine of lunar influence of the support, which

it cannot fail to derive from such an evidence, I will now ven-

ture to discover, that he is no other than Doctor Helenus
Scott, of Bombay. From the information of Doctor HuTTON,
who resided many years as Surgeon at Penang ; and of Mr.
James Lumsdaine, Surgeon for a number o^ years at Fort

Morlbro ; I have now, also, the satisfaction to know, that sol-

lunar influence shews its effects in a very conspicuous manner in

the prevailing diseases of those islands; and that an attention to

its laws, is of great importance oii conducting their cure,
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specting tlie nature and cure of fevers, it has be-

come an object of real importance : first, to secure

the knowledge we have ah-eady obtained of this

principle; that it may not succumb to any illiberal

attempt to suppress or smother it, by representing

it as insignificant and useless ; or by ascribing to

it, the \vild and groundless delusions of astrology :

secondly, to render the road to future observation

and further discovery more easy and accessible, by
removing the almost unsurmountable obstacles

that present themselves, in the intricacy and la-

bour of astronomical investigations : and thirdli), to

render our knowledge of it so precise and well de-

fined, that it may assume the form and attributes

of real science, by furnishing precepts for the pur-

pose of applying it to the improvement of useful

arts.

\st. To place this theory on a firm and secure

foundation, I shall follow the example of the

learned Abbe' ^Iaxx, in his observations on the

flux and reflux of the atmosphere *
: and shall

assume it as a principle requiring no further de-

monstration than what it has already received

from astronomy, that the influence of that attrac-

tion, which regulates the motions of tl>e planetary

system, is continually and without ceasing exert-

ing itself, in a proportionable degree, on every

particle of this globe ; and that it cannot be other-

Avise.

The existence of sol-lunar influence being de-

monstated by astronomy, its action on the human
frame is no longer a m.atter of doubt; and the

only question that we have to consider is, not
whether that power does actually exist, but whe-

* The Philosophical Mao:azine, Vol. V, page 105.

C4
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ther it manifests itself by the signs of any obvious

effect or change in the human constitution.

With respect to this important question, I shall

content myself with stating in a very few words,

that all the observations I have made myself, to-

gether with those that have been communicated
by other gentlemen, concur to prove, not merely

that sol-lunar influence manifests itself by evident

effects upon the human constitution, but that the

attacks, exacerbations, remissions, postponings, and
relapses, of the paroxysms of fevers, which com-
prehend the whole of the evidence that is neces-

sary to constitute a complete demonstration, are,

in a wonderful manner, coincident in time, and
correspondent in degree, with the periodical

changes that take place in the power of sol-lunar

attraction. To reject, therefore, those accumula-

ted proofs of its actual operation and efficiency, is

to violate the principles and rules, by which we
infer the existence of a connection or cause, in

every question of philosophy, or common occur-

rence of life.

The proof of regular changes in the atmosphere

corresponding with the revolutions of lunar attrac-

tion, being now established by the discovery of a

regular diurnal, and a septenary flux and reflux in

the mercury of the barometer, coincident with the

diurnal and septenary revolutions of the same
power, the theory of sol-lunar influence in fevers

receives from this event all the support that can be

derived from ^ fair analogy : and it may be infer-

red with reason, that changes such as these in the

element in which we breathe and move, are not

likely to take place without corresponding pertuiv

bations in the human frame.
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The existence of a dimiial flux and lefliix in the

mercury of the barometer, is now sufficiently

estabhshed by the observations of Father Boudier,*
at Chandernagore ; of Mr. Trail, Mr. Farquhar,
and Colonel Peirce, at Calcutta; and those which
appear in my treatise, on the barometer, inserted

in the fourth volume of the Asiatic Researches;

and on the Coast of Coromajidel, by the observa-

tions of Doctor Roxburgh f. On the other side

of the globe, they have been observed in South
America'^, and the IFest Indies \\; and also at dif-

ferent places in Europe §.

The proofs of a septenary flux and reflux, in tlie

mercury of the barometer, is confirmed by the ob-

servations of J\Ir. ToALDO, Father Cotte, and
others ; but still more pointedly by those lately

made in England by Mr. Howard, to be found in

a paper read before the Askesian Society in Loudon^

and published in the seventh volume of the Philo-

sophical Magazine.

Such is the support and security which the doc-

trine of sol-lunar influence in fevers derives from
evidence direct and analogical From the sublime

discoveries of Lavoisier respecting the composi-
tion of the atmosphere it receives protection of ano-

ther kind. In the present imperfect state of our
knowledge regarding the component parts of at-

* Tiaite de Meteorologie, par Le P. Cotte, page 343.

t Vide tlie Transactions of the Royal Society, Vol.

X Traite de Meteorologie, par Le P. CoTTE, page 399.

II
Doctor MosELEYS Treatise on the Diseases of the West In-

dies, and Le P. Cotte.
§ At Berlin, by M. Changeux, vide Traite de Meteorolo-

gie, par Le P. Cotte, page 6l8, at Padua; by Mr. Toaldo
and liis Nephew, vide Truice de Meteorologie, par Le P, Cotte,
page Gl6, &ic. ike.
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mospheric air, and the mode of their combination,

who will presume to limit or define its connection

with sol-lunar influence? Who will be so hardy

and so regardless of his own reputation as to pro-

nounce, without proof, that this influence has 7w

power to produce any change whatever in the na-

ture of this compounded iluid ; in the smallest de-

gree connected with useful knowledge; or neces-

sar}^ in any respect to be known ?

fldli/. For the purpose of removing the obstacles

that arise from the intricacy and labour of astrono-

mical investigations, in which those who are em-
plo3"ed in the study and practice of medicine can

have no leisure to engage, it will be sufficient to

present a plain and simple idea of this power, with

the common changes to which it is liable, ab-

stracted from all the complicated circumstances by
which those changes are produced : The conside-

ration of which, though indispensibly necessary

for the nicer purposes of astronomy, are by no
means required for those of medicine and meteoro-

logy-

It was determined bvDz La Place* in 1790,

that the force of the moon to excite those perturba-

tions that manifest themselves on the surface of

our globe, by the elevation of the tides, is three,

and tiiat of the sun one. Assuming this as a foun-

dation, we have only to conceive that those two
quantities of power, sometimes assisting and some-

times counreracting each other according to the

varying positions in which they are placed, pro-

duce the corresponding changes that are observed

* Asfrcnomie par Jerome Le Fkancais La Lande, Tome
III, Troisieme E<iilion Revue et Augmentee, additious et correc-.

tions, page 757-
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in the paroxysms of fevers ;
remembering, at the

same tim.e, that those are occasionally subject to

certain perturbations of inferior consequence, from

the attractions of the planets. To conceive this,

is all that is required.

3d/.i/. To render Q.ur knowledge of this principle

sufficiently perfect, by giving it all the advantages

o^ numerical precismi, without wiiicli no physical

principle can ever acquire the form and efficiency

of science, it is necessarj^ that all the various de-

grees of increase or decrease that sol-lunar influence

is liable to undergo at various hours of the day
and night, should be accurately ascertained, and
expressed in numbers.

It is to attain this end that I am now led to pro-

pose the scheme of an astronomical Epheriitris for

the purposes of medicine and meteorology, con-

taining a column for the horal "cariations of sol-

lunar power both day and night, ascertained and
expressed with all the precision that can be ob-

tained.

The perturbing force of the moon being found
by De La Place to be three, and that of the sun
one; and four, therefore, being the wnole of the

perturbing power with which they can act upon
this globe, we shall obtain by dividing this sum
into forty parts or degrees, a scale sufficiently ex-

tensive and minute for expressing all the difierent

degrees that can possibly occur.

By means of this Ephemeris, every phenomenon
that appears being instantly and easily compared
with the existing corresponding degree of sol-lunar

power, certain general truths will at length be ob-
tained, respecting its agency and interference in
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the diflferent processes of nature, and operations of

art. We shall ultimately discover where it assists,

where it counteracts, and where it produces no ef-

fects at all
;
precepts and cautions will thence arise

to direct our conduct: and thus assuming the real

character and office of science, it will hecome an

instrument of improvement and perfection in the

useful occupations of life. In our native country

the respectable tradesmen, who are employed in

the important national concerns, of supplying our

fleets destined for distant vovao-es and warm cli-

mates, with wholesome and durable provisions, are

often unaccountably disappointed in the quality of

the different articles which they provide. Perhaps

they may discover that all the days of the month
are not alike favourable for the important processes

of brewing, and baking, and of preserving meat.

And perhaps abroad, the manufacturers of indigo,

sugar, saltpetre, and opium, may find out hereafter,

that the success of their diti'erent operations are not

altogether unconnected with certain periods of time.

To those who are proficient in astronomy it will

readily occur, that the construction ofan EphemeriSf

such as that which is [)roposed, is not merely specu-

lative or impracticable. It will occur to them that

there is no hour or division of the column appropri-

ated to the variations of sol-lunar power, for which
the precise degree or quantum of its force is not

either ascertained by astronomical theorems already

demonstrated, or readily dcducible from such de-

monstrations. On those gentlemen, whose studies

have qualified them, and whose zeal may incline

them, from a sense of its utility, to complete the con-

struction of this instrument, 1 must for the present

rest my hopes. My own imperfect knowledge of as-

tronomy , and the precarious state ofmy health, render

me at this time totally unequal to such an exertion.
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CONCLUSION,
In concluding this paper, I hope it will not be

deemed disrespectful, if to prevent future mistakes,

I should take this opportunity of declaring expli-

citly my own sentiments respecting the result and
success of these investigations.

*' Having discovered the laws of febrile pa-
" roxifsms, and having marked their course and
" periods in a manner that was never explained or
" done before, I conceive that I have been able to
*' unfold a history and theory of fevers entirely

**new; consistent with itself in every part, and
" v/ith the other appearances of nature

;
perfectly

*' conformable to the laws discovered by the im-
*' mortal Newton ; and capable ofproducing impor-
" tant improvements in medicine and meteorology."

Should these pretensions prove groundless and
visionary, having submitted them to this Society,

I shall at least obtain the credit of havino- souo-ht

investigation. If they be fair and just, the harm-
less vanity of proclaiming them will not obliterate

all their merit.

EXPLANATION OF THE TABLES.

Of all the phenomena that occur in the contem-
plation of animal nature, it will be readily acknow-
ledged, that tht paro.vysms offivers are the most in-

teresting to mankind. The history of every age
declares the dreadful desolations they have made
in every country; and by far the greatest portion
of the human race continues to be swept away by
this terrible disease.
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The cause, however, that produces tliese re-

markable ettects, and determines the paroxysms of
fevers to appear in (hfferent cases in various order

and succession, constituting fevers of diiftrent

types ; and that again whicii determines different

types to come to an end after certain intervals of

time, forming these into fevers of different dura-

tions, are questions which have hitherto defied the

research of physicians ; and cannot be explained,

except by the laws of sol-lunar influence.

TABLE I.

Explains the Types cf Fevers.

The different types that occur in fevers are form-

ed by febrile paroxysms continuing to return in

succession for a certain number of days, at an in-

terval of twelve, twenty-four, and forty-eight

houis ; or some other larger multiple of twelve

hours ; and almost invariably in coincidence with

the period of the tides. The types of fevers, there-

fore, are formed by the action of sol-lunar influ-

ence producing paroxysms in coincidence with the

periods of the tides, at the intervals I have describ-

ed:, and difiier from each other, only in so far as

their paroxysms return in succession at intervals

formed by different multiples of twelve hours.

To convey a general idea of this discovery, I

have constructed Table I, observing that it applies

to explain all the types that I have ever met with

in India; and agrees perfectly with the types that

are described by other authors. The first of these

examjjles, fiom the perfect coincidence of its pa-

roxysms with the pej.iod of the tides, I have
called 2i perfect type ; and all the others, from their

imperfect coincidence with those periods, iniper-
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feet types. But as the paroxysms of the imperfect

types, after the commencement of the neaps, are

generally disposed to become less distinct in

their form, and therefore not so easily reducible to

the figure of a diagram, I have confined my repre-

sentation of types to the period of the springs;

M'hen the paroxysms or fe\'ers happen towards the

middle of the day and night; and are most regu-

lar and distinct.

\st. Days are. represented by the divisions of the

horizontal lines of the table.

Qc/iy. The paroxysms of fevers are represented by
dots placed above and below these lines.

3diy. Single dots above the line represent single

paroxisms happening towards the middle part of
the day, and are pointed out by the letter d (for

diurnal) placed at their beginning on the left.

A:thly. Single dots hclow the line represent single

paroxysms happening towards the middle part of
the night, and are pointed out by the letter n (for

nocturnal) placed at their beginning on the left.

5tldy. Two dots in one division, the one abo^oe,

the other belozv the line, denote a diurnal and noc-
turnal paroxysm on the same day.

Gthly. The different successions of dots on the
different horizontal lines of the table, proceeding
from the beginning of the line on the left to its

termination on the right, exhibit examples of va-
rious successions of paroxysms; constituting spe-

cimens oi different febrile types thai: occur daily in

the course of nature.
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TABLE 11.

Explains the Durations and Crises of Fevers.

Fevers of all the different types that are produced

in the manner described in Table I. are limited to

forms of different durations, by the remarkable re-

mission which takes place in the power of sol-lunar

influence on the commencement of the neaps ; and
which brings them at these junctures to a termina-

tion, or crisis, whenever the state of the body is

sufficiently disposed to concur in that event. This

is illustrated by the variations produced in the dura-

tion ofperfect types as exhibited in this table ; which
will also serve, without any other diagram, to give

an idea of the variations produced in a similar

manner in the durations of types that are imperfect.

1st. Days are represented by the divisions of the

horizontal lines of this table.

2r//y. The paroxysms of fevers are represented

by dots placed above and below these lines.

3dly. Single dots above the lines represent single

paroxysms happening towards the middle part of

the day, and are pointed out by the letter d (for

diurnal) placed at their beginning on the left.

4th ly. Single dots belozv the line represent single

paroxysms happening towards the middle part of
the night, and are pointed out by the letter ;z (for

nocturnal) placed at their beginning on the left.

5thlif. Two dots in one division, one above the

line, the other below, denote a diurnal and noctur-

nal paroxysm on the same day.

Gthly. The successions of dots on the dif-

ferent horizontal lines of the table, proceeding from
the be"innino^ of the line on the left to their ter-

mination on the right, represent the different suc-

cessions of paroxysms that occur in fevers of a

perfect type, (or what are commonly called con-
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tinned fevers,) which ceasing on the commence-

ment of the neaps, constitute different durations of

perfect types; and those will serve also to give an

idea of the variety that may be produced in a si-

milar manner in the duration of types that are im-

perfect ; commonly called remitting and intermit-

ting fevers.

'7thly. Although single paroxysms will appear

from the disposal of the dots in this table to be

confined to the neaps, and double paroxysms to the

springs, it must however be understood, that this

is not always rigidly or invariably true ; and they

are represented here in this manner, only to de-

note their general and prevailing tendency and

course ; which must always be liable to certain de-

viations, not only from uncommon perturbations in

the state of sol-lunar influence itself; but also from

the usual and regular action of this influence hap-

pening to exert itself upon extraordinary degrees

of paroxysmal propensity.

hthly. The daily postponing of the paroxysms

cannot be easily represented on a fixed or immove-
able diagram of this kind. But the effects which
it has of shiftiiig their accessions from night to

morning, about the middle of the neaps, is denoted

by shifting the single dots, that represent the par-

oxysms at this time, from the nocturnal to the

diurnal side of the line. The postponing of the

paroxysms is a phenomenon that has been too little

attended to in the history of fevers.

EXPLANATION of TABLE IIL

This is the second Table in Doctor Currie's
Medical Reports on the effects of water, &c. ar-

ranged agreeably to the doctrine of sol-lunar in-

flaence.

Vol. VIIL D
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In order to accominodate it to this idea, the

column of the Januarij and February admissions

are removed from the left to the right-hand side of

the Table ; so as to bring all the three months of

the winter interval together, and to preserve the

natural order in which the admissions followed

each other, the whole of these two columns is

raised one step higher : so that the January and
February admissions of 1781, are brought upon
the same line with those of December 1780, and
therefore follow them, in this Table, as they really

occurred ; and so also with all the rest.

By this arrangement the admissions o^ January
and February 1780, are thro\un out of their proper

place at the top of their respective columns, but
are inserted at the bottom ; and thus fill up the

vacancies that were occasioned by raising the co-

lumns in the manner described ; and by this means
the amount of these columns is preserved the same
as in the original Table.

The elevation, however, of the January and Fe-

bruary admissioi":s above the lines in which they

stood in the original Table, makes a small altera-

tion in each of the annual amounts ; but as that

does not alter the sum total, nor affect, in the smal-

lest degree, the present question, it is of no conse-

quence.
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II.

Extract from a Journal, during the late Cam--

paign hi Egypt.

BY CAPTAIN C. B. BURR.

ABOUT three miles to the westward of Ginnie,

on the opposite side of the Nik, are situated

the ruins of the ancient temple of Isis, now better

known to the AiYibs by the name of Dendera; be-

ing a corruption of Tcutijris, which name was
once borne by a city, of which the puesent temple
is all that remains to denote its former splendour.

That part which still exists, is surrounded by such
heaps of rubbish, broken walls, and fragments of
an Arab village, long since mouldered on its parent
ruins, that little is perceptible in approaching, ex-

cept five clumsy pillars forming'part of a detached
temple at some distance from the gate, with whicli

it is in a right line, though now separated by a
tank, filled by the inundation of the Nile. These
columns are connected at their base by a stone

wall in which tliere appear to have been eight, one
at each corner, and one on either side of an en-

trance in front and rear of the building; which is

about forty feet long, and possessing nothing
worthy attention.

Beyond this, on the summit, and partly buried
in the mound of rubbish, is a gateway much ruined
on the side we approached from, but whose inter-

nal face is an object of peculiar admiration : its

high state of preservation, the excellence of its

sculpture, the simplicity of the style, the excellent
execution of the figures, chiefly female, the hiero-

glyphics, and other ornamental parts, excited my
surprise beyond what I had expected or thouglijt

I) 2
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possible. It is probably rather an advantage t^

the temple, its being so suriounded with ruins as

to be secreted till you approach sufficiently near,

to receive a more perfect impression of its beau-

ties. The rubbish, however, with which it is

choaked up, confines the sight too much, and
almost precludes the possibility of viewing the

building with so good an effect as would arise

from a greater choice of situation on the part of
the spectator. Passing this gateway, the passage

through which is also beautifully sculptured, we
reached on the right hand a temple, surrounded
by a gallerj^ still entire, though almost buried

;

the 'whole ornamented with a variety of figures,

surrounded with hieroglyphics, which doubtless

explain the meaning of the various objects, some
human, others of a less definite nature ; the work-
manship is in ver}' great preservation, but the gal-

lery so filled as to prevent our standing erect, though
the body of this temple, into which we descended,

was near thirty feet in height, covered with large

slabs of stone. The entrance to this edifice is

through a corridore supported on pillars almost bu-

ried in the ruins.

The grand temple, retired from the gateway about

fifty yards, presents a front of one hundred and
forty feet at the base; at least what is now the ter-

replain : and about sixty feet in height, the rest be-

ing invisible. This part is in the most perfecl state

;

the fillet, torus, and almost every ornamental part,

save what the bigotry of the yirabs has induced them'

to deface, beii^g in excellent preservation. In the

centre an entrance of nineteen feet leads into a peri-

style divided by three rows of columns on either

side of twenty-two and ahalf feet circumference, the

front row connected to each other, at their bases, by
a wall ; which, from a part that has been cleared
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away by the Savans to ascertraiti the elevation of the

building, exceeds ten feet in height; from the top of
this to the entablature of the columns, the space is

left open; within are nine 'pillars to the -right and
left, (tallying in size and design with those in front,)

that support the roof of the peristyle; which is or-

namented in thfe most beautiful style, with a vast va-

riety of figures, and representations of aquatic

scenes. Many groupes of men and beasts are here

represented; some perfectly of a terrestrial and fami-

liar nature, others allegorical, amongst which is a

fine fio-ure of a bull buttino" at the new Moon. The
dresses, the utensils, canoes, and many of the articles

of the domestic oeconomy of the ancient Egyptians^

are herein represented in the most minute and pleas-

iiig manner ; and the entire state of these figures,

not only in shape, hut colouring, conveys the most
perfect idea of the habits of the times. A vast re-

semblance exists in the dresses with those at present

worn in India ; the ckolk of the women, the rnGond^

and many others, claiming a direct comparison. It

ha5 often struck me, and never more forcibly than in

contemplating this temple and its sculptures, that

there must have existed a much greater affinity in the

customs of, and of course a more friendly intercourse

amongst, the nations of the East formerly, when
they pursued one system of worship, than since the

introduction of Chnstianity and Mahomttanlsm

;

which, by generating the most rooted and inveterate

prejudices, have estranged the affections of mankind
from those, v/hom no political difference could ever

have affected. Of this we had an example even
amongst the present inhabitants, who, regarding us

as infidds, hate us, though we came as friends.

Their dislike, however, they found it prudent to con-

ceal ; but they were not equally reserved with respect

to the Hindoos, whom they often expressed their ab-

horrence of. This detestation of Paganism has in-

D3
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duced them, and doubtless been their sole motive

for taking" so much pains, to mutilate every figure

of Isis, whose features are chisselcd out; and many
of the other figures, whose situations were not so

elevated as to preserve them from the destructive

contact of the Arab, have suffered almost perfect

annihilation. All beyond it, however, are extremely

perfect, and the whole ceiling, with one or two
trifling exceptions, is entire ; the capitals of the pil-

lars are square, each face having had a representa-

tion of Isis's head on it, which, though so roughly

handled, the turban has in no instance l)een destroy-

ed, and the colouring of it, the bandeaus, and other

decorations, are stiil in the greatest perfection. The
stone of which the temple is built is a kind of free-

stone. As this would not receive either polish or

paint, figures and hieroglyphics, with which every

part of the peristyle, both internally and externally,

is covered, have, in the interior, been plastered over

with a fine cement, which has not only received a

polish that has stood the test of ages, but has re-

tained the brilliancy of the tints, particularly the

blue, in a manner almost incredible. The mystic

symbol of the winged Orb, of which reiterated re-

presentations decorate the ceiling of the central

division of the peristyle, extending entirely across,

bears the brightest hues ; the same mysterious type

adorns the entablature over the entrance, and the

interior face of the same part of tliC gateway ; the

walls are covered with various sculptures, repre-

senting different parts of the history of Is is, one or

two of the principal figures in each, being eviflently

the same, though each compartment into which the

wall is divided, represents some separate* event

:

but above the head of Isis, on each of the sides of

each column, the two ceJitral front ones excepted,

is the Deity's birth, without variation, all most ele-

gantly executed, and exact counterparts of each
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Other. The interior length of this peristyle is one
hundred and rwenty-three feet, and sixty-four deep;

the walls, at eiriicr end, near nine feet thick, decreas-

mg externally as they ascend; the slabs of stone form-

ing the roots, are over the centre columns, twenty-

five feet long, about six broad, and extremely thick.

Hence, by a large portal of elegant architecture,

we entered tiie vestibule, the ro{>f of which, consi-

derably lower than that of the peristyle, is supported

by six pillars, three on either side; their decorations

much mutilated : tlie little that is visible, shews
them to be tinted. This room is about half the

length and breadth of the outer one, but being

nearly filled with rubbish, we passed through ano-

ther large door, into a room of the same length and
height, but narrow enough to admit of large slabs

reaching across without the intervention of pillars.

Apertures are cut in the ceiling to admit air and
light; and a passage or door, to the right and left,

leads to other parts of the temple. Facing the

door where we had entered, is another which led

into a third room rather larger, and lighted in like

manner from above ; from these there are four doors

leading to difierent parts of the building, to the

right and letY ; and a portal facing that by which
we had entered, which led us into a dark recess

about tliirty feet long, and twenty-hve broad, whose
roof in like manner consisted of transversal slabs.

This probably was the great sanctuary, at the fur-

ther extremity of which was a hole, through which
we were enabled to descend into a vault, which, like

the rest of the a})artments, is nearly tilled with earth.

We, however, ascertained by our lights, that the

floor above v/as formed of numerous small slabs of

stone cemented to each other, and destitute of any
other support than what they derived from the ju-

dicious manner in which thev were united. Re-
4
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turning hence, after visiting some rooms to our

right, we went through a pyjssage to the left that

led to an apartment, where we in vain endeavored

to maintain our ground against a host of bats, that

finally obliged us to resume the course of this pas-

sage, which led by many steps of easy ascent, and
many windings round their centre, to tl^.e summit
of the temple ; in approaching which it branches off

to the right and left, the latter opening to a corri-

dore, within which was a sanctuary, through the

floor of which a perforation afforded light to a part

of the temple which had not fallen under our obser-

vation. On the ceiling of this corridore, which is

about twenty feet long, and half that breadth, is a cu-

rious female figure sculptured in rehevo, represented

in a bent, exttndtd posture. The limbs, though dis-

proportioned, are particularly beautiful : it is in the

highest preservation, and worthy peculiar attention.

By some steps projecting from the rear of the peri-

style, we ascended to its summit, whence we com-
manded a fine view of the country, Ginnie, our

camp, and the meanderings of the river; in our

rear was a spacious burial ground ; beyond an ex-

tensive desert. The intervening distance to the

Nile was covered with rushes, and a thorny weed
which gave the country a verdant appearance, and
supplied the place of a luxuriant cultivation.

The numerous villages, each shaded by its grove of
dates, afforded a faint conception of an Indian

scene, but the sterility of the neighbouring deserts

that bounded the contracted landscape, forbade.the

indulgence of the pleasing comparison.

On the slabs arc cut the names of several French
travellers, who visited the place in 1779, and one
of a democrat, dated the year eight.

Leaning over the temple, I discovered, on the
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fillet, a Greek inscription in a state of great preser-

vation, which I transcribed, and afterwards revised

from below ; unfortunately the information it con-

veys is trifling, and the obhteration ofa part preventt

its being of that utihty I had at first anticipated.

Thougli we had ascended by the stairs, the mound
of ruins on one side presented a more ready descent;

and industriously profiting of the moment, we lost

no time hi completing our observations.

The French ha\e been digging round, and within

the temple, in different places, to ascertain its di-

mensions, and we wxre indebted for our access to

many of the rooms, to the pains taken by them to

discover their entrances; for which purpose they
have removed a great deal of rubbish. The whole
exterior of the temple is in perfect preservation, ex-

cept the defacement which many of the figures

within reach have suffered. On the south and west
faces are some very elegant spouts for carrying off

water, issuing from the mouths of couchant lions,

decorated with rams-horns. The whole summit of
the temple is disfigured by heaps of rubbish, and
fra^-ments of walls, as also the mounds which sur-

round it, w4iich probably owe their existence to a

colonade, or some range of buildings with which it

was enclosed, and which are now buried. To the

southeast, at some hundred yards distance, is a

ruined gateway boasting little beauty ; it is situated

at the foot of the eminence on which the temple is

built, and being almost beyond the range of the

present ruins, might have belonged to some other

edifice. Some wretched Arabs, who emjjloy them-
selves in digging aniongst the ruins, brought us a

t'tv^'^ Roman coins, which v/e purchased.

Though wehatl been several l>ours in contem-
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plating the heautifiil monument before us, yet we
had conceived but an inadequate idea of its > aried

perfections ;
so many objects occurred to arrest our

attention, each discovering some peculiar attraction,

that it would have afforded ample occup ition during

our remaining- stay at Gbmie, to have bestowed on
each the consideration they merited; a circum-

stance which greatly damped the anxiety I had be-

fore felt to visit Thebes, wh^re such an infinit}- of
matter presents itself to the inquisitive tra.veller.

Oar Indian followers, who had atteftded us, be-

held the scene before them with a degree of admira-

tion bordering on veneration, arising not only from
the affinity they traced in several of the figures to

their own deities, but from their conviction of its

being the work of some Racshas, who they con-

ceived had visited the ^arth to transmit to an ad-

miring posterity a testimony of supernatural talents.

I shall dismiss this subject b}'^ observing, that

though the conten:iplation of these surprising mo-
numents of the genius of the ancient Egyptians cre-

ates a high idea of their civilization, and respect for

their antiquity and progress in arts, it is obvious they

are greatly indebted to a beneficent providence,

which by placing them in a temperature, where the

frequent and sudden transitions of climate seldom

if ever occur, has given to their works a permanence

they could never have derived from the combined
power and art of man ; though it must be allowed,

that, notwithstanding the apparent aridity of the

atmosphere, owing to the almost perpetual absence

of rain, the exhalations* from the circumjacent in-

* ftIt is au opinion in Egypt, that the tail of these dews, not only

averts the plague, but cures those vvlio are aftected with it.

N. B. Son IN I, in vol. Ill, of his Travels in E^i/pf, gives very

correct «'ielineviliM)s of soaie of the most icmalkable sculptures of

this lo'iple.
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uudation arc so great as to occasion, at one period

of the year, a huniidity little interior to that which
would proceed from actual immersion ; and which
in their consequences -would equally aftcct that

brillianc}- of colouring which has stamped a cha-

racteristic pre-eminence on these chej d'ceuvres.

TO ROBERT HOME, Esq.

Secretary to ike Asiatic Society.

SIR,

1"^HE ingenious and learned author of the inquiry

into the life and writings of Homer speaks of

abstracted mythology, as the result of great search

and science: being a comparison of the harmony
and discord, the resemblance and dissimilitude, of

the powers and parts of the universe, it often con-

sists of their finest proportions and hidden apti-

jtudes, set together and personated by a bemg act-

ing like a mortal.

It is from this and similar observations of this in-

structrive writer, and from the history of *tlie Hea-
'veiis by the Abbe Plug he, that I have been led to

investigate the mythology of India ; and to apply
their mode of reasoning to a system which has ge-

nerally been considered as a heap of wild and ex-

travagant fable.

In fact we must view the images of Lidia in the

light of hieroglyphics, and endeavour to develope
the allusion : this is the object of the accompany-
ing attempts; but I only offer my conjectures; I

insist upon no hypothesis.

Jf these essays should be deemed acceptable by
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the Society, it will be an inducement to me to con-

tinue the research.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,
• J. D. PATERSON.

Dacca, the 4th January, 1803.

III.

Of the Origin of the Hindu Religion.

T
BT J. D. PATERSON, ESQ.

HE Hindu religion appears to me to have hcen'&' ipp

originally a reform of existing systems, v/hen

the arts and sciences had arrived at a degree of

perfection ; that it was intended to correct the fe-

rociousness and corruption of the times, and to re-

duce mankind to an artificial order on a firmer base

of polit}' ; that it was the united effort of a society

of sages, who retained the priesthood to themselves,

and rendered it hereditary in their familes, by the

division of the people into separate casts ; that it.

was supported by the regal authority, which, while

it controlled, it supported in return : that it was
promulgated in all its perfection at once as a reve-

lation of* high antiquity, to stamp its decrees with

greater authority; and that it was founded on pure

Deism, of which the Gayatri, translated by Sir

William Jones, is a striking proof; but tocom-
ply with the gross ideas of the multitude, who re-

quired a visible object of their devotion, they per-

sonified the three great attributes of the deity.

The first founders of the Hindu religion do not

appear to have had the intention of bewildering

their followers with metaphysical definitions ; their

description of the deity, was confined to those at-

tributes which the wonders of the creation so loudly

attest: his almighty, power to create; his prpvi-
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dence to preserve ; and his power to annihilate or

change what he has created.

In fact, no idea of the deity can be foraied be-

yond this : it is simple, but it forces conviction

upon the mind. This simplicity, however, was
destroyed when they attempted to describe these

attributes to the eye by hieroglyphics
;
perhaps let-

ters had not then been invented, in which case

they could have no other mode of instruction than

by signs arid emblematical figures.

In order to impress on the minds of men a sense

of their total and absolute dependance on him, by
whom they live, and from whom they have their

being, they invented the hieroglyphical figures of
Brahma —Vishnu Siva.

As emblematical of
Creation Preservation Destruction.

These are referred to

Matter Space Time.
And painted them

Red Blue White,

" i F s i ?
s i

S . S (Jfc
«>. f» 1^ :>."*•

2 '*

Brahma had originally fi-ve heads, alluding to the
five elements ; hence in one of the forms given to

Si'vA, as the Creator, he is likewise represented

with five heads. But the introduction of images
soon led the mass of mankind to consider these per-

sonified attributes as real distinct personages ; and as

one error brings with it many others in its train,

men separated into sects, each selecting one of the
triad, the particular object of their devotion, in
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preference to, and exclusive of the others : the fol-*

lowers of Vishnu and Si'va invented new svmbols,

each to ascribe to their respective divinity the at-

tribute of creation. This contention for pre-emi-

nence ended in the total suppression of the worship

of Brahma, and the temporary submission of Vish-

nu to the superiority of Si'va; but this did not

last long; the sects raised crusades against each

other ; hordes of armed fanatics, under the titles

of Samiyasis and Vairagis, enlisted themselves

as champions of their respective flith ;• the former

devoted their lives in support of tlie superiority of

Si'va, and the latter were no less zealous for the

rights of Vishnu: alternate victory and 'defeat

marked the progress of a religious war, which for

ages continued to harass the earth, and inflame

mankind against each other.

Plutarch has' said of the Egyptians, that they had
inserted nothing into their worship without a rea-

son, nothing merely fabulous, nothing supersti-

tious (as many suppose); but their institutions have_

eithefa reference to morals, or to something useful

in life ; and many of them bear a beautiful resem-

blance of some facts in history, or some appearance

in nature ; perhaps in the commencement to lead

mankind into superstition was not intended nor fore-

seen ; it is a weed that springs up naturally when
religion is blended with mystery, and burdened

with perplexing ceremonials. The mass of mankind
lost sight of morality in the nmltiplicity of rites;

and as it is easier to practise ceremonies than to sub-

due the passions, ceremonies gradually become sub-

stitutes for real religion, and usurp the place of

morality and virtue.

This seems to h.ave been the case with the reli-

gions of Egypt and India.
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In the course of investigating the ceremonies of
the Hindus, and in attempting to develope their

meaning, it will be found necessary to compare
them with the ceremonies and rites of Egypt: the

resemblance is striking; they mutually serve to ex-

plain each other ; and leave no doubt in my mind
of their connexion, or rather identity.

The anniliilation of the sect and worship of
Brahma, as the Iswara or supreme lord, is alle-

gorically described in the Cas'ickand of the Scanda
Furdn, where the three powers are mentioned as

contending for precedency. Vishnu, at last, ac-

knowledges the superiority of SiVa; but Brahma,
on account of his presumptuous obstinacy and
pri^e, had one of his hca^U cut off by l5i'vA, and
liispiija abolished.

The intent of this fable is evidently to magnify
the sect of Siva above those of Brahma arnd

Vishnu ; and if, instead of the D^vat/is tbemselves,

(wlio are described as the actors in this allegorical

'drama) Ave substitute the contending sects, the fa-

ble will appear not destitute of foundation in histo-

rical fact.

Of the Va'hans, or Vehicles oftJie Gods.

When the symbolical worship was introduced,

the vehicles of the new deities were necessarily

allegorical: the Vdhans of the three supreme per-

sonified attributes were purity, truth, and justice
;

the first was typified by the Su-an, whicli, clothed

with unspotted whiteness, swims amidst the waters,

as it were distinct from, and unsullied b}^ them, as

the truly pure mind remains untainted amidst the

surrounding temptations of the world.
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Garu DA .and Aru'na are two brothers, the one
remarkable for his strength and swiftness, the other

(Aru'na) is described as imperfect, and, on ac-

count of his defects, destined to act as charioteer to

the Sun. Aru'na is the dawn, the morning twi-

light, which precedes the Sun : Garu'da is perfect

light, the dazzhng full blaze of day, the type of
truth, the celestial Vahan of Vishxu.

Justice, typified in the sacred bull, is the Vahan
of Si VA. The Bull, whose body is Paramh'wara,
and whose every joint is a virtue; Avhose three

horns are the three Vedas ; whose tail ends where
Ad'herma, or injustice begins.

CyOsiRis, HoRus, Typhon, aW Brahma, Vish-
nu, and Si'vA.

If we consider the Egyptian Osiris not as a

name, but as a title of supremacy, which each sect,

as their doctrines became in turn the established

religion of the country, applied exclusively to the

object of their worship ; and if we consider it as

the same with the Sanscrit Iswara (the Supreme
Lord), it will greatly illustrate the identity of the

religions of Egypt and Hindostan, by a close coin-

cidence of historical fact. The three great attri-

butes of the Deity had in course of time been

erected into distinct Deities, and mankind had di-

vided into sects, some attaching themselves to

Brahma, some to Vishnu, and others to SiVa.

The contention of schismatics from the same stock,

is always more inveterate than where the difi'e-

rence is total, the sect of Brahma claimed

exclusive pre-eminence for the object of their

choice, as being the creative pozver, the Iswara,
or Supreme Lord. The two other sects joined
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against the followers of Brahma, and obtained so

complete a victory as to abolish totally that wor-

ship ; the sect of Si'va, being the most powerful,

rendered theirs the established religion, and claim-

ed for Siva, in his turn, the exclusive title of

I's'wARA. The sect of Vishxu, or Heri, at length

emerged from its obscurity, and, in concert with the

followers of the Sacti, or female power, destroyed

and abolished the sect andworship of SiVa ; thus

Vishnu, or Heri, became the I's'wara, and his

worship the established religion. This seems to

have been the case in Egypt ; for, if we substitute

the name of Osiris for Brahma, Horus for Vish-
nu or Heri, Typhox for Si'va, and Isis for the

female principle, the history agrees in all its parts.

A proof of the identity of Si'va and Typhon is

the title of Babon. Mr. Bryant says, that "Ba-
*' BON was thought to have been the same as Ty-
*' PHON, by some esteemed 2. female, and the wife
" of that personage." One of the titles of Si'va is

Bhuban, or rather Bhuvan-I's'wara, the Lord of
the Universe; his consort, in this character, is

styled Bhuvan-I's'wari', which may have occa-

sioned the uncertainty mentioned by Air. Bryant,
with respect to the se^: of that Deity, since Bhu-
van (world), or the Universe, is a part of the title

of either.

The Sun is one of the forms of Heri, or Vishnu j

Osiris and Horus are both supposed to have been
the Sun. The Indian expedition of Osiris coincides

with the adventures of Rama, one of the incarna-

tions of VisiiNU. The four months sleep of Horus
tallies with the four months sleep of Vishnu.

The sacred Bull, the vehicle of Si'va, w^as the

emblem of justice, and peculiarly sacred to him
amongst the Indians ; and the living animal itself

Vol. Vni. E
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was venerated at Memphis and Thebes, under the

names of Apis and Mj^tevis. Ihe Phallos of Osiris
was an object of worship, and it is known to be. the

hieroglypliic of Si'va : and lastly, Osiris, like

Brahm^^, is described as a great lawgiver.

If the conjecture I have set out with in this article,

be considered with attention, it will accoLint for the

mixed character of the Grecian Bacchus.

The word Surd in Sanscrit signifies both wine and
true wealth ; hence in the first C^hand of the lid-

maijan of Va'lmi'c it is expressly said, that the Di-
^oatas, liaving received the Surd, acquired the title

oi^ Suras, and the Daityas that of Asura from not
having received it. The Veda is represented as that

w^ine and true wealth ; and the Devatds as enjoying

it in a superior degree, being termed Suras: the

prince, or supreme leader of the Suras, became in

me Grecian Deity (by a confined translation of the

word), the god of wine and drunkards.

Bacchus, or Osiris, was represented by an equi-

lateral triangle; Si'va has the same hieroglyphic:

the worship of Bacchus was the same as that which
is paid to SiVa ; it had the same obscenities, the

same bloody rites, and the same emblem of the ge-

nerative power.

In Bacchus may be traced the characteristics of

each of the personages in the Indian triad ; and this

may be accounted for by supposing the Greeks to

have been deceived by the title Osiris; they, con-

sidering it as the name of an individual, mingled
the characters and adventures of all the three in one
personage. Bacchus may possibly be derived from
a title of Vrihaspati, Va'g-I's'a, the lord of
speech, which might be applied to Brahma' as the
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husband of Saraswati', the goddess of speech.

The Greeks called him Chomios, as Sir William
Jones says, without knowing why; and he was
styled by the Roma?iS^ Bruma : his feasts were ce-

lebrated for several days at the winter solstice;

from him they were called Brumalia, and the win-
ter solstice it^di Bruma.

The crescent of Si'va may have suggested the

horns of Bacchus ; and his army of Satyrs, and vic-

tories in India, shew the 'resemblance of this part of
his character to Vishnu as Ra'ma, who, with his

army of monkies, overran the peninsula of India.

It was a common practice with the Greeks to dis-

guise their own ignorance of the purport of a fo-

reign word, by supplying a word of a similar sound,

but different meaning, in their own language, and
inventing a story to agree with it: thus Meru, or

the north pole, the supposed abode of the Devatas^

being considered as the birth-place of the God,
gave rise to the fable of Bacchus's second birth

from the thigh of Jupiter, because Aleros, a Greek
word approaching Alerii in sound, signifies the

thigh in that language. Si'va is described as taking

the form of a Sink, in the battle of Durga' and
AIahisha'sura; he seizes the monster with his

claws and teeth, and overthrows him, while Dur-
ga', with her spear, finishes the conquest by his

death. Thus Bacchus, under the same form, is

described as destrovino- the o-iant Rhcecus.

Rhcecum retorsisti Leonis

Ufiguibus korribilique Mala.

The Hindu sacrifices to Durga' and Ca'li' resem-

ble those of Bacchus. When the stroke is given,

which severs the head of the victim from its body, the

cymbals strike up, the Sa?icha or Buccinum is blown,

E2
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and the whole assembly, shouting, besmear their

faces with the blood; they roll themselves in it,

and, dancing like demoniacs, accompany their dances
with obscene songs and gestures. The Abb6 Pluche
mentions the same particulars of the assistants in

the sacrifices of Bacchus. The winnowing fan, the

Mystica vanmis iaccki,

is always used in the rites of Ca'l, Ca'li', and Dur-
ga'; but the Hindus at present affix no other idea

of mystery to it, than its being an appendage to

liusbandry; they use it as a tray, on \vhich they
place, before the image of the Deity, the Sesamum
or TV/, the Mundir, with its lamp, and all the other

articles used in the ceremony. A tray could serve

the purpose ; but on all solemnities the rituals pre-

scribe exclusively the use of this van or fan, which
they call Surp.

Of Vishnu, as the Creative Power.

The Vaishnavas, in order to appropriate the crea-

tive principle to Vishnu, make Brahma, whom
they acknowledge as the immediate agent of crea-

tion, to derive his origin from a Lotos, which sprang
out of the navel of Vishnu whilst sleeping upon
the vast abyss of primeval waters; thus Vishnu
becomes superior to Brahma, as being the cause,

first, of his existence, and secondly, of all created

things through his agency. The Argha is a vessel of
copper used by the Brahmais in their puja ; its shape
is intended to represent the universal Mother, but in

the centre of it is an oval rising embossed, and by
this the Vaishnavas assert, is meant the navel of
Vishu, from which all things originally sprang;

and by the mystic union of these two principles of
production, it is intended to describe them as iden-

tically one. The S'aivas, however, insist, that this

Omphalic rising is meant as the emblem of the
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Ling ; hence Si'va's title of ArghanaVh, and in

the Agama, Argha-I's'a, both meaning the Lord
of the sacred Vessel Argha. .

Vishnu is represented, in the tenth Avatar, as

the destroying power, thus ascribing to him the

attribute of Si'va.

Vishnu is represented by the Vaishnavas with
four arms, and in each hand he bears a symbol.
These symbols seem intended to unite the three

great attributes in him, and to express his universal

supremacy. The Lotos typifies his creative power,
(in allusion to the Lotos which sprang from his na-

vel). The Sancha typifies his attributes of preser-

vation, and the mace that of destruction ; while
the Chacra expresses his universal supremacy, as

Chaci^a-Vart'u or Lord of the Ckacra, when applied

to a monarch, indicates universal empire; applied to

SiPundit, the possessor of the whole circle of Science.

0/*Si'vA, as the Creative Power, and Bhava'ni'.
O/Ca'l and — Ca'li'.

When the personified attributes of the Deity
ceased to be considered as mere hieroglyphics; when
mankind beo-an to view them in the lioht of distinct

persons, and attaching themselves to the worship
of one or of the other exclusively, arranged them-
selves into sects, the worshippers of Si'va intro-

duced the doctrines of the eternity of matter, in
order to reconciie the apparent contradiction of as-

signing the attribute of creation to tlie principle of
destruction, they asserted, that the dissolution and
destruction of bodies v/as not real, with respect to

matter, which was indestructible itself, aittiough

its modifications were in a constant succession of
mutation; that the power which continually ope-

rates these changes, must necessarily unite in itself

E3
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the attributes of creation and apparent destruction

:

that this power, and matter, are two distinct and co-

existent principles in nature; the one agent, the

other patient; the one ?72a/e, ihe othtr femaIt ; and

that creation was the effect of the mystic union of

these principles.

The hieroglyphic of this union was worshipped

under a variety of names, Bhava and Bhava'm',

MahadeVa and Maha' Ma'ya', Sec. Thus the

attribute of creation was usurped from Brahma,
by the followers of Si'va, to adorn and charac-

terize their favorite Deity.

This seems to have been a popular worship, for a

great length of time. Two sects, however, sprang

up out of it : the one personified the whole universe,

and the dispensations of providence in the regula-

tion thereof, into a Goddess; this sect retained the

female symbol only, and denominated tliemselves

Sacta, as worshippers of the Sacti, or female power,

exclusively, which they called Pracriti; and
which we, from the Latin, term nature.

The other sect insisted, that there was but one,

eternal, first cause ; that ^very thing existing, de-

rived its existence from the sole energy of that first

cause (N'lrunjtn).

In order, therefore, to express their ideas of the

absolute independence of this supreme power upon

any extra co-operation, they took for their symbol
the maleen.biem, unconnected with that of the fe-

male; a third sect likewise arose, which intended

to reconcile the idea of the unity of godhead with
that of the existence of matter and spirit; they,

therefore, contended, that the union of those two
principles was so mysteriously intimate as to form
but one being, which they represented by a figure
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half male and half female, and denominated Hara-
Gauri', and Ardhana'ri' Is'wara. It is probable

that the idea of obscenity was not originally at-

tached to these symbols: and it is Hkely, that the

inventors themselves might not have fcfreseen the

disorders which this worship would occasion amongst
mankind.- Profligacy eagerly embraces w"hat flat-

ters its propensities, and ignorance follows blindly

wherever example excites : it is, therefore, no won-
der that a general corruption of manners should

ensue, increasing in proportion as the distance of
time involved the original meaning of the symbol in

darkness and oblivion. 0])scene mirth became the

principal feature of the popular superstition, and was,

even in after times, extended to, and intenniiigled

with, gloomy rites and bloody sacrifices. An he-

terogeneous mixture, which appears totally irre-

concileable, unless by tracing the steps which led

to it. It will appear that the ingrafting of a new
symbol, upon the old superstition, occasioned this

strange medley. The sect of Vishnu was not

wholly free from the propensity of the times to ob-

scene rites ; it had been united in interest with that

of Si'vA, in their league against the sect of Brah-
ma, as was expressed by an image, called Har-
Heri, half Si'vA and half Vishnu. This union

seems to have continued till the time when an em-
blem of an abstract idea, having been erected into

an object of worship, introduced a revolution in

religion, which had a violent and extended effect

upon the manners and opinions of mankind.

It was then that a gloomy superstition arose,

which spread its baneful influence with rapidity

amongst mankind; which degraded the Deity into

an implacable tyrant; which filled its votaries with
imaginary terrors.; which prescribed dreadful rites

;

and exacted penances, mortifications, and expiatory

sacrifices. In short, it was the worship of Ca'l
E4
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and Ca'li', introduced by the sect of Si'va, which
caused a total separation of the sect of Vishnu, and
introduced those rehgious wars which, in distant

ages, seem to have distracted mankind; and of

which traces are, even at this day, to be found.

With a view to unite the three great attributes of

creation, preservation, and destruction in one sym-
bol, the S'aivas personified the abstract idea of time

(Ca l), which may, figuratively, be said to create,

preserve, and destroy. They therefore distinguished

artificial time and eternity with peculiar emblems,
in which the attribute of destruction, the charac-

teristic of Si'vA, evidently predominates. The per-

sonified Sacti, or energy of each of these allegorical

personages, was decorated with corresponding em-
blems. The contemplation of the distinctions of
day and night; of the light and dark divisions of

the month ; of the six months night and six months
day of the Gods (occasioned by the apparent obli-

quity of the Sun's path); and lastly, the contrast

of the visible creation with eternal night, suggested

the idea of painting Ca'l white and Ca'li' black.

To SiVa they have given three eyes
;
probably

to denote his view of the three divisions of time,

the past, the present, and the future. A crescent

on his forehead pourtrays the measure of time by
the phases of the Moon. A serpent forms a neck-

lace to denote the measure of time by years. A
second necklace, formed of human skulls, marks
the lapse and revolution of ages, and the extinction

and succession of tlie generations of mankind, lie

holds a trident in one baud, to shew that the three

great attributes are in him assembled and united.

In the other hand is a kind of rattle, called \lamani,

shaped like an hour glass: I am inclined to thnik,

it was really, at first, intended as such; since it

agrees with the character of the Deity; and a sand
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gheri is mentioned, in the Sastra, as one of the

modes of measuring time, and of ascertaining the

length of a gheri.

In the hieroglyphic of the Mahu Pralaya, (or

grand consummation of all things, when time itself

shall he no more,) he is represented as trodden under

foot by \Iaha' Ca'li, or Eternity.

He is there deprived of his crescent, trident, and
necklaces, to shew that his dominion and powers are

no more. He is hlowing the tremendous horn, which
announces the annihilation of all created things.

^Iaha' Ca'li', black and dreadful, is encompass-

ed by symbols of destruction: two of her hands
seem employed in the work of death : of the other

two, one appears pointing downwards, alluding to

the universal havoc which surrounds her: while

the other, pointing upwards, seems to promise the

regeneration of nature, by a new creation.

When the Sun begins his southern declination,

thenio'ht of the Gods beoins: that is, when their

supposed abode, JMeru, (the north pole) begins to

be involved in a night of six months: and, as this

period may be considered as a type of Mahd Pra-
laya, the worship of Maha' Ca'li' is celebrated at

the commencement thereof.

ALvha' Ca'li' is represented without a crescent,

(the artihcial measure of time,) because it is unne-
cessary to her character as the hieroglyphic of eter-

nity. But the belief of the Hindus in successive

destructions and renovations of the Universe, ac-

counts for her wearing a Mund Mcila^ or necklace
of skulls, as emblematical of those revolutions.

J>Iaiia' Ca'l, as represented iu the caverns of
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Elephanta, had eight arms. In one hand he holds

a human figure; in another a sword, or sacrificial

axe; in a third he holds a basin of blood; and with
a fourth he rings ov^er it the sacrificial bell : two
other arms are broken off; but with the two re-

maining he is drawing behind him a veil, which
extinguishes the sun, and involves the whole Uni-
verse in one undistinguished ruin. One of the titles

of this tremendous Deity is Bhairava, the horrific,

but his principal designation is Ca'l Agni Rubra.

If the contemplation of the grand consummation
of all created things struck the mind of the initiated

Brahmen with awe; the uninformed mass of people

would not be less aflfected with the dreadful ap-

pearance and implacable character of this Deit}^

To appease and reconcile so tremendous a Being
would naturally become an object of the greatest

necessit}' and anxiety; the personified metaphor of
all-devouring time, presented to their eyes a divi-

nity delighting in blood and slaughter; the zeal of
worshippers encreased in proportion to their terrors.

The unenlightened mind dwells with disturbed and
anxious attention upon horrors of its own creation;

and superstition takes its form and colour from the

ol>jects which excite it: hence arose those bloody
rites, those consecrated cruelties, and those astonish-

ing penances, which not only obtained in India, but

pervaded almost every part of the ancient world.

Thus a new superstition was grafted upon the old,

as much adapted, by its vain terrors, to degracfe the

human mind, as the former had been to corrupt it.

If it was intended to instruct mankind in the

hieroglyphic language of former ages, and to shew
them hr-w absolutely necessary it was, to make a

sacrifice of their vices and depraved appetites, be-

fore they could render themselves acceptable to the

Deity, could any way be more natural than to typify
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those vices by animals whose propensities are ana-

logous to thcni ; and by the allegorical slaughter of
them before the altar of the Deity, to denote the

sacrifice required. To the uninformed multitude

such an hieioglyphic would seem to prescribe the

actual sacrifice of the animal. The emblematical
apparatus of Ca'l and Ca'li' would confirm them
in the error; and when once the idea was admitted,

that the blood of animals was acceptable to the

Deity, fanaticism would soon demand human vic-

tims. Humiliation and presents appease earthly

princes; but the divinity of fanaticism w^as sup-

posed to require more costly offerings, and the se-

verest mortifications which inventive zeal could

suggest; a false pride, and vain ambition of dis-

playing superior sanctity, excited an emulation

amongst the deluded zealots, which steeled the heart

against pain, and supported the sufferers under all

their self-infiicted torments. This artificial insensi-

bility acquired the reputation of inspired fortitude;

and the admiration of ignorant multitudes repaid

the tanatic for his voluntary tortures.

Such were the disorders which arose out of the

worship of emblematical Deities.

The doctrines of the Saivas seem to have extended
themselves over the greatest portion of mankind;
they spread amongst remote nations, who were ig-

norant of the origin and meaning of the rites they
adopted; and this ignorance may be considered as

the cause of the mixture and confusion of images
and ideas which cliaracterised the mythology of
the ancient Greeks and Romans.

In fict, foreign nations could only copy the out-

ward signs and ceiemonies: the}^ could not be ad-

mitted beyond the threshold of the temple: the

adijtum was impenetrable to them. Ca'l and Qa'lv
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assumed various names : Ca'l became Cronos,
Moloch, Saturn, Dis, Pluto, and Typhon;
Ca'li' became Hfxate, Proserpine, and Diana,
who was worshipped with bloody sacrifices at Tau-

ris. It was to the barbarians that the Greeks were
referred, by their own writers, to learn and under-

stand the names and origin of their Deities.

SiVa, in his character of the Creative Power, be-

came the ZeusTriophthalmos, Jupiter, and Osi-
ris; his consort, BhavaVi', became Juno, Venus,
Cybele, Rhea, the Syrian Goddess, the armed
P'allas, Isis, Ceres, and Anna Perenna. This

multiplication of Deities arose from the ignorance

of foreign nations as to the source of the supersti-

tion which they adopted, and the original mean-
ing of the symbols; they supplied their want of in-

formation by fables congenial to their own national

character and manners : hence arose those contra-

dictions, which made their mythology a labyrinth

of confusion.

When the Saivas intended to ascribe particularly,

to the object of their worship, the benefits arising

from any operation of nature, they decorated the

image with suitable emblems, and assigned to the

Deity a corresponding title.

For instance, S'ancara, (which signifies the be-

nefactor,) is a title of one of those forms of SiVa
or Ca'l. To him the gratitude of the Saivas attri-

buted the blessings which are derived from the

waters of the Ganges, which rolls its fertilizing

stream through various countries, bestowing life

and happiness on millions of created beings.

They therefore adorned the image of Ca'l with
emblems applicable to the mountain whence that

stupendous river flows.
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As this beneficial stream makes its way from the

tops of that mountain through the creepers and un-
derwood, which seem to obstruct its passage to the

plains, it is represented to flow from the head of
the Deity, through his jat'a. or clotted hair: and
as tigers, elephants, and serpents, infest the skirts

of the mountains, he is surrounded with serpents,

his lower clothing is the skin of the elephant, and
he is seated on that of the tis-er. lie is likewise

called Ni'l-Cant'ha (blue neck), from the ap-

pearance which the clouds assume when arrested

in their course by the overtopping summit of the

mountain.

He has likewise the title of Girl I'sVara, or lord

of mountains; and this union of the attributes of
Si'vA with those of the mountain, is more dis-

tinctly pointed out in his marriage with Pa'rvati',

a derivative from par^cat^ a mountain.

As the image of Si'va, in this character, was an
object of local veneration, its worship was probably
confined to the banks of the Games. Had it reached

the nations of Europe, he would have been consi-

dered as a distinct and separate divinity, and ranked
amongst the river Gods. This symbol is admitted
by the Vaishnavas : but in order to ascribe this in-

estimable gift to Vishnu, and to assert his su-

periority over Si'vA, they insist that the river first

flowed out of Vaicunfha (the heaven of Vishnu),
from the feet of Vishnu; that when it had de-

scended upon the mountain Cailas, it was received

by Si'va, and placed on his head amongst his

plaited locks.

On Jagan-Na'th, &c.

The temple ofJagan-Na'th is a famous resort for

pilgrims of all sects, for it is revered by all, it is a

converging point where all the contending parties

imite in harmony with each other. Vv'hat is the
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secret spring of this concurrence of sentiment in

sects, otherwise so irreconcilable to each other?

What is intended by a representation, so extraor-

dinary, of the Deity of the place : a figure that re-

sembles nothing in the heavens above, or the earth

beneath, or in the waters under the earth.

These questions will naturally arise upon a view

of the accompanying drawing, taken from a large

picture brought from the temple, in possession of

Raja Paras' u Ram.

It is a representation of the Sxa'n Jatra, when
the images, stripped of their ornaments, are bathed.

But it is this unadorned condition of the image

that leads to the discover}'' of the mystery.

The Pra?iava, or mystical character which re-

presents the name of the Deity, is thus expressed

2^ . By making a cypher thereof in this man-

ner, ^uo^ filling them up, and giving a bodj

to the central and connecting part of the cypher,

you have

From this cypher, they have m.ade three distinct

Idols; probably, to prevent the original allusion

from being too obvious to the multitude. Subha-
dra"s place is, however, always between the other

two, for she represents the connecting participle ot

the cypher; the propriety of her being so situated

is therefore evident; and as the actual connection
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is dissolved, by the separation of the figures into

distinct idols, we see the reason of her being re-

presented without arms.

Crishna, as ParameVwara, is Jagan-Na'th,
or Lord of the Universe; his half brother is Bal-
RA M (a terrestrial appearance of Si'va); and Sub-

hadra' is a form of Devi.

To me it appears a stroke of refined policy, in the

first founders of the temple, to present, as an ob-

ject of worship, the personification of the triliteral

word which is held in reverence alike by aU sectaries;

and to give it a title which each sect might apply to

the object of its particular adoration. The intention

of the foundation was evidently to render the tem-

ple a place of pilgrimage open to all sects, and to

draw an immense revenue from the mu4tifarious re-

sort of devotees. The ornaments and apparel with
which they cover the image, conceal the real figure

from the multitude, and give it an air of mystery

:

the fascination of mystery is well understood by
the Brahmejis.

Jagan-Na'th and Bal-Ra'm have both the same
form, to shew their identity, and their faces have
the respective colours of Vishnu and Si'va. Con-
sidered in this point of view, this temple may be

considered as the rallying point for the three great

sects. It is upon this principle, that Jagan-Na'th
andBAL-RA'ivi appear sometimes with the attributes

of Gane's'a, to shew that it is one and the same
Deity who is worshipped under so many names and
forms.

On Criskna.
When the Vaislinavas separated themselves from

the Saivas, they introduced a new symbol of the Sun,
under the name of Crishna, as a contrast to tlie

horrid rites of Ca'li', which had so disgusted them.
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Crishna, being an incarnation of Vishnu, is de-

picted with the same characteristic complexion of

dark azure, to identify the Deity in the symbol.

The Earth is represented as a Cow, the cow of
plenty; and as the planets were considered by the

Hindus to be so many habitable Earths, it was na-

tural to describe them by the same hieroglyphic

;

and as the Sun directs their motions, furnishes them
with light, and cherishes them with his genial heat,

Crishna, the symbol of the Sun, was pourtrayed as

an herdsman, sportive, amorous, and inconstant.

The twelve signs are represented as twelve beau-

tiful Nymphs; the Sun's apparent passage, from
one to the other, is described as the roving of the

inconstant Crishna. This was probably the ground-

work of Jayade va's elegant poem, the Gita G6-
xiinda. It is evidently intended by the circular dance

exhibited in the Ras'ijdtrd. On a moveable circle,

twelve Crishnas are placed alternately with twelve

Go'pi's, hand in hand, forming a circle; the God is

thus multiplied to attach him to each respectively,

to denote the Sun's passage through all the signs
;

and, by the rotary motion of the machine, the re-

volution of the year is pointed out.

Crishna obtains a victor}^ on the banks of theP^:-

mu7id over the great serpent Cdl'iija Ndga, which had

poisoned the air, and destroyed the herds in that

This allegory niay be explained upon the same

principle as the exposition given of the destruction

of the serpent Pytkori by the arrows of Apollo.

It is the Sun which, by the powerful action of its

beams, purifies the air, and disperses the noxious

vapours of the atmosphere.
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Both in the Padma and Gariida we find the

serpent Cdlnja, whom Crishna slew in his cliild-

hood, among the Deities " worshipped on this
*' day ; as the Piifhian snake, according to Clemens,
" was adored with Apollo at Delphi''

Perhaps this adventure of Crishxa with the
Caliya Naga, may be traced on our sphere, for we
find there Serpentarius on the banks of the heavenly
Yamuna, the milky way, contending as it were
with an enormous serpent, which he grasps with
both his hands.

The identity ofthe Apollo Nomios andCRisnxA
is obvious : both are inventors of the liute ; and
Crishxa is disappointed by TuLAS I in the same
manner as Apollo was deluded by Daphne, each

nymph being changed to a tree ; hence the Tulasi is

sacred to Crishna, as the Laurus was to Apollo.

The story of Na'reda visiting the numerous
chambers of Crishna's seraglio, and findingCRiSH-

na every where, appears to allude to the universality

ofthe Sun's appearance at the time of the Equinoxes,

there being then no part of the Earth where he is not

visible in tlie course of the twenty-four hours.

The Demons, sent to destroy Crishna, are per-

haps no more than the monsters of the sky, which
allegorically may be said to attempt in vain to ob-

struct his progress through the Heavens.

Many of the playful adventures of Crishna's
childhood are possibly mere poetical embellish-

ments to complete the picture.

Perhaps the character of Crishna should be re-

g-arded in a two-fold light ; in one as the svmbol of

Vol. VIIL ^ F
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the Sun, in the other as an allegorical representa-

tion of the rise and progress of the doctrines of the

persecuted Vaislmavas, from the infancy of the

sect till its full establishment. Cansa is rejiresented

as a S'aiva; he appears to have persecuted the

sect of Vishnu : but that oppressed sect seems to

have multiplied under persecution, till the increase

of their power enabled them to overthrow their op-

pressors ; and, iinalh', to establish the doctrines of

Vishnu upon the ruins of Si'va.

O/Cartice'ya, the supposed Mars of India.

He is represented as a warrior with six- faces : he

is armed with arrows and spears, and he is draw^n

riding upon a peacock. I suppose this figure to be

an emblem of the sun, invented by the worshippers

of the Ling, when they first separated into a dis-

tinct sect; or, in the hieroglyphical language of

the Brahmens, when he was produced from the

seed which Maha'deVa shed uj)on tlie Earth, after

he had been separated from Bhava'ni', with whom
he had been in strict union a thousand years. My
supposition, however, contradicts the present re-

ceived opinions of the Hindus; for they do not

consider Ca'rtice'ya as the Sun. But, if we exa-

mine the figure, we shall find tliat it can only be

applied to the Sun ; and it will be found to agree

in all its parts.

The Hindus divide tlie year into six Kitiis, or

seasons, in each of which tlie Sun appears v.'ith a

different aspect. There are six stars in the lunar

constellation, Critica ; and, as he derives his name
from that Nacshafra, those stars are represented

as his nurses, one for each month. Probably the

symbol was invented either when the Sun was itself

in that lunar constellation, or in the month Carticcif
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when the Moon was full in Critica. His arrows

and missile weapons represent his rays; the Apollo
of the Greeks had also his bow and quiver of arrows.

The worship of Ca'ktice'ya takes place on the last

day of Cartica, as preparatory to miUtary expedi-

tions, which ought to commence, according to

Menu, in the month Agrahciyana, the Sun being

more propitious at that period for such undertakings.

The setting Sun seems followed by the host of
Heaven; but how can this be expressed in a single

hieroglyphical figure? It was done by giving him
a peacock for his Vcthan^ or vehicle, in wliich the

tail of this beautiful bird, studded with ^yes, and
expanded behind the God, pourtrays the 1 rmiment
spangled with stars. The Egyptians sometimes re-

presented tiie Sun in the character of a warrior, and
he is said to have been addressed as such in the

mysteries. But Ca'rtice'ya is not now considered

by the Hindus as the Sun : to account for this, I

suppose, that whenever any new sect arose amongst
the Hindus in former ages, the leaders invented

new symbols, exclusively peculiar to themselves,

with a view to render their separation from the

parent stock more complete, and to mark their

worship with distinguishing characters. Tins prac-

tice would give rise to various and different lepre-

sentations of the same object; and, in couise of
time, as the heat of religious animosities cooled,

these various symbols would come to be considered

as separate Divinities, and be all blended in one
mass of superstition. Thus the Sun, under tiie

name of CA'ancE'vA, becomes the god of war;

and, under the name of Crishna, the shepherd

god of MaChurd and Vrinddvana. The Sun is now
separately worshipped under tiie names of Surya
and A'ditya.

Fp
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. O/'Indra, the Emblem of the Visible Hea*oens.

I am led to believe, tlwt many of the fables, in-

serted in the Puranas^ were invented, either after

the real meaning of an hieroglyphic had been lost,

to conceal that ignorance, or purposely to mislead

the mass of people, and prevent too curious and
close an inquir}^

Indra is described, like Argus, covered with
eyes; to account for this, the fable relates, that

Indra, having seen the beautiful wife of a certain

Rishi^, v/as anxious to be more intimate with her;

but the watchful husband prevented the intercourse,

by arriving unseasonably for the. god; tlie enraged

saint uttered an imprecation, and wished that the

god might be covered all over with representations

of what had been the object of. his desires ; the

curse took immediate effect. The god, full of
shame, repented, and, by his entreaties, at last pre-

vailed on the holy man to mitigate the curse, by
changing the marks of his shame to as many eyes.

I consider this fable as an instance of tlie fore-

going observation: for Indra is a personification

of the atmosphere and visible Heavens; and, of
course, the eyes with which he is covered describe

the stars. Tlie rain-bow is tlie bow of Indra.
The water-spout is the trunk of his ele])liant; thun-

der, lightning, and rain, and every phenomenon
of the atmosphere, belong to his department; and,

like the Jupiter of the Greeks and RomanSy he has

his Heaven, a mansion of sensual delights and en-

joyment.

(yJupiter and Europa, and Jupiter a^d Leda.

The Hindus liave eight representations of female
figures, which, except in sex, exactly resemble the

* Ahilya', wilie ofGoTAMA.
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Deity, of which eacli is a Sacti, or power, with tli^

same attrihutes and vehicle: IN'lA'HEs'wARi is thfe

S'acti of Mahe'sa, or Si'va; Bra'hmi, or Brah-
ma'ni, of Brahma'; Na'ra'yaxI, of Nara'yexa;
AiNDRi, of Indra; Cauma'ri, of Ca'rtice'ya;
Ya'ra'hi, of Vishnu, in tlie Vliraha Avatar; Na-
RASiNHi, of ViSHNU, in the Narasinlia Avatar;
and Aparajita', a form of Bhava'ni, the female
principle: tliis last may he the aphrodite of the

Greeks. It is prohahle that the representation of
Ma'he's'vv'ari, or a female Si'va, riding oh a white
bull, may have given rise to the story of Europa's
rape: and the representation of Bra'hmi, or the fe-

male Brahma', with the swan, may, in like man-
ner, have occasioned the fable of Jupiter and
Leda. These explanations were, perhaps, invented

by the Greeks to account for symbols, of the mean-
ing of which they were ignorant.

axna perexna.

The Romans themselves were ijynorant of the his-

tory of this goddess, and tlie origin of her rites,

although she was an object of their veneration and
worship. From whence did this ignorance proceed?

Was it that the memory of the institution was lost

in its remote antiquity? Or was it an adoption of

a foreign ritual, without adverting to its origin?

According to some authors, she was the daughter
of Belus, and sister of Dido, who fled to BAtTUi"^

king of the isle of Malta, after the death of her

sister, when Hierbas, king of the Getuli, at-

tempted to take Carthage. Not finding herself

safe with Battus, on account of the threats of

HiERBAS, she tied to Laurf.xtum in Italy, wherr
tEneas was settled : he met her on the banks of

the Numichis, and received her into his palace,

F 3
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treating her with the respect due to her quality.

Lavinia considered her as a rival, and sought her

destruction; but Anna being admonished of this

in a dream, fled to the river Numichis, whereof she

was made a Nymph, as she told those who sought

for her, and ordered them to call her in future

Anna Perenna, because she should for ever re^

main under those waters.

placidi sum Nyinpha Numici

:

Amne pereune latens Anna Perenna vocor.

Ovid, Fast. Lib. 3d, Vers. 653.

The Albans instituted rejoicings on the banks of

the river, with dancing and feasting; and the Ro-
mans, in imitation of them, did the same on the

banks of the Tibe7\ The dances and sports were

very indecent and lascivious. Ovid has described

these festivals, which were celebrated on the 15th

March: they sacrificed to her for long life; amiare

et perennare.

It is probable that this legend was a popular tra-

dition, merely local, peculiar to the Romans and
Albans; but it was not the sole conjecture, for, ac-

cording to Ovid, some supposed her to be the

Moon, some Themis, and others lo; some ima-

gined she was the daughter of Atlas, and some
took her for Amalthea, who nursed Jupiter in

his infancy; while others conceived her to be an
old woman of Bovilla, who was supposed to have

fed the people of Rome, in very ancient times, when
oppressed by famine, in a miraculous manner, and
to have then fled and disappeared in the holy Aven-f

tine Mount, and in gratitude for this relief this fes»

tival had been instituted by the Romans.

Amidst so many conjectures, perhaps we may at

this distance of time discover the mystery at Be-r
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nares, in Anna Pu'rn a' Dtvi, the Hindu God-
dess of Abundance, whose name is derived from

Aima (food), and Piini'd (abundant); let us regu-

larly weigh each coniecturc mentioned by Ovid,

rejecting only the local story of the deiiicd sister of

Dido, and we shall find none that is inapplicable

to the Hindu goddess. 1st. The Diaxa of the

Romans was represented with a crescent on her

forehead; it was her characteristic mark. The
Hindu goddess, as being the consort of SiVa or

Ca'l, is decorated in like manner; this may ac-

count for her being considered as the iVioon. 2dly.

The attributes of Themis, whether she is consi-

dered as Ceres, which was the supposition of

Clemens o^ Ale.vmulria, in his description of her

obscene mysteries; or as the goddess of justice,

piety, and virtue, as described by Diodorus Si-

CULUS, are equally applicable to Anna Pu'rxa'

De'vi; the conformity of her name and office to

the attributes of Ceres is strikingly apparent. But,

if Themis is justice, piety, and virtue personified,

the character will equally suit the consort of the

god of justice, Vrisha Tswara, and the lord of

the sacred bull, D herma Raja'. 3dly. That she

was lo, the daughter of Ixachus, \iiuler the form

of a cow, is a supposition which will not be found
inapplicable to Anna Pu'rn a' De'vI, when it is

known that the Earth, symbolized as a cow of

plenty, is one of the forms of the Hindu goddess.

4thly. That she was the daughter of Atlas, jMaia,

who was beloved by Jupiter, is a conjecture for

which a foundation may be traced in the Hindu
goddess. Might not the name of Maya or Maha
Maya (the beloved consort of Siva) have given

rise to this conjecture; the Hindu term being ap-

plied to signify the motlicr, the great mother

!

5thl3\ The image of Anna Pu'rna' is represented

sitting on a throne, giving food, with a golden ladle,

F 4
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to an infant Siva, who stretches out his little hand
to receive it. Is not the resemblance particularly

striking between this representation and the cha-

racter of Amalthea, who nursed Jupiter when
an infant? Lastly, the tradition of her being the

old woman of Bovilla, which Ovid himself seems

inclined to adopt, is equally applicable to Anna
Pu'rna' Devi, who, according to the Puranas,

under the form of an old woman, miraculously fed

Vya'samuni, and his ten thousand Pupils, when
reduced to the extremities of distress and famine

by the anger of Siva, because Vya'sa had pre-

sumed to prefer Vishnu to him.

It may not, therefore, be an unfounded conjec-

ture, that the consort of Siva is the point in which
all those opinions meet, and that they were found-

ed on confined and confused traditions of the god-

dess of abundance.

Description of Anna Pu'rna' De'vi, from the An-
nada' Cripa'.

She is of a ruddy complexion, her robe of various

dies, a crescent on her forehead; she gives subsis-

tence; she is bent by the weight of her full breasts;

Bhava, or SivA (as a child), is playing before her,

with a crescent on his forehead; she looks at him
with pleasure, and seated (on a throne) reliev-'^s his

hunger; all good is united in her; her names are

Annada', Anna Pu'rna' Devi, Bhava'nI, and
Bha'gavati.

EXTRACTS.

Sunt qulbus hsec luna est, quia niensibus impleat annum: 657
Pars TlieiJ'.in, Inachiiim pais putat esse boveni.

Invenies, qui te Nyinphcn Atlaiitida dioant;

Tequc Jovi prinios, Anna, dedisse cibos. 660
Hxc quoque, quam referani, nostras pencnit ad'aures

Faiua: ucc a ver^ dissidet ilia fide.
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Plebs vetus, et nullis etiamnum tuta tribunis,

Fugit ; and in sacri vertice montis abit.

Jam quoque, quern secum tulerant, defecerat illos 665
Victus, et humanis usibus apta Ceres.

Orta suburbanis quaedam fiiit i\nua Bovillis

Pauper, sed niunda; sedulitatis, anus.

Ilia, levi niitr^ canos ledimita capillos,

Fingebat tremul^ rustica liba manu. 67O
Atque ita per populum fumantia mane solebat

Dividere. Heec populo copia grata fuit.

Pace domi facta signum posuere Perennae,

Quod sibi defectis ilia tulisset opem. 674
Ovid, Fast. Lib. 3d.

Of the Four Months Sleep o/'Horus and Vishxu.

The Abbe Pluche (to whose ingenious work I

am so much indebted), mentions two hieroglyphics,

one taken from the Isiac table, and the other de-

scribed upon a IMummy, They both relate to the

sleep of HoRus.

The one represents a couch, in the form of a
lion, with Horus swaddled up and sleeping on it.

Beneath the couch are four jars: an Anubis is

standing b}^ the side of the couch; and an Isis at

the head of it, in the act of awakening Horus.

When Anubis, or the Dog Star, rose heliacall}'-,

the Egyptians considered it as a warning to them
of the approach of the inundation, during which
the operations of husbandry were suspended; this

suspension was deemed a period of rest: to express

that inaction, Horus was described as swaddled
up, unable to use his arms, and sleeping upon this

lion-formed couch. Anubis is putting him to rest,

because the rising of the Dog Star proclaimed that

cessation of labour. The four jars denote the four
months. When, by the operations of nature, the

water has subsided, and the river has been reduced
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within its banks, labour is resumed, and Horus is

awakened by Isis, or personified nature.

In the other hieroglyphic, we have the same
couch with Horus swaddled up, but in the act of

turning himself: there are only three jars under

this couch, to denote, tliat this action of turning

himself to sleep, on liis other side, takes place at

the commencement of the third month. This in-

terpretation I have given, because what follows,

respecting the sleep of Visuxu, seems to justify it.

Let us therefore turn to the Hindu representation

of the four months sleep of Visnxu or Heri.

On the eleventh day of the enlightened half of

the lunar month, Asarh, Vishnu begins his repose

on the serpent, Sesha. On the same day of the

bright half of the lunar month, Bhadra, he turns on

his side; and on this day the Hindus celebrate the

JalYatra, or the retiring of the waters. On the

eleventh day of the bright lialf of the lunar month,

Cariica, he is awakened, and rises from his sleep

of four months.

The allusion will be made perfectly clear, when
it is known that water is considered as one of the

forms of Vjshnu.

The water, rising till it covers the winding mazes

of the river's course, is personified by Vjshnu sleep-

ing upon the serpent Stsha, whose hundred heads

are the numerous channels which discharge the wa-

ters into the sea. As long as it continues to rise,

lie sleeps on one side. When the inundation, hav-

ing risen to its height, begins to subside, he turns

on the other side. When the waters have run off,

and the w inding banks of the river are completely

cleared of the bwoln waters of the inuntlation, he
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is said to have arisen from his sleep, heing invoked,

and awakened with this Alantra^ or incantation.

*' The clouds are dispersed, the full moon will ap-
*' pear in perfect brightness, and I come in hope of
" acquiring purity, to offer the fresh flowers of the
*' season ; awake from thy long slumber, awake
''Lord of all Worlds."

Let us compare the Hindu legend with tiie Egyp-
tian hieroglyphic, and I think no doubt can remain
of the identity of Horus and Vishnu, or Heri;
and if this position be admitted, we shall find our-

selves in possession of the Key to the Egyptian^

Grecian^ and Roman mythology.

Of the Durga' Pu'ja'.

The Abbe Plughe mentions an Egyptian hiero-

glyphic from the Isiac table. Horus, armed with
an arrow, is slaying a river horse, or Hippopotavws^

which is surrounded with the leaves of the Lotos,

and other aquatic plants. He says, '' By this mon-
'^ ster, which dwells in the Nile^ and comes out of
*' it to lay waste and devour whatever it meets
" with, we can understand nothing but the inun-
" dation." Horus is the same with Heri or Vish-
nu. If the Saivas admitted in this country a simi-

lar victory over the inundation, they would substi-

tute SiVA, or his consort, for the l^aishnava S3mbol
Horus.

The sphinx, an emblem of the Sun's passa<>-e

through Leo and Virgo, would suggest the idea
of decorating Ca'ii, like the armed Pallas, as
Virgo, attended by her Sink, or Lion, who is Siva
himself in that form; and they ascribe to her a
victory over the monster iMafiisk A'sura, a giant,
with the head of a bulii^kio : this animal delights in

water; and, when he comes out of it, is as destruc-
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titij by laying waste and devouring the har\Tst, as

the Hippopotamus.; the latter diiimal not being a

native of Hindosta??, it was natural to sup{3ly its

place with one which had similar characteristics,

if the Hindu rehgion was brought from Egypt into

India, the importers of it would see the same phe-

nomenon of the annual risino- of the river: but thev

would observe, that in this country it was accom-
panied with heavy rains, thunder, lightning, and
storms of wind, an apparent war of the elements.

Hence the buffalo-headed symbol of the inundation

was erected into a giant, at the head of avast army,

'warring against the Gods: the novelty of these

phenomena, to the first comers, would suggest to

them this poetical personification. The title borne

by Ca'li, in this character, is Durga', or rather

DuRGATi Na's'ini, the remover of difficulties; as

she is a form of Ca'li, she has the same bloody rites.

The Abb^ mentions the Campus, as a jar or

pitcher of water, intended to make the people ac-

quainted with the exact progress and increase of

the inundation : he adds, that they used to mark

these jars with the figure I , or a small cross ^^
ita

to express the increase and swelling of the river.

Canob is the Egyptian word, which is rendered CV/-

mpos hy the G/reks; the information, which this

seems intended to convey, was so particularly ne-

cessary to the Egyptians, that it is no wonder it

should, in course of time, cease to be considered as

a mer/? sign, and acquire a place amongst the Dei-

.ties themselves. The word Ca??oij, by the analogy

of the Sanscrit language, becomes Cunibh, which

signifies ajar or vase: it gives name, in the Hindu

Zodiac, to the sign Aquarius. This Cumbh, G'hat'a,

or jar, is the principal o])jcct in the celebration of

the Hindu worship. It is considered as almost the
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Deity itself. It cannot be dispensed with; while

the image of Durga' may be omitted entirely. The
Vaishtiavas use the sacred jar, which they mark

with several crosses in this manner li...,,! . The

Saivas mark the jar with a double triangle, thus

one triangle signifies Siva, uniting in him-

self the three great attributes: the other triangle is

his consort, with the same character and attributes.

The worshippers of the Sacti, or female principle,

mark tlie jar with this figure r./ . These marks

are called jt7«^r« ; they are, in fact, hieroglyphic

characters; and there is a vast variety of them.

The above are only mentioned here, because of their

use in this Piija, and as they distinguish three

principal sects of the Hindus.

This coincidence between the Hindu ceremonies

and the Egyptian figures, is remarkabl>^ striking.

They appear to me to explain each other: and we
can scarce doubt of the identity, wlien we consider

that this ceremony takes place at the autumnal
equinox, at which time the season of storms and
inundation is over, and they are supposed to have
been subdued, during the Sun's passage througli

the sio-ns Leo and Viro-o.

On the Hu'li of the Krxous,* a?2d the Hilaria of
the ilOMANS.

The Romans celebrated the Hilaria at the vernal
Equinox, in honour of the Motlier of the Gods,
It was. a festival which was continued for seveiai
days, with great display of pomp and rejoicing: it

began the eighth day before tlie Caknds. of Ami
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or the 25th of 3iarch ; the statue of Cybele was
carried about in procession, and the attending

crowds assumed to themselves whatever rank, cha-

racter, or dress, their fancy led them to prefer : it

was a kind of masquerade, full of mirth and frolic.

In fact, it was the Earth, under the name of
Cybele, which was worshipped at the com-
mencement of that genial season, when she re-

ceives from the Sun those vivyfying rays, which are

so adapted to the production of fruits and flowers.

Let this ceremony he compared with the Hindu ce-

lebration of the Hiili, at the same period of the

year. The epithet of Purple is constantly given to

the spring by tlie Roman poets, in allusion to the

blossoms, which nature, as it were in sport, scat-

ters over the Earth with such variety and profusion.

The Hindus design the same idea in the purple

powder (Abir), which they throw about at each

other with so much sportive pleasantry : the objects

of worship with the Hindus are the Earth and Fire;

that genial warmth, which pervades all nature at

that peiiod of the year : the licentiousness of the

sono's and dances, at this season, was intended to

express the effects of tliat warmth on all animated

objects.

The Hindus have likewise their masquerading
processions, in which Gods and Goddesses, llajas

and Ranis, are represented; and the ceremonies are

concluded, by burning tlie past or deceased year,

and welcomino; the renovation of nature.

Of the Va'stu Pu'ja' o( the Hindus, and the Vesta
of the Romans.

On the last day of Pausfi, the Hindus make sweet-

meats, with Til, ov scsainicm: it is therefore called

Tiliasancrant. It is the day when landholders wor-

ship the Earth and Fire. The sect of Siva sacrifice

a sheep to the Earth ; and the Faishnavas offer up
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their bloodless oblations to fire. The ceremony is

called the Vhtu Pujd. Vastu is the habitable Earth.

A great Raja was called Va'stu Purush ; the ex-

pression is used by a raiat to his zemindar, as a title

of the highest respect. I think, that, in the name
of the ceremony, and in the objects of worship,

may be traced the Goddess Vesta of the Romans:
the Goddess of Nature, under whose name they
worshipped the Earth and Fire.

The Fable of ^{r Bhadr, invented by the S'aivas
to exalt their Opinions and Sect.

This fable, I conceive, is descriptive of an at-

tempt to abolish the worship of the male and female

symbols; of the struggles of the contending sects
;

and (as it is the nature of fanaticism to increase and
spread in proportion to the opposition raised against

it) of the final establishment and extension of that

worship. It seems a story invented by the Saivas,

to shew the imbecility of their oponents, and to ex-

alt their own doctrines.
^

' Dacsha celebrated a. yajni/a, to which he invited

all the Divatas, except his son-in-law, Siva. His

consort, the Goddess, being hurt at this exclusion,

went into the assembly, and remonstrated, but in

vain; sheexpired with vexation upon the spot. Siva,

upon hearing this, throws his Jetd, or plaited hair,

ii^pon the ground, and from that produces Bin Bhadr,
a furious being, armed with a trident, who imme-
diately attacks, and disperses the whole assembly;

puts a stop to J-he sacrifice; and cuts off the head
of Dacsha. Siva took up the body of his deceased

consort, and placing it upon his head, in a fit of
madness, danced up and down the Earth, threaten-

ing all things with destruction. Visuxu, at the
request of the otlier Dtvatas, with his Chacra, cut
the bod V of Sat! into fiftv one pieces, which Slv \
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in his frantic dancing, scattered in different parts

of the Earth. Each place where a part fell became
a piace of worship, dedicated to the female Power:
and the frenzy of Siva subsiding, he ordained, that

the LixGA should likewise be worshipped at each

of those places; and Dacsha, on condition of em-
bracing the doctrine of Siva, was restored to life, de-

degraded with the head of a goat instead of his own.
I should imagine that the furious Bir Bhadr, pro-

duced by SivA, was a vast body of fanatics, raised

by the Brahmens of that sect, who might, at that

time, have been both popular and powerful; proba-

blv this was a vast body of fanatic Saimyasis, inte-

rested in the dispute by personal motives, as well as

instigated by their Brahmens.

The attempt to abolish the worship failed, and
served to establish it firmer, and extend it farther

than ever. The Gods themselves are represented as

the actors, instead of their votaries; but it may al-

lude to some commotion that really happened. Pro-

bably the heads of those sects, which had intro-

duced this symbolic worship, were alarmed at the

progress of it, and at the etfects produced on the

morals of the people : they wished to abolish it when
it had taken root too deeply; and as they had in-

troduced it, SivA is described as the son-in-law, and
Sati as the daughter of Dacsha.

On the Veneration paid io Kine.

This superstition appears to me to have arisen from
the human ityofthe first legislators, to prevent tbe hor-

rid practices Avhich were prevalent in tlie ancient

world, and which exist to this day iuAbyssinia: I mean
the savage custom of devouring the flesh of the living

animal, torn from it while roaring with anguish, and
expiring in protracted agony. To eradicate a prac-

tice so detestable, and dreadfully cruel, they might
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cons'dcr difficult, if not inpossible in the then ex-

isting state of society, without interwer.ving the pre-

servation of so useful an animal, with the indispensa-

ble liuties of religion. They therefore rendered it

sacred.

The Bull was made the emblem of Justice, the
vehicle of S'r \'A ; and the Co a', a form of Bha'v ani,
and the emblem of the Earth. A mere civil insti-

tute, m/ghl have been dtemed inadequate to work
the intended reform. But an mdispensable duty,

enforced by all the sacred obligations of religion, was
thought more likely to produce the effect; as having
mure hold upon ihe human mind : espccidly whea
that religion was promulgated as the i.nmediate re*

relation of the Deirj.

Mankind naturally rush into contrary extremes
ilnder the impulse of religious zeal ; and the animal,

which had been the sui^ject of voracious cruelty,

became the object of religious veneration and wor-
ship.

When these animals were thus exalted, the slaugh-

ter of them was considered as a sacrilege : it was a
natural ccmscquence. But supersation did not stop

there ; the dung came to be considered as pure ; the
Hindus use it diluted with water, and mixed with
earth, to purify their shops and houses : the spot,

on which they eat, is plastered with this composition;

and the idols are purified by a mixture of the dung,
urine, milk, curds, and butter of the animal ; nay,
a small quantity of the uri^ie is daily sipped by
some ; every part of the animal is dedicated to some
divinity with appropriate invocations ; and what ori-

ginated in policy, has ended in gross superstition.

The horrid repasts of the antient world are frequently
alluded to. It is said of Orpheus, Ccvdibus et victu

fadodtterruit : notwithstanding which, the Grecians
arc reproached by Julius Firmicus with perpe-
trating these horrid lepasts,' as part of the ceremony

Vol. VIII. G '
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in the Dionysiacs—Vivum lariiaiit detitihus tauftmt,

crudeUs epulas ammis commemorationibus excifantes \

—and again

—

Illicj in orgiis Bacchi, inter ehrias pu-

ellas et vinoUntos senes^ cum Scelerum Pompa pro-

cederet, alter nigro amictu teter \ alter, ostenso angue

terribiUs ; alter, cruentus ore, dum viva Pecoris

membra discerpit. Jul. Firmic. De errore profa-

arum Religio>iwn. This horrid custom was very an-

tient ; and I suppose, with Mr. Bruce, that thfc

prohibitions in Deuteronomy were particularly le-

veH'*d at this execrable practice ; and this evidence,

I think, strongly corroborates my supposition. The
Egyptians seem to have extended this policy to sheep

and goats : for the ram was worshipped at the vernal

equinoXj and the goat was worshipped at Memphis.

REMARKS ON THE FOREGOING ESSAY.

BY K. T. COLEBROOKE, Esq.

Several points, relative to the religious cere-

monies of the Hindus, and their mythology, which
the preceeding Essay has touched upon, seem to re-

quire elucidation, independently of the purpose, for

which they have been there mentioned. The fol-

lowing remarks are therefore subjoined, with a view

of adding some information on those subjects.

P. 68. The eight S'adis or energies of as many
Deities, are also called Mdtris or mothers. They
are named Bra'hmi, &c. because they issued from

the bodies of Bra'hma and the other gods re-

spectively *.

* Raya MucuTA'oa the Ameracosha.
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In some places, they arc thus enumerated

:

Bra'hmi', Ma'heVwari', Aindri', Va'ra'hi',

Vaishn'avi', Cauma'ri', Cha'mun'da', and
Charchjca'. However, some authorities reduce

the number to seven; omiting Cha'mun'da' and

Charchica'; but inserting Cauve'ri'.

Prayers are addressed to the Mafris on various

occasions ; especially in the Cavachas, or defensive

incantations. I shall cite two by way of example ;

and subjoin extracts from the Mdrcand'iya purdna,

descriptive of these goddesses.

"May Brahma'ni', conferring the benefit of

all benedictions, protect me on the east ; and
ISIa'ra'yan'i', on the south-east, for the sake of

realising every wish Ma'heVvvari'' too, on the

south, rendering every thing auspicious; Cha'-
mun'da", on the south-east, discomfiting all ene-

mies; and, on the west, Cauma'ri', armed vvithher

lance and slayer of foes : on the north-west, Apa-
jra'jita', the beauteous giver of Victory ; on the

north, Va'ra'hi', granter of boons ; and on the

north-east, Na'r..sinhi', the banisher of terrour.

May these mothers, being eight Deities and active

powers, defend me."

Another incantation simply enumerates the same
eight goddesses ; and proceeds thus :

" may these

and all Mdtr'is guard me with their respective wea-

pons, on all quarters and on every point.

In the Devi mdhdtmya^ the assembling of the

Mcitris to combat the demons is thus described.

*,The energy of each god, exacly like him. with ttie

same form, the same decoration, and tl:e same \-e-

Jiicle, came to fight against the demons. I'lie ^'.^tY;

of Brahma', girt with a white cord and bearing a

hollow gourd, arrived on a car yoked with swans; iicr

G2
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title is Brahma'ni'. Ma'heVwari' came riding

on a bull, and bearing trident, with a vast serpent for

a ring, and a crescent tor a gem. Cauma'ri' bearing

a lance in her hand, and riding on a peacock, being

jimbicd in the form of Ca'rtice'ya, came to make
wai on the children of Diti. The S'acti named
Vaishn'avi' also arrived, sitting on an eagle, and
bearing a conch, a discus, a club, a bow, and a
sword, in her several hands. The energy of Hart,
who assumed the unrivalled form of the holy boar,

likewise came there, assuming the body of Va'ra'hi'.

Na'rasinhi' too arrived there embodied in a form
precisely similar to that of NrTsinha, with an erect

mane, reaching to the host of stars. Aindri' came,
bearing the thunderboh in her hand, and riding on
the king of elephants, and in every respect like 1n-
DKA, with a hundred eyes. Lastly, came the dread-

ful energy named Chan dig a', who sprung from the

body of DeVi', horrible, howling like a hundred
shakals : she, surnamed, Apara'jita', the imcon-
quered goddess, thus addressed Is'a'na, whose
head is encircled with his dusky braided locks.*

The story, which is too long for insertion in this

place, closes with these words : * Thus did the

wrathful host of Mains slay the demons.*

In the Utlara Calpa of the same Puraria, the

Mains are thus described^ * Cha'mun'd'a' standing

on a corpse, Va'ka'hi sitting on a bufialo, Aindri'
mounted on an elephant, Vaishn'avi' borne by an

eagle, Ma'he's'wari' riding on a bull, Cauma'ri'
conveyed by a peacock, Bra'hmi carried by a swan,
and Apara'jita' revered by the universe, are all

Mains endowed with every faculty.*

It may be proper to notice, that Cha'mun'da
Charchica', and Chan'dica', are all forms

of IVrvati'. According to one legend. Cha'-
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Yiun'da' sprung from the frown of PA'nvATf,

to slay the demons Chan'da and Mun'da. Ac-
cording to another, the mild portion of Pa'rvati

issued from her side, leaving the wrathful portion,

which constitutes Ca'lI or the black gooddess.

Cauve'ri is theenergy of Cu've'ra, the deformed

god of Riches. Na'raS'an'i, mentioned by Mr.
PaTerson, and also in the prayers or incantations

above cited, is the same with Vaishn^avi.

P. 69. Anna-pu'rnV de'vi, or the goddess

who fills with food, is the beneficent form of Bha-
va'ni; and very similar to Lacshmi or the goddess

of abundance, though not the same Deity. She is

described, and her worship is inculcated, in some of

the Tantras ; but not in the Piinuias, so far as I can

learn, except in the Siva puran'a ; and the legends,

concerning her, are not numerous. She has a tem-

ple at Benares, situated near that of Vis'we's'wara.

In addition to Mr. Paters on's quotations, it may
be observed, that Silius Italicus (Punic. 8, v.

28, 184) makes the nymph, who was worshipped in

Italy., to have been Anna, the sister of Dido : and

Macrobius says (Sal. 1, c. 12), sacrifices, both

publick and private, were offered by the Romans to

Anna perenna ; ut annare, perouiarcquc^ commodii

Viceat.

Perhaps Anna-pu'rn'a' may bear affinity to An-
NONA. Certainly this term, either in its literal sense,

or as a personification (Spence's Polymetis, dial. 10),

is nearer to the Sanscrit anna, food ; than to its sup-

posed root annus, a year.

P. 74. The Jala yatra, here mentioned, is not

universally or generally celebrated; and accordingly

it is not noticed in various treatises on the calenda

G3
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of Hindu feasts and holidays. The Vtshiu ctJiermot-

tara^ cited in the Madana ralna, does indeed direct,

that, on this day (11th Bhddra in the bright fort-

night), ajar of water, with certain other specified ar-

ticies, be given to a priest; and the Bhawishya re-

quires, tiiat Jana'bdana, or Vishn'u, be wor-
shipped with appropriate prayers : biit'the ceremony,

to which Mr. Paterson alludes, must be a different

one ; and, if I am rightly informed, a festival, which
bears the designation mentioned by him (Jalaydtrd)^

is celebrated at the temple of Jaganna't'ha, and
perhaps at some other places.

P. 77. At most festivals, no less than at that of

Durga', a jar of water is placed, and consecrated by
prayers, invoking the presence of the deity or deities

tvho are on that occasion worshipped : adding also

invocations to Gangd and the other holy rivers.

When the celebration of the festival is completed,

the holy water, contauied in the jar, is employed by
the priests to sprinkle or to bathe the person, who
commands and defrays the celebration.

\2ix\o\\syantraSy or mystical figures and marks,

are appropriated to the several Deities, and to the

different titles of each Deity. Such figures are usually

delineated on the spot, where a consecrated jar is to

be placed. These yantrns^ which are suppo-ed by
superstitious Hindus to jDOSsess occult powers, arc

taught m great detail by the Tantras or A'gama
Sdstra : but seem to be unknown to the Vedas and

Vurdnas. '

y

P. 78. The H6lica is said, in some Furana, to

have been instituted by the king Ambarisha (the

great grandson o( Bhacirat'ha), according to in-

structions from Na'p.kd a, for the purpose of coun-

teracting a female dcnion Hf^med D^'hun'o'iia', wljose
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practice it was to destroy children.. In its origin, this

festival does not seem to have had any connexion

with the vernal equinox, nor with the close of the

year ; but with the close of winter and the beginning

of Vasania, or the hidian spring. However, it now
corresponds with the end of the lunar year, and the

approach of the equinox.

P. 7g. The Tila sancranU, or day on which the

sun passes from Dhanush into the sign Macara^ is

the festival of the winter solstice. It must have been
so fixed, at the period when the Indian calendar for

the solar year was reformed, and the origin of the

ecliptick was referred to the first degree of Mesliu.

It derives its name from the ordained use of iila or

seed oi hid'ian sesamum, six different ways, in food,

ablutions, gifts, and offerings : or, according- to a

vulgar explanation, it is so called, because thence-

forward the days increase at the rate of a t'lla or grain

of sesamum in each da)^ A similar festival is regu-

lated by the lunar month ; and has several times

shifted its day. It is kept on the twelfth of the bright

half of Magha, according to the Vishnu d'hermottara ;

and on the eleventh, according to other authorities.

Probably it once belonged to the first day of the

lunar Md(rha.

The Vdstu pujd, as an annual ceremony, is pecu-
liar to D'hdcd and districts contiguous to that pro-

vince : but is not practised in the western parts of
Bengal; and, so far as I am informed, is altogether

unknown in other parts of India. The word Vdstu
signifies, not the habitable earth in general, but the

§ite of a house or other edifices in particular.

G4





IV.

EXTRACTS from the \JiW^\ s^.J^sJ', or

** Essence 0/ Logic," proposed as a small

Supplement to Arabic j/z^ Persian Gram-

mar ; and with a view to elucidate certain joints

connected with Oriental Literature.

By FRANCIS BALFOUR, Esq.

INTRODUCTION.

Although the works of Aristotle were

translated into Arabic many centuries ago, and there

be no doubt that the sy-tem of logic generally as-

cribed to him constitutes, at this time, the logic of

all the nations ot Asia who possess the Mahommedaa
faith, yet I do not tind that tiiis point has been di-

rectly contirmed by translations from the Arabic or

Persian into the languages of Europe. AX. least none
that 1 know of haye appeared in India.

The following extracts taken from a Persian tran-?

slation of the Tehzeeb ul Mantik, or Essence of Logic,

an Arabic treatise of considerable repute, seem to

place this question beyond doubt, by their close co-

incidence in every point with the system referred to

Aristotle.

To the logical system of this wonderful genius,

modern philosophers of distinguished eminence, and
amongst these, Lord Kaimes, have not hesitated

to impute the blame of retarding the progress of sci-

ence and improvement in Europe for two thousand
years, by holding the reasoning faculty constrained

and cramped by the fetters of syllogism.

From some of the extracts contained in this pa-
per, it will appear, 1 sr. That the mode of reasoning
by Induction, illustrated and improved by the great
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Lord Verulam, in his Organum Novum ; and gene-
rally considered as the cause of the rapid progress

of science in later times, was perfectly known to

Aristotle, and was distinctly delineated by him,
as a method of investigation that leads to certainty

or truth *
; and 2dly, that Aristotle was likewise

perfectly acquainted, not merely with the form of
Induction, but with the proper materials to be em-
ployed in carrying it on—Facts and Experiments

•f*.

We are therefore led' to infer, that all the blame
of confining the human mind for so long a time in

chains by the forms of syllogism, cannot be fairly

imputed to Aristotle; nor all the merit of en-

larging it and setting it free, ascribed to Lord Ve-
RULAM. The vast extent of Aristotle's learning

and knowledge, and the singular strength and pene-

tration of his mind having, naturally, encouraged

him to undertake a complete analysis of all its pow-

ers, the doctrine of syllogism became, of course, a

constituent and necessary part of his comprehensive

system. And if succeeding philosophers attracted

by its ingenuity and beauty, have deserted the sub-

stance in pursuit of the shadow, the pernicious con»

sequences of this delusion, cannot, justly, be re-

ferred to him J.

* Vide the Section of Induction.

f Vide the Section of the matter of Syllc^gism.

+ On the6ih oi' July 1803, when this paper was delivered to

the Jslaiick Society, I had heard of Dr. Gillies's admirable ex-

position of the ei/iics ^nd politics of Av.ii,ToThE ; hut had never

been fonunate enough to meet with it, or to know aiiy tiimg

of his .sentiments on this question, until the I2ih of Novemher,

when the accidental sale ol a private library gave me an opportu-f

nity of pnrchasing it. From the perusal of this wunderfui book,

I have n /w the aatisfaction to discover, that the conjeciurea,

whic!) I bad I een led to draw from these scanty nidtcrials, are

c mplettly ccnfinned by the o, iiiion of an author, whu is pro-

bably better qualified than any {receding commentator on Aris-

totlk's works to dec de on tiiis subject.—Vide Giliies'^

AMibTOTLK, Vol. I. pageGS. 70". 78, 79, &c.
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The discussion of these points, being in some de-

gree curious, and not altogether unconnected with

the pursuit of Oriental literature, may not be unac-

ceptable to this Society. But, taken in anotlier view,

I conceive that they may become in some respect

useful. A scietitific analysis of the reasoning facul-

ty, delineating all its powers and operations, and
affixing to each an appropriated form of expression,

gives, naturally, to those who acquire it, a mode of
thinking that is accurate and profound; and establishes

amongst the learned a peculiar style, more precise

and enligiitened than that which is employed by the

multitude in the common transactions of life.

By ass*isting the Oriental student to attain this de-

gree of improvement, I have flattered myself that

these extracts may become useful. This is rhe mo-
tive that first induced me to take the trouble of.

translating them into EngHsh ; and they arc now
submitted to the Society, not as a part of metaphy-
sical learning, but as a more advanced stage of gram-
mar and syntax : and therefore as a Supjjlement that

may Contribute to forn a more complete system of
Arah'ic and Persian Philology. Whilst grammar and
syntax teach only, generally the various forms of
words and sentences, logic, proceeding further, may
be considered as the art of selecting words and ar-

ranging sentences into all the forms that are required,

for expressing with precision, the diflerent steps and
operations of the reasoning faculty ; and therefore as

the highest and 7nost Important degree of classical im-
provement.
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In the Name of God, the Compassionate, the

Merciful!

EXTRACTS FROM THE TEHZEEB UL
MANTIK.

THE CONTENTS.

PART I. Op Definition.

Sect. 1. Op Expression.

II. Of Ideas formed bt thb Intel-
lect.

III. Of the Five Universal lOBAt

CALLED PrEDICABLES.

IV. Of Different kinds of Defini-
tions.

PART II. Of Demonstration.

Sect. I. Op Propositions.

II. Of Syllogism.

III. Op Induction,

IV. Op Analogy,

V. Of the division op Syllogisms

ACC0ROIN& to their MaTTSR.
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THE PREFACE.

A PREFACE in common language is that which
is put first. Technically it is that which is necessar/

to the explanation, of any science with clearness and
perspicuity. It has therefore become an established

custom ^vith authors, previously to the introduction

„of their subject, to appropriate the first chapter to

this purpose, calling it a Preface. Under this head
are comprehended three different articles; 1st, The
nature or description of science ; 2d, The end or use

of the science ; 3d, The subject of the science ; or

those of its essential parts that are to be investigated

or considered ; such as the human body in medi-
cine, words and sentences in grammar, and dejini'

Hon.and demonstration in logic.

Accordingly let it be understood, that knowledge,

or images acquired by the mind, is of two kinds

;

-either the simple impression of an object, or the pro-

duction of an image by reflection, that is, by rela-

tion. The first is perception, the second intellec-

tion or judgment.

Perception is either the idea of a single object,

juch as the idea of Zeid ; or of several objects, such

as the idea of Zeid and Omar. Or it may be the

idea of an object standing in a relalion that is im-
perfect ; for example, the slave of Zeid ; or in a

relation that is perfect, in which case it must not be
connected with a predicate, but without one, such
as tht ezreh, (i.e.) heat ihoii. It may also be in

construction with a predicate, provided that it imply
no conclusion ; as in the idea of conjecture and
doubt.
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Intellection or judgment consists in giving a-sent

to some proposition, such as " Zeid is standing,"

or "Zeid is not standing."

Each of those, namely, perception nnd intellection,

are necessarily divided into two kinds, viz. Those ac-

quired by intuition without any previous argument or

proof, and therefore called intuitive; and those ac-

quired by investigation and reasoning, and therefore

called demonstrable. We have therefore estabHshed

four distinctions, viz. perceptions intuitive, and per-

ceptions demonstrable : or in other words,

1

.

The known perceptible.

2. The unknown perceptible ;

and intellection or truth intuitive, and intellection

or truth demonstrable ; in other words,

1. The known demonstrable.

1. The unknown demonstrable.

The idea of heat and cold, is an example of the

known perceptible.

The idea of angels and genii, is an example of

the unknown perceptible.

The proposition that the sun shines, is an exam-
ple ot the known demonstrable ; and

The proposition that the world was created, and
that there is a Creator, is an example of the

unknown demonstrable.

In the language of logicians, examination or in-

spection is the contemplation of the thing known to

obtain a knowledge of the thing unknowr ; that is

to say, the contemplation of the known perceptible,

and the known demonstrable to obtain a k noivledge

of the unknown perceptible and unknown demon-
strable ; and as mistakes often happen in this investi-

YcL. VHI. H
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gation, there is indispensibly required some general

rule to preserve the mind from faUing into an error

in the process of thinking. This rule is logic.

From this discussion, therefore, it appears that the

Nature of logic may be defined " A general rule

which oruards the mind against errors in thinkipo-."

But in the language of logicians, thinking is an
arrangement of certain things known, to obtain a

knowlege of things unknown. Consequently the end

or use of logic likewise becomes obvious and mani-
fest.

There now remains to be examined, only the sub"

ject of logic ; and this is the known perceptible and
the known demonstrable, in such a form as to lead

to the unknown perceptible and unknown demon-
strable. The first of these is called definUioii ; the

second demonstration or proof. '* The idea of an

animal endowed with the faculty of speech," leading

to the idea of man, is an example of definition. The
proposition, '* The world is liable to change, and
every thing liable to change is created," leading to

the conclusion " that the world was created," exhi-

bits an example of demonstration.

PART I. Of Definition.

Sect. I. Op Expression.

Expression in the technical language of logi-

cians, is the existence of a thing in such general use,

that there necessarily or irresistibly arises from the

knowledge of that tiling the knowledge of another

thing. The first they call the Sign, the second

the thing signified. If the sign be a word, they call

it verbal expression ; and if not a word, they call it

expression not verbal ; and these two together com-
prehend six different distinctions ; ] . Assigned ex-

pression verbal ; 2. Assigned expression not verbal

;

H2.
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3. Natural expression verbal ; 4. Natural expression

not verbal ; 5. Intellectual expression verbal ; 6,

Intellectual expression not verhil. The word Zeid
appropriated to an individual, is an example of
assigned expression verbal. The four signs, a line,

a knot, a land mark^ a signal, are examples of as-

signed expression not verbal. The exclamation oh !

oh ! froin a pain in the breast, is an example of na-

tural expression verbal. The quickness of the pulse,

indicating fever, is an example of natural expression

not verbal. The word Deiz heard from behind a
wall, and impl}ing the existence of a speaker, is an
example of intellectual expression verbal ; and the

sign of smoke, implying the existence of fire, is an
example of intellectual expression not verbal.

But of all these different modes of expression, we
mean, at present, to consider only that of verbal ex-
pression assigned, which is of three kinds ; 1. That
by conformity ; 2. That by implication ; and 3. That
by association. Thus a verbal expression assigned,

may denote its object by corresponding with the
whole of its character ; as the word insami, man,
denotes a living being endowed with speech . By ex-
pressing a portion of its object, as the word insaun

(i. e.) man, implies an animal. By acting without
or beyond its object, as the word insaun (i. e.) man,
implies a being capable of science, and the art of
writing. The first is agreement or conformity, the
second implication, the third association.

H3
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But in the case of expression by association, the

association must either be intellectual—inferred, as

for example, the idea of light associated with one that

is blind ; or founded on real knowledge, such as tlie

idea of generosity connected with a Prince.

And it is further to be remembered, that con-

formable expression is necessary to implication and
association, whilst these, on the contrary, are not

required for conformable expression ; to that v/here-

ever implication nnd association are expressed, there

must also exist conformable expression ; but where
these is conformable expression it does not necessa-

rily follow that these must be also implication or as-

sociation .

If the terms of the conformable expression consist

of parts, and these parts be conformable to portions

of the sense, then that term is a compounded word ;

and the compound is either perfect, giving to the

hearer complete satisfaction ; or imperfect. Perfect

compounds are of two kinds, viz. predicative, such as
*' Zeid is standing ;" or visaun^ such as ezreh, beat

thou. Imperfect compounds are of five kinds, 1st,

The composition of relation such as " the slave of

Zeid ;" 2nd, The composition of qualification, such

as " an excellent man ;" 3rd, The composition of

confirmation, such as "^ the man in the house ; 4th,

The composition of numbers, such as Hetjiseh Usher i

and 5th, The composition of habit, use, custom,

such as " Balhec,'' which originally is the name of

a devil or king, and has now become the name of a

citv.

H4
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But if the terms of conformable expression be not

of this description ; that is to say, if portion* of the ex-

pression be not conformable to portions of the sense,

it is then called simple or uncompounded ; which is

of three kinds ; 1st, When the sense is affirmative,

and at the same time expresses in its form one of the

three tenses, it then contslitutes that part of the speech

called a verh. 1. If it do not express time, but

merely some object, then it is a noun ; and 3. If it

express neither time nor any particular object, then

it is 2i partide.

The noun is of several kinds ; 1st. Appellations or

proper names ; 2nd. Generic names ; 3rd. Unlimited

or ambiguous terms ; 4th. Synonim.ous terms ; 5th.

Technical terms ; 6th. Literal terms ; 7th. Meta-
phorical terms. 1 . As a noun may express one or

many, it is either singular, or plural. If it express

one with an appropriation to a particular individual,

then it is a proper name ; such as the names Zeid
and Omar, &c. 2. If it express one, without any
appropriation to a particular individual, and all the

individuals be equal or alike, then it is a generic

name, such as a sheep, a goat, &c. 3. If it be va-

riable with respect to priority or excellence as the

word, nature, or existence with regard to the Creator

and his creatures, then it is variable or ambiguous ;

4. If the noun is common to many objects, and is

appropriated to each of these alike, as the word ^een
which signifies self, gold, fountain, and the eye

;

then it is synonimous or equivocal ; 5. But if it be not

uniformly so, but being first used in one sense, and
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jiftcnvards converted to another, becomes current irx

its new acceptation, it is then metaphorical, and

takes its character from the person who employs it.

If the speaker be an illiterate common person, it is

called a vulgar phrase ; if he be a man of science, it

is called a technical term ; and if he belong to the law,

it is called a law phrase. Bat if this be not the case,

and a word be used indiscriminately in both ways,

the first directly applicable to its original object, and
the second to that to which it is transferred ; such as

the word lion, it constitutes, when signifying a fierce

animal, the literal or 6th species of Noun, and when
used to denote a hero, the 7th species, ot figuratl've.

Sect. II. Of Ideas formed by the Intellect.

Be it known that the object of the logicians consi-

dered stricdy is the thing comprehended by the un-
derstanding. Our discussion respecting expression

and language was necessary to our design merely be-
cause this is the instrument or means by which that

is conveyed or understood. Know then that an idea,

which in the conception of the understanding, is not,

true or applicable to the whole of the individuals of

a class, is a particular idea ; and that an idea that is

applicable to the whole without restriction Is an uni-
versal idea, even although it should exclude the ex*.

istence of other constituent parts, for example " an
equal to God," or though it should express a being
having no existence, such as the Unca ; or if there

should be found a single being with the mere proba-
bility of another, such as the Sun ; or with the im--^

possibility of another, such as the Creator ; or where
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several individuals are incKided with a limitation,

such as the wisdom of God.

Having ascertained the distinction between univer-

sal and particular ideas, then know that there are

established, among universal ideas, the four follow-

ing relations : 1. The relation of disagreement ; 2.

The relation of agreement ; 3. Relation between the

general and particular idea in one way ; 4. The rela-

tion of the general and particular idea in no way.

1

.

The relation of contrariety or disagreement is

that in which there is a general repugnance on both

sides as between man and stone, which do not reci-

procate or correspond in any point ; this relation lo-

gicians call contrariety, and the two general ideas

with regard to each other contraries.

2. The relation of agreement is that in which there

is a perfect reciprocity and agreement, for example

"man" and "an animal endowed with speech;"

For where there is a man, there also is an animal en-

dowed with speech. This is called the relation of

agreement ; and the general terms are called cor-

;

fespondent or reciprocal.

3. In the relation called Amom Chisoos MufUc},
the sense of the general idea is corresponding or reci-

procal only in one way; and not in the other; for

cxam.ple " man," " and living animal," where t|>?re

I's a man there is of course a living animal. But the

reverse of this is not necessary. 1 his relation is called

Amom Chisoos MutTick^ and both terms opposed to

each other Amom Chisoos MutJick.

4. And the relation of Amom Chisoos min nvoj^h is

that in which there is no reciprocation between the

terms in any way ; such as " animal" and " black-*
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ness ;" For sometimes there • an animal without

blackness, and sometimes blackness without an ani-

mal, This is called Amom Chisoos m'mwojeh, and the

terms in relation to each other jimom Chisoos niin

wojSh,

The result is this, that in the frst, the basis of-

the universal is d'lsjuyiction on both sides; In the se-

cond^ the basis of the universal is co7ijunctton\ In the.

thirds the basis of the universal is conjunction on one.

side, and disjunction on the other ; and in xht foicrth

^

there is on both sides, in certain points disjunction

and certain points cofijwiction.

Let it also be remembered that sometimes the
term Juzzi is used for Achuz. a portion, that is to

say that whatever is ranked under a general idea is

called Juzzi. But the first, viz. Achuz, is called a
real portion, and the second Juzzi tzaufi, that is. a

related part. According to this rule, therefore, man
with regard to animal is a related part ; and animal

is a part with regard to Jism naumi or body defined ;

and body defined is a related part with regard to body
in general, accordingly whatever is arranged under
a general idea may be called Juzzi izaufi, or a related

part.
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Sect. III. ^f the five Universals called

Predicables.

"^ AE universals or predicables are altogether of

f e kinds, viz. genus, species, difference, peculi-

arity, accident. For every universal is reducible to

one oF two kinds ; it is eitlier inherent in the form,

or not inherent in the form. If it be inherent in the

form, this also is of two kinds. It either includes

the whole form or character of the individuals under

it ; or it is only a part of the form ; if it include the

whole form of the individuals under it, such as,

"Man," which includes the whole form of Zeid,
Omar, or Beckar, &c, then it is called a species.

If it be not the whole form of the individuals, but
only a portion, this also is of two kinds. It either

comprehends the whole of the different individuals,

or it does not ; if it comprehend the whole, like Hejf"

waun, animal, whiclj comprehends man, horse, and
goat, varying in their character from each other,

then they call it a genus, hut here there is a- nice

distinction ; for " animal" which is in one place a
genus, in another way becomes a species.' For ex-
ample, when it is asked what is the nature of man or
horse, and it is answered that they aie animals, then,
in this case, it is a genus : because here the idea of
animal with regard to man is only part of his cha-
racter, and at the same time comprehends man
and horse, which vary in their naiu e Irom each
other. But when the question is put respect^

ing the nature of horse, goats, and sheep, &c.

Vol. VIII. I
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in this case animal is a species ; for the thing under-

stood by animal is not a part of the character, but

the whole of the character of horse, goat, and sheep.

But if it be a portion of the character* in such a man-
ner as not to include the different associates, but to

exclude them, then it is a difference, for example,

naiitik, speaking ; which is not the whole, but part

of the character of man, which they abstract.

These three are csXled^ zazitiara, inherent or essen-

tial. Whatever is not essentially inherent in the cha-
racter or nature, is likewise reducible to two kinds

;

it is something exclusively appropriated to one object

only, or it is not exclusively appropriated to one ob-
ject only. If it bcexclusivelyorpeculiarlyappropriated

like laughter, which is the peculiar property of man
alone, then they call it chaiiseh, a peculiar property

or peculiarity. If it be not peculiarly appropriated,

such as the colour yellozi' and red, then it is called

aurize awn or common accident.

Sect. IV. Op th^ different species of

Definition.

Let it be remembered, that our object in dis-

cussing the subject of ideas was to obtain a know-
ledge of the known perceptible, in such a manner or

form as might lead to a knowledge of the percepti-

ble unknown, and this they call maurif, that is, a

defini!ion\ and, therefore, since its cotisutuent parts,

which are the five univ'ersal. ideas ^or^ri^J/V^^/^^, have

been just now described, '^.dejinltion^ which in reality

consists of those, is of course, already explained.

I2
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The iftaunafov the thing defined is that respecting

which every circumstance is collected that can tend

to give a proper idea of it ; take, for exaitipl.^, he'ruvaim

nmifiky a speaking a?ihnaly as the definition of *' in-'

saiin,'^ that is Man; and, in defining, the definition

must correspond w?th the thing defined, that is to

say, the description with regard to the thing de-

scribed must stand in the relation of mmsavjaiu nmt-

tahuhck, real correspondence. It is likewise required

tha,t the definition should be more perspicuous, that

is, more clear and obvious, and for this reason de-

fining by a term that is more general than the thing

defined is not proper ; such, for example, asthede--

scription of Man by the term animal. Neither is it

admissible to define by a term that is less general

;

such as the description of animal by the word Man ;

because the relation between annual and vian^ is that

of Amom Chusoose Ahitluk, and not that of Mussawaut
or perfect agreement, which is required ; nor is it al-

lowable to define.by means of a thing equally known,
or less known than the thing defined, because it is

required that the description should correspond, and

be at the same time more clear.

The nature of definition and its requisites being

now understood, let it be remembered that defini-

tions may all be referred to four ditlerent kinds, viz.

1 . Huddi Taum or perfect definition.

1. Huddi Nauhi<i or imperfect definition.

3. Resimi Tauni o^ fcrject indication ox designa-

tion.

4. Resimi Nauhs or imperfect indication or de-

signalion.

1. If. the definition consist of the nearest genus

and the nearest difference, then it is a perfect defini-

. tion, such as Heiivaun Nautik, the definition of man.

2. If it consist of the lemotc ge/n(s and the nearest

I 3
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difFerence, or the nearest difference alone, then it is

an imperfect definition, such as Jism Naumi Nautik

for man, or Nautik alone. 3. If the description

consist of the nearest genus, and the property or

peculiarity, such as Heiwaun SauhuJc, a creature

that laughs, for man, it is a perfect mark or desig-

nation. 4. And if it consist of the remote genus and
pecuharity, or of the peculiarity alone, then it is an
imperfect mark or description, such as Jisyn Naumi
Sauhuk, a piece of laughing substance, or Smihukiey

laughing, only, as a designation of maii.

And further, designation by common accident is

not conceived to be good ; because the object of

definition is the discrimination of the thmg delined

from, others ; and this is not obtained from common
accident. Sometimes in the Hiiddi Naukis and Risimi

Naukis, Indication by a more commori word or ver-

bal description is admitted. That is the real mean-
ing of a word not being well understood, another

word is employed to explain and elucidate ; for in-

stance they say Ulrriizfur hooul assad to explain

Ruzfur, which also means a lion. And in like man-
ner in verbal description the designation is effected

by an expression more common, as for example, when
a person who does not know it asks " what is pain",

they will say it is a thing common to all ; and thus,

in the Hudd'i .Naukis and Resimi Naukis., if a more
cotnmon word be used, it is allowed.

14
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PART II. Of Demonstration.

Sect. I. Of Peopositioks.

Let it be remembered, that the object of consi-

dering truths, is to obtain a knowledge of /niz/f known
in such a manner as to lead us to the knowledge of

trulh unknown ; and this they call syllogism and rea-

soning : and since a syllogism is composed of propo-

sitions, a previous knowledge of these is required of

course.

A proposition is a sentence containing either a

truth or an untruth ; that is to say, in the language of

logicians, it is a compound or affirmation contaiii-ng

what is true or false ; such as Zeid is standi):^, in

contradistinction to an expression, such as Azrch,

which does not convey any assertion. In short, tlie

thing predicated is called a proposition, and ii that

proposition affirm something of another thyig, ai, in

the preceding exa^iiple, or deny any thing of another

thing, as in the example

Z

ei d A'rf.vi.7/ Naist, Zeid is

not standing," then these are absolute propositions,

and the Jirsi is called an absolute affirmative, and
the sr'co7:d a.n absolute negative, and the suhjcci ot
which the affirmation is made, corresponding to

muhtida in grammar is called Mo'zoocy \ as Zeid in

the sentence Zeid Kaidm : and tlie thing spoken
or proposed respecting the Mo-zooey is called Muh-
mool : such is Kauim lie is standing, in the sen-
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tence Zeid Kauhn, -corresponding in the language of

syntax to the term Chahher.

That which expresses the connection between the

subject and predicate is called Raubit or copula. In

grammar they make use- of the word Hoo for this aii-

nection ; and something similar being required for

connecting the words " Zeid Kauhir they have, for

this purpole, substituted the pronoun Hoo^ which is

vinderstood without being expressed.

But if the thing predicated be not affirmative or

negative of somethinj;^ ascribed to something, as in

the preceding examples, then such a proposition is

denominated conditional, as for example, " If the

sun shine, then it must be day." The first member
of tliis sentence, " If the sun shine," logiciaiw call

Mokudderny that is, the antecedent; which corres-

ponds to,the term ^^ shirr the ^w/<^/V/ow in syntax,

and the second part of the proposition " Then it

must be day," is denominated tauU, that is, the

consequent; which corresponds to the term Chahher

in syntax.

This being premised, know that an absolute or ca-

tegorical proposition admits of various distinctions

arising from the nature of the Mozooeli or subject,

&c. &c.

Sect. II. Of Syllogisms.

A syllogism is a sentence composed of propo-
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sitions, and in such a manner, that there necessa-

rily arises from this composition another sentence.

Know then that having finished our investigation of

propositions on the previous knowledge of which all

reasoning or demonstration depends, I sliall now con-

sider demonstration :—Deinonstration or reasoning

is the process of inferring something from the stale

of one thir.p- to prove the state of anothtr ; and this

is of three kin^ j, \.z. Syllogism, Induction, and Ana-

logy. Syilcgism is that in which an inference is

drawn from a general rule or class to a subordinate

part or individual belcnging to that class; which

must of course partake of its general nature or cha-

racter. This species of a'-gument affords certainty or

truth. Take, for example, " The world i's changea-

ble, and every thing liable to change was created
;"

thus they obtain the concltision that the world did

not exist from eternity, that is, was created. Be it

then understood, that two sentences combined, from,

the nature of which there necessarily arises a third,

constuate what is called Keeau<e or syllogism : and

the third sentence thus obtained is called Neteejek,

that is, the conclusion.

The subject and predicate contained in the con-
clusion of the syllogism described is called the Mad-
deh, that is, the w«//^/- of the conclusion ; and the

order in which they are placed constitutes what is

called Heiy£f, that is,- the form or figure. If the

matter and figure of the conclusion appear in the pre-

mises of the syllogism, therv-that syllogism h cniled

conditional, because the conditional particle Lt'ikifi

must be included in it. Take, for example, " when-
ever the sun shines day must exist ;" but the sun
shines, which giv^es 'the conclusion—"Then day ex-
ists," vv'hich is materially and formally contained in

the, preceding syllogism. But if the conclusion be
not materially and formally expressed in the premises
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« ^a/i 0>«>iKA-<j AA^iilci ^Ij / A^2^ J I AS:\>iAj

cXaj*/

l:^>^wI (CjlAJ'iri,. (/)<^y^ ^'-^^t'. U-J^-^' aajIcXj

/^X^,^ iXxilcXj iJ^^ j> ^-^ 0^7^ CdUj C^f-J

..» 4^/ (_5''^'' ^-^ ujUjf C^'y. ^^^T*> J'-^

*^JiLlj ^Ai 5 '—^iolj Ul (^'aa:^* jy «x:s:\jU:^

V--iiolj .Ai: (Jo A Q^vlw^.2^ <-,^JUlj Js/ ^
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of the syllogism tlien it is denominated Uteraiini,

that is, simple or categorical : whether it be abso-

lute or conditional.

The subject considered in the conclusion of a simple

syllogism is called Asrur, that is, the minor ; and
the thing predicated of the subject is called Akhar^

that is, the major ; and the proposition which con-

tains the minor is called Sururi, minor proposition ;

and the proposition which contains the major, is

called Akhurij or major proposition ; and the term

with which the subject and predicate of the conclu-

sion are both com.pared is called the middle term or

Huddi Osit, or Osii, &c. Sec. he.

N. B. From the various modes in which the mid-
dle term may be placed, there arises a division of
syllogism into four different/orw5 or figures, or Ash-
kdul ; which are again subdivided and branched out
into a great many subordinates.

Sect. III. Of Induction.

Be it known th^t Induction is the process of col-

lecting particulars for the purpose of establishing a

general rule respecting the nature of the whole class.

Argument, or reasoning, is supposed, as we former-

ly observed, to be of three kinds. Syllogism, Induction,

and Analogy ; and syllogism has been just now dis-

cussed. Induction is of two kinds, viz. perfect and
imperfect.

It is perfect induction when the n;eneral rule is ob-
tained from an examination of all the parts. For
example, all animals are either endowed with speech,

or not endowed with" speech. But those endowed
and those not endowed are both sentient, 'there-

fore all animals are sentient. This is an example
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Ll<\^M 1 /^aAJI

/ ^Ajstj Aa^I' cXX^
(J^-*-*^ ^^ *^^-^^ 0^-S\A^

cXaja/^ i^^Jj'U LaawjI l~j| 4 Ov>*jl (M»Ax2srVj^

C^^^yj (j^J-^yV.
cXaAa# l_iL>\.SMl ji.wj.jj (^jsjl ^O Lria*

Oi^^^ii. oX:^ 4 Ou^f ^'t^:^ j^fti: / ^-^ou Ov>>j
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qf perfect Induction, which produces certainty.

It is imperfect: induction when a number of indivi-

duals of a class being overlooked or excluded, a ge-
neral rule is thus established respecting the whole.
For instance, if it should be assumed that all ani-

mals move the under jaw in eating, because this is

the case with man, horse, goats, and sheep, this

would be an example of imperfect induction, which
does not afford certainty : because it is possible that

some animals may not move the under jaw in eating,

as it is reported of the Tuimuhh or Nehufig, the cro-

codile.

Having considered the first two modes of reason-

ing, there still remains to be explained Analogy.

Sect. IV. Op Analogy.

Analogy is the unfolding of an affinity or re-

semblance between two subordinate parts of the same
class, differing in their nature and properties, so as

to establish a general law and axiom respecting both ;

take, for example, the general rule, that *' grapes

are prohibited because wine is," which conclusion is

obtained thus. The cause of the prohibition of wine
is intoxication ; but intoxication exists also in the

grape : therefore it is proved that the grape likewise

is prohibited. The instruments of this process are

analysis and selection, &c.&:c.

Vol. VIII.
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( Jt^yj (Jj' c^w;>.x^ aA/ f^.M rt^^j^ ^/'^^

JViijlj l^^ CX*^J*>J * 4j^J-y3E\^ jj ^yQyr%

'Z2L\}i ^^yo ^Jacl cJwXJl ASnJU:^ ^..Xi*. C^l^

ixLj>>v( 4.J cX);ijlj jvXii 5^T^ ii"-^^^:*' o^ )^ ^
OJLj a/ U1>Lunv2w IJI (Ai^lj ^Uo Qw.:^ -/I ^^^^Aiifc.

cXaj*/ CjLvjcXsi*. Ijl cXiijlj (^^^ 0^^*» 7^'

IJI Cl^to j3:sj' « OvKK,! ^^to jSzO* ^^^AkIski 4

JSDJ' iIjXaJ (J»^ JVa/ ^2s^ Ov^ ^ *-^.^

o^j/ ijl ^^iyl^>u J loyi^;;^ fv'^^
cl^Xwjl Alawgl ^ c-M^ <Jva/ j*-^ o'^*^ ''^
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Sect. V. Syllogism divided according to

THEIR Matter.

Let it be observed, that as syllogisms have been
divided according to their figure or form into abso-

lute and conditional, so are they likewise distin-

guished according to their matter or constituent parts,

into five different classes, vi%. the demonstrative, the

casuistical, the rhetorical, the poetical, the so-

phistical.

I. The demonstrative are composed of truths^ that

is to say, perceptions, the different species of which
are six.

1. Intuitive or self-evident truths ; to obtain which
the bare inspection of the subject and predicate,

and the relation in which they stand to each

other is sufficient : for example, " a whole is

larger than a part."

2. Evidences, obtained by means of sensation

which are called Hissiaut if they be external,

such as " the sun shines, the fire burns ; and
Judinaut, if they be internal ; as, for example,
" hunger and thirst."

3. Experiences, which are the conclusions formed
by the understanding from repeated trials ; as,

for example, ** that Scammony is a Cathartic."

4. Traditions, which are the conclusions which
the understanding forms from the reports of a

number of people ; and which cannot be sup-

posed to be false, such as the mission of the

prophet MaHommed, and Jesus Christ.

K2
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1 1 Ovwji jjIaajI CXC->j>* f^iAc^i. 4 OotAxla

Xj^i aJCjI JjU 's^LCI ^^J^^\ (^LJotVp (^;J>C^ Jl

xj<3 c:^ii. uXw^j ^Jl/ (XLaj 4 wuciki Jl OkXX/

>mJ^

<Xaj43 b (J>ww^j^JI <5cs\jU^ CJsAxsisXsol cWiij^A^
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5. Conjectures, which are opinions founded on
notions respecting quality and motion ; and
formed by inferring an ^^f^/ from a supposed

principle or cause : such, for example, as

" That the light of the moon is derived firom

the light of the sun."

6. The general properties of matter, that is, such
as are obvious without the intervention of any
latent intermediate idea, for example, " four is

an even number."

N. B. In the original here follows the distinction

of demonstration or proof into reasoning a priori

denominated Berhaun Lemmi^ and reasoning a
posteriori denominated Berlumn Armi.

II. The casuistical or disputative, which are,

1. Current and prevailing opinions agreeable to

the ideas of the multitude, such as " learning

is good, and ignorance bad."

1, Malicious insinuations artfully expressed to

conceal the motive.

III. The rhetorical, which are composed,

1, Of propositions taken for granted upon some
respectable authority, such as that of the pro-

phets and fathers.

2. Of presumptions or suspicions grounded on

the frequency of some improper practice ; such

as that of a person being a thief from his going

abroad in the night,

IV. The poetical, which are founded on fiction.

Honey, for example, they make a liquid ruby.

K 3
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t

aJaX A:s:vjU^ cXuLy-i-yc lJ»cX^ Jixa>m^

ASTSAAJ OJ^\ (J^^ U^T^ 7^ 5 C-V^'
U^'j'
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V. The sophistical, are composed,

1. Of vague language without specifying any pre-

cise object, such as the vague expression " The
person to whom we allude."

2. Quibbles, which, though absolutely false, ex-

hibit some appearance of truth ; as if I should

say, that •' the figure of the horse which is

painted on the wall is a horse ;" that " everv

horse neighs ;" and, consequently, that " the fi-

gure on the wall must also neigh."

iv 1





V.

An Account of the Measurement of a?i Arc on the

Meridian on ///f Coast o/"Coromandel, athi

the Length of a Degree deduced therefrom hf th^

Latitude 12" 32'.

By Brigade Major WILLIAM LAMBTON.

In a former Paper which I had the honour to com-^

municate to the Asiatick Society, 1 gave a short

sketch of an intended pL^n for establishing a series

of connecting points commencing from the CVo-
mandel Coast, and extending across the Peninsula ;

but that Paper was only meant to convey a general

idea of the principles on which the work was to \)^.

conducted ; a more circumstantial and scientific ac-

count, it was thought, would be more to the pur-

pose, when I had the means ofputting the plan in exe-

cution, and detailing the particulars. Since that time

I have received a most complete apparatus, which
has enabled me to proceed on the scale I originally

proposed, and what is herp offered is the beginning

of that work, being the nieasurement of an arc on
the meridian, from which is deduced the length of a

degree for the latitude 12® 2>'l' which is nearly the

middle of the arc.

The triangles here mentioned are those only, Tro n

vvhich the arc is obtained, and the base line, the

foundation to the whole, is a measured line near the

^a Coast, an account of which is here subjoined.
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SECTION I. An account of the Base Line.

Some time had been taken up in examining the

country best suited, for this measurement, and at

length a tract was found near Sf. Thomas's Mount,
extremely well adapted for the purpose, being an

entire flat, without any impediment for near eight

miles, commencing at the race ground, and extend-

ing southerly. This being determined on, and the

necessary preparations made, it was begun on the

10th of April, and completed on the 22nd of May

y

1802.

I had expected a small transit in?trument from

England, for the purpose of fixing objects in the

alignement, and for taking elevations and depressions

at the same time ; but that instrument not having

arrived, 1 thought it unnecessary to wait, particularly

as the ground was so free from ascents and descents ;

I therefore used the same apparatus as I had formerly

done, viz. the transit circular instrument and the

levelling telescope fixed on a tripod with an elevating

screw in the center. In all horizontal directions,

this telescope fully answers the purpose, and as

there has been no deviation from the level to exceed
26' 30" excepting in one single chain, and those

cases but very few, I feel entirely satisfied as to the

accuracy of the whole measurement.

The chain which was made use of is the one I

formerly had, and I was fortunate enough to receive

another from England, made also by the late Mr.

Kamsden, and this having been measured off by

the standard in London, when the temperature was

60° t:>y Fahrenheit's thermometer, it afforded me
an advantage of correcting for the effects of expan-

sion, a circumstance in which I was by no meansj sa-

tisfied in the former measurement. In order, there-,

fore, to have a standard at all times to refer to, I have

reserved the new chain for that purpose, and used the
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old one only as a measuring chain, by which means I

can always determine the correction for the wear.

By referring to the annexed table, it will appear

that there are only four angles of depression, and two

of elevation, taken in the whole length of the base ;

the rest are all horizontal measurements, and many
of them consist of a great number of feet before it

became necessary either to sink or elevate the cof-

fers; when that was done, great care was taken to

mark the termination of the preceding measurement

;

and for that purpose a small tripod was used in the

shape of a T, with three iron feet to run into the

ground, the straight side of which T was placed in

the line. Another small t was made with its top

also parallel to the line, and fixed upon the large

one so as to slide to the right or left, and upon that

again was a long piece of brass made to slide out at

right-angles to the top of the T ; in the middle of

this brass a mark was made, which was brought to

a plumb line let fall from tl\e arrow, and the height

from the brass to the arrow was noted down ; when
the succeeding chain was laid, which was to com-
mence the new level or hypothenuse, the arrow was

then brought, so that a plumb line freely suspended,

would coincide with the mark on the brass slider.

The height of that chain above the brass was like-

wise taken, by comparing those two heights the ele-

vation or depression of the new commencement was

determined, and those differences noted in the se-

venth and eigth columns of the table. The difl'erences

of the two aggregates contained in those coluinns,

when applied to the ascents and descents, will there*

fore shew how much one extremi-ty of the base is

above the other. The height of the c!iain at the

commencement and termination of the whole was of
course taken from the ground.

All the other particulars respecting this measure-

nient are nearly the .same as that in the iMjsore coun*
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try, a full account of which has been pubHshed in a

former volume of the Asiatic Researches. Some lit-

tle alterations have been made in the coffers ; that

is, they were all of the same length, and the whole

together about ninety- six feet, so as to give room
for the pickets with the brass register heads. Their
sides continued to the ends, and their depth on each

side was the same, for the purpose of being turned

every day that they might fall into a curve by their

oxvn weight and that of the chain. I also used tripods

with elevating screws in the center, for supporting

the coffers, making no other use of pickets than for

the drawing and weight posts, and for carrying the

registg: heads. The top of each stand on tripod was

a thick circular piece of wood fixed firmly to the

end of the elevating screw, and a slip of board was

fastened across the circular top, screwed into the

center, and allowed to turn round. When the ends

of two coffers were placed on the top piece, this slip

of hoard was admitted into the under part of each,

and prevented their sliding off, a precaution that was

very necessary on account of the high winds.

The point of commencement of the base was had
by dropping a plummet, from the arrow of the chain

suspended by a silken thread. A long but small

bamboo picket had been driven into the ground till

its top was level with the surface, and the cavity of

the bamboo was such as just to receive the plummet,

and when the first chain was in the coffers, drawn

o:it by the weight at the opposite end, it was adjusted

by the finger screw at the drawing post in such a

manner that the plummet might hang suspended over

tiie cavity of the bamboo, while the thread was ap-

])lied to the arrow. This was done within the ob-

serva'ory tent, that the plumb line might hang freely

\virIiour being disturbed by the wind. The ba,mboQ

picket was preserved with great care during the tima

1 was observing for the latitude, and was then pro-
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reefed under the frame of the zenith sector. When
the tent was removed, a large bamboo flag-staff was

erected, whose cavity covered the picket, and in that

state it remained until the measurement was com-
pleted.

At the termination of the base, being the end of a

chain, one of the large hooped pickets was driven

into the ground till its top was on a level with the

coffers and under the arrow of the chain. The op-

posite end being adjusted by the finger screw, the

arrow at the leading end was nearly the center of the

picket. A mark was made^ and a small round headed

nail was driven in till it was level with the surface.

The chain was again applied, and the arrow cut the

center of the nail. The picket had been driven up-
wards of two and a half feet into very hard clay.

But that those extremities may be preserved, in

case they may hereafter be referred to, I erected small

masses of hewn stone eight feet square at the bottom
and four at the top, the axis of those masses being

made to pass through the points of commencement
and termination, and in order that this might be cor-

rectly done, the following method was used.

I marked ont the foundation of the building, so

that the picket might be as nearly in the center of it

as possible. The earth vv^as dug about a foot deep,

reserving a space round the center untouched. After

the foundation was brought to a level with the sur-

face, the first tier of stones was laid, being one foot

in height. The inner part was then filled up with

scones and mortar, taking particul.ir care at the same
time that the center was not touched. Tl)e next tier

of stones was then laid, which was six feet square and
one foot high. This also was filled in with great

care, and some cement and bricks put gradually

round the picket. After that the last tier was laid

which was four feet square and also one foot high.
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When these stones were firmly fixed small silken-

threads were drawn across each other in the diagonals

of the square. A plummet: (pointed) was then sus-

pended from the point of intersection of those

threads^ and tiiey were so moved that the point of the
plummet coincided with the center of the nail in

the picket. The position of these threads being de-
termined, marks were inserted in the stone. The
cavity was then filled up, and a square thick stone

was fixed in the middle of the mass, having a circu-

lar place of about four inches diameter, sunk half an
inch deep, and whose center was marked by a point.

This point, by moving the stone and again applying

the silken threads was brought to coincide with the

point of intersection^ and then it was firmly fixed and
pointed.

Precisely the same kind of building was erected at

the beginning of the base, but in place of having a
picket in the center, four large hooped ones were

driven into the ground, forming a square of about
ten feetj the small bamboo picket being intended as

the center. Silken threads were then drawn across

from the diagonal pickets, and so moved, that the

plummet first used, suspended from the .point of in-

tersection of the threads, might drop into the cavity

of the bamboo. That being adjusted, lines were

drawn on the tops of the pickets where the threads

had been extended. The building was then erected,

and the center both of the second and last tier, was

marked by the intersection of those threads when ap-

plied to the marks on the pickets.

Such has been the mode of defining the extremi-

ties of the line. The buildings are well built of

stone and some brick, and will remain for years, if

not injured by acts of violence. They are intended

to receive an instrument on the top, and the points

are points of reference if it should ever be thought

necessary to have recourse to them.
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EXPANSION OP THE CHAINS and thbir COMPARATIVE
LENGTHS.

As I wished to be satisfied with respect to the ex-
pansion of each of the chains, and their comparative

lengths, I made a course of experiments for both
purposes. I had accordingly the coffers arranged

Xiear the ground, that the drawing and weight posts

might be driven deep and firmly fixed. Both the
chains were then put into the coffers, and the com-
parisons made as follows

:

April 10, at six P. M. the temperature by a mean
of five thermometers was 85°,6.

Three comparisons were made, and the old chain
exceeded the new one, nine divisions of the micro-
meter screw.

April 10, at six A. M. the temperature by a mean,
of five thermometers was 79°.

Four comparisons were made, and the old chain
exceeded the new one nine divisions. Therefore at

the commencement, the old chain exceeded the new
one in length, nine divisions of the micrometer.
May 23. After the base was completed, the tem-

perature by a mean of five thermometers^
was 86°.

By a mean of five com-
parisons, the old chain

exceeded -the new one 10,65 divisions.

24. The temperature by a mean
of five thermometers
was 84°.

And a mean ofsix compa-
risons, gave the excess

of the old chain above
the new one - - - 1

1
,08 do.

2^. The temperature was 87°.

And a mean of two com-
parisons, gave - - 11,00 do.

Mean 10,86 do.
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Hence it appears, that at the conclusion of the

base, the old chain was longer than the new one, 1

1

divisions of the micrometer very neatly, so that it

had increased from beino^ in use,. 2 divisions, or -i.

inches.

These experiments were made with great atten-

tion, and when either cha n was stretched cut by
the weight, it was carefully brought into a line in

the c6ffers.

As I had reserved the new chain for a standard,

and knowing the teniperatme at which it had been
measured off in London^ I considered it an object

to determine its rate of expansion and contraction

compared with the thermometers which had been in

use in measuring the base, since these were but com-
mon ones, and might probably differ from those

made use of by General Roy and others, who had
determined the expansion of metals by the pyro-

meter ; and I was further induced to do this, from
seeing the great variation among them, when the

degree of heat became above one hundred, which it

generally was in the coffers every day before I left

off. To avoid those irregularities arising from the

expansions being checked by the" resistance from the

pressure on. tfie coffers, I chose the times of sunrise,

and from one to two o'clock, P.M. for making the

observations. Sunrise in India is generally the coolest

time of the twenty-four hours, and the chain had
during the night, on accbtmt of the uniform stare of

temperature, full time to free itself from any resist-

ance. At the hottest part of the day likewise there

is a considerable time when the thermometers are

nearly stationary, which will afibrd time for the re-

sistance in the coffers to be overcome, and it is ne-

cessary to pay particular attention to tliis circum-

stance, for the chain will be perceived to lengthen

often for nearly half an hour after the thermometers

are at their highest.
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I had made a great many experiments prior to

the measurement, but found great irregularity,

partly from not attending sufficiently to the above
circumstance, and partly from the unsteadiness of
the drawing post, notwithstanding it was driven
deep into very hard ground, and secured, as I
thought, by having large stones pressed close on
each side of it. To remedy this latter inconveni-
ence, I had a staple driven into a brick wall, into

which the iron was fixed with the adjusting screw
for the chain, after which I perceived a perfect

coincidence w^ith the arrow and mark on the brass

head, except what arose from the trifling expan-
sion and contraction of the iron which held the
chain. I then began a new course of experiments
on both the chains, and the results were as fol-

lows :— .

EiXperimmts for determining the expansion of the

new Chain.

1802.
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Experiments for determining the expansion of the

old Chain.

1802.

Month.

TIME.
« 5
c s

O rise.

2P.M.
rise.

1 P.M.
O rise.

2 P.M.
O rise.

2 P.M.
O rise.

83,5

110,3

85,2

110
80,2

108,1

83,3

111,3

80

Change

of

Tempera-

ture.
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putation, which was thought less necessary, since

the whole deduction did not amount to three

inches. Neither was any notice taken of the dif-

ferent heights of the hypothenuses or levels one
above another, as that difference was too trifling

to affect a length of thirty or forty chains. The
base has therefore been considered at the same dis-

tance from the center of the earth, before it was
reduced to the level of the sea, and the perpendi-

cular height of the south extremity, which I have
considered as nearly the general height, has been
taken for that purpose. That perpendicular height

was obtained by comparing the south with the north

extremity, and the height of the latter was deter-

mined by observations made at the race-stand and
on the sea-beach, where allowance has been made
for the terrestrial refraction. The following is the

manner in which it has been determined

;

On the top of the race-stand, the under part of
the flag on the beach was observed to be depressed
9' 30" ; and at the beach, the top of the race-stand

was elevated 7' 15". When the instrument was on
the platform of the race-stand, the axis of the te-

lescope was on a level with the top of the railing,

which was observed from the beach. But at the

beach the axis of the telescope was four feet below
the part of the flag which had been observed.

Tlie horizontal distance from the station on the
stand to that on the beach is= 19208 feet. Then
as 19208 : 4:: Had : tan. 43", which must therefore

be added to the observed depression of the flag—

•

Hence 9' 30 +43"= 10' 13" is the depression of "the

axis of the telescope on the beach, observed from
the race-stand.

Now the station on the beach is nearly at right
angles to the meridian, therefore, by allowing

L 2
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60957 fathoms to the degree, 192O8 feet will give an

arc of 3' p" very nearl}^, which is the contained arc.

And the diflerence between the depression and ele-

vation being 2' 58", we have •' °"-^"' '^ ^
"

=5",5 for

the terrestrial refraction. Hence, since the observ-

ed elevation of the stand, plus half, the contained

arc would give the angle subtended by the per-

pendicular height of the stand above the telescope

at the beach, were there no refraction, we shall

have 7' \5^ +^''—5",5=:8' 44" for the true angle

subtended by the perpendicular height, which be-

ing taken as tangent, to the horizontal distance

and radius, we have R : tan. 8' 44" :: 1^208 :

48,797 feet the height required. But the axis of

the telescope on the beach was determined by
levelling down to the water, to be 21,166 feet

above the sea. Which, added to the above, give

69,963 feet for the perpendicular height of the top

of the stand above the \c\c\ of the sea.

Now the top of the race-stand was determined

by leveUing to be 31,25 feet above the north ex-'

, tremity of the base ; which taken from the other,

leaves 38,/13 for the north extremity 6f -the base

above the sea, which extremity being, by the ta-

ble, 9.9.,9Q feet above the south extremity, we
shall have \5,75?j feet from the perpendicular

height of the south extremity of the line above
the level of the sea; and from this height the

length of the base has been reduced.

The angles of elevation and depression Vv'ere

taken by the circular instrument, from a mean of
several observations, and the error of collimation

was corrected by turning the transit over, and the

horizontal plate half-round. But the weather was
rather dull during the whole of these operations.

1
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TABLE.

Containing' the particnlars of the measurement
of a base line near St. Thomas s Mount, commenc-
in,o" in latitude 1 3", 00', 2.9",59 N. and extending
40006,4418 feet South Westerly, making an angle
with the meridian 0° 10' 3(5'. The first column con-

tains the number of the liypothenuse, or measured
distances. The second the length of each in feet

The third the angles of elevation and depression

(which each hypothenuse makes with the horizon).

The fourth tlie quantities to be subtracted from
the respective hypothenuse to reduce it to the ho-?

rizon. The fifth the perpendicular ascents and de-^-

scents to each hypothenuse, The sixth the com-
mencement in inches of every liypothenuse above
or below the termination of the one preceding;

and the seventh contains the mean temperature

during the respective measurement.

0^
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O 5
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1

At the commencement, the old chain (with

which the measurement was made) exceeded the

new one hv nine divisions of the micrometer, equal

to "•";;^-^'^
feet. Therefore 100+ ""^^r' ^

400 will he the measures in lengths of the new
chain, equal 40001, 4420
At the conclusion, the old chain

exceeded the new one by eleven di-

visions, consequently it had increas-

ed by wear two divisions of the mi-

crometer — 0,0008 feet. Hence '^^^

x400=0, 1600 feet, is the correction

for the wear, which add +0, 1^00
Whence the apparent length of the

base, will be 400,010020 lengths of

the new chain, 40001, ^020
The sum of all the corrections in co-

lumn fourth for obtaining the ho-

rizontal distances, is 0,2^59, feet,

which must therefore be deducted •—0,2359
And this will give the apparent hori-

zontal length of the base, in terms

of the new chain 400,013651
lengths, or 40001,36661

The mean temperature for the whole
base is 90'', 8 and the new chain

was measured off when the ther-

mometer stood at 50° lience to re-

duce the whole horizontal length ..

to the standard temperature of

62°, the equation will be expressed

400,013661 feet, or 5,1162 feet

which must be added, +5,1162
Hence the whole horizontal distance

corrected for 62° will be, 40^6,4823
Which reduced to the level of the

sea will be, 40006,4418
L4
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Note, the quantity +,0074 inches is the expan-
sion of the chain due to 1 » of the thermometer as

determined hy my own experiments detailed in the

annexed memoir. By General Roy's experiments
with the pyrometer, it was +,00763 inches.

The quantity +,01237 inches is the expansion
of 100 feet of brass due to 1 ° of the thermometer.

By the experiments I made in the Mysore the
expansion of the old chain was +,00725 inches

due to 1*^. By these experiments it is +,00737
inches, but I give the preference to the latter on
account of the chains being fixed to the wall.

The radius of curvature for reducing the base

to the level of the sea, is assumed at 3448748
fathoms being the radius to the meridional circle

on which one degree is computed to be 60191 m
the latitude of 13''.

•

-

Section II.—Observations for determining the

Angle which the Base Line makes with the Me-
ridian.

At the North end of the base

latitude 13° 00 29", 59 N,
September QAthj on the evening

the polar star when at its

greatest Eastern elongation

was observed to make an an-

gle North Easterly with the

baseline produced, ..... 1° 35' 08", 7
The apparent polar distance of

the star at that time was 1
°

44' 40" 2 with which and the

above latitude, the computed
azimuth was, 1 47 25 , 7
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Therefore the hne when prockiced

Northerly will make an angle

with the meridian North East-

erly, 12 17,

September Q6tk, on the evening

the angle North Easterly with

the base line produced was, ... 1 35 13, 1

The apparent polar distance on
that day was, 1° 44' 59" 8

which will give the azimuth, . . 1 47 25, 2
Therefore the angle between the

line and meridian will be, ... . 12 12, 1

September 30th, on the evening the

angle was observed, .• 1 35 06, 7
The apparent polar distance for

that day being 1 » 44' 38" 1 the

azimuth will be, 1 47 23, 5
Hence the angle by this observa-

tion is, 12 16, 3

At the South end of the base—La-
titude •.

. 12 53 52, a
October 7th. In the morning, the

polar star when at its greatest

western elongation, was observ-

ed to make an angle N.Westerly
with the base line produced ... 1 59 36, 9

The apparent polar distance at

that time was I
<* 44' 35J, and

this with the above latitude will

give the azimuth 1 47 18, 2
Therefore the anaie v/iiich this

line produced, makes with the

meridian North Easterly 12 18, 7
And the mean of these four is ... 12 16, 15

The last observation was made under the most
favourable circumstances, it being just day light;
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the flag-Staff at the north extremity of the line was
observed iriimediately after the star ; and the morn-
ing being perfectly clear, no unsteadiness or uncer-

tainty arose from the effects of the vapour, which
had occasioned the difference between the angles

on the 24th and 26th.

When the observation was made on the 30th, a

blue lis^ht was fixed at the south end of the base.

Section III.

—

Commencement of the operationsfrom
the base. The large theodelite.

After the completion of the base line, there re-

mained nothing of importance to be done until I

received the large instrument, which arrived in the

beginning of Stptembtr. I had however made an

excursion down the sea coast, as far as Fomlicheny,

for the purpose of selecting the propcrest stations

for determining the length of a meridional arc.

This and the nieasurement of a de2,-ree at ri2,ht-an-

gles to the meridian I considered as the first object

of this work: I accordingly lost no time in pro-

ceeding to- accomplish these desiderata.

The instrument above alluded to was made by

^Ir. Caky, and is in most respects the same as

that described by General Roy in the Philoso-

phical Transactions for the year 1790, with the

improvements made afterwards in the microscopes,

and in ar. adjustment to the vertical axis, by which
the circle can be moved up cr let down by means
of two capstan screws at the top of the axis. These
are mentioned in the Philosophical Transactions

for 179-5, in the account of the trigonometrical

survey. By sinking the circle on the axis, it is

better adapted for travelling, and when the micro-
scopes are once adjusted to minutes and seconds,
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on the limb of the instruinent, the circle can always

be brought back to the proper distance from them.

Great attention however is necessary in bringing

the axis down, so that the wires in each microscope

being fixed at opposite dots on the limb, they may
coincide with the same dots when the circle is

turned half round, or made to move entirely round,

and in a Contrary direction to what it had been
moved before ; which latter method has been re-

commended by the maker. This circumstance re-

specting the axis should be most scrupulously at-

tended to before the adjustment of the micrometers
begin, so that when by arranging the lenses in such
a manner that ten revolutions of the micrometer
may answer to ten minutes on the limb, and there-

fore one division to one second, tlie circle caa
always be brought to its proper height, by trying
the revolutions of the micrometer.

It has however been found from experience,
that unless in cases of very long and troublesome
marches, it is not necessary to sink the axis. The
carriage being performed altogether by men, there
is not that jolting which any other mode of con-
veyance is subject to, and as I found, that a con-
siderable time was taken up in adjusting the axis
before the revolutions of the micrometers could be
brought to their intended limits, I therefore laid

it aside, unless under the circumstances above
mentioned.

The semicircle of the transit telescope is gradu-
ated to 10' of a degree in place of 30', which was
the case with the sem.icircle described by General
Roy, and the m'.crometer to the horizontal micro-
scope applied to this semicircle, making one revo-
lution in two minutes, and five revolutions for ten
minutes on the limb; and the scale of the micro-
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meter being divided into sixty parts, each part is

therefore two seconds of the circle.

A number of experiments have been made for de-

termining the error of the semicircle, and to ascer-

tain the place of the fixed wire in the horizontal

microscope, so as to divide the error. It has ap-

peared in the event, that the telescope being in its

right position, (that is, when the limb and micro-

scope were on the left hand,) and the fixed wire

placed at Zero on the semicircle, when the circle

or limb of the theodelite was turned ISO" in Azi-

muth,^nd the telescope turned over, the fixed M'ire

was then distant from Zero on the opposite part of

the arc by a mean of a great many observations

2' 5i\ the half of v/hich is therefore the error.

This half was carefully set off from Zero by the

moveable micrometer wire, and the fixed one

brought to coincide with it. On the right appli^

cation of this error, there will be 1'28", 5 to add

to the elevations and subtract from the depressions.

The observations for determining this quantity

were repeated at different times, and under the

most favourable circumstances ; the adjustments of

the whole instrument being frequently examined,

and the level applied to the telescope, reversed at

most of the observations. For the line of collima-

tion, as these corrections depend on having a well-

defined o])ject, I fixed a bamboo upwards of a mile

distant from the observatory tent, and tied round

it several narrow stripes of black silk, one of which

was near the horizontal wire when the axis of the

telescope intersected the staff after being brought

to a level by the bubble. Then the instrument

being adjusted, and the telescope directed to the

bamboo,' being perfectly level, and the wire of the

micrometer in the piece brought to the intersection

of the cross wires, the angular distance to the
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mark on the bamboo was measured by the runs of

that micrometer, and the wire brought back to

the point of intersection of the other wires. The
circle was then turned half round and the telescope

reserved or put again into the same Ys. The level-

ling adjustment was then made, and the angular

distance from the intersection of the wires to the

black mark again taken, half the difference be-

tween which and the former was of course the er-

ror of coliimation. -This error was repeatedly re-

duced till it became very small, half by the finger

screw of the clamp to the semicircle, and half by
the adjusting screws to the levelling rods. After
that, the remaining error w'as repeatedly examined
and found to be 2", 36 to be subtracted from the

elevations and added to the depressions when the

telescope is in the ordinary position, or w^hen the

semicircle and microscope are on the left hand

;

but vice vei'sa when in the contrary position. These
errors of the semicircle and line of coliimation being
opposite, the result from comparison will be, "That
when ekvations or depressions are taken with the se-

micircle, V26" must be added to t\\Q former, and
subtracted from the latter.''

And that when the elevations and depressions

are taken by the micrometer in tlie eye piece 2",3G
must be deducted from the elevations and added to

the depressions.

The micrometer in the focus of the eye-glass of
the transit telescope is the same in all respects as

the one mentioned by General Roy, that is to say,

the circle or scale is divided into one hundred divi-

sions, and there is a nonius fixed to the upper part
of the telescope, which defines the revolutions of
the microm.eter as far as ten for the elevations and
ten for the depressions. The following experiments
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have been made with the same marked bamboo,

for ascertainino- the vakie of these divisions, and it

has been found that seven revolutions and 61,4 di-

visions are equal to ten minutes on the limb of the

semicircle, so that one division is equal to ,788 of

a second.

TABLE

OfeTperiments for determining the valuation of the

revolutions and divisions on the micrometer in the

eye-piece of the telescope.
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AT THE SOUTH END OF THE BASE.

Between And Observed Angles,

North end of 7
^.j^^^j j^^ti^^^ _ _ 3j ,g g^^

Perumhauk\\i\\, . . 113 56 47,3

Mount station, ditto, , 102 37 14,8

AT THE MOUNT STATION.

^'die'bTse
^^} South end ofthe base, 77 31 23

Perumhaiih hill, . . 88 06 38,2

South end of 7 .-..^ ' .„ _„ .-.
the base, \

^^"°' 10 35 12,9

Perumhauk hill, Mungot station, . . 92 30 03,6
MiiUapodehWX, ... 63 30 18,2

AT PERUMBAUK HILL.

^n 1

'

\ South end of the base, 56 15 26
the base, 3

'

Mount station, . . . 10 32 16,8

South end of 7 ... ^^ ^^ ^^
the base, \

^''"°' 66 47 42

]\Iungot stdiXAOVx, ditto, 36 58 15,

1

Coonooivaucum\\\\\, 59 43 12,9

Midlapcde \\\\\ ... 42 52 13,9

Midlapode hill
J

Coonoozcaucum hiU, 16 50 59

AT MUNGOT STATION.

Peruml/aitk hiW, Cocnoa^aucum \u\\, 88 03 47,6
MuUapode hill, ... 79 08 56,4

Midlapode \\\\\ Ta/zf/r^j/ station, . . 124 40 24,2
^/aw^cor Station, ditto, 75 25 54,8
Mount Station, PerumbaukhWX, . . 50 31 41,7
MuUapode hill, Mimnoor station, . 45 14 29,4
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AT MULLAPODE HILL.

Behveen And Observed Angle's,

Perumbauk hill, Coonoozvaucumhillf 139 29 07,8

Coomawaucum
-^ Munnoor station, . 81 21 03,0

Tandj'ai/ stSLtion, ditto, 52 53 20,0

Mungot station, . . 28 17 36,7

AT MUNNOOR STATION.

Mungot sidXion, Cootioawaucum hiW^

.

100 27 11,4

Midiapode, 49 34 32,4

Tandray station, . . 44 15 34,9

Mullapode \ii\\ ditto, ...... 93 50 05,9

Coonooxvaucum hill, 50 52 39

AT TANDRAY STATION.

Mungot si2X\0Ti, Mutinoor sta.tion, . 60 18 30,7

Mullapode hill, ... 27 02 00,1

Muniioor station, ditto, - 33 16 30,8

Mullapode h\\\y UrrumbaucumhWX, 94 00 01,7

Poonauk hill, .... 80 48 38,8

/

AT URRUMBAUCUM HILL.

Mullapode\{\\\ Tandray stsitwn, . . 43 02 50

Poo?iauk hiW, .... Ill 52 28,9

AT POONAUK HILL.

Mullapode hill, Urrumbaucum hill, ^9 25 15,6

Tandray stRtioB, . . 27 13 47,4

Maumdoor h'lW, . . . 49 19 0,46
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AT POOXAUK HILL.

Behvcen Atid Observed Angles.
O I II

Allacoor hill, Padree station, ... 23 55 57,5
Urrumbaucum hill, . 32 1& 50,7

AT ALLACOOR HILL.

PoonaukhiWj Padree st?ition, ... 91 22 13
Urrumbaucum h'lW, . 110 08 22,3

AT PAUDREE STATION.

Poonauk hiW, Allacoor h'lW, .... 64 44 52,1

AT MULLAPODE HILL.

Poonauk hill. Tandray station, . . 71 39 2^,3
Urrumbaucum. hill, . 28 42 12,6

Maumdoor\\\\\, . . . 58 02 19

Tandray station, Urrumbaucum hill, . 42 57 07,9
Perumbaucum ") ^t .i «^,-,/^^

J
.jr > MOWBRAY s house, . ^5 17 00

Maumdoor hill, Carrangooly hill, . . 45 48 00,5

AT MAUMDOOR HILL.

MuUapode hill, Pootiauk hill, ... . 72 38 40
Cai^rangooly \\\\\, . . 69 50 21,5

CarrangoolyXuWJForitty hill, .... 44 46 21,6

AT CARRANGOOLY HILL.

MuUapode \)\\\, Maumdoor \\\\\, , . 64 21 44,1
Maumdoor hill, JVoritty hill, .... 80 j>7 28,3
Permacoil hill, ditto, 28 S3 28,6

Vellungcaud \ii\\, . . 36 40 28,2

AT WORITTY HILL.

CarrangoolyMiW, Maumdoor h\\\, . . . 54 36 13,

1

Permacoil \\\\\, . . . IO9 25 09,4
Permacoil \\\\\, Coonum hill, .... 17 46 10,3

Vol. VIII. M
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AT PERMACOIL HILL.

Between And Observed Angles,

JVorittif hiW, Carrangoely \\\\\ . . 42 01 25,1

CoonumhiW, .... 134 51 00,6
Cooniim\{\\\ 1st flagon red hill, . 5^ 13 11,8

Vellungcdud\{\\\,Carrangooly\n\\, . . 28 58 23,4

New station on red hill, 98 29 08,8

Mooratan staO
^j^^ ^. _

j^
tion, 3 '

'

Chengcaud stSLtion, . 42 57 14,4

Mylum stSLtioUj ditto ditto, . 29 29 41,3

AT VELLUNGCAUD HILL.

Permacoil hill, Carrangooli/ hiW, . . 114 21 15,4

New station on red hill, 37 15 17,4

AT THE NEW STATION ON RED HlLL.

Permacoil hiU, Vellungcaud h'lW, . . 44 15 33,8

Mooratan station, . 99 25 04,4

AT MOORATAN STATION.

ChengcaudsU-lp^^^^^^^.^^^^^ ... 85 13 36,0
tion, ... 5 _

Trkmndepoorum hill, 64 42 38,5

1st Coonum hill, 1st flag on red hill, 81 48 30
Chengcatid station, . 54 33 15

New station on
I p^^^,^^^.;j^j„ _ 64 37 21,4

red hill, .3
AT THE FIRST FLAG ON RED HILL.

Coonum\{i\\y PermacoilhiW, ... 38 54 56,4

Station near il/oor«^««, 76 26 03,1

AT COONUM HILL.

Permacoil hilly JVoritty hill, .... 27 22 53,3

1st (lag on red hill, . 87 5 1 ^ 1,8
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Between And ObservedAngles,
«> / //

^^[^^f^^^^^^l St^tionne^T MoGratan,9\ 45 26,9
hill, ... 3

CkengcaudsU-1 ditto,.... 76 02 09,3
tion, ... 3

AT MYLUM STATION.

Permacoil hiW, Chengcaud station, . 129 25 52,8

Mooratan station, . 73 09 50,7

JVoritty \\\\\ .... 46 21 11,4

AT CHENGCAUD STATION.

Permacoil hill, Mylum station, . . 2 1 04 26,9

Mooratan ^idXiOYij

.

51 49 03,6

Tnvandet>oo. 1
j; gg Og 3 2

rum hill, 3

Coonum hill, . ditto, 49 24 35,75

AT THE STATION OF OBSERVATION AT TRIVANDE-
POORUM HILL.

Mooratan sta

tion

tan Sta-
1 (j^^^g^aud station, 49 08 53,9-

Referring Hght^p^j^^
star, west elon-

numoauciwif J ° '

Februarif 3, . 1 1 29 43,25

4, . 44,9

5, . 44,S3

7, . 40,5

9, . 42,2

10, . 39,6

11, . 43,67

near irip->
^^^ s^^tion, . . j7 :>/ 40,jo

numoaiicum, J

MQ
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The angles in general have been taken three and

four times, and every time that the object was ob-

served, both microscopes were read off thrice, and

two separate field books kept for making out the

angles. What are here recorded, are the means
taken from the two books. In case a difference in

those angles, noticed at the time, left any reason

to suspect an error in the instrument, the division

between the dots was carefully examined, as well

as those to the right and left, and if any error was
discovered, allowance v/as made accordingly.

SECTION V. Triancles.

North End of the Base from the South End of the

Base 40006,4.

No.

1.

2.
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North end ofthe Basefrom Perumbauk HilUo97^,^'

No. Stations.

Xorth end of the

base,

Ptrumbauk hill,

Mount station.

Obsened
Angles.

Diff.

81 21 r5,2

10 32 16,8

88 06 38,2

—.03
—,02
—,03

5C y

[l£0 00
00,2J ,08 ,08 -4-,! ISO

Error.
Angles for

calculation.

81 21 05,1

10 32 16,8

88 06 38,1

1.,^ ^ ^ . . ( iNorth enJ of the base.
Mount station from < „ / 7 in

^ Ftrumuauk hiil, - -

Distances

in t'cet.

8046,7

43495,4

South End of the Base from Mount Station 40965,8.

South end of the

base.

Mount station,

Perumbauk hill,

1 II
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when I observed the polar star at the south end of

the base Hne.

It was discovered, that at Perumbaiik hill, there

had been an error in reading off the south end of

the base, most probably of 1
0" from the microme-

ters, as all the angles which had a reference to that

point, exceeded what they ought to have been by
ten or twelve seconds. In consequence of this dis-

agreement, I chose to take the supplemental angle

in the second and fourtli triangles, after the other

angles had been corrected. The distance of the

north end of the base from Perumbauh\ as deter-

mined in the second triangle, being taken as abase
in the third triangle, wherein the three angles have

been observed to determine the distance from Fe-
rumbauk to the Mounts and from the north end of
the base to the Mount, it appears that the latter

distance comes out within 0,4 of a foot to what
had been brought by the first triangle; and that

the distance from the south end of the base to Pe-
rumbaiik hill, derived from the second and fourth

triangles, differ only ,14 of a foot. The distance

from the Mount to Perumbauk being that from

which all the operations are to commence, I wished

to be as particular as possible in determining it,

and the results from the third and fourth triangles

make it 43493,4 and 43495,5, differing only one-

tenth of a foot-.

Mount station from Perumbauk Hill 4349^,4.

No.
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Perumbauk Hillfrom Mungot station 56^9Q, 1

.

No.

6.
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MuUapode Hillfrom Mnngot station 45109,5.

No. Stations.

Mullapode hill,

Mungot station,

Munnoor station.

ObserveJ
Angles.

81 10 56,S

49 14 29,4

49 34 32,4

Diff.

— ,21

-,13
— ,14

J ^

^W

179 39 58,6— ,48 ,48 — ,2 180

Error.
Angles ff'f

calculation.

81 10 57,4

49 14 29,8

49 34 32,8

Jl/un«oor station from
I ^^^^^^^j,.,,^ .

Distances

in feet.

44944,3

38633,6

10.

Mullapode hill,

Mungot station,

Tandray station.

23 17 36,7

124 40 24,2

27 02 00,1

180 01

+ ,04

-,6
-,1

,42 X,3

28 17 36,4

124 40 23,6

27 02 00

^ J , ^. r f Mullapode hill,
Tandray station from

| j^^^^^J^^
^^^^-^^^

81731,9

47103,3

iMullapode Hillfrom Munnoor station 44944,3.

11.

Mullapode hill,

Munnoor station,

Tandray station.

52 53 20

93 50 5,9

Zi 16 30,8

179 59 56,7

o
J*-

-,3
-,1

,7

52 53 21

93 50 08

33 16 31

—,4
1 180

„ - , ,. r S Mullapode hill, -
Tandray station from

| 3^„„„J^^ .t^ti^n.

81732,7

65325,7
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Mungot Station from Munnoor station 58633,7-

No

12.

Stations.

Mungot station,

Munnoor station,

Tandray station,

Obsei"ve<i

Aiijles.

75 25 54,8

44 15 34,9

60 18 30,7

ISO 00 00,4

Diff.

-.3
2

-,"2

n y
Error.

,64 —,2 ISO

Angles for

calculation.

Disfarces

in feet.

75 25 54,5

44 15 35

60 IS 30,5

Tandray station f^-'"{S
ot hill, -

nnor station.

47105,9

65325,4

In the quadralateral formed by Midlapode hill,

Mungot hill, Munnoor station, and Tandrai/ sta-

tion, the side Mullapode and Tandray is common
to the tenth and eleventh triangles, the first of
which g-ives it 81731,9 feet, and the latter 81732,7
feet, the mean of which is 8173'2,3 feet, which be-

comes the base for extending the triangles westerly.

These results appear to be sufficiently correct, since

the bases on which the two triangles have been

formed, were derived from the different sides of

the triangle Perumbauk hill, Mungot hiiU and

Mullapode hill, viz. one from the side MuUapcde
hill and Mungot hill, the other from t'ne side Mul-
lapode hill and Perumbauk hill, on which was com-
puted the side Alullapode hill and Cocnonrcnucum

hill, and from that again the side Jlfu/lapode hill

and Munnoor station, which, however, came out

the same as when obtained from the distance i^/w/-

lapode hill and Mungot hill.

It will also appear that in the triangle computed
on the base Mungot hill and Munnoor station, that

each of the sides, Munnoor station and Tandray
station, and Mungot and Tandray become common
to the triangles, Mullapode hill, Munnoor and Tan-
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dray and Mullapode hill, Mungot and Tandvay^

each to each, and that in the first case, there is a

difference of^ and in the second of ^^ of a foot.

These circumstances will, I conceive, prove the

operations to be sufficiently satisfactory.
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Poonauk hillfrom Allicoor hill 58638,4.

No.

16.
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Maumdoor hillfrom Mullapode 138685,5.

No.

19.
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Canangooly hill from Pcrmocoil hill 134236,4.

No

22.

Stations.
Observed
Angles.

DifF. Error.
Angles for

caiculatiuii.

Distances

in feet.

Cammgooly hill,

Permacoil liill,

t^elliingcaud

36 40 28,2

28 58 23,4

114 21 15,4

—0,1
-0,1
— 1,2

36 40 26

28 58 22

114 21 12

180 00 07,0 1,4 +5,6 180 00 00

,, „ T r S Catruns-nohi lull,

°
\^
FerniacoU mil, •

71374,2

88004,7
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Permacoil hillfrom Cootium hill 45\S0,5.

No.

25.

Stations.

Permacoil hill,

Coonum hill,

1st Flag on red

hill.

Observed
Angles.

53 13 11,8

87 51 51,8

Diff.

—,2

-3

,6

Error.
Angles for

calculation.

53 13 11,5

87 51 51,5

38 54 57

180 00 00

_,.,„, 1 . Ml f S Permacoil hill,
First Flag on red hill from

| f.^^^^^ ^j,,^ .

Distances

in feet.

71825,3

57567,7

Permacoil hillfrom "VVooritty hill 68041,5.

26.

Permacoil hill,

Wooritty hill

Mylum station,

102 06 30,9

46 21 11,4

—,50

—,13

.77

102 06 30,9

31 32 18,3

46 21 11,3

,, , , ,. , ( Perwrncoi/ hill,
Mylum station from

| jyoSritty hiU,

49184,8

91939,0

Permacoil hillfrom Mylum station 49184,8.

27.
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Coonum hillfromfirst Flag on red hill 57o07,7-

No.

28.
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Coonum hillfrom Mooratan station 56538,5.

No

31.
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ought to be, no further notice was taken of it;

but should tlie sum of the three angles be nearer

the truth by taking it into the account, and that

there appeared an irregularity in the other two ob-

served angles, I have made it a rule to take each

observed angle as a correct one, and divide the ex-

cess or defect between the other two, and then

compute from the given side the other two sides;

and after doino: the same thino- with each of the

angles successively, a mean of tlie sides thus brought
out was taken, which, to certain limits, will al-

ways be near the truth. I then varied the selec-

tion of the observed angles, rejecting such as I

had reason to doubt; and by correcting them, and
computing the two required sides of the triangle,

those which gave the sides nearest to what had
been brought out by the other method, were adopt-

ed, let the error be what it would. This, however,

has rarely happened ; and when it did, great pre-

caution was used ; and no angle was rejected with-

out some reason appeared to render it doubtful.

In correcting the observed angles to obtain those

made by the chords, I have used the formula given
by the Astronomer Royal, in his demonstration of

]\I. De La MB re's prol)Iem, which appears in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1797. The spheri-

cal excess is of course had from the well known
method of dividing the area of the triangle in

square seconds, by the number of seconds in the arc

equal to radius, where the number of feet in a se-

cond may be had by using the degree as has been
commonly applied to the mean sphere, or the mean
between the degree on the meridian and its per-

pendicular. This being of no further use than to

check any error that might happen in computing
the corrections for the angles.

In converting the sides of the triangles into arcs,

Vol. VIII. N
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the length of a degree has been computed for every

ten degrees from the meridian to its perpendicular

on an Ellipsoid, whose diameters were in the ratio

of one to 1,0067, which is derived from taking the

degree on the meridian, in latitude 50** 41' to be

60851, and the degree perpendicular thereto 61 182,

in the same latitude. These data would give the

meridional degree, in latitude 13°, to be 6019I,

<ind the degree perpendicular equal 60957, which,

however, is not the case; but no sensible error will

arrive in making those corrections from taking the

arcs a few seconds more or less than the truth.

SECTION VI.

^Reduction of the distances to the 7iieridian of Tvivan-

deporum, /or determ'ming the length qf the ter-

restrial arc.

The sides of the great triangles, from which the

arc is derived, falling very nearly in the same me-
ridian, and not more than 16363,3 feet west from
the meridian of Trivandeporum, the south extre-

mity of the arc, there required no reference to any
hypothesis of the earth's figure for getting the exact

distance between the parallels, so that the latitude

of a point where a great circle falling from the sta-

tion of observation near Paudreey will cut the me-
ridian of Trivandeporum at right angles, may be de-

termined with sufficient accuracy by computing
spherically, and the distances, when reduced to the

meridian, (the distance from Trixiandeporum to

Coonimi hill excepted,) may be considered as the

chords of arcs on the meridian, and therefore the

arcs themselves may be had, by allowing 60494
fathoms to the degree, as had been obtained from
the sum of those reduced distances, the sum there-

fore of all these arcs will make the whole meri-

dional arc, which is a nearer approximation to the

truth.
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Seeing that a line drawn from the station of ob-

servation at Paudree, to the station at Maumdoor
hill, would fall nearly in the direction of the meri-

dian, that distance has been computed, by taking
the sides Poomuh hill to Maumdoor hill, and Poo-
7iauk hill to Pddree, and using the internal angle

atPoonaitk hill, corrected for the chords. This,

however, was scarcely necessary, except for shew-
ing the arrangement of the points.

The followfno; table will shew the arrano-ement

of the sides, and their

of Trrcandcporum.

reduction to the meridian

Stations at

I

ivandeporiim,

onum hill,

ooritty hill,

tttimdnor.

Stations

refened to.

Coonum hill,

IVooritty hill,

Carrangooly

,

Maumdoor,
Paudree station.

Bearings referred to

the meridian of T/i-

vandcporum.

5 31 50,3 N.W.
03 18,4 N.W.

52 45 21,9

1 50 51,2 N.W.
1 02 09,7 N. E.

Distances.

125129,1

104887,5

95282,8

133481,5

211512,1

Distances from the

parallels of the

Meridian.

12059,8 W.
108,3 W.

75851,4 E.

4303,5 W.
3824,4 E.

Perpendicular.

124547,5 N.
104887.4 N.

57666,0 N.
133412.5 N.
211477,5 N.

THE NORTHINGS REDUCED TO ARCS.

Trivandeporum to Coonum hill, . . 124548,77
Coonum hill to Wooritty hill, . 104887,47
IVooritty \\\\\ Xo Maumdoor \\\\\ , 133413,15
Maumdoor hill to Paudree station, 21 1478,57

Length of the terrestrial arc, . . . 574327,96

Or fathoms, 95721,32^6

N 2
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SECTION VII.

Observations by the Zenith Sector for the latitude of
Paudree statioji, and the station near Trivandepo-

rum ; and the length of the celestial arc.

The zenith sector, with which these observations

have been taken, was made by Mr. Ramsden,
and is the one aUuded to by General Roy, in the

Philosophical Transactions for 1790, being then

unfinished. The radius of the arc is five feet, and
the arc itself is of that extent to take in nine de-

grees on each side of the zenith. It is divided into

degrees, and smaller divisions of 20' each, which
are numbered. Each of these last is again subdi-

vided into four, of 5' each. The micrometer which
moves the telescope and arc, is graduated to se-

conds, and one revolution moves the arc over

r 10" 08'", but the scale being large, a small frac-

tion of a second can be easily defined. The con-

struction, and improvements to the zenith sector,

are so well known, that a minute description of it

here would be nnnecessary. It will therefore suffice

to say, that as far as so delicate an instrument can

be managed in a portable observatory, or travel-

ling tent, which never can offer the advantages of

a fixed, well contrived huikhng, I have every rea-

son to be satisfied with it.

The time I commenced observing at Paudree sta-

tion was during the heavy part of the monsoon,

which occasioned frequent interruptions : and al-

though I had intended observing by at least three

fixed stars, I only succeeded to rny satisfaction in

one, which was Aldebaran. With that star I had a

fortunate succession for about sixteen nights ; some
few of those observations being less favourable than

the others, were rejected, and tlie rest, from which
the latitude was determined, appear in the following

tabie,arranged in the order in which they were taken.
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During the time I was at Trivanckpor^umy near

Cuddalore, the weather was settled and serene, and

the nights perfectly clear, so that I had an unli-

mited choice of stars, but having been successful

with Aldtbaran, I chose tliat star for determining

the length of the arc.

As I consider the celestial arc more likely to be
erroneous than any terrestrial measurement, I have
thought it necessary to give some account of the

manner of observing and of adjusting the instru-

ment, for after two years experience, I have found,

that notwithstanding the great powers of the zenith

sector, extreme delicacy and attention are requi-

site to render the observations satisfactory. The
following method ofadjustment I have always prac-

tised. After having brought the vertical axis

nearly to its true position by the adjusting screw at

the bottom, or so that the wire of the plummet
would bisect the same dot when the telescope was
moved to the opposite side, or half round on the

axis, I then examined whether the dot at the cen-

tre of the horizontal axis was bisected, and whether
the wire moved in the vertical plane clear of the

the axis ; for unless it be perfectly free, all the ob-

servations will be false. When I had bisected the

dot, I either took out the microscope and looked

obliquely, or did the same by a magnifying glass,

and by that means I could discover the smallest pa-

rallax. If it admitted being brought nearer to the

axis, it was done; but I found from experience,

that it was more eligible to leave the wire at a sen-

sible distance than to bring it very near. Having
satisfied myself in this particular, I examined with
the microscope again in front, moved the wire freely

in the vertical plane, and then bisected the dot.

The telescope was then moved, so that the wire

was brought over the dot zero on the arc, and the

same precaution used with respect to the wire mov-
N 3
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ing free of the arc ; and here, as well as above, I

found it best to allow a sensible distance -between

the wire and the arc.
i

:)di oali:

The microscope by which the upper dot in the

horizontal axis is examined, being fixed by the

maker, the axis of vision is of course at right angles

to the vertical plane, and will meet that plane in the

centre of the axis, but the lower microscope is move-
able, and requires care to fix it so as to have the

wire in the axis of vision, and be free from the

effects of parallax, this I have done by moving it

along the brass plate in front of the arc, till the

wire appeared free from curvature, and then ad-

justed the dot. In these late observations, I have

generally made the final adjustment by the light of

a wax taper, for the wind being sometimes high and
troublesome, I found there was much irregularity

in the observations, until I adopted that method.

I therefore closed the doors and windows of the ob-

servatory tent, so as to have a perfect stillness

within. The distance of the wire from the axis

and the arc is likewise better defined by a taper by
noticing the shadow in moving the light to the

right and left.

In fixing the instrument for the star, great care

was taken to have it placed in the meridian, which
was done by a mark at near the distance of a mile,

(generally one of my small flags), the polar star,

having been previously observed by the large the-r

odolite for that purpose. The telescope was then

moved in the vertical till the wire of the plummet
was at the nearest division on either limb to the

zenith distance of the star, which could always be

nearly known. The micrometer, having been put

to zero, was firmly screwed, and the dot on the

limb carefully bisected, the instrument was turned

half round ; the adjustment examined and correct-
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ed, if necessary. That being- done, the degrees

and minutes, &c. on the arc were noted down, as

was also the particular division on the micrometer
scale, at which the index stood, and the fractional

part of a division in case there were any. In this

state every thing remained to within fifteen or

twenty minutes of the time the star was to pass,

when I repaired to the tent, and again examined
whether the wire bisected the dot; if it did not, the
instrument was again adjusted to the same dot, and
the horizontal axis also examined by the upper mi-
croscope, all this being done, the sector was placed

in the meridian.

When the star entered the field of view, the mi-
crometer was moved gently till the star was near
the horizontal wire, but not bisected till it came
near the vertical, that the micrometer might not
be turned back, but continue moving in the s-ame

direction. This I did to avoid any false motion
in the micrometer screw, and I was led to this

precaution by the repeated experiments I had made
in examining the divisions on the arc, for it some-
times happened after moving the arc ovTr one of
the divisions till the wire bisected the next dot

;

and then turning it back again, that the index of
the micrometer was not at the same second, but
had passed over it perhaps one, and sometimes two
seconds ; but by moving over the next five minutes
in the same direction, the number of revolutions

and seconds were always what they ought to be,

to some very small fraction. This anomaly, how-
ever, only happened in some situations of the screw,

and to avoid any errors arising therefrom, I adopt-

ed the above method.

The zenith distance of the star being now had,

on one part of the arc or limb, after the same pro-

cess had been gone through the next night, with
regard to the adjustment, the zenith distance was

N4
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taken on the other part of the arc, by turning tlie

instrument half round on its vertical axis. The
mean of these two was therefore the true observed

zenith distance, and half the difference was^he error

of collimation. For applying these to the Jvinpose

in question, the mean of the zenith distances\ being-

corrected for refraction, the declination of tl\e star

for each of these nights, was corrected for nuti.tion,

aberration, &c. to the time of observation, andy the

mean of the two taken for determining the latiti^de.

In this manner has the whole series of observa-

tions been continued, by turning the sector half

round every night, for the purpose of observing on

opposite parts of the arc, and each compared with

its preceding and succeeding one. In pursuing this

method, it was unnecessary to notice the error of

collimation for any other purpose than as a test to

the regularity of the observations ; for until they

became uniform, no notice was taken of the zenith

distances, concluding that there had been some

mismanagement, or some defect in the adjustment.

The following tables contain the observations by

the star Aldebaran, for determining the length of

the arc.

Observations at the station near Pau
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Observations at the station near Trivandeporum.
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west from eacli other; and the following triangles

have been made use of to obtain that distance.

Distance, Carangooly /)ww Permacoil 1342S6,4.

N'o.

33.
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Of the Polar Star Observations at Carangooly and
Curnatighur, and the Length of a Degree, per-

pendicular to the Meridian, deduced therefrom,

for the Latitude of 1 g'* 32' nearly.

As the method of determining the difference of
longitude of two places, by taking the angle with
the meridian and each station reciprocally, requires

very gredt accuracy, I have thought it necessary

to give an account of the observations for that pur-

pose, and to state at the same time, the difficulty

of taking them, particularly at Curnatigur, whose
great height subjected it to a constant haziness,

whereby the blue lights at Carangooly were repeat-

edly fired v/ithout effect, appearing too faint to be
seen when the wires of the telescope were illumin-

ated : some nights, however, were favourable, when
the whole of the lights were distinctly seen ; but
the anxiety, which occurs on such occasions, will

sometimes cause irregularities in the angles ; a few
on that account, when the lights expired before

the observations were thought sufficiently satisfac-

tory, have been rejected. Those which appear in

the following account, are such as I have deemed
good, though there is a greater difference among
them than I could have wished. But as I had no
positive reason for setting them aside, I have accord-
ingly used them ; and have endeavoured to lessen the

error, by increasing the number ofobservations,atC«-
rangooly, between the polar star, at its greatest west-
ern elongation, and the referring lamp at Sallawauk.

March 20, in the evening, .... 34 48,4
21, 5%9
22, . 52,8
23, 48,8
25, 50,2
26, 48,0
27. 46,9

29, 40;4
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at Curnatighur.

between the Lamp at Sallawauk and the Blue Light

March 30,

April 4,

84° 3S' 24",0

23 ,65

19,2
20,0
22 ,62

Mean 84° 38' 21",87

TABLE. Containing the apparent Polar Distances

of the Star, and the apparent Azimuths for the

Nights of Observation ; and also the Angles be-

tween the referring Lamp and the Meridian of
Carangooly.

Maich
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Between the referring Light and the Blue Lights

at Carangooly.

May 18, 8° 35' 34",50

3^,30
40,10
42,0
41 ,25

38,20
....... ^5,57

38,40

Mean 8 35 38,26*

TABLE. Co?itaining the appai^ent Polar Distances

of the Star, the apparent Azimuths for the Time

of Observation, and also the Angles between the

referring Lamp and the Meridian o/'Curnatighur.

May
1803.
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Let PC and PG be two meridians, and let C
and G be the stations at Carangooly and CurnatU
ghur. Let Cs be a parallel of latitude at C, meet-
ing the meridian of Curnatighur produced, and let

CR be a great circle perpendicular to the meridian

of Carangooly falling from that place, till it meet
PG produced in R,

Now GCR is a jt

spheroidical trian-

gle, and the chord

of the arc GC is gi-

ven from the thirty-

fourth triangle; and
since the anglePGC
is known, the angle

CGR is known, be-

ing equal 1 80° minus

the observed angle

at Curnatighur, or

87''10'44",07.—And
by the same reason-

ing the angle GCR
will be given, being

equal the anglePCR
(90"") miyius the ob-

served angle at Ca-

rangooly, that is SB""

.59' 52",4:6—Hence, by first considering this as a

plane triangle, and taking the angle at R, the

supplement to the other two, the sides CR and
GR may be obtained, and used as arcs for cor-

recting the angles at C and G, which will then be
2" 59' 52",2 and 87^ 10' 43",79 respectively, which
are the angles made ])y the chords of the arcs CG
and RG at C and G. Hence the supplement to

these (89" 49' ^4",00 xvill be the angle at R made
by the chords of the arcs RC and RG, From
these data will be had 7^C=290837,8, and RG=
15228,74 feet.
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But to find the small space Rs on the meridian

of Curnatighur, between the perpendicular arc and
parallel from Carangooly, let the triangle CR^ be

taken as a plane one. Then if to the corrected

angle CRs (89' 49' i^4",01) be added the supple-

ment to the spherical excess in the triangle 'i^C^G

(0",5), we shall have 89" 49' 24",5 1 for the angle

sRC. Dr2L\v Rt parallel to sC, meeting the me-
ridian of Carangoolj/, produced in f. Then since

the angles PtR and PsC are equal by construc-

tion; and the triangles sCR, CRt considered as

plane ones, the angle CRt is equal half the diffe-

rence of the angles PCR and FRC, that is =
poo.-(goo 4 0- C4".5\)_.Q» 5' 17'; 74. Hence is given

the two angles CRs, sCR, and the side CR, by
which the small side Rs is had, equal to 448,02

feet, which, deducted from GR, gives Gs—
14780,72 feet, equal to an arc of 2' 26",58 on the

meridian, and this is the difference of the latitudes

of Carafjgoolij and Curnafighur. Hence if the la-

titude of *Carangooly be ^12° 32' 12",27, that of

Curnatighur\Y\\\he 12° 34' 38", 85, and their re-

spective complements will be 77° 27' 47",73 and
77° 25' 2 1", 15. Hence in the triangle PCG, on the

spheroid, is given the two sides PG and PC, the

co-latitudes of G and C, and the two observed

angles PCG and PGC.

Then as the tan. T?'' 26' 34",44 (half the sum of

the sides PG and PC) to tan. 0° 1' 13",29 (half

their difference) so is tan. 89° 54' 41", 73 (half the

sum of the angles), to tan. 2° 56' 10",23 (the half

* When the polar star observations were made r\t Carangoolyy

no doable azimuths could be taken, and therefore the latitude of

the place v.as necessary to compute the azimuths, in order to get

the direction of the meridian. As I wished to dedijce the latitude

of Carangooly from that of the observatory at Madras, the fol-

lowing method was usefl to obtain it.

Let P be the pole, PT the meridian of Trivnndeporum, O the

observatory at Madras; and let C be tiie station at Carans'Gob/,

T Ihiit zt Trivandcpornm, 03/ an arc of a great circle, perpendi-

cular to PT, falling from the observatory, and Cm another per-

pendicular arc from Carangooly . Tlien if the ratio of the earth'?

diameters be taken as 1 to 1,003567, and the degree on the ni««>
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difference of the angles). Therefore 92' 50' 5 \",96

and 86° 58' 31", 5, will be the angles at Cutmatightir

and Carangoohj, such as would have been observed

on a sphere, the latitudes and longitudes being the

same. Then by using these angles, with the sides

PC and PG, and computing spherically, the angle

CPG, or difference of longitude, will be48'47'',75,

with which, and the side PC, or co-latitude of

Carangaoly, in the triangle PCR, right angled at

C, the side CR will be had equal 0° 47" 37"A5.

Now the chord of this arc is the distance CR,
equal 290837,8 feet, and therefore the arc itself is

290841 feet nearly. Hence 47' 37",45 : 290841 :*-

60' : 366355,08 feet, or 61059,2 fathoms nearly,

which is the length of the degree perpendicular to

the meridian at Carangoohj *.

ridian be 6049 1 falhoiiis ; by using these

data, and computing on tlie elliptic hypo-

thesis, the degree perpendicular to the me-

ridian 12° 32' would be 60906' fathoms,

which for the present purpose is made use of.

By the tiiangles, the point O is east from

the meridian of Trivandcporn7n 190561,12
feet, and norlli from the perpendicular at

that slaiion 480363,62 feet. Also C is east

63690,8 feet, and north 287100,96 feet,

from which, and applying the above de-

grees, we shall have the arc T3I 1° 19' 26",4;

T»i— 47' 27",o6; and therefore rrMwj 31'

58",84. Also OM 31' 17",13, Cw— 10'

27",42, and PO 76" 5.0' 56",7, the latitude

of the observatory bein<i 13° 04' 09",3.

Then in the spherical triangle POM,
right angled at M, we have Cos OM : Rad
:?Cos. PO : Cos PM—76° 55' 48",72, to

which add the arc Mm, there will be had

Pm—77° 27' 47',56, the co-latitude of the

point m.

Then again as rad. '. Cos Cm\\ Cos mP'.
Cos PC= 77" 27' 47",77; therefore the latitude of Carangooli/

will be 12" 32' 12 ",23.

* The ratio of the earth's diameters has been determined, by
tising the legree as broiiglit out here, and the one in latitude. 50°

41', as deduced from the measured arc bclwcen firccnwich and

Paiis, which is 6085l fathoms; and these two give the ratio of
the polar to the etjuatrial diameters. to be 1 : 1,003567, supposing

the earth to be aii ellipsoid.
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POSTSCRIPT.

vSince the above has been written, the triangles

derived from the side Maiimdoor and Poonauk, and

brouohtdown westerly as far as JForitty, have been

computed, and it appears that the distance be-

tween Maumdoor and JVorittij, which is common
to both series, exceeds the former by 6,9 feet;

so that the mean of tlie two, equal 13348o,0 feet,

has been taken for obtainina; anew both the meri-

dional and perpendicular arcs; the former of which
is 574337,04 feet, and the latter 290848,5 feet

;

Avhenre rhe degree en the meridian will be had

60495 fathoms nearly, and the degree perpendicu-

lar to the meridian at Carangoolij 6IO6I fathoms

nearly.

The difference of (5,9 feet is more than what I

expected, but it has been occasioned by the great

difliculty in getting the angles in the great triangle,

Maumdoor, Jlluliapode, and Poonauk. But as it

appears that the side Alullapode and Maumdoor has

been in excess, and the side Poonauk and Maum-
door in defect, it must follow that the mean dis-

tance of Maumdoor and JToritty, brought out by
triangles derived from these two sides, must be
very near the truth.

Now this latitude has been made use of to find the latitude of Cur-

natin-hiir, and the same process has been followed for finding the

length of a dei>ree on the perpendicular in the latitude oi Carangooly

as is here given ; and that degree taken, w ith the easting of the ob-

servatory from the meridian of Carangooly to compute the latitude

a second time, which came put 12° 32' 12'',27, and is here applied

for re-computing the perpendicular degree: but the ditlierence is

too trifling to aftect the difference of longitude, and therefore the

degree comes out the same.

It is scarcely necessary to notice, that the distance of the obser-

vatory from the meridian of Trivandepoorum hexug so trifling, no
spheroidal correction has been thougiit requisite for obtaining the

latitude of tiie point M, and jimch less for that of C
Vol. VIII. O
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. VI.

On the Hindu Systems of Astronomy, and their

co?inection with History in ancient and modern times.

BY J. BENTLEY, ESQ.

IX my last paper on the antiquity of the Stirya

Sidd/wnta, published in the sixth volume of the

Asiatic Researches, I endeavoured to explain, in

as simple a manner as possible, the principles on
which the Hindu artificial systems of astronomy
are founded. It was my intention to have post-

poned the present paper until I should procure se-

veral valuable works, which, through the assis-

tance of my friends, I am endeavouring to collect

from different parts, which would enable me to

give a more perfect and satisfactory account of the

ancient astronomy and history of India, than I can
at present; but having lately, by chance, seen the

first number of the Edinburgh Review, wherein the

writer has thought proper to attack my last paper,

I feel it incumbent on me to come forward as early

iis possible, to repel his observations, and to shew
how little he is acquainted with the matters he
pretends to review.

The Reviewer says

—

" Mr. Bextley appears to be a mathematician of
** considerable industry and merit. In this disquisi-
" tion he has supplied some instructive observations
" on the principles of the Hindu astronomy, and on
** the manner in which their cycles were or might
*' have been formed ; he has also exhibited useful
'*' formulas, shewing their application in discovering
*^ the actual position of the heavenly bodies.

*' His discussion relative to the antiquity of the

O 2
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" Surya SiddJtanta^ involves points of tlie utmost
"importance; no less, indeed, than whether the
" whole of the Sanscrit literature shall ])e consider-
" ed as the spurious production of a recent age, or
" genuine monuments of primeval times. We shall
" endeavour to do justice to his formidable attack
*•' on the Indian gymnosophists.

" The Surya Siddhanta is generally helieved to be
" the most ancient astronomical treatise the Hindus
*'have; and, according to their notions, v/as re-
" ceived by divine revelation 2,164,89.9 years ago.
" But the mean result of calculations, from ten dif-

" ferent data afforded by that work, and on its

" own principles of assmning the position of the
*' heavenly bodies to have been accurately observed
" at the time it was written, gives onl}' 731 for the
" date of its composition, or the year of our Lord
" 1068. But, independent of all calculations, an
" astronomical work, entitled the Bhasu-otee^ was
'' composed 700 years ago by Sotoxund, who, ac-
" cording to Hindu accounts, was a pupil of Va-
" ra'ha Mi

h

IRA. The commentary on this trea-
'' tise declares, that Vara'ma was the author of the
" Surya Siddhanta. Therefore any Hi)idu work, in
" which the name of Vara'ha is mentioned, must
" evidently be modern, and this circumstance alone
*' totally destroys the pretended antiquity of many
•' of the Purans and other books, which, through
" the artifices of the Brdhminical tribe, have been
'' hitherto deemed the most ancient in existence.
** Now all the other astronomical works Mr. Be\t-
" LEY has seen, adopt the S3'stem in the Surya
^'Siddhanta by Vara'ha*.

* This must he a misrepresentation ofthe Reviewer, see page 54^,

547, of VoJ. ^'I. v.liere I Kavc mentioned and dcbcribed othef

s\btems. J. B.
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'' A work ascribed to Parasara, a pliilosopher,

*' who is supposed to have lived before tlie Vedas
" were arranged in their present form, exhibits a
*' still more manifest proof of forgery, since one of
" the furmula^ it exhibits mentions the £era of Saca,
" which began Anno Domini 78."

iVfter giving this outline, which is very defec-

tive in many respects, the Reviewer commences
his attack as follows :—

" It would be easy to shew, that the circum-
" stances so forcibly stated, by no means justify
" the sweeping inference deduced by our author.
" Vara'ha Mihira was never considered as an an-
" cient writer ; and is supposed, by Sir William
*' Jones, to have flourished A. D. 499- That he
" was the author of the Siirya Siddhanta, rests on
^' the single authority of the commentator of the
^' Bhaswotee, a, work which seems to 'have been
*' composed in Siam ; though we greatly wish Mr.
*• Bentley had imitated Sir William Joxes, on
" such occasions, by inserting the original passage.
" But on what authority does our author assume,
" that the Calpa, or cycle of Varxy'ha, is that of
^' Vara'ha Mihira, the modern astronomer? W^e
*' find the Hindu cycles always distinguished by
*' the names of different Deities. There is the De-
*' vi Calpa, the Su'rya Calpa ; the present is the
" Vishnu Calpa^ and we entertain no doubt that
*' the Vara'ha Calpa derived that designation from
" the Vara'ha Avatar, or incarnation of Vishnu,
*' in tJje form of a Boar, as is the universal opinion
^' of the natives. Now the name of Vara'ha Mi'
'' hira unquestionably does not occur in the Pu-
'' vans, or in any work pretending to antiquity

;

" and we have seen in what light we are to consi-
*' der the Vaba'ha Calpa^

.03
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That Vara'ha Mihira was the author of the

Surya Siddhanta, (]oes not rest upon the single au-

thority of the commentator on the Bhaswotee, but

on several undeniable facts,—it is clearly shewn by
the other works of Vara'ha, which bear his name,
one of which, the Jatacarnava, (Jatokarnovo) is

compared with the Surya Siddhanta, at page 573,

§. 72. Nay, the very circumstance to which the

Reviewer himself alludes above, of Vara'ha being

supposed to have flourished A. D. 499, ought to

have led him to the same conclusion. For why is

Vara'ha supposed to have flourished in A. D. 499?
Because he had fixed the vernal equinox to the be-

ginning of Jsw'mi in that year, and settled the rate

of precession to be from thence computed at 54" an-

nually : Now this is absolutely the case in the

Surya Siddhanta^ as well as in all the other works
of Vara'ha ; and the same system, motions, and
positions of the planets, given by that astronomer

in those works which bear his name, are likewise

the same in the Surya Siddhanta. But, indepen-

dent of all these undeniable facts, there is not a

Hindu astronomer, who has the smallest preten-

sion to the knowledge of the history of astronomy
in India, that does not know that Vara'ha was
the real author of the Surya Siddhanta, and not

only of that work, but also of the Brahma Sid-

dhanta, the S6/?ia Siddhanta, the Vasishta Siddhanta,

and the Paulastya Siddhanta, which are called the

five Siddhmitas of Vara'ha Mihira ; and in allu-

sion to which, one or more single works have been
written under the title of " Pancha Siddhanta,"" as

supposed to contain the essential parts of the five

Siddhantas of Vara'ha.

The Hindus, in general, know very little about

the time in which Vara'ha flourished. Some refer

him to the iera of Vicramaditva, or fifty-six

years before- Christ, while others^ froni the cir-
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cumstances abovementioned, refer him to A. D.

499, which shew how Httle they know of the real

time he Hved in, which was between seven and

eight hundred years ago.

With respect to the different systems of astrono-

my which have been framed from time to time,

there are but three now generally known, all ofthem
modern. The first is the Brahma Calpa, invented

by Bra'hma Gupta, near 1300 years ago; the se-

cond, the Padma Calpa, said to have been in-

vented by a person of the name of SrI Dhara
Padma, or Sri Dhara Padma Na'bha, between

eight and nine hundred years ago ; and the third

and last, the Vara'ha Calpa, invented by Vara'-

HA MiHiRA, between seven and eight hundred

years ago. Hence it may be seen, that the diffe-

rent systems bear the names of their inventors, and
not of the Deities ; for there is no such Deity as

Padma, though there is a system of that name

;

therefore it must be sufficiently obvious to every

candid mind, that these real systems of the astro-

nomers, were the basis on which the writers of

Hindu romance, or modern Puranas, erected their

ideal ones of the Bra'hma Calpa, the Padma Cal-

pa, and the Vara'ha Calpa; the two first of
which they fancifully represent as past, and assert

that we are now in the third or last. But the truth

is, that none of these artificial systems are yet ex-

pired (except in the idea of visionaries), nor will

be for many millions of years to come.
The number of years now elapsed of*-

the first, =1972948905
And there are yet to expire, . . 2347051095
The years elapsed of the Calpa of

Vara'ha, . =1955884905
And there remain yet to expire, . 2364115095
As to the systems which were in use before the in-

04
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vention of these modern ones, and by which the

Hindus regulated their history in ancient times, I

shall notice them in their proper place.

I have nothing to do with visionary dreams of
antiquity, nor M'irh the ideal systems of the EcUn-
burgli Reviewer, my object is truth. The Edinburgh
Reviewer says, there is the Devi Calpa, theSuRYA
Calpa^ and the Vishnu Culpa; yes, and a great

many more, which he will find in the Tantras and
other books of the Hindus; as the Gan'es'a Culpa,

the PiTRi Calpa, the Sa'nti Culpa, &c. But are

these astrononomical systems? And if they are,

upon w^hat authority does he give them as such?
For he does not vouchsafe to inform his readers

where he found them. I am afraid the Reviewer has

mistaken the sense of the word Culpa, which he will

find to have many meanings. The Hindu astronomers

w^iom I have consulted on the subject, and who
certainly are the best judges in matters of this na-

ture, positively deny that there are any such sys-

tems as mentioned by the Reviewer; that, on the

contrary, they imply nothing more nor less than

the particular form of worship directed for each

Deity, &c. * and are to be found, in that sense

only, in the Tuntras, Sec. Hence the reader may
easily see in what light the Devi Calpa, the Su'rya
Culpa, and tiie Vishnu Cr///?rtr, of the Reviewer,

are to be considered.

No astronomical system can possibly have a

name before it is invented: and whether such sys-

tem is called by the name of its inventor, or whe-
ther fancy or caprice may call it by the name of

any Deity, flower, mountain, or any thing else,

still this can make no difference whatever with

* Some writers of roniatice may have adopled these names a*

so many systems, but they Lavf Motliing to do with real history or

astroBumv.
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respect to the antiquity of tlie time in which the

system was framed. If, therefore, the time in which
any system was framed be known, (either from
that of the inventor, or from the positions of the

planets or other data, given in such system,) then I

say, that any book in which the name of that par-

ticular system is mentioned, cannot possibly be

older than the time the system was framed and ob-

tained its name.

That system which is contained in the Surya
Siddhanta (though originally invented by Vara'ha
]\Iihira), is now most certainly called the Calpa

of V^ara'ha, or of the Boar; but whether that sys-

tem obtained its present name from the inventor,

or whether fancy has had any share in it since, still

this can make no difference, as it can neither en-

crease nor diminish the antiquity of the system ;

which, from computations founded on undeniable

principles, I have shewn and demonstrated to be

only between seven and eight hundred years old

;

and this I maintain to be true, whether Vara'ha
MiHiRA was the inventor of the system or not.

Now since this system, called the Calpa of Va-
ra'ha, or of the Boar, has been framed only be-

tween seven and eio-ht hundred rears, it follows in-

dubitably that any work in which the Calpa is men-
tioned, cannot possibly be older than the time of

its invention, but may be considerably less.

It was not necessary that the name of Vara'ha
]\IiHiRA should occur in the Purdnas, to prove
them modern ; for, putting Vara'ha and his sys-

tem altogether out of the question, yet still the

names, not only of the princes in vv^hose reigns he
lived, but also of several others, down to the last

Mahomcdan conquest, with the years of each reign,

are to be found m some of the Purdnas; a most
certain proof, that these works are not the genuine
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monuments of primeval times, as imagined by the

Reviewer. The Reviewer again says :

—

" The mention of the era of Saca, in a work at-

" tributed to Para'sara, is only decisive against
" the passage ; for we are satisfied, no work of
*' great antiquity can exist in a country where the
" art of printing is unknown, free from interpola-
*' tion. The institutes of Timur are now acknow-
*^ ledged to be genuine, and written under the di-
*' rection of that conqueror, though they are found
" to contain an account of his owu death. Some
" copyist of the CYisi Parasara was acquainted witli
'* an useful formulae which he injudiciously inserted
" in what he considered its proper place: did our li-

" mits permit, we could distinctly prove, from con-
" siderations unconnected with astronomy, that the
*' high antiquity attributed to the Hindu records is

" founded on evidence of a n?it\xYe almost conclusive."

It would appear then, if my pandit, or any other

Brahmen, should take it into his head to compose
a book, and father it on some ancient philosopher,

or Rh/ii, but, from ignorance or inadvertence, he
should introduce some modern expressions into it,

that, according to the notions of the Reviewer, the

Avords by which the forgery would be detected are

to be considered as interpolations only, and the rest

of the work genuine, though a downright imposi-

tion. It seems the Reviewer is not aware of the
difterence between the style of the ancients and that

of the moderns, by which we can in some measure
form an opinion whether a work is forged or not.

Neither does he seem to be aware that, if an ancient

work is interpolated by some modern copyist, se-

veral other copies ought to be found tree from the

interpolation.

Para'sara is supposed to have lived near 3000
years ago, and from that time to the era of Saca
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there were about 1300 years, during which a great

number of copies of the Crishi Pay^asara might have
been written in diiferent parts oi India; yet no copy
has been ever yet seen, that does not contain the

passages alluded to. But independent of this fact,

(which is a strong proof of the whole being a mo-
dern forgery) the style of Para'sa ra, according to

Sir William Joxes, resembles that of the P\'da,

whereas that of the Crishi Parasara has not the

most distant similitude ; and, according to the in-

formation which I received respecting it, was com-
posed by a pandit, not a great many years ago, at

Nuddea. We know to a certainty, that books have
been ushered into the world under different titles,

as if written by different people, and at different

periods immensely distant from each other, though
composed by one person only. Of this we have an
instance in the five Siddhdntas of Vara'ha.

Tlie most candid part of the Hindus, indeed, will

acknowledge, that literary forgeries are thus fre-

quently committed; yet, at the same time, they en-

deavour to palliate it by saying, that men are under
the necessity of doing so, in consequence of the de-

pravity of the age we live in, which can relish no-
thing but what is supposed to bear the stamp or

appearance of antiquity. Hence, they say, learned

men are sometimes under the necessity of fathering
their works on the sages of antiquity, to obtain a

due respect and attention to their precepts, which,
otherwise, would not be attended to. And with
respect to modern names or expressions occurring in

such books, they are considered by the generality

of the Hindus, rather as indubitable proofs of the

gift of prophecy, which they firmly believe their an-

cient sages possessed, than as marks of forgery or
interpolation. Hence every species of literary im-
position may be committed without the smallest

danger of^^detection. S
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With respect to those considerations unconnected

mith astronomy, from which the Reviewer says he

could distinctly prove, " that the high antiquity
" attributed to the Hindu records is founded on evi-
'' dence of a nature almost conclusive," we wish he

had stated those weighty considerations, or told us

where we might find them ; for the astronomers

and others now engaged in investigating the anti-

quities, arts, and sciences of India, are unwilling to

take his ipse dliit for it; particularly as he had but

the moment before totally destroyed the credibility

of those very records he would wish to support, by
saying, that " no work of any great antiquity can
" exist in a country where the art of printing is un-
" known, fiee from interpolation." How is it pos-

sible then, that they are to be considered diS ancient

records, when every line of them may be interpo-

lated? who can pretend tojudge of those parts which
are genuine, and those which are not? for certainly

it is not necessary that a part that is interpolated

should have any date or mark annexed to it, by
which it might be known ; therefore the authenti-

city of works so interpolated, must be as fully to

all intents and purposes destroyed, as if the whole

were an actual forgery.

The Reviewer sljoidd only judge for himself,—

•

for thatevidence which he may think is of a nature

almost conclusive, may be no evidence at all to

others* And I am afraid, that unless his gymnoso-

phisfs find ii better advocate in- their cause, their

pretensions to superior antiquity, to arts, and to

sciences, must soon fail to the ground. Lastly,

the Rcvicv/er says,

"By exhibiting the mean result only, we have
-''' given Mr. lk;NTLEY's arguntcnt an advantage to

*' which it .is not entitled; the individual results

" from each of tiie tea data vary from oOO to 1 i 00
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'' 3?^cars for the age of the Skrya Siddhanta. Hence
*' the only legitimate inference that can be deduced,
*' is either that the heavenly bodies were so inaccu-
" rately observed by the author as to furnish no ba-
^' sis for calculation, or that the observations were
" made at a period prodigiously anterior to that as-
'' sumed by Air. Bentley. The first alone is admis-
'' sible, and in that we are disposed to acquiesce."

Lest, however, his readers should not be inclined

to admit of such a conchision, he endeavours to

throw a suspicion on the whole thus

:

" But when it is recollected how many collations,

" researches, and ingenious conjectures have been
" requisite to restore Greek and Roman writers to
*' their pristine sense, some enquiry would be ne-
" cessary respecting the manuscript used by Mr.
" Bentley, and the certainty of comprehending
" his text, which he interprets difFei'ently from his

" instructors. At present Mr. Bextley is involved
" in the following dilemma, either that the obser-
*' vations of the heavenly bodies contained in the
*' Surya Siddhanta are wholly erroneous, or that they
^' were not made at the period he conjectures."

Tlie Reviewer had it fully in his power to have
ascertained tlie fact, whether the copy of the »S7f/7/«

Siddhanta, in my j)ossession, was correct or not, by
merely referring to a paper of Mr. Davis, in the

second volume of the .^.sv^/Z^ic Researches, page 232.

He might have calculated the places of the planets

from the numbers there exhibited, and compared
them with those given by me; which would have

shewn him whether 1 deviated from my instructors

or not. If he found that I had committed a mate-

rial error, or deviated from truth, he. would tlien

have been justified in exposing it to the world. On
the other hand, if he found that it was right, it

would have been equally his duty to have candidly
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acknowledged it. For, as Pope very justly says,

respecting the moral qualities of a good Critic:

Tis not enough WIT, ART, and LEARNING join;

In all you speak, let truth and candour shine.

It is much to be lamented, that the very reverse of
this is but too often the case, and that men suffer

theirjudgment to be biassed by their prejudices.

By exhibiting the mean result of ten different

operations *, viz. 731 years for the age of the Siirjja

Siddhanta^ the Reviewer conceived he did me more
justice than I was entitled to; and therefore, to

counteract it, as he thought, Instead of giving the

whole of the different results, from which his readers

would be enabled to form a just opinion, he makes
choice of the two extreme results, as differing most
from the mean, and concludes from thence, that

either the heavenly bodies were so inaccurately ob-

served by the author as to furnish no basis for cal-

culation, or that the observations were made at a

period prodigiously anterior to that given by nie.

Now, it must be immediately apparent to any
man of common sense, that by taking the two ex-

treme results only, no other inference could, consis-

tently with truth, be drawn from thence, but that

the work must have been written at some period

between these extremes ; the mean of which
— 1 1 5+.'^ to—7^o years.

In computations, depending on a number of ob-

servations, it is well known that astronomers reject

such as are found to differ most from the mean re-

sults; for in all cases some of the data, from their

* These were the results which the Reviewer ought to have given

his readers.

Moon's apogee, gave 6o.O years.

Moon's node, • • • • 5S0 .

Su n's apogee, ]105 .

Venus, 86o -—-,

Mars, 340—.
Moon, "(bO .

.Tu PITER, 875 years.

Saturn, 805 .

Mark's aphelion, 641 .

Length of the year, 736 .

INIean age, 731 .
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nature, will be more erroneous, and less to be de-

pended on tlian others. Had the Edinburgh Re-

viewer, therefore, adopted tliis plan, and rejected

the extremes, 1 105 and 340, as too incorrect, no
fault whatever could be found with him for so

doinp-; for the remainino- eis'ht results would still

have been more than sufficient to answer the purpose

required.

But his views, as may be easily seen, were to en-

deavour, if possible, to discredit any iuvestigation

that should in the smallest degree tend to open the

eyes of the public with respect to the true antiquity

of Hindu books ; and therefore he asserts, that the

heavenly bodies must have been so inaccurately ob-

served by the author, as to furnish no basis for cal-

culation, or that the observations were made at a

period prodigiously anterior to that assigned by me.
Why did he not point out what these errors were,

that his readers might judge of the truth or false-

hood of his assertions ?

But in order to shew the fallacy of the Reviewer's

argument, let us endeavour, if possible, to ascer-

tain the quantity of the errors from the years only,

on which the Reviewer grounds his notions.

The years are obtained by dividing the error in

the position of the planet, at a certain instant, by
the error in the mean annual motion, which, by its

gradual accumulation, is supposed to have caused

the error in position. Therefore, suppose we de-

note the error in position by x, and that in the mean
annual motion by y, and that 7= 110.^; it is re-

quired from thence, to determine the quantities x
and y, which the Edinburgh Reviewer would wish
to make his readers believe, must be so extraordi-

narily great as to leave no basis for calculation : I

say it is absolutely impossible, nor does the nature

of the case admit of such an unjust inference. For
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an}' two quantities whatever, whether large or

small, that are in the proportion of I : 1105, will

give the same quotient. Thus, suppose .r=1105
minutes, and j/=l minute, then, JLiiLiI— 1 105.

Again, suppose .r=l 105 seconds, and ?/=l second,

then, ^~^= 1 1 05, as hefore. Or, suppose j:=^2Q 1

",

and 77=0, 2", then, ^^rrT"— 1^05, as hefore. Hence
it evidently follows, that as 1 105 may he deduced
from any two quantities, however small, that are

in the proportion of 1 : 1 105, so may 340 aom any
other tw^o quantities whatever, small or large, that

are in the proportion of 1 : 340. It is, therefoie,

the heighth of absurdity to pretend to draw any
conclusion relative to the supposed quantity of er-

ror from the 3'ears exhibited; and if we wish to

shew the errors, it must be done by a direct com-
putation, and not by ideal notions or sophistry.

The Reviewer perhaps conceived that all the re-

sults should come out exactly the same; if so, it is

more than he had a right to expect from the most
correct European tables extant. If we examine the

second edition of La Lande's tables, we shall find

that one of the data will give us 318 years for the

age of it, and another 243 years: but would this

be a sufficient ground to assert, that either the hea-

venly bodies were so inaccurately observed by the

author as to furnish no basis for calculation, or that

the observations were made at a period prodigiously

anterior to that assigned to La Lande's second edi-

ticai r The error from which the 243 years arise, only

amount to about one minute and half, which may
shew the Reviewer, that he is not to assume the quan-

tity of the error Worn the number of years. There
are, perhaps, no astronomical tables in existence, t>hat

do not contain errors, but these errors are always less

at or near the time the work is written than at any
distant period whate\'er. Therefore, to put this

matter out of dispute, I shall exhibit, in the
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following table, the errors in the Siirya Slddhdnta

with regard to the places of the planets, &c. at

different periods, by which may be known by in-

spection only, the period of time at or near which
it was written.

TABLE

Of the errors in f/ze Surya Siddhanta, with respect to

the places of the Planets, S^c. at the under-men-
tioned periods.

Planets, S^'c. B.C. 3102.* A. C. 499. -J. C. 999. A.C. U99.A.C. 5

Moon,
apogee,

node,

Venus,
Mars,

aphel.

Jupiter,
Saturn,
Sun's apoeee.

5 52

30 11

23 37
32 43
12 05

9 47

17 12

21 25

3 15

34—
25—
31 +
36—
42+
00+
36-
43 +
53 +

CO 14-

52 53—
56 06+
33 41 —
32 42+

1 30 50 +
1 48 55"

2 50 09 +
05 4,T—

01 02—
1 ^l 59-
1 12 01 +
29 22+

1 13 08+
21 55 +
24 20+
03 33—
33 45—

07

09
32
32
06

47
2 38
2 54
1 01

39+
56+
04—
25+
27-
00—
36"+

05—
45—

5099-

3 43 37+
27 27 28+
21 13 29—
33 42 20+
9 39 27-
9 03 Il-
ls 01 45+
21 36
4 23

57-
22—

B.C. Before Christ.—A.C. After Christ.

By comparing the errors given in the preceding
table at the different periods, with each other, it

will appear, that they were least between seven and
eight hundred years ago ; which clearly demon-
strates that the Siirija Siddhanta, was written at or

near that time. For all astronomical works, whe-
ther founded on real or artificial.systems, must ne-

cessariU' give the positions of the planets nearer the

truth, at, or about the time in which they were
originally framed, than at any other distant period

whate\'er either before or after.

With respect to the errors in the places of the
planets as computed from the Sarija Siddhanta, they
are not to be attributed to incorrect observations;

Vol. Vlll. P .
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for they principally arise from the nature of the

artificial system adopted by the author, which did

not admit of a nearer approach to truth ; in order

to explain which, it is necessary to he observed,

tliat in the Hindu artificial systems, the astronomers

fix on a point of time back as an epoch, at which
they assume the planets, &c. to have been in a line

of mean conjunction in the beginning of Aries in

the Hindu sphere. But as no period can be found,

at which the planets were actually in a line of

mean conjunction, it must be obvious, that the mo-
tions requisite to give the mean places of the

planets when the system is framed, commencing
from any such assumed epoch of mean conjunction,

must deviate more or less from the truth. For,

the mean motions o*f such of the planets, as were
actually passed the position assumed, will come out

greater, and those that fell short of it less than the

truth, in proportion to the diftierences between the

real and assumed mean places.

Thus :—suppose n, to be the number of years

expired from the assumed epoch of mean conjunc-

tion at the time the s}'stem is framed, and let iM,

be the real mean annual motion of a planet dadnceA
from observations or otherwise; then M x n, would
be the mean place of the planet at the end of?/ years

from the epoch of assumed mean conjunction, pro-

vided the planet was in the position assumed. But
if 7J/ X n, was found to exceed or fall short of the

real mean place of the planet at the cm\ of n years,

then, it is evident, that the planet was not in the

position assumed at the epoch, and the moticn must
be encreascd or diminished accordingly, so as to

make it give the real mean position of the planet

;

—for instance, suppose thatil/xw, fell short of
the real position of the planet at the end of ?2 years,

by the quantity d,—then, J/+-^, would be the
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mean annual motion required ; but if M x n, ex-

ceeded the real mean place by the quantity d, then

M ~, would be the motion required. Hence,
it must be evident, that the mean annual motions
deduced on these principles, must be always affect-

ed by the differences between the real mean places

of the planets, and that assumed at the epoch.

The motions requisite to give the real mean
places of the planets being ascertained, the astro-

nomer in the next place assumes, at pleasure, any

.

convenient cycle of years, and assigns the number
of revolutions of each planet in that cycle.

In computing the number of revolutions of each

planet, in order to avoid fractions, he rejects such

as are less than six signs, as of no consequence

;

and, for the rest, he takes the next greater entire

number. Unless he may deem it necessary, in

some instances, to encrease or diminish a little the

motions; in which case, though the fraction may
be under six signs, he may take the next higher
number to encrease the motion, or if above six

signs, he may reject it, to diminish the motion.

From the revolutions thus obtained, the mean
places of the planets in the heavens are determined
by the following proportion :—
As the immher ofyears m the cycle, assumed,

Is to the revolutions of any planet in that cycle ;

So is the time expired from the epoch assumed^

To the planets mean longitude.

These are the principles on which tiie system.

given in the Surya Siddhanta, as far as relates to

the planets, is founded, and which I shall now urg-

ceed to demonstrate*

P2
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According to the Siinja Sicld/idnta^AHe planets

are assuriied to have heen in a line of mean con-

junction in the first point of Aries in the Hindu
sphere, at the beginning of the Cali Vug,- I shall

therefore carry back the calculation to that time,

in or^'er to shew more clearly, the actual differences

between the real mean places of the planets at that

period, and that which was assumed, and the con-

sequent effect thereof on the mean annual motions

thence deduced.

The year 4900 of the Cnli Yiig, ended on the leth

of April 179Q, at forty-five mnuites forty-four se-

conds past nine P. M. on the meridian of Lanka;
or fifty-one minutes forty seconds past four, P. M.
on the meridian of Paris. The mean places of the

planets at that instant of time were, according to

the third edition of la Lande's tables, as follow:

European sphere. Hindu sphere.

s. ° ' " s. ° '

Sun; 20 52 28,5 00 00 00,0

Moon, 3 22 55 09,3 3 02 02 40,8

Venus, 2 24 06 14,0 2 03 13 45,5

Mars, 3 04 50 40,0 2 13 58 11,5

Jupiter, 1 29 58 02,1 1 09 05 3S,6

Saturn, 3 24 16 56,1 3 03 24 27,6

The length of the Hindu year, according to the

Surya Siddhdnta, is ^65 days, 6 hours, 12 minutes,

^6 seconds, 33 thirds, 36 fourths, in which time

the sun is supposed to make one complete revol u-

NoTE—Tliore being ;ui error in Jli^ number of revolutions of

Mercurv, as given in llic Sun/a Slddhonla, it is here oniitled.

—

Sec Asiatic Researches, volume VI, section 01, page 566".
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tioii in his orbit. The mean motions for which, ac-

cording to LA Lande's tables, are as follow:—

'

European sphere. Hindu sphere.

r. ."?.
o

' " r. s. ° ' "

Sunt, i 00 00 58,6/1 1 00 00 00,000
Moo^, 13 4 VI 47 3,9,284 13 4 1<2 46' 40,613
Ven'us, 1 7 1.5 12 22,306' 1 7 15 11 ^.'ifi'^S

Mars, 6 11 25 17,8',''2 6 ] 1 24 1.9,150

Jupiter, 1 00 21 49,153 1 00 20 50,483
Saturx, 12 14 08,015 12 13 09,343

4900 Hindu years, of the above length, are equal
to \7'69767 clays, 21 hours, 45 minutes, 44 seconds;
or 4900 Julian years, 42 days, 21 hours, 45 mi-
nutes, 44 seconds; the mean motion for which,
from la Laxde's tables, are as follow :-—'

European sphere. Hindu sphere.

5 o ' "
S. ° ' "

Sun, 2 19 51 27,5 00 00 00,0
Moo.v, 5 21 48 12,3 3 01 56 44,8
Venus, 3 20 21 37,0 1 00 30 09,5
Mars, 5 15 55 21,0 2 26 03 53,5
Jupiter, 3 11 54 08,1 22 02 40,6
Saturn, 6 14 14 58,1 3 24 23 30,6

which motions being deducted from tlie mean lon-

gitudes at the end of the year 4900 of the Call

Vug, above determined, we shall have their re-

spective mean positions at the bci^ianing of the

Call Vug, the assumed epoch of mean conjunction,

as follow :

—

P3
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European sphere. Hindu sphere.

s. ° ' " s. o
' "

Sun, 10 01 01 01 G 00 00 00

MooH, 10 01 06 57 00 05 56
Venus, 11 03 44 37 1 02 43 36

Mars, 9 18 o5 19 H 17 54 18

Jupiter, 10 18 03 54 17 02 53

Saturn, 9 10 01 58 11 09 00 57

Whence, it is evident, the planets were not in

the position assumed, Now taking the ditfeiences

between the positions above found in the Hindu
sphere, and that which is assumed in the Sun/a

Siddhanta, noting those which were past the point

assumed, with the sign +, and those which fell

short of it, with the sign —, we shall have

Sun,
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that the mean places of the planets at the end of ?i

years, in tlie Hindu sphere, will be as follow :

—

Suiv:, 1 00 00 00,000 x ?? o ' -

Moo^^ 13 4 12 46 40,6"]3X;2 + ()0 05 56

Venus, i 7 15 H 2:>,6"35 x /? + 22 43 3^
Mars, 6 1 1 24 19,150 x a-- 12 05 42

Jupiter, 1 00 20 50,483 x/z+ 17 02 53

Saturn, 12 13 09,343 x/z-20 59 03

Therefore, if we divide these by n, we shall

have the mean annual motions requisite to give

the same positions at the end oi n years, as

follow :

—

H'mdu spliere.

Su>^, 1 00 00 00

Moon, 13 4 12 46 40,613 +^
Venus, 1 7 15 11 23,635 +

Mars, 6 1 1 24 19,150 -

Jupiter, 1 00 20 50,483 + '^
• J ' •

Saturn, 12 13 09,343 - '^;/^ -

117 8 10

•1 ,"! .S 4 ?

Hence, it is apparent, that all Hindu books or

tables, which assume a mean conjunction of the

planets at the beginning of the Cali Vug, must ne-

cessarily give the motions of the Moon, Venus, and
Jupiter, greater, and those of ]\Iars and Saturn less,

than the Europeans make them.

Let us now put this to the test with respect to

the motions in the Surua SiddhAnta. I have al-

P4
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ready shewn, that the Surya Siddhdnta must have
been written between seven and eight hundred
years ago ; we shall therefore call it the end of the

year 4100 of the CaliYug, or A. D. 999, which
will be near enough for our purpose; then w, in

the above formulae, becomes 4100.

In the year A, D. QQ^, the corrections requisite

to be applied to the Moon, Jupiter, and Saturn's

mean places, on account of the inequalities in their

respective motions arising from mutual attraction*,

were

For the Moon, — + 8' 50" = + 530';o

For Jupiter, ' — + 13 11,7 =+ 791,7
For Saturn, 31 48 r= - 1908,0

These must be brought now into the formulas

as they could not, from being variable, be in-

cluded in the mean motions. Hence, the mean
motions requisite to give the mean places of the

planets in A. D. 999^ agreeing with European ta-

bles, are as follow :

—

Hindu sphere.

r. 8. ° ' '

Sun, 1 00 00 00

Moon, 13 4 12 46 40,613 + ^ ^ ^"+^ ^ ^
' ' 4 10

Venus, 1 7 13 U 9,^3,6^5 + ''\'''/'

Mars, 6 11 24 19,150 - -LI^-L"-"
4 10 0.

Jupiter, 1 00 20 50,483 + ^jl^J-^^-jujliI

Saturn, 12 13 09,343 - ' "' ''"+^ ""^ .

which quantities being reduced, and compared
with the motions given in the Surya Siddhanta, we
shall have

See Asiatic Researches, Vol. VI, p. 368, § 64.
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Now, taking the nearest entire numbers (ex-

cept for Mars, w^hich in order to increase its mo-
tion a little, take the next greater number), and

we shall have

Tt . .' By the Surya
Irom computation.

'Siddhania.

Sun, 1080000 Kevolut. lOSOOOO Revolut.

Moon, 14438334 —
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s. * ' "

2 5 4S
Hence the longitude required,

_ ]-143lJ3-<4+tlOO_ CiO\Q
1080001) }

By i-A Land Es tables, 7 ^. n° /n' in«'

Hindu sphere, . 3

Inequality f*^e/;^^-e 216) + 8 52
2 c> 50 e

Difference, the former sliorr by . . *0 12
Or thus

—

2d. Let it be required to determine the IMoon^s

mean longitude, at the end of the year 4100 of tlic

Call Yiig, reckoning the years from the beginning

of the Calpa of Vaha'ha.
The years expired of the Calpa of Vaka'ka, at

the beginning of tlie Call Vug, . =: 19558S00QQ
Add 43 00
Total years expired A. D. 999, . 1953884100
Hence t ^ ^ 3 s 3 ;^ -t

^ i o 5 5 s a 4 i o o -\

. =2(514787/68(5 ret;. . . I
^^- ^ ^" ^^

the jMoon's mean longitude as before.

Or thus

—

3d. Let it be required to determine the ^-looifs

mean, longitude, at the end of the year 4100 of
the Call Vug, reckoning from the end of the Calpot,

as directed in the Graha Vcmnd.
The years in the whole Calpa, . =4320000000
The years elapsed, as above, . . =:i955884]00
Therefore to expire in A. D. 999, 2364115900
Hence 1 4 4 3 s 3 ?i 4 x c ? r 4 1 1 5 n

. >
o -j

'
1 O 3 i; J ( Qo Of)" to' (](•/

=31(505458313 /•ciy;/. . . i ^^' ^-^ ^"^
^^^

* The difference of 1' 2' in liie moon's place, arises from the re-

jection of the fraction 6'' in fonninir the number of revolutions

—

the real quantity being 14438334 rev. Oo. 6", instead of wljich

1443833'4 was taken as tlie Uvarest entire number—CractioHh; liot

being admitted in the Hindu artificial systenrs, and the error pro-

duced in consequence zz: ttjIq o^.f o — ^ '-' '" A. D. £>yt), Iij A. D.
1040, the error was nothing ; !,iiue that time it Inw eucreased,

acd liow amounts to upwards of eleven laiautcg.
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which, siibstractecl from twelve 7 ^ ^ .^ ^r.

signs, leave .... 3
^

the longitude as bcfoie.

My intention in p,iving these examples, is to

shew, that as the system is entirely artificial, it is

immaterial whether we make the calculation from
the beginning of the Calpa, the end of the Calpa,

or any other period at which a mean conjunction

of the planets in the first point of Aries, is assumed
in the system ; for the result must ultimately come
out the same, cither way.

By attending to the principles on which the mo-
tions given in the Surj/a Slddhanta are founded, it

must apjicar evident, that it could not give the

places of the planets sufficiently correct, for any
considerable length of time: for, as Vz, tlie number
of years from the epoch of assumed mean conjunc-

tion (in the formula, page 215), varies, so must the

mean annual motions depending thereon. Therefore

those motions which would have given the posi-

tions of the planets sufficiently correct, when the

Surya SkUUianta was written, would not answer at

present. This fact the Hindu astronomers disco-

vered by some means or other, between two and
three hundred years ago; they found, that in order

to have the i^laces of the planets suflficiently accu-

rate, it was necessary to subtract three revolutions

from those of \''enus; two from those of Jupiter
;

and to add three revolutions to those of Saturn, in

1080000 years.

The works in which these corrections are given,

are, iht Siddhanta Rahasija, dated in 151:3, Saca

;

GrahaTarangini, dated 1530; Siddhanta Munjari,

dated 1531; and several others of modern date

now in use.
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These corrections appear to have been introduced

about 245 years ago ; therefore let us try how far

they will agree with our formula, page 215. Let

the time at which they were introduced, be sup-

posed the end of the year 46'60 of the Call Vug, or

4. D. 1559. Then substituting 4G0O for ;Mn the

formula, we shall have the mean annual motions

requisite to give the places of the planets at that

time, agreeing with European tables as follow :—

•

Sun, 1 00 00 00

Moox, 13 4 12 46 40,613 ^--^'V
ViNUS, 1 7 15 11 23,635 +
Mars, 6 11 24 19,150— ^^^^
Jupiter, 1 00 20 50,483 + -^^

Saturn, 12 13 09,343—

i

+ 660
5 4 C''

i I)

The corrections, on account of the inequalities In

the motions of the Moon, Juuiter, and Saturn,

being at this period inconsiderable, they are ac-

cordingly neglected, as of no consequence : there-

fore the above quantities being reduced and com-
pared with the motions jn the modern tables, we
shall have

From computation. IVIodern H/?idii tables.
r. s. ° ' " r. s. " ' "

Sun, 10 00 00 00,00 1 00 00 00.00

Moon, 13 4 12 46 40,70 13 4 12 46 40,80
Ve.vus, 1 7 15 U 48,92 1 7 15 11 49,20
Mars, 6 1 1 24 09,81 6 11 24 09,60
Jupiter, 1 00 21 03,65 1 00 21 03,60

Satuhn, 12 12 53,13 12" 12 54,00

The agreement between which is sufficiently ob-

vious. Let tuc motions above found be now mul-
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tipiied by IQ80000, the number of years in the

assumed cycle, and we shall have
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neitbtr encreasing nor diminisk'mg ; the contrary of
which most clearly appears; for between seven and
eight hundred years ago, the errors were least,

and encrease gradually, whether we go back into

antiquity, or forward from that period ; which de-

monstrates, beyond the power of contradiction, that

the work was written at or about that time.

The formation of the numbers, given in xhtSur-
ya Slddhmita, will shew likewise, that no other mo-
tions could have been given to correspond to the

positions of the planets, with which they must
agree. Therefore, I say, it is indispensibly requi-

site that the Edinburgh Ptcviewer, if he does not

choose to acknowledge his error with the candour
due from a gentleman, should distinctly point out

to his readers, and the world at large, that precise

period of time, so prodigioitsli/ anterior to that given

by me, at which tlie Sioya Siddhanta, in his ideas,

gave the positions of the heavenly bodies nearer

the truth than between seven and eif>;ht hundred
years ago. And not only point out the precise

time, but also the then actual mean positions of
the planets, &c. according to the Siirya Siddhanta,

and the best modern European tables. It is by
these means only he can convince his readers of his

candour, truth, and abilities.

As I have, in the preceding pages, stated fully

all that can be necessary respecting the principles

of the Hindu artificial systems of astronomy, the

Sdrya Siddhanta, and the antiquity of the system

it contains, 1 shall now take leave of the Reviewer,

and proceed to other matters of more importance

to tho-^e who wish to form a true judgment of the

real antiquity of the Hindu Iristory, &c.

Most cf the Easttrn nations, and the Hindus m
particular, appear to have employed, from time
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immemorial, artificial systems, not only in astro-

nom}', but also for chronological purposes. There-

fore, to form a just idea of the Hindu histoiy and
its antiquity, a knowledge of these systems, and
of tlie various changes that have taken place from
time to time, is absolutely necessary.

Two of the most ancient Hindu systems now
known, and which in early times were applied to

tlie purposes of chronology, are contained in an as-

tronomical work entitled the Graha Munjari.

This work is extremely valuable, as it enables us

to fix, with precision, the real periods of Hindu
history, vvitli their respective durations ; and to

shew from thence the alterations that have since

taken place by the introduction of new systems.

The first system mentioned in this work consisted

of 2400000 years, which was called the Culpa.—

•

This period v/as diviided into Manwantaras and

Yugs*., as follow

:

A Hatija Yug consisted of . . . 96O years.

ATrha, 720
A Dwapar, 480
ACali, 240

A 3Iaha Yug, 2400

7] Malta Yi^gs, 170400

with Si Sat 1/a of, 96O

A Mamcantara, 171360

14 Manwantaras, 2399040
which, w'lXhdiSatya at beginning, 9QO

Form, the whole C^^y^, . . .2400000

TheC'a/pa is also diviUea mlo 1000 Mahd Yugs, of2400 years each.
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The years expired of the above system, at the

era of Vicrama'ditya, were 1190627; which
being reduced into Mayiwantaras and Yugs^ we
shall have

A Satya at the beginning, — 96O
Q Mannantaras Q.ovi\}^\t\.ii, 1028160
67 Mahd Vugs of the 7th Manwantara, I6O8OO
Thence to the era of Vicrama'ditya, 70/

Total years expired, 1 I9O627

Hence it appears that the Call Vug, of the 67th
Mahd Vugj of the 7th Manwantara of this system,

ended 707 years before the era of Vicrama'ditya,
or 764 years before Christ—Therefore

The Satya Yug, or golden age, began B. C. 3164
The T?^etd Yug, or silver age, .... 2204
The Dwapar Yug, or brazen age, . . 1484
The Call Yug, or iron age, 1004
And ended, 764
Making in all 2400 years.

During the first period of 96O years, called the

golden age, the Hindus have no real history ; the

whole being fabulous, except what relates to the

flood, which is allegorically represented by the

fish incarnation.

With the second period, or silver age, the Hindu
empire commences, under the Solar and Lunar
dynasties; and from Budha, the son of S6ma,
the first of the Lunar line, they reckon about

fifty reigns down to the end of the Dwapar^
Vol. VIIL Q
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which make, at an average, twenty-four years to

a reign *.

Towards the close of the fourth period, this sys-

tem appears to have been laid aside, as the re-

peating the same names over again, would, in

time, cause a confusion in history.

The next system mentioned in the Graha Mu?i-

ja?i, consisted of 387600000 years, which was
called the term of Brahma"s life. This period is

divided and subdivided in the following manner:

A Calpa is called a day of Brahma', which in this

system contains, 5000 years

And his night is of the same length, . 5000
A day and night therefore, . . = 10000
30 of such days and nights make

a month, = 300000
And 1 2 such months a year, . = 3600000
And 107 such years and eight

months make the full period

of Brahma's life, = 387600000

The Calpa, or day of Brahma', is divided into

Mamvantaras and Yugs, in the following manner

:

* The Trita and Dwupar together make 1200 years, which,
divided by 50, give 24 years to a reign. It is somewhat remark-
able, that the principal Eastern nations date the commencement
of their empires from nearly the same time. Thus we find the

C/«*nfif empire began under the dynasty of HiA, according to

Playfaik, B. C. 2207
The kingdom of Egypt, 2207
The kingdom of Assyria, • • • • 2221
The empire of India under the solar and lunar lines, 2201
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Years. Months.

A Satya contains, 2

A Tr'etd, 1 6
ADzvapar, 1

A Call, 6

A Mahd Vug, 5

71 Mahd Vugs, ; . 355 years

With a Sati/a of, 2

Make a Manwantara of, 357

14 such Ma?2wanfaras, 4998
Which with a Sati/a at the beginning, 2
Make a Culpa, or day of Brahma', . . 5000 years

The years expired of this system, at the be-

ginning of the Satya, or golden age of the former
system, were, 212560000
Add thence to the Christian era, ... 3164
Total years expired at the Christian era, 2 1 2563 1 64

After 193799286 years had been expired of
Brahma"s life, he, for the first time, created the

Earth, and ordained that, at the end of ev^ery

Calpa, or 5000 years, it should be destroyed, and
again reproduced.

Therefore, from the years elapsed, . 212563164
Take the years at the first creation, zi 193799286
Remain, 18763878
The 3^ears from the first creation to the Christian

era—which being divided by 5000, the quotient

will be the number of times the world has been

destroyed and created, and the remainder will

shew the years expired since the last creation.

* This Yvsr of five years is to be met wilh in many books.

Q 2
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Thus -lliy^ - S759. times destroyed and
created, and 3878 years from the last creation to

the Ch7istian era.—Now since there are 357 years

in each Manwantara^ we have the date of the

commencement of each as follow :

The first Manwantara, . . B. C. 3878 years.

The second, 3521

The third, 3164
The fourth, 2807
The fifth, 2450
The sixth, 2093
The seventh, 1736

The eighth, 1379
The ninth, 1022

The tenth, Q^5

The eleventh, 308

The twelfth, A. C. 49
The thirteenth, 406
The fourteenth, 763

and ended, 1120

Making in all about 5000 years, with the Sandhi

of two years.

Having thus exhibited the periods of ancient

history, according to both systems, the annexed
table will now sliew^ at one view, the commence-
ment of each period, by which the corresj^ouding

times in each system may be more easily seen and
understood,

By this table it will appear, that the Sati/a, or

golden age, as we may call it, of the first system,

began on the same year that the third Mamvantara
of the second system did ; that is, the year before

Christ 3164. And that the ninth Manwantara,
of the second system, began the year B. C. 1022,
only eighteen years after the commencement of
the Call, or iron age, of the first system.
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Hence, from the beginning of the third Man-
ivantara, down to that of the ninth, includes nearly
the same time as the Satya, Trtta^ and Dwapar of
the first system ; and consequently, that the events
of history recorded in these periods, if transferred

to the former, should be found under those parti-

cular Mamvantaras which corresponded with the
actual times in which they happened, unless pur-

posely destroyed or perverted, in modern times,

to prevent a disco \'ery of the change that has
been made in the systems.

Therefore, without entering minutely into the
Hindu history, let us see how far the periods of
the two ancient systems agree, with respect to the

same events, which will be the most certain mode
of proving the truth of these systems.

The Hindus place the flood in the Satya, or

golden age :—on referring to the Mamvantaras we
find, according to the Mdrcandtya purana, that

the flood took place in the fourth Manwantara

;

and that the fourth Menu derived his name,
Ta'masa, from the universal darkness which then

overspread the earth—therefore the two systems

agree in this point.

The next period is the Treta, or silver age, at

or about the commencement of which the Hindu
empire began under the Solar and Lunar dynas-

ties, BuDHA, the son of S6ma, the son of Atri,

was the first of the Lunar line, and from him
down to the end of the Dwdpar, or brazen age,

(being 1200 years) there were about fifty reigns.

Now by referring to the table, we see that the be^

ginning of the Tretdo^ the first system, corresponds

to the latter part of the fifth Mamvantara of the

second ; we therefore naturally look into the Pm-
7'dnas under that period, and there find, among

Q3 't
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Other names of persons who then lived, those of

Atri, Soma, and Budha, which shews the exact

agreement between the two systems.

We next come to the sixth Manwantara*^ which
by the table, began 1 1 1 years later than the Treta,

or silver age. Among the names we find men-
tioned in the Puranas in this period, are Bhrigu
and Dacsha, who appear to have been cotempo-
rary, or nearly so.—For Yayati, the fourth prince

in descent from Budha in the Lunar d3masty, ac-

cording to the Puranas, was married to De'va-

ya'ni', the grand-daughter of Bhrigu, of whom
he begat two sons, Yadu and Turvasu; and of
Sarmisht'a', the claughtcr of Vrishaparvan, the

grandson of Dacsha, he begat three sons more,

viz. Druhya, Anu, and Puru; consequently,

Bhrigu and Dacsha must have lived about the

same period, and that Budha could have been
earher only by a ^t\v years, perhaps one or two ge-

nerations at most. These circumstances, though
they may appear to some at first sight as trivial,

involve facts of considerable importance in the

Hindu history, while, at the same time, they

prove the truth of the ancient systems.

Dacsha appears to have been an astronomer,

and to have formed the twenty-seven lunar man-
sions, and other constellations, of which he is al-

legorical ly called the Father, as in the following-

verse of the Cdlica Purdna.

* Before Christ 2053.
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That is
—" In the early part of the Tvtta Vug,

" the daughters of Dacsha were born ; of these
" daughters he gave twenty-seven to the Moon."

Dacsha, in some respects, bears a strong re-

semblance to Atlas, who, according to heathen
mythology, was the father of the Pleiades and
Hyades, the Criticd and Rohini of Dacsha. At-
las is supposed by some to have been the son of
Asia, the daughter of Oceanus :—The Purdnas
make Dacsha the grandson of the daughter of
Oceanus.

"We next proceed to the 7th Manwantara.
Among the names given in the Purdnas in this

period, we find those ofJamadagni, Bis'wa'mitra,
and Bharadwa JA, men who, according to the

Hindu history, lived towards the close of the T^re^^^

Vug ; for Jamadogni was the father of Parasu-
ra'ma, and nephew of Bis'wa'mitra. Hence the

two systems agree in this point.

The next period we come to is the Dzodpar Vug,
or brazen age of the first system. This period is

rendered famous in the Hi?ulu history, by the war
that took place towards the close of it, between
the sons of Dhritarasht'ra and those of Pa'ndu.

Among the names of men we find mentioned in

Hindu history, as living in this period, are those
of Para'sara, Vya's his son, Garga, Ga'lava,
Aswattha'man, Causica, Di'ptima'n, Cripa,
Rishyas'ringa, &c.

By reference to the table, this period corresponds
to the eighth Manwantara of the second system,

under which we accordingly look in the Purdnas,
and find, as might naturally be expected, among

Q4
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Others, the following names, viz. Vva's, Ga'lava,
ASWATTHAMAN, CaUSICA, Di'PTIMA'n, Cr1(PA,

and RfSHYAS'RINGA*,

Having- thus fully and clearly proved the truth

of the ancient systems, it is unnecessary to pro-

ceed farther in the way of comparisons; nor in-

deed could we, as the fourth period ended shortly

after.

We shall, therefore, now proceed to some of the

observations that have been left us by Para'sara,
Garga, and others of the ancients, which will

enable us to judge with more certainty of the

actual time in which they lived, as well as of the

progress then made in the science of astronomy in

India,

It appears, from what is stated in the Pdrdsari

Sanhita, relative to the commencement of the

six Hindu seasons, that the solstitial colure had
passed through the first point of Dhanishtlia^

and the middle of AsleshA, while the equinoctial

colure cut the tenth degree of Bkarani, and 3" 20'

of Visdclid.

The same positions of the colures are also given

in a little treatise on ancient astronomy, annexed
to one of the Vedds, in the possesion of Mr. Cole-
BROOKE, which he obligingly lent me, th^ sixth

verse of which runs thus

* la each IVfanwantara, down to the fourteenth, only a few

qames are given us in the present Purdnas, which seem to

have been extracted from some larger works, that are not now tq

))e found
t
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That is
—" In the beginning of S'ravislifka, the

*^ Sun and Moon ascend towards the North, and
" in the middle of ^S^r/^^, or the mansion of the
" serpent, the Sun goes towards the South ; the
" former, always in 3Iagh, the latter in S'ravana.''

About the year A. D. 527, the solstitial colure,

according to Brahma' Gupta, cut U. A'shara in

3" 20', and Punarvasii in the tenth degree, which
made a difference in the positions of the colures,

of 23" 20', from the time of Para'sara. For, the

longitude of the first point of Sravislifhct in the

Hindu Sphere is, = 9 5. 23" 20'

Aud S^—^Ql o^ U. A'shdrd, . . ~9 00 00
Difference or precession to A.D. 527 = 23 20
Which at 50 seconds per annum gives l6v80 years.

Add from A. D. 527, to this time, - 1277
Total years since the time of Para'sara 2957
Which make about one hundred and fifty years,

before the beginning of t]ie Call Yug of the first

system of the Graha Alunjari ; or about one hun-
dred and thirty-one years, before the end of the

eighth Manwantara of the second system.

It appears also from the little work above-men-
tioned, and its commentary wherein Garga is re-

peatedly quoted, that the Sun and Moon were sup-

posed to return to a line of conjunction in the first

point of iS"/Y^v«///7i^, at the instant of the winter

solstice at the end of every cycle or Yug of five

years. In this period the moon was supposed to

jnake sixty-two revolutions to the sun, and sixty-

^even to the same fixed star, or the equinox ; for,
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it seems, they had no knowledge of the precession
of the equinoxes at that time.

The number of mean solar days assigned to this
cycle of five years was 1830, and the number of
lunar days in the same time I860. Hence
1st, The solar

^ _
days in a year, . j - '"^ = 356 days

2d, The lunar)

days \\\ a year,.is " ^7a

3d, The moon's ^ r. s. • ' "

mean annual mo- >=: —^ = 1,3 — 4 24—0
5

tion

4th, The moon's
I
_ ,_^^_ _ ^^ ^^

daily motion . . 3 isso -^ei

days. h. m. sec.

5th, llie moon s 7 _ , 3 ^^ o _ ^y >y gj 20 -tii

periodical revol. .) ^ '^ "^
^

'

' 6th The moon's, _^^_ j^ ^3 ,3
•synodical revol. 3 6

2—*^ -^ ^

It appears also, that the greatest length of the

day was thirtv-two Dandas, or twelve hours,

forty-eight minutes ;
consequently, the latitude of

the place of observation must have been about

134-" North. There is no mention made in this

work, nor in that of Para sara, of the names of

* Cadmus, about fifteen centuries before Christ, intro-

duced the Octateris, or cycle of eight years, into Greece. In

ihis cycle there were ninety-nine lunations, of thirty lunar days

each. Therefore,

The lunar days in the cycle were,
-^

2970

The lunar days in a year, = -^^^ = 37H
The ancient Hindus made it as above, 372

The difference is | of a lunar day, which being taken from 366

the solar days, leave 3654- days for the year of Cadmus,—this

in eight years makes 2922 solar days—Hence, ^^ =29 12 21

ttc. »>. sec.

49Vt the lunation of Cadmus, which is 1 24 short of the an-

cient Hindu lunation.
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the days of the week, or of the twelve signs;

which seem to have been introduced into the Hindu

astronomy at a much later period.

From the above short sketch, the reader will be

able to judge of the progress made in astronomy in

India near 3000 years ago. He will perceive that the

Hindus at that time, possessed nothing that could

be called astronomy, no more than other nations.
m. sec.

23

44
20

13il

3

49i

days. brs.

The Hindus made the lu- 7 _ ^q ,_ in

nation then 3

The Europeans make it now 29 — 12

Difference about .... • _„ ^

Which in less than 165 years would produce an

error of one lunation *.

After this period, we meet with nothing on

astronomy till we come down to Brahma' Gupta,
being a space of about 1680 years, which seems

to be an entire blank in the Hindu astronomy.

This astronomer flourished about A. D, 527, and

finding that the ancient systems were very imper-

fect, on account of the shortness of the periods,

he framed an entire new system, on a much larger

scale, making the Culpa to consist of 4320000000
years. To this cycle or period of years, he as-

signed the following revolutions of the planets, Sec.

Planets.
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The revolution of the equi- } _ tno^r.
noxcs, in 4360000000 years I

"" ^99ob9

Mean solar days 1577916-150000
Lunar days or tithis, 1602999Q00000

He made Sunday* the first day of the Calpa, on
which day, at sun rise, the planets, &c. are as-

sumed to have been on a line of mean conjunction
in the first point of Aries in the Hindu sphere.

Tlie years expired of this system on the 1st of Vai-

sac'lia (or Vysakh) this year =r 197^948905. Hence,
the mean places of tlie planets, &c. may be com-
puted, from the above data, for any instant required.

This is the third and last system, to which the

Hindus have transferred their history, and for

which purpose, in imitation of the ancients, they

divide it into Manwantaras ^Lnd. Yugs^ as follow:

A Sah/a V?ig of, 1728000 years.

A 7rSd of, 1296000
A Divdpar of, 864000
A Cali of, 432000

A Mahd Vug, ......... 4320000

7 1 Mahd Vugs, 306720000
wkh a. Satya of, 1728000

A Mamvaniara, 308448000

]^ Alanxvantaras, 4318272000
with a Scitya at beginning of, 1728000

The modern Calpa, .... 4320000000

* This is the first system, so far as we yet know, in which the

n«ines ofthe days of the wet k and the twelve signs were intro-

duced. These were probably received from the West, and the

lirst point of Aries was fixed to that point in the Hindu sphere,

»Ahicli corresponded with the instant of the vernal equinox, which,

in the time of Brahma' Gupta, was the beginning of Aswini.

This position has, thcrefoie, a direct reference to the actual time
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In order to show how the Hindu history, accord-

ing to the two former systems, had been trans-

ferred to this, let 197-948905, the years now ex-

pired be reduced into Mamvantaras and Yags, and
we shall have

A A^fl^j/^ at the beginning, . . — 1728000 years.

6 yl/fl/?rt'rtw^«;Y/5 complete, — 18J0688000
27 Maha YlUrS of the | . ir^^nnnn

«*i- i\r ^ \ — 116640000
7th Majizvantara, S

Satya of the 28th Mahd Vug, 1728000
Tre^r^ of ditto, 1296000
Dwdpar of ditto, 864000
Expired of the Cali of ditto, . 4905

Total years expired, .... 1972948905.

Hence, it is evident that, we are now in the

4906th year of the Call Vug, of the twenty-eighth

Alalia Vug, of the seventh Mamcantara of this

new system.

Now, if we transfer the names, Sic. in the four

ages of the first system of tlie Graha Munjuri, to

the Satya, Tretd, Dxodpar and Cali abo\e-men-
tioned, and those in the JManzvatitai^as of the se-

cond system, to the Mamcantara of the same name
in this ; then we shall have the periods of Hindu
history, according to modern notions, founded on
the system of Brahma' Gupta.

In the first place, by transferring the names, &c.

in the Dwdpar Vug of the first system, to the pe-

riod of the same name in the new system, Para'-
SARA, Vya's, and others, who lived near three

thousand years ago, are thrown back into antiquity

about 5000 years ; and the same persons who lived

in the eighth Manwantara, of the second system,

by the transfer, will appear as yet to come ; for we
are now only in the seventh of the new. Secondly,

the twelve signs were first introduced, that is to say, near 1300
years ago ; though hitherto but little, if at all, attended to by wriler*

on the Hindu astronomv, &c.
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BuDHA, the son of Soma, the first of the Lunar
line, who began his reign about the beginning of
the Tretci of the first system, or 2204 years, B. C.

will, by the transfer, be placed at the distance of
2163102 years, before the Christian era;—^Thirdly,

in the Tretd and Drvdpar of the first system, there

were (taken together) 1200 years, during which
about fifty princes in tlie Lunar line had reigned in

succession, but the Tretd and Dwdpar of the new
system contain 2160000 years, which divided

among fifty, give 43200 years to a reign ;—Fourthly,

BuDHA, the son of Soma, lived towards the close

of the fifth Manwantara of the second system,

which being transferred to the new, his name will

appear at two distinct periods of time, immensely
distant from each other, viz. in the fifth Manxvan-
tara, and again in the Tretd Vug, of the twenty-

eighth Mahd Vug, of the seventh Mamvantara,
being an interval, at the least, of 426816000 years;

—Fifthly, the mothers of the children of Yaya'ti
(see page 230) who lived in the sixth Mamvantara
of the second system, by being transferred to the

sixth Mamvanlara in the new, are thrown back

several millions of years before their children, and

Dacsha and Bhrigu, by the same transfer, are

thrown back, from their cotemporaries, many mi-

lions of years. Lastly, Swayambhuva, the Adam
of the Hindus, who, according to the second sys-

tem, lived 3878 years before Christ, is placed,

by the transfer, 1972947101 years before that

epoch.—These are a few of the inconsistencies in-

troduced by the adoption of the new system of

Brahma' Gupta, the rest may be easily conceived.

To reconcile these different absurdities, it was

necessary to new model the whole of the Purdnas,

and to introduce such fictions and prophecies, as

seemed best calculated to answer the end in view

;

but which after all, only serve to shew, in a more

glaring manner, tlie folly of the attempt.

5
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The enormous length of the periods in the

new system, required that the life of man should

be proportionably extended, which was accord-

ingly assumed : In order to account for the same
Rlshis being mentioned in different periods, im-

mensely distant from each other, they are asserted

not only to have existed at all times, but to be
still living. But as all men were not Rishis, and
as there were twenty-seven Mahd Yugs from the

beginnina; of the seventh Manwantara to the com-
mencement of the twenty-eighth Mahd Vug —
1 16640000 years, during which there is no sha-

dow of history ; to account for this, they there-

fore pretend, that at the end of every Mahd Yug,
or 4320000 years, the same names, persons, &c.

again occur, as in the preceding period ; so that

by having the names, &c. for one Mahd Yug, or

set of four ages, we have them for all the rest.

Vya's, and others, as I have already noticed,

lived in the eighth Manxvantara of the second
system of the Graha Munjari, but by the trans-

fer of the names in that ManuKoitara, and in the

ninth, tenth, &c. to the periods of the same names
in the new system, they would appear as yet to

come; therefore, to reconcile this, all that was
necessary was to convert it into a prophecy, which
was accordingly adopted in the modern Purdnas

;

so that those men who in reality are long since

past and gone, appear, in these books, as if yet to

come ; and as many millions of ages must elapse,

by the new system, before the periods of their

prophesied existence can arrive, there is no great

danger of detecting the falsehood of such pro-

phecy.

It may however be easily conceived, that such

a change in the history, by the introduction of a

new system, though highly flattering to the vanity

of the Hindus in general, in exalting them, at
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least nominally, in point of antiquity above all

other nations, would naturally be opposed by many,
as long as any knowledge remained of the ancient

systems, therefore, the suppression of these would
become necessary. Accordingly we find, by a

tradition still current among the learned Hindus^

that the Maharastras, (Mharatas) destroyed all

the works of the ancient astronomers they could
meet with ; which, in some measure, may account
for the deficiency we have observed in astronomi-

cal works, anterior to the time of Brahma' Gupta.
But if the Mharatas did actually destroy the works
of the ancient astronomers, it may be justly in-

ferred that other works of antiquity, the subjects

of which might contradict the new order of things,

have also met the same fate.

From the foregoing view of the artificial systems
which have prevailed at different times, and of the

various changes that have been made in the Hindu
history, itc. the reader will now be able to judge
for himself, and form a just opinion of the anti-

quity of the books of the Hindus^ their arts and
their sciences.

In the first place, it must be evident, that as

the artificial system ofBrama' Gupta, now called

tlie Calpa of Brahma', and to which the modern
Hindus have artfully transferred their history,

is not yet 1300 years old, no book whatever,

let its name or title be what it will, in which the

monstrous periods of that system, or any allusion

to them, is found, can possibly be older tlian

the time of its invention * And secondly, that

* The author of this system, as well as the time in whicli he
lived, is well known to tlie learned, and subject to no doubt.
Those who uish to see the age of the system determined from
computation, may consult Vol. VI, Asiatic Researches, page
579-581.
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none of the modern Romances, commonly called

the PufYoias, at least in the form they now stand,

are older than 684 years ; the time when the four-

teenth Manwantara of the second system of the

Graha JMinijari ended ; but that some of them are

the compilations of still later times.

We may, perhaps, be told by some person who
has suffered his imagination to get the better of
his judgment, that the Hindus firmly believe in

the prophecies in the Punmas, and that we have
no right to doubt their authenticity, or what uni-

versal opinion sanctions as true.

With respect to the firm belief or universal opi-

nion of the Hindus, we know too well the fallacy

of it, and that it is not in the smallest degree to be
relied on. We know that it is the universal opi-

nion of the Hindus, that Para'sara, Vya's, Garg/
,

and others, lived near 5000 3'ears ago. But we
know, to a certainty, from the positions of the co-

lures in the time of Para'sara, &c. tliat such
opinicfn is totally false, and that it arose from the

transfer of the names of men living in the D.vapar

Yug of the first system of the Graha jMuf/Jari, to

the period of the same name in the modern system

of Brahma' Gupta ; and that a similar transfer of
the names in the eighth, ninth, tenth, &:c. AIa?i-

wantaras of the second system, to the periods of
the same name in the new, gave rise to the pre-

tended prophetic effusion in the modern Pw7'«/z^5,&c.
^—Moreover, W'Q know, tliat it is the general opi-

nion of the Hindus, that Vara'ha Mihira not

only lived about the year A. 1). 499, but also at

the era of Vicrama'ditya, or fifty-six years be-

fore Christ; which opinion we know to be incon-

sistent with truth, and contrary to the course of
nature. Vara'ha AIihira, in his rule for calcula-

ting the precession of the equinoxes, given in his

work, entitled the Jatacdrnava, says,

—

Vot. VIII. R
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That is,
'* Fiom the year of Saca take 421 :

—

" having put the remainder down in two places,

" let one of them be divided by ten, and the quo-
" tient taken from tlie other, the residue is the
" precession in minutes/'

Hence many of the Hindus have, erroneously,

concluded that Vara'ha Mihfra must have lived

in the year 421 of Saca, or A. D. 499. I^ut surely

there is not the smallest foundation to draw any
such inference from the passage, for, he might have
jiverl at the present time and given the same rule.

In fact, it might, with equal propriety, be pre-

tended that he lived at the beginning of the Ca/i

Vag, because he assumed the planets to have been

in a line of mean conjunction in the first point of
Aries at that time. Not satisfied, however^ with

thus stretching a point in favour of the antiquity

of their author, they go something farther, and en-

deavour from the following verse of the Navaratna,

which they generally quote, to refer him to the era

of Vicrama'ditya, fifty-six years before Christ,
or upwards of oOO years still earlier than the former.

HHT^ws cr:?^t 7>iil^^ero 1

That is, " Dhanvaxtari, Cshapaxaca, Ama-
RASI^fHA, S'ax'cu, Bj::'ta'labhatta, Ghatacak-
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pu'ra, Ca'lida's, the celebrated Vara'ha Mihira
and Bararuchi, were the nine gems in the coun-
cil o^ Raja Vicrama."

Upon shewing the above verse to an inteUigent

pandit, he smiled and said, with a degree of can-

dour I did not expect, that the inference, witli re-

spect to time, usually drawn from it, was not just;

for that there had been several princes of the name
of Vicrama, or Vicrama'ditya. That, exclu-

sive of the one from whom the epoch is reckoned,

there was another in the time of Salvahan ; a

third who had succeeded Raja Bhoj a ; and a fourth

lineally descended from the latter, now living at a

place, called Bhojpoor, beyond Patna

:

—that, be-

side these, there were many others, who had sprung

up at different periods in the same family, but that

the particular prince in whose time Vara'ha Mi-
hira, and the others above named, flourished, was
the immediate successor of Raja Bhoja. For, that

they were first in the council of Rajah Bhoja, and
afterwards in that of Vicrama'ditya his successor.

This simple explanation of the pandit, was a com-
plete solution of the mystery on which the pre-

tended antiquity of the works of Vara'ha, Ama-
ras'inha, Ca'lidas, Bararuchi, &c. were found-

ed, and which led many into an error that they

were written before the Cliristian era, though in

reality little more than seven hundred years old.

Raja Bhoja, according to the Ayeen Akbery, be-

gan his reign about the year 1 153 of Salvahan.—
This, however, must be incorrect, for it seems, that

according to Hindu accounts, and others, he began
his reign about 210 years before the death of Raja
PiTHAURA, who fell in battle with the Maliomedaiis^

A. H. 588, or A. D. 11 92. And as Raja Bhoja is

said to have reigned 1 00 years, he must consequently

have ascended tlie throne A. D. 982, and died A.

D, 1082: which ao-rees cxactlv with the time in

R 2
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which we know Vara'ha Mihira must have flou-

rished, according to the positions of the planets, &c.

given by him in his works, as well as from the

date of the Bhasvati, composed in A. D. 1099^ by
one of his pupils. Raja Bhoja, according to the

Jgni PuraJia, was succeeded by Raja Vicrama.

Bararuchi, one of the nine above-mentioned,

was the author of a popular Work, entitled Sinhd-

sana dwdtrinsati, relating to Raja Bhoja. The
names of Ca'lida's, Bararuchi, &c. are to be met
with in the Bhoja Champu^ as also in the Bhoja
Prabaiidha, from which last-mentioned work the

following passage is taken :

—

*' The Brdhmens seeing him (i. e. Ca'lida's) said

—O Ca'lida's, Bhoja does not give us, who are

learned in all the Vedas, any thing.''''

Several other passages might be quoted from the

Bhoja Prabandha, to shew that Ca'lida's, Bara-
ruchi, and a great many other learned men whose
names are therein mentioned, lived at the court of

Bhoja. The Bhoja Prabandha, is said to have been

written by Raja Bulla'la Se'na.

We may now plainly perceive, from the whole

of the above facts, tlie little dependence there is to

be placed on what is usually called the universal or

general opinion of the //iwf/^^*; which when tho-

roughly sifted and examined to the bottom, proves

at last to be founded, principally, in vanity, igno-

rance, and credulity.

A great deal more might be said, respecting the

history and astronomy of the Hindus ; but having

already extended this paper to a much greater

length than I originally intended, I shall now take

leave of- the subject;
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VII.

An Essay 07i the Sacred Isles in the West, xvith

other Essays connected xvith that JFork.

BY CAPTAIN F. WILFORD.

INTRODUCTION.

AT the moment of appearing before the tribu-

nal of the Asiatic Society, and of the pubhc,
it would be in vain to attempt to conceal my emo-
tion and anxiety. On the merit of the composi-
tion alone, I am conscious their judgment mus:
rest ; and this conviction agitates me with doubt
and apprehension.

I have omitted no endeavour to render this work
as free from imperfections as my abilities would
allow ; but the si\bject is so novel, and the source

of information so remote from the learned in Eu-
rope, that I must confess I feel no small degree of
uneasiness on that account. Fortunately for me,
the Society, to which I have the honour of pre-

senting my work, will stand between me and the

public, for it is in the power of every member,
whether conversant with the Sanscnt lanouasre or

not, to ascertain the genumeness of all the autho-

rities cited by me ; the books, from which I have
drawn my information, being by no means rare

nor difficult to be procured.

The grand outlines and principal features of this

essay are also well known to pandits and learned

men in India. A few passages, anecdotes, and
circumstances may be, perhaps, nnknown to many
of them : but these are perfectly immaterial ; and,

whether allowed to remain or not, neither my
foundation nor superstructure can be affected.

R3
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The Sacred Isles in the West, of which S'weta^

dwipa, or the White Island, is the principal, and
the most famous, are, in fact, the holy land of

the Hindus. There the fundamental and myste-
rious transactions of the history of their religion,

in its rise and progress, took place. The White
Island, this holy land in the West, is so intimately

connected with their religion and mythology, that

they cannot be separated : and, of course, divines

in India are necessarily acquainted with it, as dis-

tant Muselmans with Arabia.

This I conceive to be a most favourable circum-

stance ; as, in the present case, the learned have
little more to do than to ascertain whether the

White Island be England, and the Sacred Isles of

the Hindus, the British Isles. After having ma-
turely considered the subject, / think they are.

My reasons for this opinion are given in the pre-

sent work, and I submit them with all due defer-

ence to the learned, declaring publicly, that I have,

to the best of my knowledge, fairly stated the

case, and that I have not designedly omitted any
passage that might induce a different conclusion.

At the same time I desire them to believe, that I

do not mean to write dogmatically, even when I

seem to make a positive assertion, and that I never

entertained an idea that my conviction should

preclude the full exercise of their judgment.

Should the learned, after a due investigation of
the subject and of the proofs I have adduced in

support of my opinion, dissent from it, and assign

another situation for the White Island, and the

Sacred I«les, I have not the least objection to it

:

for, admitting my position to be right, I am con-
scious that Britain cannot receive any additional
lustre from it. Indeed I had originally supposed
Cixte to be meant, and it was not without some
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reluctance, that I gave up the first impression,

originating from no unspecious reasons, which
however yielded to more soHd proofs.

The difficulties I have experienced in bringing

forward this work, were numerous. Some origi-

nated from the nature of the work itself, and of
the sources from which I drew my information,

whilst others were of a most perplexing and dis-

tressing: nature in themselves.
'O

My original design was to have published my
essay on the Sacred Isles by itself, and this several

years ago, when it was ready for tlie press. But
in that detached state, if I may be allowed the ex-

pression, unaccompanied with the geography of the

countiy from which I drew my infoimation re-

specting them, and unconnected with the general

system of geograph}?- of the Himhis, it would ha\e
appeared to great disadvantage. Beside, it was far

from being so complete as it now is ; for I have
since found many valuable and interesting mate-

rials, which have enabled me to form a more ade-

quate idea of the subject.

A fortunate, but at the same time a most dis-

tressful discovery contributed to delay its publica-

tion. Though I never entertained tlic least doubt
concerning the genuineness of my vouchers (hav-

ing cursorily collated them with the originals a

little before I had completed my essay), yet when
I reflected how cautious an author ought to ])e,

and how easily mistakes will take place, I resolved

once more to make a general collation of my
vouchers with the originals, before my essay went
out of my hands. This I conceived was a duty

which I owed, not only to the public, but to my
own character.
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In going on with the collation, I soon perceived,

that whenever the word S'wetam, or S'weta-dwipa,

the name of the principal of the Sacred Isles, and
also of the whole cluster, was introduced, the

writing was somewhat diflerent, and that the

paper was of a different colour, as if stained. Sur-

prised at this strange appearance, I held the page
to the light, and perceived immediately that there

was an erasure, and that some size had heen ap-

plied. Even the former word was not so much
defaced, but that I could sometimes make it out

plainly. I was thunderstruck, but felt some con-

solation, in knowing that still my manuscript was
in my own possession. I recollected my essay on
Egypt, and instantly referred to the originals which
I had quoted in it, my fears were but too soon

realized, the same deception, the same erasures

appeared to have pervaded them. I shall not

trouble the Society with a description of what I

felt, and of my distress at this discovery. My
first step was to inform my friends of it, either

verbally or by letters, th^t I might secure, ^t least,

the credit of the first disclosure.

When I reflected, that the discovery might have

been made by others, either before or after my
death, that in one case my situation would have

been truly distressful; and that in the other my name
would have passed with infamy to posterity, and
increased the calendar of imposture, it brought on
such paroxysms as threatened the most serious

consequences in my then infirm state of health.

I formed at first the resolution to give up entirely

my researches and pursuits, and to inforni Govern-
ment and the public of my misfortune. But my
friends dissuaded me from taking any hasty step;

and advised me to ascertain whether the deception

had pervaded the whole of the authorities cited by
iLe, or some parts only. I fojlowed their advice.
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and having resumed the collation of my vouchers

with unexceptionahle ipinuscripts, I found that

the impositions were not so extensive as I had ap-

prehended.

The nature of my inquiries and pursuits was
originally the source of this misfortune. Had they
been confined to some particular object, to be
found within the limits of a few books, as astro-

nomy, it could never have taken place ; but the

case was very different. The geography, history,

and mythology of the Hhuhis are blended toge-

ther, and dispersed through a vast number of vo-
luminous books, in which prevails a most disgust-

ing confusion and verbosity. Besides, the titles

of their books have seldom any aftinitv with the

contents ; and I have often found most vakiable

materials in treatises, the professed subject of
which was of the most unpromising nature.

Thus when I began to study the Sayiscrit lan-

guage, I was obliged to wade, with difficulty,

through ponderous volumes, generally without find-

ing any thing valuable enough to reward me for

my trouble. But in the course of conversation,

my pandit, and other learned natives, often men-
tioned most interesting legends, bearing an astonish-

ing affinity with those of the western mythologists.

I consequently directed my pandit to make ex-
tracts from all the Purmias and other books rela-

tive to my inquiries, and to arrange them under
proper heads. I gave him a proper establishment
of assistants and writers, and I requested him to

procure another pandit to assist me in my studies
;

and I obtained, for his further encouragement, a
place for him in the college at Benares. At the
same time, I amused myself with unfolding to
him our ancient mythology, history, and geo-
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wrapliy. This was absolutely necessary, as a clue

to j>ui(le him through so immense an undertaking,

and I had full confidence in him. His manners
were blunt and rough, and his arguing with me on
several religious points with coolness and steadi-

ness, a thing very uncommon among natives, (who
on occasions of this kind, are apt to recede, or

seem to coincide in opinion,) raised him in my es-

teem. I affected to consider him as my Guru, or

spiritual teacher ; and at ceitain festivals, in return

for his discoveries and communications, handsome
presents were made to him and his family.

The extracts which I thus received from him, I

continued to translate, by way of exercise, till, in

a few years, this collection became veiy volumi-

nous. At our commencement, I enjoined him to

be particularly cautious in his extracts and quota-

tions; and informed him, that if I should, at a

future period, determine to publisli any thing, the

strictest scrutiny would take place in the collation.

He seemed to acquiesce fully in this ; and we went

on, without any suspicion on my part, until Sir

William Jonks strongly recommended to me to

publish some of my discoveries, particularly re-

specting Egypt. I collected immediately all my
vouchers relating to that country, carefully revised

my translations, selected the best passages, com-

pared them with all the fragments I could find

among our ancient authors, and framed the whole

into an essay. I then informed my pandit that,

previously to my sending it to Sir W. Jones, a

most scrupulous collation of the vouchers, with

the original manuscripts from which they were

extracted, would take place.

To this, without the least alteration in his

countenance, nay, with the greatest cheerfulness,

he assented ; and as several months intervened, he
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had time to prepare himself; so that when the col-

lation took place, I saw no ground to discredit his

extracts, and was satisfied.

I have since learned, that, as the money for his

establishment passed through his hands, his avari-

cious disposition led him to embezzle the whole,

and to attempt to perform the task alone, which
was impracticable. In order to avoid the trouble

of consulting books, he conceived the idea of
framing: leg-ends from what he recollected from tlie

Puranas^ and from what he had picked up in con-

versation with me. As he was exceedingly well

read in the Puran'as, and other similar books, in

consequence of his situation with a Marhatta chief

of the first rank in his vounoer davs, it was an
easy task for him ; and he studied to introduce as

much truth as he could, to obviate the danger of

immediate detection.

Many of tlic legends were very correct, except
in the name of the co-untry, which he generally

altered into that of either Egypt or S'wetam.

His forgeries were of three kinds; in the first

there was only a word or two aitered; in the se-

cond were such legends as had undergone a more
material alteration ; and in the third all those which
he had written from memoiy.

With regard to those of the first class, when he
found that I was resolved to make a collation of
the manuscripts, he began to adulterate and dis-

figure his own manuscript, mine, and the manu-
scripts of the college, by erasing the original name
of the country, and putting that of Egypt or of
S'zveiam in its place.

To prevent my detecting those of the second
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class, which were not numerous, but of the great-

est importance in their nature ; and as books in

India are not bound as in Europe, and every leaf

is loose, he took out one or two leaves, and sub-

stituted others with an adulterous legend. In
books of some antiquity it is not uncommon to see

a few new leaves inserted in the room of others

that were wanting,

To conceal his impositions of the third class,

which is the most numerous, he had the patience

to write two voluminous sections, supposed to be-

long one to the Scanda purana, and the other to

the Brahman'da, in which he connected all the le-

gends together, in the usual style of the Puranas,

These two sections, the titles of which he bor-

rowed, consist, as he wrote them, of no less than

112,000 Slocas, or lines. The real sections are so

very scarce, that they are generally supposed to

be lost, and probably are so, unless they are to be

found in the library of the Rajah of Jayanagar.

Other impostors have had recourse to the Scanda,

Brahmanda, and Fadma-puranas, a great part of

which is not at present to be found ; and for that

reason, these are called the Purdnas of thieves or

impostors ; though the genuineness of such parts as

are in common use has never been questioned.

—Some persons attempted, by such means, to de-

ceive the famous Jayasinha, and the late Ticat-

RAYA, prime minister of the Nabob of Oude.

They were discovered, lost their places and ap-

pointmenti), and were disgraced.

j\Iy chief pandit certainly had no idea, in the

first instance, that he should be driven to such ex-

tremities. I used (as already remarked) to trans-

late the extracts which he made for me, by way of

exercise; and never thought, at that time, of

comparing them with the originals ; first, because
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I had nb reason to doubt their authenticity ; and
secondly, because it would have been soon enough
to make the collation when I had determined upon
publishing any part of them.

This apparently lulled him into security ; but,

being afterwards sensible of the danger of his de-

tection, he was induced to attempt the most daring

falsification of the originals, in order, if possible,

to extricate himself. When discovered, he flew

into the most violent paroxysms of rage, calling-

down the vengeance of heaven, with the most
horrid and tremendous imprecations upon himself

and his children, if the extracts were not true.

He brought ten Brahmens^ not only as compurga-
tors, but also to swear, by what is most sacred in

their religion, to the genuineness of these extracts.

After giving them a severe reprimand, for this

prostitution of their sacerdotal character, I, of
course, refused to allow them to proceed.

And here I shall close the recital of what relates

personally to a man, whose course of imposition I

have deemed incumbent on me to lay before the

public. He came to me in distress, but with a

fair reputation; he is now in affluence, but with a

character infamous for ingratitude, and fraud, and
deceit. His voluminous extracts are still of great

use to me, because they always contain much
truth, and the learned, therefore, have not been
misled in their general conclusions from my essay

on Egypt ; though it Vv'ould be dangerous for any
one to use detached passage*;, and apply them to

any particular purpose. In the course of my pre-

sent work, I have collected carefully what I could

find in India concerning Ethiopia and Egypt.

A ftw instances of the impositions of my pandit
v»'ill exemplify his mode of proceeding. The first
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is a legend of the greatest importance, and said to

be extracted from tlie Padma. It contains the

history of Noah and his three sons, and is writ-

ten in a masterly style. But unfortunately there

is not a word of it to be found in that Puran a.

It is, however, mentioned, though in less explicit

terms, in many Puran'as, and the pandit took

particular care in pointing out to me several pas-

sages which confirmed, more or less, this interest-

ing legend. Of these I took little notice, as his

extract appeared more explicit and satisfactory

;

and I do not now recollect in what Puran'as, or

other books, they are contained. It is acknow-
ledged, that the three sonsofSavayambhuva are in-

carnations of theTRiMURTi ; and they are declared,

in general, in the Puranas, to have been created

by the Deity to marry the three daughters of the

first man, with a view to avoid the defilement of

human conception, gestation, and birth.

Dacspia and Brahma' in a human shape; Card-
DAJiA, or Capila, or Cabil, (the name of Cain
among Muselmans^) wasS'ivA; and the benevolent

Ruchi, was Vishnu : one of Ruchi's titles is S'ar-

MA and S'ama: S'iva is called Ha and Ham in

the objective case; and Brahma, or Dacsha, is

declared to be Praja'pati, nearly synonymous
with Jya'pati.

In the Mahd-Bharata^ section of the Adipurva,

there is a much more positive passage. D'harma,
or the first man, sprang from the right side of

Brahma', which was cut open for that purpose;

to him were born three sons, S'ama, Cama, and
IIarsha.

The rest of the legend, about the intoxication

of Noah, is from what my pandit picked up in

conversation with me.
1
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One of the sons of Noah is called Ila'-pati,

synonymous with Jya'pati, the lord of the earth,

the same with Praja'pati, or the lord of man-
kind. Inrleed the denomination of Prajapati is

originally no more than Jupat'i, with the iipsarga,

or indeclinable particle pra, used intensively. Jah
is the principle of life in a living being; hence a

man is called Fra-ja, from his superiority above
the rest of the animal creation. Besides, it is very

common in India to prefix the particle pra to pro-

per names of holy men, and more particularly so

among the BaudcVhists. Thus they say, Pra-
S'wana, the venerable Swan a. Pra-dnjya-slra^

the venerable sire of the A'n/j/as, Pra-Is'xvara, Sec.

In the same manner, Prajapati signifies the ve-

nerable Ja'pati, the chief of the animated crea-

tion. This will not seem in the least surprising,

when we reflect that the Hindus never admit of

any legend, without disfiguring it so as to make
it their own. Besides, we see the enmity between
Brah:via' and S'iva remaining still in their human
shapes; for Carddames'wara killed his brother

Dacsha.

It is acknowledged, both by Hindus and the

western mythologists, that at every renovation of
the world the same events take place, the same
heroes re-appear upon the scene; and of course

S'ama, Cama, Harsha, or Pra-ja'pati, are born
again to every Menu.

Ila, or Ila', called also Ida', and Ir'a', was
the son of Noah ; and Ii.a'-pati is synonymous
with Jya'pati, and implicitly so with Ja'pati.
This Ila is called Ilys in the theogony of Or-
pheus, and Ghilshah in Persian romances, which
literally ansv.-ers to Ila'-pati. He is, perhaps, the

same with the eldest Ilus of Homer.
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The next legend is that of Semiramts, which
the pandit has most shamefidly disfigured. She is

well known in India under the name of S'amidevi
;

and she is the goddess of the element of fire, so ini-

mical to the vegetable kingdom, the Sfhawaras, or

immoveable beings; and of course to their chief,

Vishnu, in the character of the Aswatt'ha tree,

which is declared to be the first, the chief of trees,

and of course Stlidicarpatiy or Staurobates.

S'ami, and the Aswatt'ha tree, have each two
countenances; one is that of a tree of the same
name, the other is that of a human being. In this,

which is their original character, Sa'mi is the same
with Urvasi, who married Pururava, the grand-

son of Noah, exactly in the same degree of de-

scent with the founder of Ninive. The same is

called also Aila in the Puranas, and Lailan-
SHAH by Persian romancer;-, Ninus by tht Greeks,

and in the Tamuli didect he is called Nilan.
Their amours and then' quarrels, and ultimately

their reconciliation, are the subject of a beautiful

drama. Her charms certainly effected the conquest

of La I LAN's heart; they quarrelled, and she dis-

appeared in a most wonderful manner; but Lai-

la n, with powerful spells, forced her back. Se-

miramts first conquered Staurobates, but was

conquered by him at last.

S'ami and Pururava were changed into two
trees, without losing their human countenances,

the SA3!i and the As'watt'ha ; the St'ha'wara-

PATi and Sami-devi remain dallying in the tree

of the same name ; hence she is really SamI-rama,
though that denomination be never used.

•

Her history is to be found in the Gan'es'a,

Vishnu, and Bhagavat Puranas, and also in the

Mahd Bkdrata, but it is incomplete in each
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of tliem : and the whole must he brought together

and compared with the account given of her in the

above Na/.aca, or dranuitic poem.

It is my intention to resume her liistory in the
course of this work.; and, in the mean time, I shall

observe, that she was born at Tihotra (or Trl-hotra),

to the west of Dekli; acknowledged to be the same
place which is now called Tchora or Tehaura, and
Tahora in the Peutingerian tables, near the river

Sutluj : Tihotra is also supposed to be the same with
Tri-garta, a place often mentioned in Hindu books.

That goddess was the daughter of Aurvasa, who
presides over the elementary fire, and is most-inimical

to the Stliawars, and their lord and pati of course.

The story of the two doves, mentioned in my
essay on Semiramis, is unknown to the Faiiranics;

but there are some le^'ends about them in the wes-
tern parts oi India, wiiere they apply them to, or,

perhaps, framed them, in consequence of the two
doves found by Mohammed in the Caaba at Mecca;
which they claim,, with some reason, as a place of
worship belonging originally to tlie Hindus.

The misfortune which befel Maka'-deva is well

known : but the discerption of the sacred Linga is

represented, in the Puranas, in a dirfercnt light.

It was divided into twelve parts, besides many
splinters. These twelve Z/;?«y75 preside over the

twelve months of the year. I Was concerned, for

a long time, that I could not discover the least ves-

tiges of the legends concerning Perseus, Andro-
meda, and Pegasus, nor even the names of the

principal characters : but these I have lately found
in the Yantra-raja, and other books, with a most
ample account of the thirtv-six Decani, SQ famous

Vol. Vm. S
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in Egi/ptiaJi astronomy, and called Drescdn in

Sanscrit.

Perseus is called there Pretas'ira, or the man
with the Lamas liead, and the -same situation is

assigned to him in the heavens. He is also called

S'aila-muc'ha (or having- a stony lace or head), al-

luding to the head of Medusa, which turned the

beholders into stone. Pegasus is also mentioned
there under the name of Samu'dra-pacshi, or the

bird of the ocean. He is likewise called Samu'dra-
PADA, because his hindjjarts and feet are concealed

in the ocean. The lesser horse hc-^WQAHayagriva:
but the legends of ail these are still wanting, ex-

cept the last, which will appear in the course of

this work. Andromeda is called Veja'ra', and is

represented with her head shaven, and her hands
bound in fetters. Cassiopea is called Leeana',
and Cepheus Nr]!pa or Nri-rupa, and Persian

authors say, he is the same with Cai-caous. He
is slightly mentioned in other Hindu books as a

great king. He was the father of the Cephexes,
and Cephisene W'ds their native country ; In Sa}iscrit

Capis'liyana. Capes'a is Cepheus, ayd Capis'a is

the patronymic appellation of his descendants,

called also Sih Ideas.

My essays on the chronology of the Hindus and
mount Caucasus^ are almost entirely free from the

forgeries which I have stated, because my chief

pandit had little to do with them. I recollecfonly

three instances in which he interfered ; and in tlieni

the legends were, as usual, disfigured l)y iiim. They
are legends respecting Pro.meiheus and the Eagle

;

with some particulars relating to Bardiyan and tlic

Lipari islands. Guritdds A(c\\ is well knov/n to this

day, to j^ilgrims, and th.e Hindus of these parts.

The place is called Sliibr^ in Major IIenn tl's maps,
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for Shahar ; and it is not far from Bam'iyan. Tiiere

Gariida used to devour all the Shabaras who passed

by ; and, in the Puran'as, all savage tribes are thus

called. Amongst others were some servants of

Maha'-deva whom he devoured ; this drew upon
him the resentment of that irascible deity, whose
servants are called Pramafhas: hence, probably,

the ground-work of the fable of Prometheus and
the Eagle. All the rest is an improvement, from

what the Pandit srathered out of our conversations

on the subject of ancient mythology. His account of

Bdmiyan, from the Budd^ha-dharma-charitra must
be rejected till its genuineness be ascertained. There

is such a book at Benares, but all my endeavours to

procure it have been fruitless. In this legend he

has certainly adopted admirably the manner, style,

and notions of the followers of Budd'ha, and the

idiom of the language of their books. I have seen

the original legend from which he framed his own,

about the islands of Lipari, but it has not the least

relation to these islands, and belongs to some place

in the mountains to the north of India.

In like manner, many of the legends cited in

my essay on Egypt, though they have a striking af-

finity with those of that country, are not expressly

said to belong either to that or to any particular

country, being related in general terms. In these

cases, my Pandit inserted the name of Egypt, and

if the name of any other country was mentioned, he

erased it, and put that of Egypt in its place. Yet
the similarity between tiiese legends, and many
more which are quoted in the course of this work,

and the authenticity of which may be depended

upon, with those of the Egyptians and other my-
thologists, is so striking, as to evince their original

identity : for so near a coincidence, in my humble
opinion, could not hive been merely accidental.

S 2
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It evinces also some remote communication, at least,

if not some affinity, at an early period, between the

nations among which we find these legends equally

current.

In the Hindu books we read of some princes who
raised mountains of gold, silver, and precious stones

;

some three ; others only one : but whether this be

applicable to Egypt does not appear, rather the con-

trary. It was, however, a practice formeri}^ and,

if restricted to a single pyramid, it was intended

for the mountain of God, the holy mount Meru.
if three pyramids were constructed, they were in-

tended to represent tlie three peaks o^ Meru. There
is a beautiful pyramid at Sarnath near BaiareSy

built by a king of Gaur, or Bengal. It is conical,

and of earth, with a coating of bricks, and is about

seventy feet high. In the inscription found there

some years ago, it is declared to be intended as a

representation of Meru, which is represented of a

conical figure by the Hindus, but like a sc[uare py-
ramid by the followers of Budd'ha. The tower,

or pyramid of Babel, was of a square form, with
seven stages or steps, like Meru.

The recession of the sea from the valley of Egypt
is no where mentioned : but the same miracle is re-

corded as performed by several holy men, particu-

larly on the western shores of LuUa. Indeed, when-
ever the Hindu writers treat of the accession of

lands, which were formerly occupied by the sea,

they never fail to attribute it to the prayers of
some holy personage.

In the course-of my correspondence with the ve-

nerable Sir William Jones, the Institutor and first

President of the Asiatic Society, and iny patron in

Oriental literature, I mentioned the discoveries

which I thought I had made, and particularly re-
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specting Ethiopia and Egypt. He expressed his

surprise; bat could not be brought to beUeve an
early, or even any comnumication whatsoever, be-

tween the inhabitants of those countries and the

Hindus. As I was just entering upon my studies

and literary enquiries at that time, he wrote me
candidly, that he was afraid I had been misled by
enthusiasm, and cautioned me not to trust to the

verbal accounts of the BraJimens; but requested
that I would, for his satisfaction, send to him the

necessary written documents from the Furcmas. I

complied with his request most chearfully, and sent

him all my voucliers as correct as possible. After
perusing them, he wrote to me nearly in the fol-

lowing words, the purport of which I recollecc per-

fectly, but lament that his letter being mislaid, I

cannot produce it.

" Having read the numerous passage you adduce
" in support of your assertions, in their original lan-
" guage, in the extracts you have sent me, both
" alone and with a pandit, I am fully satisfied that
'•' there existed an early communication between the
'' Hindus and the inhabitants ot Ethiopia and Egypt. '^

He then informed me, that liis collection of the

Purdnas being incomplete, he had not been able to

compare all the extracts which I had sent to him
concerning Ethiopia and Etn/pt', but that he had
found several of the most essential, such as tlie le-

gends about Nairkit and t-he Palli, and that he
could bear testimony to their general accuracy.

Besides, Nairrit, and his being ap{)ointed guar-

dian of the south-west quarter of the old continent,

being well known to learned .pandits, they had
pointed out to him several passages in other Purd-
n'as and Sanscrit books, relating to Nairhit,
^ANc'HA-DWiPA, &c. SO that he was fully convinced

S3
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of their genuineness and antiquity ; and as for the

others of less importance, he did not entertain the

least doubt about their being equall}'^ genuine. He
added, that learned pandits were, besides, well ac-

quainted with the general outlines of most of the

other legends I had produced ; and concluded by
saying, that he intended to make some remarks on
my essay on Egypt, in which he would express his

conviction in those terms.

In the remarks which Sir William Jones did

afterward subjoin to my essay, and which were
published with it in the third volume of the transac-

tions of the Jsiatic Society, he could not have in-

tended a stronger public testimonial than that which
he had communicated to me privately. But as the

terms of one passage, relative to the Sanscrit papers

which I transmitted to him, as taken from the Pu-
rcinas, and other books, might be understood to

imply, a more general collation of my extracts with
the original works, than had taken place, or could

have been meant, I have thought it incumbent on
me to add the preceding explanation of the real

circumstances.

I shall ever lament that I was the cause of Sir

William Jones being thus misled like myself. I

have shewn that I was exposed to imposition ; first,

from the nature of my literary pursuits ; and, in the

second place, from the confidence which I reposed

in the integrity of my native assistants, and more
particularly my chief pandit. This no longer exists,

and ofcourse no similar deception can now take place.

If a word, or a passage of importance in any manu-
script, bears the least mark of adulteration, it must be
given up, unless corroborated by collating it with

otlier books, which are totally free from suspicion.

I ha\e prepared two copies of my vouchers, one

for the Asiatic Society, and the other for the Col-
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lege o^ Fort IFilliam. I have already presented one
to Mr. Colebrooke; and I take tliis opportunity

to acknowledge the friendly assistance I have al-

ways received from that gentleman, and his ready

conniiunication of every sort of information that

could be of use to me, through the whole course of

my literary pursuits, and for which I return, most
gratefully, my most sincere and hearty thanks : and
I candidly acknowledge, that without his assistance

1 should never have been able to bring to a conclu-

sion, in a manner satisfactory^ to myself, the pre-

sent work, which, from its nature, and that of

the materials, is attended with difficulties of which
few people, unacquainted with the subject, can
form any idea.

With regard to the British Isles, I soon found that

the grand outlines were perfectly correct; even more
so than those of my essay on. Egypt and Ethiopia,

which countries are very little known to the learned,

and of which little is recorded in the Puran'as, when
compared to their holy land. My pandit had tilled

up the rest with a vast number of legends of all

sorts, but most of them of little importance, and
aifording very little light on the subject.

The White Island, in the West, is the holy land

of the Hindus. It is of course a sort of fairy land,

which, as might be expected from their well known
disposition, they have not failed to store with won-
derful mountains, places of worship, and holy

streams. It would be highly imprudent to attenipt

to ascertain their present names and situation;

though I have occasionally broken through this

rule, and may have been seduced, by a strange si-

milarity of names and other circumstances, within

the fascinating attraction of conjectural etymo-

logy. •

S4
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Should the learned reject this,* not deeming the

presumpnve proofs strong enough, I beg their in-

dulgence in the few cases of this description, which
certainly cannot mislead them. Tt is seldom the

lot of authors to write without some enthusiasm, a
portion of which may perhaps be necessary. I have
faithfully collected whatever I could find in the

Puranas and other Hindu books, relating to this

holy land, whether hearing some marks of truth, or

pbviously fictitious; and I solemnly declare that I

have not the desire, either to defend or impugn the

noti(jns of the Hindus, as I conceive them, in re-

gard to these Sacred Isles.

It would have been doing injustice to the sub-

ject, to have attempted to give an account of these

Islands, without the geographical- system of the

Hindus^ who believe them, dnd consider them as a

terrestrial paradise.

I have, therefore, premised an ample, but still

incomplete system of geography, according to the

followers of Brahma' and Budd'ha.

I have added an essay on the chronology of the

Hindus and the emperors of hulia; with geogra-

phical, mythological, and historical sketches of the

intermediate countries from India to the British

Isles, inclusively. It will appear, in the course of

this work, that the language of the followejS of

Brahma', their geographical knowledge, their his-

tory and mythology, have extended through a range

or belt about forty degrees broad, across the old

continent, in a South-East and North-West direc-

tion, from the Eastern shores of the Malaya '\i(^\\\xi'

sula to the Western extremity of the Bi^itish Isles.

Through this immense range^ the same original,
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religious notions re-appear in various places, under

various modifications, as might be expected ; and

there is not a greater difference between the tenets

and worship of the Hindus and Greeks, than exists

between those of the churches of Borne and Geneva.

AVith regard to the languages, both ancient anil

modern, through this he/t, their radical Vv'ords,

verbs and nouns, viith others regularly deduced

from them, are in great medsuve SanscrU. It can-

not be expected that their respective grammars

should preserve much affinity. It is the fate of

every language, when in a state of decay, to lose

gradually its cases, moods, and tenses of tlie se-

cond order, and to employ auxiliary verbs, which

the*Sfl«>c?7/f uses sparingly, and I)y no means througii

necessity. I have observed that grad»ual state of

decay in the Sanscrit language, through the dia-

lects in use in tlie^^V^er?? parts of Lidia down to

the lowest,* in which last, through all the words are

Sanscrit more or less corrupted, the grammatical

part is poor ?aid deficient, exactly like that of our

jnodern languages in Europe, whilst that of the

higher dialects of that country is at least equal to

that of the Latin language, from such state of

degradation no language can recover itself : all tlie

refinements of civilization and learning will r^ever

retrieve the use of a lost case or mood. The im-

provements consist only .in borrowing words from

other languages, and i'n framing new ones occa-

sionally. This is the remark of an eminent mo-
dern writer, and experience shows that he is per-

fectly right. Even the Sanscrit alphabet, wlien

stripped of its double letters, and of tliose peculiar

to that lano-uaoe, is the Pelaso-ic, and every letter

is to be found in tliat, or the other ancient alpha-

bets which obtained forn^erly all over Ei(roj)e, and

I am now preparing a short essay on that interest-

ing subject.
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The principal object I have in view in this essay

is to prove that the Sacred Isles of the Hindus, if

not the British Isles, are at least some renjote

country to the North-west of the old continent

;

for I cannot conceive that they are altogether Uto-
pian or imaginary. But a secondary one also is to

prove that tlie greatest part of the legends, which
formerly obtained all over the Western parts of the

world, from India to the British Isles, were ofigi-

iially the same with those found in the mythology
of the Hindus. Besides these, they had also in

every country local notions and legends, as well as

local Deities, and which of course were peculiar

to them.

The principal essay on the Sacred Isles in the

West will appear, with the permission of the

Asiatic Society, in a future volume of their Re-
searches ; and it is proposed to publish the series

of essays mentioned with that work in the follow-

ino- order.'G

The Introductiox.
Essay I. On the geographical systems of

the Hindus.

—r^ 11. Geographical and historical sketches

on Anu-Gangam, or the Gangetic

provinces.

III. Chronology of the kings of Ma-
gadha, emperors oiBidia.

IV. On ViCRAMADiTYA and S'al'iva'-

HANA, with their respective seras.

V. The rise, progress, and decline of the

Chi'istian leWgion in India.

VI. The Sacred Isles in the West.
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PART THE FIRST.

CHAPTER THE PIRST.

OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL SYSTEMS OF
THE HINDUS.

Section I.

Gemral Ideas of these Systems.

"^•HE Hindus have no name, either for geogra-1 phy or geometry, hut we are not to infer

thence, that they have entirely neglected tlicsetwo

sciences. They are certainly pretty well acquaint-

ed with geometry, but they consider it, and with

some reason, as part of the science of numbers;
and neither can our denomination of geometry,

which signiiies surveying, be considered as a veiy

apposite term. In the time of the famous Jaya-
SiNHA, Raja o^ Jayapur, the learned at his court

gave it the name of Cslietra-dersana, or the inspec-

tion and knovvledoe of fio'ures : and a treatise on.

geometry, composed by his command, is still called

by that name. These elements begin with an in-

quiry into the properties of lines simply combined
together, which combination is called acshetra, or

informous. They then proceed to the consiilera-

tion of regular ligures or cshetra, as a triangle, a
square, cube, &c. whilst an angle is called acsh6-

tra, or informous.

The Hindus give various names to geographical

tracts, such as Bhuvaua-Cosa, or treasure of ter-

restrial mansions ; CsJu'traSamasa, or combina-

tion of countries ; Bhuvana-Sa<^dra, or ocean of
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mansions or habital>le places. Such a geographi-

cal treatise is cited by Signor Bayer, under the

corrupted appellation of Fincaua Saccaram. Ano^
ther treatise in my possession is called Trailocija-

darpayi'a, and was given to me by the late Mr.
Reuben Burrow, who procured ;t ntwY Hardwar.
Its name signifies the mirror of the ihree worlds,

meaning heaven, earth, and hell, and answers ex-

actly to the treatise ascribed to Saint Patrick,
and called Dissffrtatio de't'ribus Loc':Sj ox habitacuits.

lit uas written some hundred 3'tars ago, and the

copy I have is of the year I7I8 of Vicrama'di-
TYA. In several Purcmas, there is a section ex-

pressly on the subject of geography^ and for "that

reason called Bhuvana-Ccs'a. It is also denomi-

nated Bhu-chanda, or section of the earth. Except
the sections contciined m th^Puran as, geographical

tracts are in general written in the spoken dialects,

and are extremely scfice, as they are discounte-

nanced by the ^. cerdotal class, as are historical

books. This they have often acknovi^ledged to me,

saying, they have the Puran'as ; what do they

want more r Besides, as they are wiitten in the

vulgar dialectSj, they are the works of persons not

sufficiently learned and informed, and very apt, as

I am told, to hazard occasionally a few heretical

notions. They are not, however, so strict in the

Dek/iin, and the western parts of India: there, I

am credil)]y informed, th(y have treatises expressly

on the subject both of history and geography.

There are two geographical tracts in Sanscrit :

the first,, called Vicramapratides'a vyavastlid, is at-

tributed to Vicrama'ditya, probably the one of

that name, who lived, as we shall see hereafter,

in the fifth century, and it is said to consist of

eighteen, or twenty thousand .s/oaw or lines: the

second, called Munja-pralidt&'a-vyat'ast'hd, is a'ttri-
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bated to king Muxja, the uncle of the famous
Bhoja, who hvcd in the latter end of the tenth

century. It is nearly the same with the former,

including some amendments and additions. These
two geographical treatises cannot but be curious

and interesting, but unfortunately, they are not to

be found in this part of India. They are however
pretty common in the Western parts of it, and par-

ticularly so in Gurjarct', where they have been

seen by several respectable pandits of that country.

The Trai-Locya-darpan'a, which I mentioned be-

fore, is according to the system of the followers of

Budd'ha, and is written in an uncouth dialect of

the inland parts of India; with a strange mixture

of Sanscrit words and phrases.

The Cshetra-Samha is another geographical tract

by the Jainm, which I lately procured. It is writ-

ten in PracfH, asserted by some to be the same
with 'the Bali or Mdgad'hi dialect, but probably

somewhat different from that used in the Barman
empire, Siam and Ceylon. The Bali or Magadlii^

was the language used at the court of the emperors
of India., kings of Magadlia or Bahar, and called

also Bali-piUras, because they were descended from
the famous Bali, or Nanda; and their kingdom
is denominated after them PoU by the Chinese.

This last is accompanied by a copious commentary,
"with several fanciful delineations of the world, and
of mount Meru.

With regard to history, the Hindus really have
nothing but romances, from which some truths oc-

casionally may be extracted, as well as from their

geogra}3hical tracts. Those in Sanscrit are the

Ckaritras, or actions of Vicrama'ditya, of king
]];i6.rA, and others.
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The VrViat-Cafhd is a collection of historical

anecdotes, sometimes very interesting, and consists

of 22000 slocas.

In the spoken dialects, there is the romance of

Prithu-ra'ya, containing an account of his wars

with Sultan Guori ;
part of it is in my possession.

It is exactly in the style of our old romances in

Europe, with nearly the same proportion of histo-

rical truth.

In several of the Purcoias there is an account of

the principal events, which were to take place dur-

ing the Cali-yug *. These come down as late as

the eighth and ninth centuries, except in the Agni
and the Bhavishya Puranas, in which there is an

account written, as usual, in a prophetical style, of

the principal events, which were to take place, as

late as the twelfth century. In the time of Acbar,

a supplement was added, down to HuMAvyN, as

is obvious from the lists of the kings of Mdlwa in

the second volume of the Ayin-Acberi. Since that

time another supplement has been added, down to

the beginning of the eighteenth century.

It is universally acknowledged, that the court of

the kings o^ Magad'ha, now the province of Bakaj\

was once, one of the most brilliant that ever existed,

and that learning was promoted there, through its

various branches. Their vernacular language was

cultivated, and many valuable treatises were writ-

ten in it, in order to diffuse knowledge among all

classes of men. This, I am informed, was carried

so far as to incur the resentment of the whole sa-

cerdotal class, who unanimously declared) that

'
'

* The Brahmdnda, Bhuc^avat, Vishiiu^ aud Vdyu Purun^s.

Sections on Fuluuty.
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Magad'ha could no longer be considered as a pro-

per country for the twice-born to live in, without
losing the fruit of their good works, and greatly

impairing their energy in the paths of righteous-

ness.

Besides geographical tracts, the Hindus have also

maps af the world,* both according to the system
of the Buuriw'ics, and of the astronomers : the lat-

ter are very common. They have also maps of
India, andof particular districts, in which latitudes

and long'itudes are entirely out of question, and
they never make use of a scale of equal parts. The
sea shores, rivers, and ranges of mountams, arc

represented in general by straight lines. The best

map of this sort I ever saw, was one of the king-

dom of Napdl, presented to Mr. Hastings. It

was about four feet long, and two and a half

broad, of paste board, and the mountains raised

about an inch above the surface, with trees paint-

ed all round. Tlie roads were re])resented by a red

line, and the rivers with a blue one. The various

ranges were very distinct, with the narrow passes

through them : in short, it wanted but a scale.

The valley of Napdl was accurately delineated

:

but toward the borders of the map, every thing-

was crowed, and in confusion.

These works, whether historical or geographi-
cal, are most extravagant compositions, in which
little regard indeed is paid to truth. KingViciiA-
MA'DiTYA had four lakhs of boats, carried on carts,

for ferrying his numerous armies over lakes and
rivers. In their treatises on geography, they seem
to view the globe through a prism, as if adorned
with the liveliest colours. 'AIf)untains are of so-

lid gold, bright like ten thousand suns ; and others
are of precious gems. Some oi' siher, borrow the
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mild anrl dewy beams of the moon. There are ri-

vers and seas of liquid amber, clarified butter,

inilk, cur<ls, and intoxicating liquors. Geogra-
pliical truth is sacrificed to a symmetrical arrange-

ment of countries, mountains, lakes, and rivers,

witli vvliich tliey are highly delighted. There are

two geographical systems among the Hindus : the

first and most ancient is according to the PurdiVas,

in which the Earth is considered as a convex sur-

fice gradually sloping toward the borders, and sur-

rounded by the ocean The second antl modern
system is that adopted by astronomers, and cer-

tainly the worst, of the two. The P«2^/W27e^ con-

sidering the Earth as a flat surface, or nearly so,

their knowledge does not extend much beyond
the old continent, or the superior hemisphere : but

astronomers, being acquainted with the globular

shape of the Earth, and of course with an inferior

hemisphere, were under the necessity of borrowing
largely from the superior part in order to fill up
the inferior one. Thus their astronomical know-
ledge instead of being of service fo geography, has

augmented the confusion, distorted and dislocated

every part, every country in the old continent.

The Paurdjiics represent, in general, the Earth as

a flat surface; though it appears from the context

to be of convex figure, with a gentle slope all round

toward the ocean, which is supported by a circular

range of mountains, called Locdlocas by the Hin-

dus ; Caf by Musulmans, and by our ancient my-
thologists Atlas ; Djjris, Dpim, from the Sansoii

tir, and tiram, the margin term or bordc?'' of the

world, or the larder (Earth's) Thremi in the Edda
Scemudr. x

The Jaes and the ancients in general, consider-

ed the Earth as a flat surface. This idea was cer-

tainly a most natural one, till the study of astro-
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nomy had undeceived the learned, who, as usual

at these early times, did not impart this discovery
to the vulgar.

On the hio'her parts, and in the center of the
Earth, the Hindus place a mountain standing like

a column 84000 Yojanas high, 32000 broad at the

top, and 16000 at the bottom. It is circular, and
in the shape of an inverted cone. This idea pre-

vailed once in the West: for, when Cleanthes
asserted that the Earth was in the shape of a
cone, this, in my opinion, is to be understood
only of this mountain, called Meru^ in India *.

Anaximenes said that this column was plain,

and of stone : exactly like the Mtru-pargwette
(parvata) of the inhabitants of Ceylon, according
to Mr. JoiNViLLE, in the seventh volume of the

Asiatic Researches. This mountain, says he, is en-

tirely of stone, 6^000 Yojanas \\\g\ and 10000 in

circumference, and of the same size from the top to

the bottom. The divines o^ Tibet say, it is square,

and like an inverted pyramid. Some of the fol-

lowers of BuDD'HAf, in India, insist, that it is like

a drum, with a swell in the middle like drums in

India; and formerly, in the West, Leucippus had
said the same thing; and the Baiidd'hists in India

give that shape also to islands. This figure is gi'-'en

as an emblem of the reunion of the original powers
of nature. Meru is the sacred and primeval Linga:

and the Earth beneath is the mysterious Yoni ex-

panded, and open like the Padma or Lotos. The
convexity in the centre is the O* Tincce, or navel

of VisHXU : and they often represent the physiolo-

gical mysteries of their religion, by the emblem of
the Lotos ; where the whole tlqwer signifies both
the Earth, and the two principles of its fecunda-

* Plutarch de placit. iihilosoph.

t Trailoci/a'derpana.

Vol. VIII. T
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tioii : the germ is both Mem and the Linga: the pe-

tals and filaments are the mountains which encircle

Mem, and are also the type of the Yom: the four

leaves of the calyx are the four vast regions toward
the cardinal points: and the leaves of the plant are

the different islands in the ocean round Jambu: and
the whole floats upon the waters like a boat. The
Hindus do not say, like the Chaldcam, that the

Earth has the shape of a boat, which is only the

type of it. It is their opinion, I do not know on
what authority, that at the time of the flood, the

two principles of generation assumed the shape of

a boat with its mast, in order to preserve mankind.
Enthusiasts among the Hindus see these two prin-

ciples every where, in the clefts of rocks, commis-
sures of branches, peaks among mountains, &c.

The Earth is typified by a boat ; the Argha of the

Hindus, the Cymbium of the Egyptians, are also

emblems of the Earth, and of the mysterious Yoni.

The Argha, or Cymbium, signifies a vessel, cup, or

dish, in which fruits and flowers are offered to the

Deities, and ought to be in the shape of a boat;

though we see many that are oval, circular, or

square. Is'wara is called Argha-nafh'a, (or the

lord of the broad-shaped vessel*:) and Osiris, ac-

cording to Plutarch, was commander of the Argo,

and was represented by the' Egyptians in a boat,

carried on the shoulders of a great many men, who,
I think, might be called, with propriety, Argo-
nauts. The ship, worshipped by the Suevi, accord-

ing to Tacitus, was the Argha, or Argo, and the

type of the mysterious Yoni. The Argha,.'w'\ih. the

Linga of stone, is found vail over India as an object

of worship. It is strewed with flowers, and water

is poured on the Linga. The rim represents Yoni,

and t\\G fossa navicularis, and instead of the Linga,

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. Ill, page 364.
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i's'wARA might be represented standing in the

middle, as they used to do in Egypt.

II. The Hindus have pecidiar names for the four

cardinal points, derived from their respective situa-

tion, with regard to a man looking toward the ris-

ing sun, which is the most proper time to worship

him. The East, from that circumstance, is called

Para, and Purva, or before: the West, Apara,

and Pas'chima, or behind. The South, heing then

to the right, is called Dacshin'a, and the North
Vdma, or the left.

From dacshin'a comes obviously the Greek dexion:

the Latin dexter, dexterum is from dacsh-tir, or

dacshatiram, towards the right. Pas'chima is ob-

viously a derivative form, the root of which, pas'cha,

is no longer to be found in Sanscrit, unless in other

irregular forms, as pashchdt ; but it is still in use in

the spoken dialects, in which it is pronounced
picha, and from pas'cha is derived the Latin post, or

behind, and postumus for postimus, answers to pas'-

chima, or paschum, in the spoken dialects. Para
is the English word /ore; thus we say a fairy from
the Persian Peri. It is also pronounced pra, as in

pra-pada, the forefoot, or fore part of the foot,

including the Tay^sus and Metatarsus; and from it

is derived the Latin prce and the Greek pro. From
this circumstance there arose a peculiar division of

the old continent ; the midland countries are called

Mad'hyama, or in the middle; tliose toward the

East Para, but more generally Ptirva: Para is

used oftener as an adjective noun, as Para-Gan'-

died, the Eastern Garidica. The countries towards

the West are denominated Apara^ Apar. Its de-

rivatives are aparam, aparcn'a, an adverb ; aparica,

aparicd, aparicam, masculine, feminine, and neu-

T2
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tcr*. This division is used in scripture, in which
the apellations oY Parvaim and Ophiry signify the

countries to the East and to the West. These de-

nominations are not deducihle from the Hebrexo,

hut only from the Sanscrit language : and Apar
and Aparica are the same with Ophir, Aphar, and
Ajy'ica. In Hchreic, the word Opltir, without

points, is written Aupir; and the learned hishop

LowTii derives Africa from Aupir or Auphir. That
country, we are told, was thus called from a cer-

tain Aphros, or Aphraus, who was the son of

Saturn and the nymph Pheaura, according to

the Paschal chronicle. He was the brother of Pr-

cus and Chiron, and is called Aphar by Cedre-
Nus. Another ancient author, as I have some-

where read, calls him Ophris andApHRA; and
says he was a companion of Hercules: and Isi-

DORUS addsf, that the apellation of Aser was sup-

posed to have been Aper originally. The word
Aparica is then synonymous with Ibericus, Iberica,

&c. The Latin word Apricus seems to have been

used to denote a westerl}^ situation, as being more
favoured with the congenial warmth of the sun.

This ridiculous notion, still prevalent among the

country people in many parts of Europe and in In^

dia, originated from a supposition, that the Earth

was a flat surface. Thus they say, that part of the

country is fertile, being under the sun of three;

but the otlier is not so, being under the sun of

nine o'clock. The word Aparica is not used by
the followers of Brahma' to denote the Western
parts of tlie world; but it is constantly so by the

Bauddldsts. Thus in Ava and in Ctylon, the

Western parts of tlie world are called, by Mr. Jo-

* Aparicfi is a r«'K"'ar (icriv.itivp form, Imt not in «isi' in lliis part of

India: yet it is in the dialect from the !^anscrit current in Ceyioi,

where it is written Apricn, anr' Avares:(t.

t IsiDORUS de originibus.
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iNviLLE*, Aprlca-Dam, and Aparehgo-Daneh by
Captain Maho.vy. These denominations are San^

scrit, Aparica-Dlidni the Western mansions, or

countries. Dhdni is a place of abode in Sanscrit:

in the language of Tibet, it is den, and signifies also

a country-}*; and the word den, in English, claims

the same original derivation. The Burmahs, say

Amaragoja, which is still a further corruption like

Apparehgo. The Eastern parts are called, in ^,eijlon,

Piircra-weedeseyeh from the Sanscrit Purva-deka, or

Purva-videha, or Videhasya in a derivative form, the

country o\Purva, or toward the Kast. In Ava they

say Pioppi-vide/ia, but it should be Proppi-videha;

for Mr. Buchanan, in his interesting account ofthe

learning and manners of the Burmahs, informs us,

that in that country they generally use the letter I

for R; thus in the Bengali dialect they s3.yPurob, and
Pob for the East. The North is called, by the Sinha-

las, Ootooroocooroo-Dewehinneh, according to Captain

MaHON r, from the Sanscrit Uttara-curu, still used

to signify the Northern parts of the old continent.

The same is called Uncheugru by the Burmaks, ac-

cording to Mr. Buchanan ; but in the account of

P. Sangermano, lent to me by Captain Rom a in e,

it is Undeugru, .which seems to be but a corrup-

tion from Uttara-curu. The Southern parts are

called Jambu-dwipa in Ceylon, and Zubu-d'ib hs the

Burmahs. In the V^ayu Purdn'a, the Eastern part

of tlie old continent is equally called Purva-dzvipa as

in Ceylon and Ava, and the river Odus is called

Apara-gandicd, or Western Gan'dicd ; whence we
may safely conclude, tbat they said also Apara-
dzvipa for the W>st. Aparcyam and Aparaja are

regular derivative forms from Apara; and from them
is obviously derived Iberia, the ancient name of

* Asiatic Researches, vol. VII.

t Alpbab. Tihtt, p. 588, &c.

T3
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the Western parts of Europe, including Gaul and
Spain. Homer uses, in that sense, the appellations

of Hypercm and Apera"^; Abera is found in Apollo-

dorus; for thus we must read instead of Abdera, as

we shall see hereafter. It is well known to the
learned, that, at a very remote period, Europe and
Africa were considered but as one of the two grand
divisions of the world ; and that the appellation of
Africa was even extended to the Western parts of
Europe, all along the shores of the Atlantic. Hence
the West wind, or Zephifriis, is called the Lybian
or African wind; and Homer, if I am not mista-

ken, makes Zephyrus to blov^r directly from Lybia^
or Africa into Greece.

Instead o^para and purxia, the word much'a, face,

or front, is often used, particularly in the spoken
dialects, and some times with the augmentative
particle su; and in the dialect o^ Bengal, sho; thus
they say sho much, right in front, due East.

Though equally grammatical, yet it is not usual to

say, Su-para, Su-purva, Sho-para, or Sho-purva, in

that sense. It seems, however, that it was once in

use ; for in Scripture we have Pariaim and Se-par-

vaim, or Se-pharvaint, the name of a country, the

situation of which is by no means well ascertained;

yet it is probable, that it was near the mountains
of Se-phar, or Se-para, towards the East, according
to Scripture: and it is not unreasonable to suppose,

that Parvaim, Se-pharvaim, with the mountains of
Se-phar, belong to the same country, which I take
to be India, called by the Copts, Sopheir ; and by no
means to be confounded with Ophir. India is also

called, by Hesyciiius and Josephus, Su-phir, or

Su-pheir* and So-phora l)y PROcopiusf.

* Odyss. Lib. VI". V. 4, el Lib. VII". v. 8, ApoUod. Biblioth.

p. Lib. IL §. to.

t Procopius in Schol. ad Lib. 3, Regum,
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The Sanscrit appellation of Purvam, for the

Eastern countries, is written Parvini in Hebrew
without points; but with points it becotnes Par-
vaim, which appears in a plural form. The Sep-

tuagint read Pharvaim; and, in that case, in the

singular number, it should be Parva or Pharva.
In the course of etymological enquiries^ I have al-

ways found it more convenient to read the Hebrew
without points, when the affinity is obviously

greater. Thus the word in question is written

without points P'r-v-i-m^ or with the vowel inhe-

rent to every consonant, as in Sanscrit, and the

common Nagri, Pa-ra-va-i-ma: the only diliiculty

in Nagri and Hebrew, is to find out, in a word,

what consonants are to coalesce. The words Se-

phar, and Se-pliarvaim, without the points, are to

be read Se-para and Se-parvim,

The mountains of Se-phar seem to be that range
called Be-pyrrus by Ptolemy, and placed by him
to the North of India, answering to the first range,

or snowy mountains. This range, in Ptolemy,
begins at Hardzvar, and instead of Bepj/rrtis, seve-

ral authors read Sepyrrus. In Sanscrit, Su-para,

and Vi-para ox Bi-para, for thus it is generally pro-

nounced, are synonymous, and perfectly gramma-
tical, though perhaps never used ; and signify right

before, due East. Bi-para signifies also Eastern-

most ; and, in its first acceptation, is the same
with before in English, which is now synonymous
V7\t\-\fore, or ajore: yet there is no doubt but that

formerly it was otherwise, and that befoi^e signified

right aJore. It is true, that the particles su, and
bi like ge, in the dialects from the Gothic, are often
used without enhancing the signification of the

word they are prefixed to. Thus /ore and before,

para, su-para, bi-para, and su-miicha, or sho-mucha,

in Bengalee, signify the s;mie thmg. The t30steiirv

T4 '
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of Shem, we are told in scripture, dwelt in the

country extending yrom Mesha as thou goest unto

Sephar^ a mount of the East. This seems to be
meant as an explanation of the word SepJiar, and
at all events implies, that this mountain was a great

way to the Eastward. In Europe they called the

West Hesperus, and the country toward the West
Hesperia. That country is considered by the Pau-
rariics, as the abode of the Gods, or Suralayam, an

appellation well known to the learned, and applied

by them, in conformity with the Puratias, to the

Westernmost part of Europe, or the British Isles.

Another denomination for Suralayatn, and which
might be Sanscrit^ is I'sa-pura, or I's-pura, though
probably never used. This was pronounced by the

Gothic tribes As-burh, As-byrig, As-purgium: they
said also As-gard, which implies the same thing.

There Is'a, or Is'wara Vishnu, resides with all

the Gods.

The word Is'a was pronounced Asos, Asioi, by
the Greeks, As by the Goths; and for puri, or pura,

the Goths said burh, byrig, or burgh ; the Greeks

pyrgos. The words As-puri, As-burh, Aspurgium,

Hesperus, are pronounced by the Persians, As-

burj ; where burj or burujs, is synonymous with

puri, purh, S^c. In their romances, we see Cai-

caus going to the mountain of Az-burj, or As-burj,

at the foot of which the sun sets, to fight the Div-

sejid, or white devil, the Tara-daitya of the P^a-
nas, and whose abode was on the seventh stage of

the world, answering to the seventh zone of the

Baudd'hists, and the sixth of the Purdn'ics; or, in

other words, to tiie White Island. The Goths, it

is true, placed As-burh, or As-gard, in the East;

for when they had conquered the Western abode
of the Gods, they found none there ; and rather

than give up this idle notion, they supposed that
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As-hurh, or As-gard, was in the East. Besides

mount M6ru is another Suralayam^ As-burh^ As-

gard, and is in the East.

The Jews and the Arabians, to tliis day, call the

South Yaman, Yamin, and Jamin, which inijjly the

right. The Hindus call the South also Yanii/a ox

Jdmya, and Yamasya; because Yama (Pluto),

called also Yaman, is the guardian ot" that quarter;

and when Pliny* says, that the Hindus called

the South Dramasa, it should be Diamasa, t'rom

Jamasya, as Dianmua for Jamunci^ the I'w ax Jwnnd.
We have seen that dciion in Greek, and dcxttr,

dext^rum in Latin, are derived from the Sanscrit

dacshin'a, dacsha-tir, and dacslia-tiram : and it is

not improbable, but that sinister, sinistrum, sinis-

terium, or the left in Latin, and aristeros, arisieron

in Greek, are equally derived from the Sanscrit

^Setiis-tir, or 'Senis-tiram, and Arasyu-tiram, or

A'ras-tiram ; that is to say, Saturn's quarter, in

the same manner that the Hindus say, Yama's
quarter, for the South; for Senih, or A'rah, re-

sided in the North: Jupiter gave him that quar-

ter for his residence, and made him guardian of
it. Saturn, according to Cicero and Plutarch,
was peculiarly worshipped by the nations in the

Western parts oi Europe, and in the North ; though
the latter says, that, in process of time, his wor-

ship began gradually to decline there. He was
born in the left, and perished on the right. The
Greeks and lioinans considered the South as on the

right, and the North on the left. Among them,

as well as the Hindus, the right was considered as

more honourable, and, of course, in worshipping
and performing processions, they turned tow.ros
the right, keeping the object of their worship on

• * Lib. 6\ c. XIX.
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the right; bat the Greeks, says Pliny, on these

occasions, turn to the left : and, among the Greeks

and Remans, in their races in the circus, they

drove round the Spina, or ridge in the middle,

keeping it all the while on their left. The Hindus
seem to have always considered the four cardinal

points in the same light ; but various systems ap-

peared at ditlerent times, in other parts of the

world. Empedocles, according to Plutarch,
maintained, that the summer solstice happened in

the right, or North; and the winter solstice in the

left, or South. This system prevailed once in the

West, and of course the West was before, and the

East behind, or aparam, aperena, ^x*. from that

time the winter solstice was called by the LatianSy

Hibernum, which cannot be derived from hyems,

winter. This last comes from the Sanscrit hima;

and, in a derivative form, haima and haimas, snow;
and hyems implies the snowy season: and mount
Haimos, or Hcemus, in Thrace, signifies the snowy
mountain ; and as the West was then before, it

was called Sa-para or Zephyrus, Sc-phar and Se-

pyrrus, like that famous range of mountains in the

East, mentioned by Ptolemy, and in the Bible.

King JuBA, a famous antiquary, was also of opi-

nion, that the North is on the right ; and this is

confirmed by Achilles Tat i us. The Egypt ia?is,

says Plutarch, placed the North on the right,

and the South on the left. These alterations must
have occasioned feuds amons' au2;urs and astrolo-

gers; and were, probably either admitted or rcr

jected at different times, according to the power
and influence of prevailing factions. This hap-

pened no less than four times in Egypt; and, of

course, four times the points wherein the sun rises

and sets, were considered* in different points of

view, and received different denominations; and
well they might say to Herodotus, that the sun
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had four times altered the time of its rising and
setting. Twice it rose where it rose before ; and
twice it did set, where it was seen to rise before.

All this happened, they said, without the least al-

teration in the climate of Egypt. These enigmas,

or paradoxes,' were much admired formerly, and
they were not very willing to explain them.

The same thing happened in Europe; for the sun,

shocked at the abominable repast of Atreus, turned

back, and set where it used to rise before ; that is to

say, an alteration took place in the application of the

denomination of before and behind, right and left,

with regard to the four cardinal points ; and
Atreus is represented as a famous astronomer,

who explained the yearly revolution of the Sun,

performed in a contrary direction ; in ronsequence

of which the Sun is said, by the BaKucfkists, and
also by Brahmens, to rise in the West, and to set

in the East: and the famous mountain of Asta-

gira, behind which the Sun disappears, is called

also the mountain of the rising Sun, or Udaya-glri^

and even Mahodaya. In the extracts from manu-
scripts, in the library of the king of France, there

is one from the golden meadows of the famous
Masoudi, who lived in the tenth century. The
author says, that in the opinion of some philoso-

phers, the renewal of the world would happen,

when the circle of the ruling stars shall be accom-
plished ; then what had been North will be South.

But, according to the Indians, says he, the Sun
remains 3000 years in each of the twelve signs,

and performs his revolution in the heavens in

36,000 years. That, v/hen lie passes through the

meridional signs, the world will be reversed; North
will become South, and South will become North

:

that is to say, as I take it to be, the North will

be considered as the right of the world, and the
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Soutli as the left. Some Hindus are of opimon,

that, at the end of the Calpas, a total renewal of

the world, will take place, and every thing will

be reversed ; the gods will hecome devils, and the

devils gods. The giants, they acknowledge, were
Purva-devas, or tiie first gods. .The Egyptians^

perhaps, entertained the same notions, and the

mythologists in the \\'est certainly did.

III. Another division of the world, is into a

mainland and islands, which is also that of scrip-

ture, in which the isles of the nations, or lie-

hagoim, are often mentioned. This division has

also been admitted by Musulmans, who call them
Jezair-alomam. Commentators understand by them,

not only the islands, but also the peninsulas in

the Western parts of the old continent ; for in

Sanscrit, duipa implies only a country, with waters

on both sides ; so that, like Jazirah in Arabic, they

may signify either islands or peninsulas; dwipa

'dnd jazirah are often used to signify countries bor-

dering upon the sea only, J]y the isles of nations,^

the islands, peninsulas, and maritime countries in

the West, and particularly in Europe, are under-

stood : it is even so with the Paurcaiics, wlio are

very little acquainted with the Eastern parts of

the old continent, e\en to a surprising degree, and
much less then we could reasonably suppose.

The most remarkable feature of this system is

mount Mtru in the centre, tlie Olympus of the

Hindus^ the place of abode of Brahma', and his

Sabhd congregation, or court. This mountain

made also part of the cosmographical system of

the Jcxcs', for Isaiah, making use of such notions

as were generally received in his time, introduces

Lucifer, in Samcrit Swareua'nu, or light of

heaven, boasting that he would exalt his throne

1
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above the stars of God, and would sit on the

mount of the congregation, in tlie sides of the

North. 3Icni has also the name of Sabhd, because

the congregation or assembly of the Gods is held

there, on its northern side. The hill of God is

also frequently alluded to in the psalms, though,

in some instances, it seems to imply mount Mor'iah.

Musulmans have admitted this mountain, under
the name of Caf^ though they confound it, in ge-

neral, with the mountains of Localoca, which sur-

round the world : but when they say it is the vatad,

or/?it'o^ of the world, this is to be understood of
mount Meru, which the Paurmiics describe exactly

in the shape of a pivot ; and even Meru^ in Sanscrit,

signifies an axis or pivot. According to Anque-
TiL DuPERROV, the Parsis call this centrical

mountain Tireh; and the whole world is equally

surrounded by an immense range of mountains.

In Ceylon^ this surrounding range is called Chacra-

'cartta., according to Captain AlAHoyy* which,

in Sanscrit., signifies any thing in the shape of a
ring or coit. The Burmalis call it Zetkia-valUf

which word is pronouced Sakwell by Mr. Jo ix v i lle,

and said to signify the world in general. In Zetkia-

xiala, Villa signifies a ring, or any thing in an an-

nular shape, from the Sanscrit valya; and Zetkia-

vala, or Sakicdl, may be a corruption from S'acya-

valya, the ring of S'a'cya or Bldd'ha, who is sup-

posed to have made it. The Western mythologiHts

supposed the world, and its seas, .to be surrounded
by a land, or continent, of a circular figure, ac-

cording to Plutarch, and Silexus's narrative, as

related by Elian ; and the pilot of tlie Argonauts,

being near Pence, or Iceland, was very inudi afraid

of being driven on its shores f.

* Asiatic Researches, Vo\. V!T.

t Orph. Argonaut. VoL XI, p. 187-
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There are several divisions of the old continetit;

the first, and the most ancient, according to the

Puranas, is into seven dwipas ; the Bauddliists in

India reckon eight of them, this number being a

favourite one among them. The followers of Bud-
D'HA in Tibet, Ceylon, and Ava, have retained the

Brdhmenical divisions, and reckon but seven* This

division was made by Priyavratta, the eldest

son of SwAYAMBHUVA, or Adam, in his old age,

and previous to his withdrawing into solitude.

He had ten sons, and it was his intention to di-

vide the whole Earth between them equally : but
three of them renounced the world : their names
were Med'ha', Agnibhu, and Mina, or Mitra.
In the same manner Neptune divided the Atlantis

between his ten sons : one of them had Gades, at

the extremity of the Atlantis to his share. The
Atlantis was probably the old continent, at the ex-

tremity of which is Gades. This island or conti-

nent is supported by Vara'ha on one tusk accord-

ing to the Pauran'ics : but according to mytholo-

gist, in the West, Atlas supported the heavens,

though, he is said some times to support the world.

The Musulmans say that the Earth is supported on
the horns of a bull. This Atlantis was over-

whelmed with a flood likewise ; and it seems that

by the Atla?itis, we should understand the antedi-

luvian Earth, over which ten princes were born to

rule, according to the mythology of the West

:

but seven of tiicm only sate upon the throne, ac-

cording to the Pauran'ics. The names of tlxese

islands are Jamhii proper or India, Ciisfa, Placsha,

S'dlmali or \Salmala^ Crauncha or Croun'da 'Saca

and Pushcara. These dzc/pas, or countries, give

their names to so many respective zones round

Meru, which is the name the Pauran'ics give also

to the Poles. If we disregard entirely the diagrams,

or fanciful schemes, of the astronomers, and adhere
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to the text of the Puran'as, we shall immediately

perceive that these seven zones are really our seven

climates : for Jambu, or India, is the first, and Push-
vara is declared to be at the furthest extremities

of the West, and in the same climate with Uttara
Curu ; which last is expressly said to be the coun-

try lying South of the Northern ocean. Pushcara
is the Thiile of Ptolemy, and the modern Iceland,

under the Arctic circle, at least, the sensible one.

It is true that the seven climates, in general, were
not supposed to extend much beyond the mouth of
the Bojyst/icnes : but Ptotemy, and Agatheme-
Rus, by dividing each climate into three parts

(like the Hindas, who divide the seven zone-like

regions of Heaven, Hell, and Earth into three, the

beginning, the middle, and the end), thus made
twenty-one subordinate climates, extending from
the equator to the polar circle. Every climate was
denominated from some famous city, country, or

island in it; thus we have the zone or climate of

Mer'ue, that of Rhodes, &c. The dw'ipas, or cli-

mates of the Hindus, gradually increase in breadth,

from the equator to the polar circle, from a w^him-

sical notion that they are all equal, as to the super-

ficial contents. The seven zones of the Hindus
correspond with the following countries : Jambu is

India, Ciis'a answers to tiie countries between the

Persian gulf, the Caspian sea, and the Western
boundary of India. Placsha includes the lesser

Asia, Anne7iia, &c. 'Salmali is bounded to the West
by the Cronian seas ; that is to say, the Adriatic

and Baltic seas. Crauncha includes Germany;
\Sacam, the British isles ; and Pushcara is Iceland.

Tht Paurariics, however, consider these seven
zones in a very different light, and the text of the

Puran'as is equally applicable to their scheme. Bv
i?A7-« they understand, in general, the North pole,
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but the context of the Puran'as is against this sup-

\position. In these sacred books, Mh^u is consi-

dered soleiy as a point to the North o^ India, from

which four large rivers issue, and flow toward the

four cardinal points of the world : and we frequently

read of countries and places said to be to the North
of Mem, others are declared to be West, East,

South, and North-west from it. This surely can

have no reference whatever to the North pole,

where the denominations of North, East, and West
vanish.

This Aleru will appear in the sequel of this work,

to be to the North of India, on the elevated plains

of Tartary, and in the latitude of forty-five de-

grees. This point is considered in the Puraitas, as

the center of the world as known to the Hindus:
there is its zenith or Mem, which is as applicable

to a line passing through the centre, zenith, and
nadir of a place, as to that passing through the

poles. In whatever light we consider Meru, it is

always the centre of the world, as delineated by
the Pauran'ics. Cosmas, surnamed Indopleus-
TES, from his travels into India, in the sixth cen-

tury, says, that in his time the Brahmens asserted

that, if a line was drawn from China to Greece, it

would pass through the centre gf the world, or

through this Mem. The Paurknies and astrono-

mers in India, harl not then attempted to disfigure

their cosmographical system : and did not, at that

period, consider Meru as the North pole. Round
this point they draw seven zones, and the context

of the Puran'as is as favourable to this supposition,

as to the former, because these zones equally pass

through the above islands. These zones have in-

troduced much confusion, and entirely disfigured

their geographical system, 'i hey are by no means
countenanced in the. body, oi . .xh^. Puruiias ;. being
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only introduced in a section of some of them called

Bhu-chan'da, or section of the Earth, wliich seems
to be interpolated, and of a more recent date.

The Hindus, and the followers of Budd'iia, differ

considerably about the shape, and situation of the

zones. The Paurantes say, that they are so many
concentric circles enclosing J^wzZ*/^, and situated be-

tween it and the land which bounds the Universe,

and the first cUmate is that of Meru, included in

the dzv?pa of Jcnnbii : among the Greeks and Ro-
mans, the first chmate was that of Aleroe. Astro-

nomers bavins: discovered that the Earth is of a

globular form, have placed them withm the South-

ern hemisphere, which they fill up entirely. The
I^udd'hists of Tibet represent these zones as so

many concentric squares between Jamhu or India,

and mount Mem. The followers of Bqdd'ha in

Ceylon consider them as so many circles, but place

them also between Jamhu and Mem, coiisideied as

the North pole. The Jainas in India have, in gr, at

measure adopted the Hindu system : but recivi^n

eight dwipas. Divipa-dtlia-mai hdi Jaga sara, the

whole world consists of eight dwipas, says the au-

thor of the Trailocya-darpan'a. I'hough the fol-

lowers of Budd'ha seem to reckon seven dwipas,

like the Hindus, they really reckon eight ; for Alem
is not included among the seven : they say the se-

ven ranges of mountains, or zones round Me)^u:

but the Paurdnics consider Mini and Ja .toa as

one of their seven dznpas. Seven is a favourite and
fortunate number among the Hindus: eigh among
the Bauddliists ; and nine foi je-iy in th West,

and in the North of Asia. BerwccM these zones,

there are seven seas, or rivers only, nccordim- ""o

some of the followers of Budd'ha, and some Hin-

dus also. There are e\ en soruc, who consider these

oceans, or rivers, either as one, or only as so many
Vol. Vlll. U
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branches springing from one head, ,ancl winding

seven times round Mem, according to the Paurd-

Tries, or, eight times, according to tlie Baudd'hists:

but according to Servius, the Sty.v went nine

times round the Earth. They reckoned, accord-

ingly, nine seas and nine dwipas, or worlds. These
nine worlds are noticed in the Edda-Sa:mudr, and
the nine oceans are mentioned by Plutarch, who
informs us that a certain Timarchus visited the ora-

cle of Trophokius, where, in a vision, he saw the

islands of, the departed in the eighth part, or divi-

sion of the ocean. These islands, according to the

Hindus, and the followers of Jina, are constantly

placed in tiie last sea but one : thus they are in the

sixth, according to the Hindus: in the seventh,

according to the Jainas: but the Western mytho-
logists placed them in the eighth, because they rec-

koned nine seas. Nine was held a mystical and
sacred number in the Northern parts of the old

continent, from China to the extremities of the

West. The Cimhri observed the ninth day, month,

and year, sacrificing ninety-nine men, as many
horses, &c. The number seven was held to be sa-

cred by the Hebrews, and also by Musulmans to

this day, who reckon seven climates, seven seas,

seven heavens, and as many hells. According to

Rabbis and Musulman authors, the body of Adam
was made of seven handfnls of mould taken from
the seven stages of the Earth : and, indeed, the

seven zones, or ranges of mountains, are arranged

by the HindusYikt so many steps, rising gradually

one above another, in such manner that Meru looks

like an immense pillar or obelisk with a case, either

circular or square, and consisting of seven steps,

but, according toothers, of eight, or even nine.

The length, or height, of this obelisk is to its

bteadth, as 84 to 16. The Hindus generally repre-

sent mount Mtru of a conical figure, and kings
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Svere formerly forid of raising mounds of earth in

that shape, which they venerated Hke the divine

Merii^ and the Gods v/ere called down hy spells to

come and dally upon them. They are called MerU'
s'ringas, or the peaks of Meru. There are four of
them either in, or near Benares: the more m'ldern,

and, of course, the most perfect, is at a place call-r

cd Sdr-nafh. It was raised by the son of an Em-
peror of Gtfwr, in Bengal, with his brother, in the

year of VrcRAMA'DiTTA, 1083, answering to the

year of Christ, 1027, as mentioned in an inscrip-

tion lately found there. This emperor had, it seems,

annexed Benares to his dominions, for he is rec-

koned as one of the kings of Benares, under the

name of Budd'ha-sena. This conical hill is about
sixty feet high, with a small but handsome octa-

gonal temple on the summit.* It is said, in the

inscription, that this artificial hill w^as intended as

a representation of the worldly Meru, the hill of
God, and the tower o^ Babel, with its seven steps,

or zones, was probably raised with a similar view,

and for the same purpose.

I observed before, that the Hindus place Jambu
within these seven inclosures, while the heterodox
Bauddliists insist that it is without, and that these

seven ranges of mountains, or dw'ipas, pass between
it and Meru. As these zones, ranges, and inclo-

sures are impossible, and, of course, never existed,

they are to be rejected : but the countries, and
islands, after which they were denominated, and
through which they are supposed to pass, probably
existed with their surrounding seas. The Nubian
geographer is the only author, I believe, who has

connected the seven climates with as many seas,

or rather bays, and gulfs, as he calls them.

IV. The first, or dwipa of Jambu, commonly
called India^ was formerly an island^ as it appears

Us
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from the inspection of the Country. The British

provinces along the Ganges from Hari-dwar, down
to the mouth of that river, was formerly an arm of
the sea : and, in the same manner, toward the West,
another arm of the sea extended from the mouth of
the Lidus to Hari-dwar, and there met the other

from the East. A delineation of the Northern
shores of India could not be attended with much
difficulty, as they are, in general, sufficiently ob-

vious. The sea coast may be traced from the Neel-

gur mountains to RajamaJil, where it turns sud-

denly to the West. There the shore is bold, and
rises abruptly, forming a promontory, consisting

chiefly of large rounded stones, irregularly heaped
together, but these irregular heaps may be only

the ruins of more re^'ular strata in the mountain.
These stones are, in general, of an oval, yet irre-

gular shape, about two feet long, sometimes three.

Their superior and inferior surfaces are somewhat
flattened, and, in some instances, I thought I per-

ceived, that one was concave and the other con-

vex. I found, also, there some Volcanic miclei above
one foot and a half in diameter : in one that was
broken the interior coats were very obvious : the

outward surface was remarkable for numerous
cracks and fissures, some very deep, and all form-
ing together a variety of irregular figures. This I

found at the foot of the hill, near tiie Sdcri-gully

pass ; unfortunately, I am not sufficiently acquaint-

ed with Natural History to enter upon such a sub-

ject; and I shall conclude with observing, that I

conceive the cascade oi' Aliiti-jirna, near this place,

to be the remains of the crater of a Vulcano. This
I mentioned with a viev/ to enjiaoe the attention

or persons better qua?lificd than I am, for such en-
quir es *,

* ill consequence of this. Mi, 8amub;i. Davis, some Irnir

ago, requested a German gciillciuan, well skilled in Natural HiS'
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Ti'om Rq) 'lakl, the shore trends towards tlie

West, forming several head-lands; the principal of

which are Jilo/fg/ieir, and Chimar. From thence it

goes all along the banks of the Jumna to Agra, and
to Delhi, where it ends, forming two small rocky-

eminences; and then turns suddenly to the South
West; and forming an irregular semi-circle, it

trends towards the Indus, which it joins near Bac-
kar, at the distance of ahout four coss from that

place, and one from Loliri, or RoJiri, where, sud*

denly turning to the South, it goes towards RanU
poor, sixteen coss fiom Rohri, and four from Gu?i'

mot on the Indus. This account is from Captain
Falvey, who visited that country about the year

1787- From Dtl/ii to Backar, in a direct line,

there are no mountains, for the hills remain to the

South of this line, forming an immense curve. Thus,
from the mouth of the Indus to that of the Ganges,

round Delhi, it is an immense flat and level coun-

try. The beach of the shores to the North, at the

foot of the snowy mountains, and to the South,

round the island of India, in ancient times, is co-

vered with pebbles, some of the most beautiful I

ever saw. But the greatest part of them are not
real pebbles ; they are only fragments of stones,

marble, and agate, rounded and polished by mutual
attrition, produced by the agitation of the waves.

It seems as if the waters, vdiich once filled up the

Gangetic provinces, had been suddenly turned into

earth : for the shores, the rocks, and islands, rise

abruptly from the level ; and are every where well

defined, and strono-ly marked ; except where the

tory, and who was going upon the Ganges, ior the beneiic ot" his

health, to stay at Rdjamdhl, and ascertain, whether these were

the remains ot" a Vnkano or not. That gentleman, whose name I

do not recollect now, having maturelv exaniiued every particular ap?

pearauce about il/H?/^'tVH« and Rujimiikl, wrote a shoit essay, in

ivmcii lie ji^ ves these appearances^ to be Vulcanic, an i tue cas-

pade to be the undiibilable remains of iiie crater oi'<xVukano,

U 3
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surface of the adjacent level has been disturbed by
the incroacbments of rivers, and torrents from the

hills in the rains, or by the industry of man. This

I noticed particularly about Birbhoom, and to the

South-east of CA'M/zar. What we call the hills in

this country, and which appear such, from the im-

mense plains below, are, in reality, the table-land

of old India. In the Ga/^getic provinces no native

earth is to be found, and the soil consists of vari-

ous strata of different sorts of earths, in tlie great-

est confusion, the lightest being often found below

the heaviest. The deepest excavation, that ever

came to my knowledge, was made, some years ago,

near Benares, at a place called Comowl^, within a

furlong, I believe, of the Gauges, by some gen-

tlemen who were erecting some indigo works.

They pierced through an amazing thick stra-

tum of stiff earth, without obtaining ^vater. They
found then several beds of mould and sand, -re-

Tnarkably thin ; then at the depth of about ninety-

five feet, they arrived at an old bed of the Ganges,

which consisted of a deep stratum of river sand,

with bones of men and quadrupeds. They were

supposed to be petrefactions, from their extraordi-

nary weight, though they preserved their original

texture. The human bones were entire, but those

of quadrupeds were broken, and bore evident marks

of their having been cut with a sharp instrument.

This bed was exactly thirty feet below the present

bed of the G<7wo'e.y, Below \\\\?> stratum of sand

they found another of clay ; and below it, some
mould : then, at the depth of about one hundred and

five feet, they found a bed of fine white sand, such as

is found on the sea shore. Ihider this they found

a bed of the same clay and earth as there w^as above

:

and they were relieved from their labours, by a co-

pious stream of fresh water. The sight of the sea

sand gave me some hope of fmding some marine

productions, but I was disappointed : which shews
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that this bed of sand was merely adventitious, and
had been broujyht down by the river from the

shores to the lower parts of its bed ; and that the

old bottom of the sea wv.s considerably below. The
same appearances, with human bones, have been

found lately at different places, in digging wells

near the Ganges, and generally at the same depth

nearly.

To ascertain the quantity of the declivity, both

of the country and of the bed of the Gariges, would
be usefid and entertaining: but I have nothing
but conjectures to offer on rhis subject. When we
consider the numerous windings of this river, we
may safely conclude, that the declivity cannot be
considerable. It is p-reater from Hurdicctr to Alia-

habad, and through the country of Oifde, than any
where else. From Allahabad to Sacri-giilli/, it ap-

pe<ns to be trifling; but from the head of the Delta^

where the banks are generally about thirty feet

ab.)ve the surface of the waters of the river, when
at their lowest period, the declivity is uniform down
to the sea (where the land is nearly on a level witli

it), for a spue of two hundred and thirty miles : I

have often oh^tx\t(\,htt\vtenAUahahaddiwaRojamdhl^

that there was no sensible declivity in the surface

of the waters of the river, when at tlieir lowest

period, for ten miles, in some places fifteen, and
even twenty in others. For since there was no
sensible current in the river, when the winds were
silent, there could be no declivity. Besides, the

river Cosa, which fell into the Ganges formerly

opposite Raja27idhi, has altered its course, and joins

this river twenty-five miles higher up, which is the

distance between Nabob-gunge and its present

mouth. If the declivity was very considerable,

this could not have happened. In the Western
parts of the Gangetic provinces there are two de-

U 4
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clivities, one from the North and the other from
the West, in consequence of which the rivers flow

in a compound direction toward the South-east.

But as you advance toward the East, the dechvity
from the West toward the East decreases gradually,

and of course the rivers incline more and more to-

ward the South, till the declivity from the West,
disappearing entirel}^ they run directly South into

the Ganges. The rivers in Bahar, to the South of
the Ganges, run also directly North into the Ganges,

This inland-sea heing narrower at the bottom,

near Hardwcir, was of course sooner filled up; and
the table land of old India, about Delhi, is very
little above the level of the country. In the time
of Bhagirat'ha, the Gangetic provinces are re-

presented as uninhabitable, except in the upper
parts of the country, where Satyavratta, or

Noah, is said to have generally resided. Bhagi-
rat'ha went to Hardwar, and obtained the Ganges,

led her to the ocean, tracing, with the wheels of

his chariot, two furrows, which were to be the

limits of her incroachments. The distance between
them is said by some to be four coss, and according
to others four Yojanas; and the Ganges has never
been known, it is said, to transgress on either

side. This legend is of great antiquity, as it is

mentioned by Phjlostratus in his life of Apol-
LONius. The Ganges, says he, once nearly overr

flowed all India (the Gangetic provinces) ; but his

son directed its course towards the sea, and thus

rendered it highly beneficial to the country. Thus
we read in the history of China, that the Hoangho
formerly caused great devastations all over the

country : but the emperor Yu went in search of
its source, from whence he directed its course to

the sea. Hercules, at the command of Osiris,

brought the Nik from Ethiopia; this Christians
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jand Musulmans formerly attributed to Eivoch, or

Idris. Bhagirat'ha thus brought the Ganges to

a place on the shores of the ocean, called Ganga-
Sagara^ where it was made to discharge its waters

through seven channels; but, according to others,

through one hundred. The first number is men-
tioned by Mela, and the other by Apuleius,

Eois regnator aquis-in flumina centum,

Discurrit, centum valles illi, oraque centum^

Oceanique fretis ce/^^two jungitur amni.

" This king of the Eastern wave runs into a hun-
' dred streams; with a hundred mouths, through a
*' hundred channels, like so many vallies ; andjoins
' the ocean through a hundredfold stream."

The Ganges^ advancing toward the ocean, was
frightened, and fled back through one hundred

channels, according to the Paurariks; and through

this exercise she goes twice every day.

This happened at a place called Purdn'a-Sdgara,

or old Scigara; for the new Sdgara is in the island

of that name near the sea, and the old one is near

Fulta, close to a place called Munda-gach'ha, or

Moragatcha, in Major Renn el's Atlas. There is

an insignificant stream very often dry, which is

the true Ganges, which divides its waters into se-

ven small rivulets, some of which are delineated

in the jBc^;?«-«/ Atlas : from this circuuistance, the

Ganges is called Hdt-muchl-Gangd in the Spoken
dialects, or with seven mouths. When she is

called IS'dta-muchi, or with one hundred mouths,
this implies her numerous channels, through the

Sunderbunds. The old Sdgara, piobably the Oceanis

of DiODORus the Sicilian, is now about fifty miles

from the Southern extremity of Sugar island; and
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this distance shews the encroachment of the land
upon the sea, since the days of Bhagirat'ha, who
lived above two thousand years before Christ, ac-

cording to the genealogical scale prefixed to my
essay on the chronology of the Hindus. The new
Scigara was originally on the sea shore, but it is

BOW five or six miles from it, toward the East, and
many more toward the North. It is to be wished,

that the era of its foundation could be ascertained,

as it would enable us to form some idea of the

gradual progress of the encroachments of the Delta
upon the sea.

There can be no doubt, but that the factitious

soil of the Gangetic provinces, and of the Panjaby
has been brougTit down by the alluvions of rivers

from the countries to the North of India. The
quantity of earth thus brought down must have
Ib^en very considerable at a very early period; but
it is very trifling at present, for these alluvions

have left nothing but the bare rocks, with such
parcels of ground as were out of their reach, from
their being supported and protected by stony ram-
parts. The country between the ranges to the

North of India is a table-land, and forms, as it

were, so many steps, as mentioned in the Trai-

locya-dcrpaiia, and b}^ the Paurdn'ics. This cir-

cumstance was ascertained by Mr. Samuel Davis,
who went as far as the first range. This was also

confirmed to me by natives, with respect to other

parts of the eountiy, as far as Ca^hmir. On these

table-lands are also various peaks and mountains

;

and the beds of the -rivers look like so many ra-

vines of an enormous size.

V. By the dzcipa of Jamhf^ the Pauran'ks un-

derstand, in general, the old continent, but the

followers of Budd'iia, in Tibet, Ava, and Ceylon^
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understand India; and many uassao'es from the

Fiirmias, prove that it was originally understood

of India only.

The dp^/pa of Jamhit, or India, is called also

Cariija-dw'ipa, or the island of the virgin or damsel,

daiiG'liter of king; Bhauata, the fifth from Swa-
YAJiBHUVA, or Adam. Her name Avas Ila', or

the Earth : this was also the name of the daughter
of Satyav'rata, or Pr'ithu ; for though the

Earth was his wife, she became also his daughter.

The sea surrounding Jambu, is called the Lavana-
samudra, or salt sea. It would have been highly

imprudent for the Paiiran'ics to ha^e placed there

seas, either of milk or honey.

The second dwipa, is that of Ciis'a, thus called

either from a sage of that name, or from the grass

Cus'a, or Poa, supposed to grov/ there plenti-

fully. It includes all the countries from the Indus
to the Persian gulf^ and the Cu-spinn sea, which
probably the Pauran'ics made the limits of that

country, or dwipa, and afterwards supposed to form
a watery belt round the zone of Cus'a, under the

name of sea oi^ Surd or Ira, or sea of intoxicating
liquors. The origin of this denomination may pos-

sibly have some athnity with Iran, and the Sar or

Assur of scripture. It is probable that Sur and
Assur weie once considered as synonymous ; if not,

then Sur, or Syria, certainly extended once from
the shores of the Mediterranean sea to the gulf of
Persia, and even included the greatest part, if not
the whole, o{^ Arabia, The dwipa of Cusa is the
land oi' Cask of scripture, at least, part of it. Cu-
s'ha should be pronounced nearly like Cusha, but
not quite so forcibly, hke the two ss in the Eng-
lish word cession. The third dwipa is Placsha, or
the country abounding with fig-trees. It is called
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Palangshii by the mythologists of Boota??, and in-*

cliuled tlie lesser Jsidy Jrmenia, &c. The name
still remains in Fiacia, a town in Mysia, tlie inha-

b. tan is of which, with those of Scylace, had a pe-

culiar language, which was the same with that

spoken by the Pelasgi o^ Crestone, or Crotone, above
the Tyrrhtuians, in Italy ; and by the Pdasgi,

who lived on the shores of the JJdkspont, accord-

ing to Herodotus. Thus the denomination of

Flacshu, or Palavgshu, seems to be the same, with
Plucia, and Ptlasgia ; and the Pdasgi came origi-

nally from the lesser Asia. It is bounded by the

sea of Icshii, or juice of the sugar-cane, and which
seenjs to be the Eujcine sea : but this will be the

subject of a separate article, when it will appear,

that the Pauranics have confounded the Ask^ or

Ash-tree, with the Icshu or sugar-cane, as this tree

produces also a svv'eet juice, famous in the Edda,

and called, when boiled, asky, by the old Scythians

(according to He.rodotus, who has,, however,

strangely misrepresented the tree from which this

sweet juice was procured,) and which was after-

wards boiled into a hard substance, like that of the

sugar-cane, which is called gur in India. Hence
the Icshu sea, is called also in xhtPuranas, the sea

of Guda in Samcrit, and pronounced gur in the

spoken dialects.

The fourth duipa is S'almali, S'almaia, or Saima-

lica, or the country of the willow*, and of the

lord of the willow Salmalcswara, Salmalices'a, the

same with ZamoLvis, called also, more properly,

SalnwLvis and ZalmoLvis. It extended from the

EiLiine to the shores of the i^rt///'c and Adriatic seas.

* The word S dhnala is jzf'uerally underslood to signify Bom-
hax; but it si;;^ijities also sm h trees as produce cotton unfit for

spinning; and 1 suall shew, \>lien I come to treat of S'dlmala-

dwqja, that it is tp be undcritood there of tue wiilow.
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It is surrounded by the sea called Sarpi, Prita, or

clarified butter.

The fifth dxvipa is called Crauncha, and Craunda,

which included Germany, France, and the Northern

parts of Italy. Crannclia is the same with Cronus,
confounded wi h Saturn by Western mytholo-

gis^s ; and the Baltic and Adriatic seas were, pro-

bably, called Cronan, from the dzvipa of Craimra.

It is surrounded by the Dadlii-Sdgara, or sea of

curds.

The sixth dw^fpa is called Saca, and Sacum, and

includes the British isles. It is surrounded by the

sea of milk, or the white sea; Cshirabd^lii and
Dus;dluibd'/ii, Cshira-Sagara, or Cshira-Samudra,

Cshira-Salila, Cshiranidlii, Cshirarn'ava. It is call-

ed also Amrltdbd'hi, or sea of Amrita, synonymous
with Amalaci, from which they made Amalchium
in the AVest. It is called, also, Somas'aildbdlii, or

tlie sea of the mountain of the moon.

The seventh dw'ipa is Piishcara or Ice-land, sur-

rounded by the Swdduda, "Swddudaca, Szvddajala,

Paifodlii, Tcijahd'hi, or the sea of fresh water : for

it was, also, the opinion of the ancients, that the

furthermost ocean was of fresh water : ScytJiicus

Occanus diilcisesf, says Pliny.

The Western ocean is, in general, called Alalio-

ddbd'hi and Mahdrn'ava, or the great sea; and in

the Revac'ha/i'da, the Cshira-Samudi^a is said to

come down as low as the parallel of Himavdn, or

the snowy mountains, or about thirty degrees of

latitude North, Calanus seems to allude to tiiese

wonderful stas, when he said to Alexander's
messenger, that formerly there were springs of

water, others of m.iik, honey, wine, and oil; but
i
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that in the present wicked age and degenerated

times, they had disappeared. This is also the opi-

nion of many divines in India., who believe, that

in Cali-yuga these seas have disappeared, or are

turned salt, and bitter, and also, that the white

island, is become black, on account of the sins of

mankind. Onesichitus, to whom Calenus was
speaking, was probably unwilling to give credit to

these seas of milk, wine, and honey, but could have

no great objection to spring's only of the same.

One of the seven seas is called Cshaudra-Sagara, or

sea of honey, . I believe, in the Siddlianta-Sh^omeni.

There is another division of the world into seven

dwlpas, more complete than the preceding, but its

origin is not mentioned. Their names are, Jambu,

in the center; to the West, reckoning from North
to South, are the dxv'ipas of Vardha Cus'a and
^Sancha; to the East, reckoning from South to

North, Yarnala, or Alalaya, Yama, and Anga. The
dzvtpas of Cus'a and Yama, are acknowledged to be

East and West with respect to India. Jambu here

appears again in a different light. It includes In-

dia, the elevated plains of Tartary, and mount
Meru,, and extends towards the West to the Cas-

pian sea and the Persian gulf. The followers of

J IN A, in India, vepiesent Jambu nearly in the same
light, except that they make it larger, and seem

to exten-l it as far as the shores of the Eu.vine and
Mediterranean seas. Varaha dwipa being situated

in the North West quarter of the old Continent,

is Europe, as will appear more fully in the course

of this work. The dwipa of Cusa, according to

this new division, includes the lesser Asia, Arme-
nia, Syria, and Arabia. There seems also to be a

third dwipa of Cus'a near the equator, which in-

cludes Ethiopia, &c. The Paurdn'ics account

plausibly for these three different situations as-

signed to Cu^'ay by supposing it owing to the
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successive emigrations of the original inhabitants

of that country; and the first and second Cus'a they

consider but as one and the same.

The third dwipa is that of S'ancha, or Africa, of
which they know but httle, and nothing- beyond
Ethiopia, or rather Abyssinia and Egypt, with the

Eastern shores. It retains, in great measure, its

Sanscrit name ; an extensive part of tliat coast be-

ing called Lengh, and Lengk-bkar, to this day. But
Ptolemy extends it as far as cape Gardajiii, to

the South of which he places another cape, called

Lingis, or Sirigis ejctrema. The denomination of
S'ancha is obvious also in the names of Singis,

Lenghistan, and pei'haps Lengitana, Langiro, Lan-
haga, Lenighi, and even perhaps Senegal, from the

Sanscrit Sane haia, in a derivative form ; and the

Troglodytes are called to this day Shangalas.

S'anc'ha-dwipa signifies the island of shells, and
the natives, according to Strabo, used to wear
large collars of them ; but, according to the Paa~
ran'ics, the inhabitants used to live in shells : pro-

bably in caverns, hollowed like shells, or compared
to shells. The famous demon S'a'nc'hasura, lived

in a shell. When Crishxa killed him, he took
the shell in which he lived, and which is now be-

come one of ViSHXu's insignia. This strange idea

was not unknown to the Greeks, who represent

young Nerites, who is one of the Cupids, as

living in shells, on the shores of the Red sea.

Sancha-dzvipa is then synonymous with Troglody-

tica of the ancients. The Troglodytes, or inhabi-

tants of Caves, are called in scripture Suldm, be-

cause they dwelt in Siicas, or dens; but it is pro-

bable, that the word Suca, which means a den only
in a secondary sense, and signifies also an arbour,

a booth, or a tent, was oiiginally taken in the
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sense of a cave^ from S'ancha^ and afterwards used
to imply any fabric to dwell in. Thus the word den

is obviously derived from the Sanscrit (Vhanl, or

den, in the language of Tibet, in which it signi-

fies any place, house, or even country to live in.

The Sukim, or Sukkilm, were a powerful nation in

the time of Rehoboam, for they accompanied Shi-
SHAC in his expedition against Jerusalein; and we
iind their descendants, in tlie third century of the

Hejira, crossing Arabia, and invading Irak-Arabiy
or the country about Babylon, under their king
Saheb-al-Zeng, or the lord of Ze?fg, who appears

as a successor of the famous Sanc'ha-muc'ha-
na'ga, a giant in the shape of a snake, with a

mouth like a shell, and whose abode was in a shell :

and who had, as usual, two countenances, that of
a man, and another of a snake. He was killed by
Crishna ; but his descendants and subjects, in si-

milar shapes, still remain there. He is called also

Pa'ncha-janya. The breath of the Sanc'ha-
na'ga is believed, by the Hindus, to be a fiery

poisonous wind, which burns and destroys animals

and vegetables, to the distance of a hundred Vo-

janas round the place of his residence: and by this

hypothesis they account for the dreadful effects of

the Samum, or hot envenomed wind, which blows
from the mountains of Hiibab, through the whole
extent of the desert. The sage Agastya, who is

supposed to live in the South West, or Abyssinia,

put an end to this evil, and even reduced the ser-

pent so much as to carry him about in an earthen

vessel. This legend is current in the Western parts

of India, but, how far it is countenanced in the

Puran'as, 1 cannot say. The Hindus, in the Wes-
tern parts of India, are remarkably well acquainted

with the superstitious monuments, rites, and le-

gends of the Musulmans in Arabia and Egypt, such

as the serpent Hertdi, the black stone in the Caaba,
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the two pigeons destroyed by Mohammed, and
the impression of a foot on a stone there. These,

plausibly enough, they claim as. their own pro-

perty, and have traditionary legends, purporting

to be grounded on the Pauranas, though, perhaps,

not expressly found there. They say, there was
formerly a great intercourse between them and
E(f;ijpt, Abyssinia, and Arabia, where there are

Hindus and Brdhinens, even to this day, as well as

all over Persia, and even in Georgia. Facketrs

occasionally go there ; and certain it is, that the

famous Urd'ha-Ba'hu, who travelled to Moscow,
and died lately at Benares, attempted to go to

Egypt, bat he went no fuither than El-Catif and
Bakarein, on the "Western shores of the Persian

gulf, being deterred from going further. I have
made mention of him in my essay on Sami-Ramis,
called Sami'-De'vi' by the Hindus. Ptolemy
saw many Hindus at Alexandria, and they used to

visit the temple of Maha'-Bha'ga'-devi', at Bam-
byke, or Mabog, in Syria, according to Lucian,
as cited by the authors of the ancient universal

history.

The mountains in which S'axc'ha'sura lived,

are called to this day Hubab in Arabic, or the

mountains of the serpent ; and the people of these

mountains have, according to the Abyssinian tra-

veiier, legendary traditions of a snake, who for-

merly reigned over them, and conquered the king-

dom o^ Sire. They are famous, with their serpen-

tine tribes, in Oriental tales; and in the Arabian
Nights, we read of the miraculous escape of Sin-

bad from the devouring mouth of that dreadful

race, who lived in caves among the mountains.

Near that country he was exposed to many dan-

gers from the birds called Rocks, or Simorgs, the

Garudas of the Pauran'ics, whom Pei^sian roman-
VoL. VIII. X
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cers represent as living* in Aladagascar, according

to Marco Polo. The serpent 'Sancha-Nagd i»

now called Heredi in Egypt. The MusiUmans in-

sist, that it is a Shaikh of that name, transformed

into a snake ; the Christians that it is AsmodeuSy

mentioned in the hook of Tobit^ the Ashmiigh-di-o

of the Persians. There, in the dunpa of S'ancha,

is tlie capital city of Naisrif, ox Palii, called Crish-

nangand, being' situated on the river Crishna, or

Cr'ishndngand, that is, with a black body in a hu-

man shape; for rivers have two countenances.

Nairrit had a famous elephant called Cumuday
with the title of JVairntt/ddigaJa, or the elephant

of the South West quarter, or N'airrit. AVonder-

ful stories are related of him ; and there is no doubt

but some of them are mentioned in the Ptcrdnas,

or some other books; but I could not find them.

This famous elephant is, however, mentioned in

Lexicons, and lived in S'ancha-dwipa, with his

tribe of giants in the shape of elephants, or rather

with two countenances. The names of several

rivers in that country are pure Sanscrit, and ob-

viously allude to the ancient inhabitants, in the

shape of elephants, living and sporting on their

banks. Thus the u4istamenos is from Hastimdn,

or Hasti-mati, fidl of elephants. The March was

called ylstosalas, from Hasti-sabhd, because their

chief held his couit there. ylstalmYis, or Astaba-

TYis, was also the name of another river there, from

Hasti-vara, or Ilasli-bdra, the country along its

banks being full of elephants, whose abode it was.

There the unfortunate Sin bad, according to the

author of the vjfrr//'////^ Nights, was once more in

the most imminent danger amongst this Elephan-

tine tribe, on his return from Seren-dip, or ra-

ther Serandah, or Madagascar, called also Ranch^

and in the Purmias, TIarina.
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In my essay on Egypt, I mentioned the unfor-

tunate affray between the son of Cussin, and some
of these elephants, in consequence of which he be-

came a Caiiuapas, or Hke a dead corpse. I cannot

ascertain whether the whole legend be genuine or

not : certain it is, tliat in Lexicons the Carenapds

are mentioned as belonging to the train and re-

tinue of Nairrit, or Palli, and of course they

lived either in Ethiopia or ii\ Egypt,

The dwipa of S'ancha is supposed, by the P^m-
ran'ics, to join the island of Siimati^a, or of fhe

Aloon. This mistaken notion has been adop'-ed by
Ptolemy, and after him by Oriental writers. In

the beginning of the Brahman da-puran a, Lancd,

or the peninsula of Malaya^ and Sumatra join the

island of S'ancha, or Zengh. Samdsthitam, adhering

to, is a participial form, answering to con-stitum in

Latin, and sun-istamai in Grtek. This is under-

stood of the island o^ Mandara, or Sumatra ; for it

is positively declared, that Maha Lanca, or Ma-
lacd, and Sumatra, are separated by a strait called

Lanca-dwara, or the gates of Lanca. Ptolemy,
how ever, supposed it was the peninsula of Malacd
that was thus joined to Africa ; and, for this pur-

pose, makes the shores take a most circuitous turn.

El Edriss[ asserts equally, that the isle of Malai
joins, toward the West, to the country of Zengh.

The inland, or Mediterranean sea, is called Yamo-
dadh'e, or the sea of Yama ; and by Ptolemy Hip-

pados, perhaps from the Sanscrit Updhdlii, which
would imply a subordinate or inferior sea. This

expression would be perfectly grammatical, but I

do not recollect that it is ever used. Hippados may
also be derived simply from Abd'hi, pronounced
Jpd'hi, or the sea. The tract of islands called

Raneh by Arabian writers, and including Mada-
gascar and the surrounding islands, is obvipusly

X 2
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the dwipa oi Hariria, mentioned in the Bliagavata^

along u'ith S'ancha, in the Soiith-West quarter of

the old continent. Tliis island being also called in

Arabic, the isle of the Moon, has occasioned some
confusion Doctor Vixcext has thrown much
light on this subject, in his learned and elaborate

treatise on the Periplus of the Krythrczan sea ; by
which it appears, that the notions of the Arabs,

relating to these seas, are more conformable to the

Purati'as than Ptolemy's description. The three

dwipas to the Eastward, are Yamala, or Malaya,
now the peninsula of Malaca, and the adjacent

islands; as for the dwipa o^Yama, its situation is

rather obscure; the third is Anga-dwipa, in the

North-East, by which they understand China.

There is very little about it in the Puran as; and,

with regard to tlie dwipas of Yama and Ma-
laya, they will be the subject of a particular para-

graph.

VI. There is another division of the old conti-

nent, extracted chiefly from the Bhdgdvata, the

Bramdn'dd, and Brahma-Puranas, which represent

the world under the emblem of a Nymphcea, or Lo-

tos, floating on the ocean. There the whole plant

sig-nifies both the Earth and the two principles of

its fecundation. The stalk originates from the na-

vel of Vishnu, sleeping at the bottom of the

ocean ; and the flower is described as the cradle of

Brahma', or mankind. The germ is both Meru
and the Linga: the petals and filaments are the

mountains which encircle Meru, and are also the

type of the Yoni; the four lea\ es of the calyx are

the four vast dwipas. or countries, toward the four

cardinal points. Eight external leaves, placed two
by two, in the intervals, are eight subordinate

duipas or countries.
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The four great countries, or Maha-dwipas, are

Uttara-curu to the North, Bhadrasva to the East,

Janibu to tlie South, and Cttumala to the West.
In the intermediate spaces, in the North-West, are

Szvarna-prasfha, or Ireland, and Chan'dra-s'ucla-

Avarttana, or Britain. In the North-East are

Ramanaca and Mandara ; these are unknown, and
have been placed there probably for the sake of
syminetry. In the Soutli-East, Lanca, the penin-

sula of Alidaca, Sinhcila, or Ceylon : in the South-

West there is Hai'ina, the Raneh of Arabian au-

thors, now Madagascar; and Pancha-Jahya, or

Sane ha ; as may be seen in the accompanying deli-

neation of the worldly Lotos.

The usual division of the known world is into

nine chan'das, or portions, exactly of the same size, as

to superficial contents, but of very different figures

and dimensions. In the center of the old conti-

nent, on the highest and most elevated spot, is the

division called Ildvrattd, or the circle of Ila: to the

East is Bhadrasva, and to the West Cetumala, or

simply Cctii. Toward the South are three ranges

of mountains, and as m.any to the North; between
them are four divisions, two between the three

ranges in the South, and as many between tliose in

the North. The names of the ranges, to the South
of Ildvratta, are Himachala, Himadrci, or the

snowy mountain : to the North of this range is the

second, called llema-cui'a, from its golden peaks

;

the country, or division, between them, is called

Cimpii-rusha, or Cimiara-dhanda. The third range
is called Nishad'ha; and the country between this

and Hema-c'ut'a, is called Harivarsham, or Hari-
c'handa.

To the North of Ilavratta are the Nila, or blue

mountains : to the North of this range is another.

X 3
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called ^Szveta, or the white mountains : the cOun-

try between these two is called Ramyaca: the

third and last range is called ^Sri/iga-van : and the

counrry between the two last, is Hirar/ijamaya^ or

Hirarimaya. These six ranges extend from sea to

sea, and are of ditterent lenoth, according to the

latitudes they are in. The length of the two in-

nermost ranges, and o^ course of the longest, is

equal to the breadth of Jambu-dwipa, or 100,000
Ynjanas; the length of the two middle ranges,

^Sweta and Hema-cut'a, is 90,000 Vujanas: the two
outermdst, Sringa-vdn and Himdchala, are 80,000

Yojanas in length, ihese mountains are 2000 Vo-

janaa broad, and as many high, or about 10,000

miles : we are informed, in the Cdlicd-purdn'a, that

ir was so formerly; but that since, the mountains

have gradually snbsided, and that the highest is

not above one Yujana in height, or less than five

miles.

According to the Trai-locya-darpan'a, these

ranges do not extend from sea to sea, and occupy
little more than the fourth part of the breadth of

the old continent, which is, in that treatise, said

to be equal to 60,000 Y(>jamis. The length of the

two outermost ranges is declared to be 4S202 Yor-

janas ; the two middle ones 8416, and the two in-

nermost 16,832. This is the niore reasonable, as

these three ranges, very plain and obvious in the

Korth of India, are soon confused together, and
disappear at some distance from it; and as 150,000

Yojanas, in the Trai locya-darpana, are considered

as equal to 180 degrees of longitude, the first range

will extend East and VVest, about two and twenty
degrees of longitude, which is the utmost breadth

of India. The difierence between the two other

ranges, and the first, is disproportionate and inad^

missible ; and the proportion given in the Furdn'as-
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of their respective lengths, is more natma!, being

in the ratios often, nine, and eight. In tiiis man-
ner the three ranges are, in a great measnre, con-

fined to the orig-inal Jambu, or India.

The country, to the South of the Southernmost
range, is called Bhdrata. and originally was con-

fined to India; but it is also enlarged, along with

Jambii^ and is now made to extend fiom the shores

of the Atlantic to those of the Eastern ocean.

In the same manner, the country beyond the

Northernmost range, as far as the Frozen ocean, is

called Cum, or Jiravata, being the native coun-
try of the famous elephant of Ixdra, called Aira-

vafa, and of his numerous tribe and descendants,

whose ei'ui'i(r, or spoils, are to be found in vast

quantities in the Northern parts of the old conti-

nent. These nine divisions are said to be perfectly

equal in superficial contents, though of different

shapes : and the only difficulty in delineating a ge-

neral map of the world, is to divide the whole sur-

face into nine e(]ual parts, one of which, in the

centre, is to be a perfect square, and out of tlie

eight others, every two divisions are to liave ex-
actly the same fio-nrc and dimensions. The ac-

companying map of Jambu, whieh is very com-
mon, is supposed to be drawn on these principles

;

but whetlicr it be very exact in that respect, I

shall not determine, as I am by no means willing

to go through tlie necessar}- calculations, which,
after all, would prove of no use. In consequence
of this arrangement, the first range, or the snowy
mountains, lies under the parallel of fifty-two de-

grees of latitude ; the second under that of 65" 48';

and Nishadlia in 76°. Aleru is here supposed to

be the North pole. The three other ranges be-

yond Meru are exactly in the same latitudes,

X 4
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reckoning from tlie opposite side of the equator,

which circumscrihes the Northern hemisphere.

But Meru is not the North pole; it is true that it

is the Nava, NobeJ?, or under the ninetieth degree,

not from the equator, but from the horizon ; or, in

other words, it is the zenith and centre of the

known world, or old continent, not including the

sea ; and this cen*-re, according to the PanranicSy in

the time ot Cosmas Indoplfustes, in the middle

of the sixth century, was said to be exactly be-

tween China and Greece. We read constantly in

the Puranas of countries, mountains, and ri\crs,

some to the North, others to the East, or to the

V^est of Meru ; the country of North Curu^ be-

j'ond Aleru, is repeatedly declared to be to the

South of the Northern ocean. All these ex-

pressions shew very plainly, that by Miru, the

Pauraiiks did not originally understand the North
pole, which they call Sidd'hapur, which place, the

astronomers say, cannot be under the North pole,

bee ause it is in the track of the sufl ; for wb.en the

sun is there, it is midnight at Lanca and in India;

it must be then under the equator. This is very

true; but we are to argue, in the present case, ac-

cording to the received notions of the Pauran'ics^

who formerly considered the Earth as a flat sur-

face, with an immense convexity in the centre,

behind which the sun disappeared graduall}^ de-

scending so as to graze the surface of the sea at

Sidd^hapura. In the Brahman da Puran'a section

of the Bhuvana-Cos a, it is declared, that one-half

of the surface (vedi) of the earth is on the South
of Meru, and the other half on the North. All

this is very plain, if we understand it of the old

continent; one half of which is South of the ele-

vated plains of little Bokhara, and the other half

to the North of it. Then, twelve or fifteen lines

lower, the author of the same Puran'a adds, and
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these two countries, South and North of Mtrii,

are in the sliape of a bow ; this is to be understood

of their outennost limits or shores.

Another irrefragable proof, that by Mtru we are

to understand the elevated plains of little Bukhara^

are tlie four great rivers issuing fiom it, anri flow-

ing toward the four cardinal points of the world;

three of v/hicli are well known to the H'mdus.

These rivers are the Ganges; the Sitd, flowing to-

ward the East, and now called the Hara-Mortn;
the Bhadrd to the North, and probably the Jenisea

in Siberia; the fouith is the Apara-Gmidica, or

Western Ga7idicd, called more generally Chacshu.

It flows toward the West, and its present name,

among the natives, tovvard its source, is Cocsha^

and fr mi the former is derived its Greek appella-

tion of Od'us.

Thus the distance of Meru from the equator is

reduced from ninetv de^-rees to fortv-hve; the dis-

tance from the equator at Lnncd^ to Sidd'ha-pura,

or the North pole, is leduced from one hundred
and eighty to ninety degrees ; and every distance

from North to South, in the Hindu maps, must be

reduced in the same proportion.

Thus the snowy mountains, to the North of In-

dia^ and ])laced in the map in the latitude of fifty-

two degrees, arc brought down lower into twenty-

six degrees, the lialf of fifty-two : and they really

begin that latitude near Asaam; but they are made,
most.erroneously, to ran iiv a direction East and
West. Sth-aeo descants a great deal upon the di-

rection of the mountains to the North of hidia'^,

from HipfMrchiis and Eratosthenes; and concludes

* StRABO, lib. II, page 118 and 122.
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by saying, tliat the obliquit}^ of the direction of
these ranges was to be retained in the maps, ex-

actly as it was in the old ones. The whole reduc-

tions are thus exhibited in the following table:

—

The North Pole, yo'

66° parallel of 66' or Polar circle,

128" 64° first range North of il/e;'w,

1 14 2' 57 1 second ditto, ditto,

104 52 third ditto, ditto,

90 45 Merif,

76 38 third range, South of Mem,
65" 8' 32° 34' second range ditto,

52 ..... 26 snowy mountains.
Instead of the numbers beyond Meru, their com-
piemeiit to ninety is 10 be used.

But as Mem, or the centrical point between the

sources of the four great rivers, is not in the lati-

tude of forty-five degrees, a further correction must
take place Nn precision can be expected here

;

but this centrical point cannot be carried further

North tlian thirty-nin''. or forty degrees ; and the

three Northern ranges will fall in the following

latitudes.

IVIe'ru in 40°, the Nila range in 47°, Sxveta m
59^, and Sriuga-van in 59"'

The summit of Mem is represented as a circular

plain, of a vast extent, surrounded by an edge of

hills. The whole is called Ilatratta, or the circle

of Ila, and considered as a celestial Earth, or

Swargabliiiim ; and it is thus called to this day, by
the people of 7'ihtt, the Chinese, and the Tartars

;

and, like the Hindus, they have it in the greatest

veneration, worshipping its encircling mountains

whcnc\er they descry them. According to Df.

GuiGisEs, the Chinese call them Tien-chan, and
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the Tartars Kiloman, or the celestial mountains.

In Tibet tliey call them Tangra, or Tangla, accord-

ing- to F. Cassiano and Pura'n-gir; the latter

accompanied the late Lama to China, and gave
me an accurate journal of his marcli from Tissoo-

Lumbo to Siting, or Sining. Tingri, in the lan-

guage of the 'Tartars and Moguls, signifies the hea-

vens ; and even Tibet is called Tibet-Tingri, or the

heavenly country of Tibet. The name of Tien-chan
is given by the Chinese to the mountains to the

North of Hinia : to the Southern part of the circle

they give the name of Sioue-chan, or snowy moun-
tains. This range, says De Guigxes, runs along
the northern limits oi India, toward China, encom-
passing a large space, enclosed, as it were, within
a circle of mountains*. The Southern extremity
of this circle is close, according to the present

Hindu maps, to the last, or Northern range, called

Nisfuufha; and this is actually the case with the

mountains of Tatigrah, near Lassa, which is in the

interval between the second and third range. Ac-
cording to F. Cassiano, the mountains of Tan-
grah are seen from the ^nxvimit of Cambala, several

days journey to. the Westward of Lassa. The f\i-

mous Pura'n-gir left them on the Itft, in his way
from Tissoo-Lumbo to China, at the distance of
about twelve coss, and did not fail to worship
them. At the distance of seventy-seven coss from
the last place, he rccko^ied Lassa to be about
twenty coss to tlic right; twenty-three coss beyond
that, he was near the mountaiiis of Ninjink Tangra,
a portion of that immense circular ridge. In his

progress toward the famous temple of i[jak, or

fJzuk, called Souk in tlie niaps, he saw tliem se-

veral tin'^:es. Close to Ninjink-'Tangra he entered
the mountains ofLurkinh, called Larkin in the maps.

'^ fihtoire des liuufi, Vol. 11, in tiie beginning.
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VII. This sacred mountain, or heaven-like coun-

try, made parr, it seems, of the sacred cosmogra-

phy of the ancients. The Jews had some notions

of it, and called it the mountain of God: they
afterwards, with great propriety, gave that name
to mount Moriah. The Greeks > liad their mount
Olympus, inaccessible but to the Gods; and I'da-

vratta, or Ild-vratta, signifies the circle of I la,

the Eartli, which is called also Ida. Olympus is

derived from the Sanscrit Ilapu, or lldpus, the lioly

city of Ila, or Ida : thus it appears, that Olympus
and Ida were originally the same. In remembrance
of this holy circular space, the Greeks and Romans^
when wishing to build a town, marked. out a circle,

which the first called Olympus, and the others

Mundus, from the Sanscrit Man da, a circle ; they

said also urbs orb'is, which is a translation of mawda,

in the language of the Gods, into that of mortals.

According to Du Perhon, the Farsisave acquaint-

ed with such a mountain in the centre of the world;

and so are the Musuhums to this day. It was not

unknown to our ancestors, the Scythians ; for they

are introduced by Justin, saying, that their na-

tive country was situated on an elevated spot,

higlier than the rest of the world, and from which
rivCrs flowed in all directions. The Jezvs and
Greeks soon forgot the oiiginal Meru, and gave

that name to sonie favourite mountain in their own
country ; the first to mowwt Sion, ax Moriah. The
Greeks had tlieir Olympus, and mount Ida, near

which was the city of Ilium, yiileyam in Sanscrit,

from Ila, whose inliabitants were Meropes, from

Merupa; being of divine origin, or descended from

t)ie rulers of Meru.

This mountain was even known in Ein^ope to a

iale period; for it is mentioned in the Nubian geo-

nra{)her, unrler the name of Aloregar, from Meru-
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giri, or Aleru-gir, the mountain 6f Mei^u. It is

described by him as of an immense height, circu-

lar, and enclosing several countries within.

This sacred mountain is called, by divines in Ti-

bet, Righiel: hence Sostiie-Ves, as cited by Plu-
tarch*, instead of saying that Dioxysius, or

Bacchus, was born on mount Mem, or Meros^
says, that he was born on mount Argilius, which
he places, it is true, either in Egypt or Ethiopia.

In the same author we find another ridiculous

story about this mountain, under the name of the

bed of Boreas, which he says was one of the high-

est peaks of mount Caucasus, and from which
Jupiter hurled Saturn down into Tartarus.

Mount Mem is called, in the Deccan, the moun-
tain, peak. Cut'a of Boreca, or the pole Boureka,

by Mr. Bailly, and other French authors. In
the lamuli language, and others in that country,

the North is called Vddaca, Vadahurram, or Vcida-

purram, generally pronounced Vdraca, &c. the

North wind Vdrariada, from the root Vada. In
Sanscrit, Udac is the North, or Uttara. Vada sig-

nifies originally high, great, &c. and the North is

called, in Sanscrit, Uttara, from its being sup-

posed to be the highest point on the surface of the

earth. The Greeks thus translated Ciifa, the peak
of Burraca, Badaga, Badaca, by the bed of Bo-
reas ; because Koite, in Greek, signifies a bed.

This mode of translation seems to have been much
in use among them ; for they translated Deo-bau,

the forest of the Gods, by Theon-painai, Deoriuu-

pcence. The Atshdmi, a powerful tribe in the hills

near tlie Gauges, by Astomi, or people without
mouths.

* Plutarch de flum.
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The Biftigi mountains of Ptolemy, in the Dec*
can, are in the country of the Badcgas, according

to European travellers of the seventeenth century
;

and their language is called Badega The inhabi-

tants of that country are called, in the Tamidi dia-

lect, Vadacin ; and by others Faduca and Vadugas,

but generally pronounced Vdrugds and fVarugas

;

though in writing they retain the letter D, which
has a peculiar sound between D and R, as in San-

scrit. NoxNUs, in his Dionysiacs*, takes particu-

lar notice of mount Mtru, and of its circular sur-

face on its summit. " Bacchus," says he, " or
" Crishna, divided his forces into four armies;
" one he sent to the foot of the Northern moun-
*' tain, with a circular summit, and surrounded
" with deep vallies shaded with trees ; and from
" this peak, in Caucasm, issue many rivers, de-
" riving their waters from Jupiter." This was
Jupiter Pluvialis, the Indra of the Hindus,

who holds his court on the summit of 7l'/m/, which
is called the Swerga, or heaven of Indra. To
this mountain Euhewerus gives the name of
Olympus, and very properly. It is emphatically

called, as we have seen, the circle of lid, or

Ida, or Ildvratta; it might be called also Ildpu, or

Ildpus, the city of the Karth, or Ild-pus, from Ila

or Has, which sounds exactly like llos in Greek.

Ila was the son of VAivASWATA-AfAXU, or Noah,
and who, in his old age, resigned the empire of

the Earth to him ; and thus he became Ild-pati, or

Jijd-pati, the Lord sovereign of the earth, and Ilus

the eldest, in Homer, lived near mount Olympus^

and Ida, in the city of Ilium, inhabited by jVIe-

ROPES.

Ila', Ida, and Ira, m Sanscrit, signify the earth;

* NoMNi Dionrj. lib. XXVII. v. 150, &c^
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and these tliree names are to be found in the Greek
language : J/j/s, or Ilos, signifies tfmd; Ei^a is the

earth ; and Ida' is the name of the goddess Earth,

Id{£a mater, both in Greek and the ancient Gothic.

Athejstagoras, as cited by Rudbeck*, informs

us, that, according to Orpheus, water was first,

and from it was created Ilijs, or Earth, in an 7(n-

formed state; Ila', or Ila's, was the son of Mantlt,

or Noah, called also Mitra Varun'a in the Pu-
rAlias, or the friendly Varuna, or Neptune.
According to Hesychius, Ilaox, a hero, was the

son of PosEiDOx, the God of the sea. Jya, in

Sanscrit, is the Earth ; and in Greek, Aia, Gt\

or Gaid, which last signifies earth, and also dust.

Thus, in Sanscrit, lid is the earth, and Aileyam is

dust and earth also. Ailcijain-pus is synonymous
with Ild-pus, and is the famous city of Ixdra,
and of the Gods ; a heavenly citu, which is really a

terrestrial heaven. The followers of Alexander
mistook a small mountain, between Cabul and
the Indus, for the original Meru. This is called

Aleru-s^ringa, or the peak of Meru, in the Purd-
itas, and is considered as a splinter of that holy

mountain. There are many other hills thus called

in India, besides artificial ones ; and the Gods are

supposed to come and sport there occasionally.

The Greeks had likewise several holy mountains,

called Olympus and Ida. . Euhemkrus calls it 7>i-

phylian Olympus, because Jupiter Triphylius, or

SivA, with his trident (trisul), resides there, and
fixed it on its summit. The Trisul is called Tri-

phala, in the North-West parts of India, from the

Sanscrit Tri-phala, which is rendered in Lexicons

by Tri-cantaca, or having three points. The wort]

phala was used in the West in that sense, and the

obelisks in the circus were called Phaloc. But as

* Volinne II, page 46(?.
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Tri-philios, in Greek, signifies three tribes or fami-*

lies, KuHKMERUs thought proper to translate it

thus; besides, he found three nations and cities in

the legends of India, which he might conceive

countenanced his translation. The abode of Llrd-

niis was called Ccelus, or Co'Uus, by tlie Latians;

and he is the same with Siva, called the God of

Cailas, because he resides on Cailasa, one of the

three peaks on the summit of Mem.

Mount Merit is said to be of four different co-

lours, toward the four cardinal points; but the

Paurariics are by no means unanimous about them

;

and the seas, through the reflection of the solar

beams from each side, are of the same colours.

The East, like the Brdhmens, is of a white colour;

the S )Uth, like the Vaisyas, is yellow; Apara, the

West, like the Siidras, is of a brown or dark co-

lour; and the North is red, like the Cshatriyas.

But in the Haimavatchan da, Mem is said to be

supported, or propped, by four -enormous but-

tresses ; that toward the East, is of pure gold

;

toward the South, of iron; to the West, of sil-

ver; and the buttress to the North, of copper.

Thus toward the East it is yellow, to the Sourh

red, white to the West, and of a dark brown to

the North. There arc several other opinions, which

I shall pass over with ()i)servini>-, that the Indian

ocean is called Amnoda, or Amnodddhi, or the

lied sea, being reddened by the reflection of the

solar beams from that side of Meru which is of

that colour; and Pliny nearly says the same

thing*. I shall pass over the extravagant ac-

counts of this fiimous mountain, represented by

some as a cone, by ot!)ers ;is an inverted one.- In

Ceylon, they say it is in the shape of an innnense

* Fliny, Lib. 6\ c. 23.
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round column: in Tibet tliis column is said to be
square; some of tlie followers of Jixa comuare it

to a dram, that is to say, they give it the shn:)e

of a barrel. This idea, however exrra\ ag-ant and
absuid, prevailed once in the West, as we have
seen before.

VIIL The rivers flowing from M6 -u are four in

number: there are four also in scj p ine; and we
read, m the Edda, of four prima?vai rivers of milk
flowing from the teats of the cow Audhumbla. In
all these accounts, these rivers are only branches

of an origiual one, called Swargaiiga, or Mandd-
chii, in the Punhias : in the Edda all rivers derive

their origin from that q^Wq^ liver gdmer ; but in

scripture it has no name.

It rises from under the feet of Vishnu, at the

polar star, and, passing through the circle of the

moon, it fiills upon the summit of Mert(, where it

divides into four streams, flowing toward the four

cardinal points. According to Ge?ie,sis, this river

went forth, watering the garden of Eden, and of
course winding through it; from thence ir was
parted, aud became into four heads. The Paurd-
tiics use the same expression, but in a literal sense;

and suppose that these four branches pass actually

through four rocks, car\ed into the^ shape of -bur

heads of various animals. The Ganges, running
towards the South, passes through a cow's hci.d ;

hence India is called the country of the CW, its

inhabitants are descended, according to some, from
a cow, whence they are styled Gau-vansas, they
were originally Go-pdlas, or simply Paliis, or shep-

herds. To the West is a horse's head, from which
flows the chacs/iic or c.vus : aud the. inhabitants of
the countries bordering on it, are of course yi/iY/*,

or Tiirano-amas, horses or rather horsemen, Ac-
VoL. VIII. Y
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cording to Scripture the house of Togarmah, or

ThorCxAma, as he is called by Cedrenus and Syn-
CELLUS, traded in the fairs of Tyre, with hoises.

Toward the East is the head of an elephant, from
which flows the river Sitd : and to the North is a

lion's head, from which flows the Bhadrasama

;

hence this country, the same with Siberia, is called

the kingdom of the lions : and there was actually

a powerful Tartarian tribe called the tribe of the

lion.

The Bauddliists have no rivers on Mtrii; but

place the origin of them in the South-West quar-

ter. The reason of this is, that they place the

seven dwipas, or ranges of mountains, with their

seas between Meru, and Lidia, or Jamhu-dzcipa.

These seven seas, or rather the river of milk,

winding seven times round Mkru, is the ori-

ginal river, which re-appears in the South-West,

and there parting, becomes into four heads of ani-

mals, the same as in the Puran'as. But the rivers

are very diiterent, being the Ganges, the Sindliu

or Indus, the Pahkiu ox Brahma-putra, which springs

from the head of an elephant ; and for this reason

upper Tibet is called the kingdom of the elephant,

though there are no elephants there at present.

The other river, toward the North, issues from a

lion's head, and is called Sita : it is the Ojcvs,

These four rivers spring from the roots of the tree

Jambu, of a most extravagant size. The Baud-

dliists seem to know but of one tree of knowledge,

and granting all our wishes. The Pauranics have

many, which they call Calpavrwsha. There is but

one in the Mosaical account, and the Musulmans

acknowledge but one, which they call Tuba: and

our ancestors boasted of the famous A.sh-tree

Ygdrdsil. This river of milk, winding round Meru,

is not peculiar to the followers of Budd'ha; I re-
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ttiember seeing in one of the Puraiias, that the

heavenly Ganges winds seven times round Mera

:

that is between that mountain, and the dw'ipa of

Jamhu. Tiie Styx, according to mythologists in

the West, went nine times round the world ; for

nine was a favourite number among them : and the

ancient Goths reckoned nine worlds, or dwipas.

The elevated plains of Meru are perhaps the high-

est spot, or at least the highest flat in the old con-

tinent. Its height toward Ind'ia^ and China, is

odiafious : it is not so considerable toward the
•53pi „

North, and is still less toward the North-west,

where the ascent between the Lithinos-pyrgos or

stone-tower, and the station of the merchants

trading to China, is by no means very difficult.

The Lithinos-pyrgos still exists under the name of

Chalsatoon, or the forty columns ; and is famous all

over these countries. The station of the merchants

is still their place of rendezvous to this day, and
is called Tuct-Soleiman, or the throne of Solomon.
The Lithi?20s-pyrgos is at the extremity of a small

branch jutting out of a range of mountains to the

left of the road, or to the North, and projects to-

ward the South, and ends abruptly in the middle

of a plain. Its extremity, consisting of a solid

rock, has been cut into a regular shape, with two

rows, each of twenty columns. The front part is

in a very ruinous condition, and the upper row of

columns remains suspended from the top : the co-

lumns below answering to them, with their enta-

blature, having been destroyed. It is a mcst won-
derful work, and ascribed by the natives to super-

natural agents as usual.

At the distance of a day's march toward the East,

is Hoshati, or Oshn, called also Gosh, or Owsk:
there begins a chcjin of mountains, from which
springs a rivulet called Ascho?i by Strahlenberg:

Y <-Z
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Here I have placed the three ranges of rifoun-

tains, according to the documents of Hindu astro-

nomers : but not according to their usual delinea-

tions : for, according to these, the three ranges

should be represented by three concentric half

circles, parallel to tlie meridians of the projection.

It is acknowledged, that these ranges are in the

direction of as many parallels of latitude. In that

case the outermost ranges must be the longest

:

and this is the opinion of the Jainas^ as I observed

before, in the sixth paragraph of the first chapter.

No. IV, exhibits the old Continent, projected

upon an imaginary circle passing through the

North pole, and just grazing the equator in the

South. Instead of a circle, it should be an oval,

with the longest diameter East and West. But as

the tracing of an oval would be attended with some
difficulty, the m.dio\tYi\.Fauranics have adopted the

circle in its room ; and seldom use the other. As
such a delineation would be useless^ I have, of

course, omitted it.'5

The chasm in the North-West, through the

mountains surrounding the world, was made by
Cr^shna, when he went to see his prototype

VisHxu, or the great spirit, the Paramatmd of the

world, whose abode is among waters, in the land

of darkness. Several heroes have passed since

through this chasm, which will be the subject of

a particular paragraph hereafter.

No. y, explains the true system of the known
world, 'd.CQOTd\ng to t\\G Puraiias, ^xiA'tht Jainas,

reconciled with that of the astronomers of India.

Here the Meru of the Paitran'ics is brought back
to its proper place, whilst the Miru of the astro-
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iiomers remains under the North pole. The zones

between Jambii or India, and the Meru of the astro-

nomers, are obviously our seven climates ; and the

points where the astronomical zones intersect the

zones of the Paurmics round their respective cen-

tres equally called Meru, shew the true situation

of the dw'ipas or countries, fi'om which these zones,

according to the system either of the astronomers

or of the Paunhrks, are equally denominated,

whether they are reckoned relatively to the North
pole, or to a centrical point in the elevated plains

of Tartary.

No. VI, is a delineation of the country of Pha-
rata, in the fullest acceptation of that denomina-
tion. Its nine divisions with Curu^ or Siberia,

and the Northern parts of Europe, making in all

ten districts, were all destroyed by a violent storm,

and inundation, except one. Thus the ten divi-

sions of the Atlantis were all destroyed by a flood,

except one, called Gades, which probably included

Spain.

Some also are of opinion, that, out of the seven

dxvipas, six were likewise overwhelmed by a tlood.

This circumstance is also noticed in the third vo-

lume of the Jyin-Acbtri. But I beheve that this

notion originated with the Purmicas, who, unable

to point out these wonderful countries, described

in so extravao-ant a manner in their sacred books,

found that the best way was to swear, that they

had disappeared.

Bb4
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miles, which agrees tolerably welFwith the above

account.

Between the ranges to the North and South of

MerUy the Paurdnics place two other ranges of

'mountains ; one on each side of Meru, and in a

North and South direction. The Western range,

called Gand'hamddana, does really exist, and an^

swers to the Comctdi mountains of Ptolemy, called

also Cumiidci in the Purdnas. But the Eastern

range, called Mdlyatdn, and answering to the

former, exists but in the imagination of the Pau-
Tcinics ; symmetry certainly required it, and this

was enough for them.

IX. In the Vayu Purana, we are told, that the

water or Ogha of the ocean, coming down from
heaven like a stream of Anmta upon Mtru^ en-

circles it, through seven channels, for the space of

84,000 Y(janas, and then divides into four streams,

which, falling from the immense height of MerHy
rest themselves in four lakes, from which they

spring over the mountains through the air, just

brushing the summits. This wild account was not
unknown in the West; for this passage is trans-

lated, almost verbally, by Pliny and Q. Curtius,
in speaking of the Ganges. Cum magno Jragore
ipsius statim fontis Ganges erumpit^ et magnorum
montium juga recto alveo stringit, et ubiprimum
mollis piamtits contingat, in quodam lacu hospitatw\

The words in Italics are from Pliny*, the others

from Curtius
"f.

These four lakes are called Arun'odd in the East;

Mdm.sa in the South; in the West Sitodd: the

fourth, in the North is called Mahd-Bliadrd.

* Puny VI. c. iS'', \ Curtius VIII. c. 9%
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From Mana-Sarovara, or, according to the vulgar

pronunciation, Mansaraur, the lake of Mana or

Mdnasa, issues the Ganges. According to Pura'n-
GiR, who accompanied the late Lama to China^

and had seen that lake in his way from Lassa to

Lddac, it is called iu Tibet, Chu-Mdpanh, or the

lake of Mupanh. In the Lama's map it is called

Mapama: but Pur'an-gir, a well informed man,
assured me that its true name was Mdpanh. It

was probably written at first Mapam by Portuguese
Jesuits, in whose language the letter "b,!, at the end
of a word, has a nasal sound, as it had in Latin,

and is to be sounded like the letter N at the end of
a word in French.

This lake is constantly called Mdnsaraur by
pilgrims ; but there appears, according to the Fau-
rdnics, to be another, a great way to the North

;

this they call Bindu-Saronara, or the lake formed
by the Bindii, or drops of water falling from the

hair of Maha'-deva, when he received the holy-

stream, from on high, on his head, There is cer- •

tainly some confusion in the Piirdn'as about Mcina-

Sarovara ; and we must then acknowledge two
lakes of that name : one on the summit of Mtru,
and the other to the South of it : for the sacred

books cannot be reconciled otherwise. In that case

Bindu'Sarovara, mentioned but seldom, is the same
with the Southern Mana-sarovara. The great

Mana-sarovara, which proceeded from the heart of

Brahma', is on Meru, and the four great rivers

issue from it : but from this Mansaraur, South of

Meru, the Ganges is the only river issuing. It is

of course the same with Bindu-saraur, ox the lake

Mdpanh of those of Tibet,

According to Pura'n-gir, this lake is situated

QU an elevated plain covered with long grass, to the

Y 4i
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North of which is a conical hill called Khyem-hngy
and dedicated to Maha'-dp:va ; and which is in-

serted in the map of tlie Lamas, but withcnit name,

and with two roads ending there. It is one of the

Southern peaks of mount Cantaisch, which rises

above the rest to an amazing height. A small

stream, rising behiixl the subordinate peak of

K^fi/''>n-luug\ IS considered hv pilgrims as the source

of the Ganges. There endt rl r he survey of the Lama
marliemancians ; and the countries to the South,

and South- U'e.sr, were added afrerwards, from the

rq)ort of nanves.. During the rains the lake is said

to o\ ertlow, and several streams rush down from

the hills- but they soon dry up, even the sacred

stream itself not excepted,

According to Pura'n-gir, and other pilgrims

from India, this extensive plain is surrounded on
ail sides by peaks, or conical hills, but very irrc-

gul'tr : toward the North rhey rise gradually, and
a little beyond the sugar-loaf hill o\' Khi/em-lung

begins the hdse oi' Cantaisch. Toward the East the

range of peaks is very low, forming only a serrated

crest. To the South this crest is much higher than

toward the other cardinal points : but, to the North,

the mountains beyond the crest are very high.

The Southern crest is very near the banks of the

lake. The lake itself forms an irregular oval, ap-

proaching to a cucle, but the two inlets or smaller

lakes to the North are said not to exist, for Pu-
eax'-gir's route was to the xSorth of the lake, and
close to its shore, and he did not see them. Pil-

grims are five days in going roimd the lake, and
the place of worship, or Gomhah, is to the South.

It consists ot a few huts, with irregidar steps down
the banks of the lake. The Gangts issues from it,

and during the dry season its stream is hardly five

.
or six inches deep. It does not go through tliQ
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lake called Lanken \\\ the maps; it flows to the

South Ecist of it, at the distance of two or three

coss. This lake is called in India the pool of Ra'-

va^sta : and hecause he is the Lord o\' Ldnca ; his

pool is called the lake of Lancu, or Lanken, in tiie

Uiaps.

The \'AkQ.Q^Min-5araiir is mentioned hv PltnTj
as I observed before, and it is probabiv rhe same
that is mentioned by Ctlsias, who sa^s it was
eight hiUKUed stadia in circumference. M. Polo
describes it as to the VVes?^ of I'ihet, but d(;es not

mention its name. It is noticed bv P. Mo.vserrat,
who acconipaiicd the Knipcnir Acbar in his expe-

dition t'oCabui, in the year 15S1. ih- calls it Man-
sariwr, ami, from the report of pilgrims, places it

in thirty-two degrees of latitude N(jrrh ; and al)ont

three hundred and fifty miles to the North-East of
Serhind. The fiist Eai'opean who saw it, was P.

Andrada, in the year 16"24 : and in the years 1715,

and J/lf^, it was visited by the -missionaries P,

pEsiDERius, and Emanuel Freyer.

The Bunnahs call this lake Anoudat, and place

four heads of animals to the four cardinal points,

frona which spring tlie four great rivers; and thus,

in the opinion of the divines of Tibet and Ava, this

lake is the real Man-saraur. Erom this description

one might be induced to suppose this lake to be the

crater of a Volcano, but nuich larger tlian any now
existing. Ctesias says th.it a liquid matter like

oil was swinuTiing on its surface, ar'd wns carefully

collected by the inhabitants, ;md AI. Polo adds,

that pearls were found there. The pilgrims I have
consulted knew nothing either of this precious oil

or of the pearls. They six. wed me, however, small

pebbles, some like pease, others as big as a pigeon's

^gg, which they told me were found on the shores
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of that lake, and that pilgrims used to take a few
of thcin as relics, to give to their friends : and I

was presented accordingly with some. They are in

general as transparent as the purest chrystal, and I

should suspect them to be pieces of chrystal, broken
and rounded by mutual attrition, occasioned by
the motion of waters.

To the West of this lake springs \\\e Sita-Canfhdf

probably the Sitocatis of Akrian. It is called also

the AIlechlid-Gauga, or impure Ganges: and is sup-

posed, by some, to be the same with the Satlaj or

Sitlodd in the Panjctb : this erroneous idea seems to

originate from its being called by pilgrims Sitlodd :

but its true name is Sitodd, nearly synonymcJus with

Sita-cdnfhd. The famous Jaya-sinha, Rajah of

Jaifpoor, sent people as far as the Cow's-mouth, and
they found that the Sitodd, after flowing for a con^

siderable space toward the AVest suddenly turned

to the South, came within two miles of the Cow's-

moulh, and fell into the Ganges about sixteen coss

lower.

To the East, or para, is the Arun'oda lake, lite^

rally the water or lake of Arun'a or Dawn: and it

is called to this day Orin-nor, or the lake of 0)'in,

and from it flows the yellow river, the Sitd of the

Purdn'as^ called also Para-Gan'dica, or Eastern

Gan'dica,

Aparen'a, or to the West, is the Sitodd lake

from which issues the Apara-Gan'dicd or Western

Gandicd, called also Chacshu in the Purdnas, Oxm
by the Greeks, and Cocshu by the natives. This

lake at the source of the 0.vus, is noticed in some
maps : by the natives it is called Ctil or the lake

;

and by Persian authors Div-sardn ; according to

Sir W. Jones, in his life of Nadjr-Siiah; Dc^'a^

1
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sara, in Sanscrit, signifies the lake of the Gods, or

the divine lake. According to them it is near the

mountains o^ Andcmas from the Sanscrit And'^ha-Ta-

Viasa, ox Andli-Tamas : both words imply darkness;

but being joined together, imply it in a superlative .

degree; and it is the name of one of the divisions

of hell. On their summit is the Bclur, or dark coun-

try of the majjs. The Anfhema mountains are called

Sacranthcma by Bernard Goez. An intelligent and
well informed native of Biducshan, and royal mes-
senger of that country for fjrty years, under
Ahmed and Zeman-Shah, inform.ed me that Ser-

Anthana is the true name ; that ser or sereh signi-

fies in his country, end, limit, or border, and ap-

pears to be the name of a place near the Anthema
mountains, as Ser-Hind, or on the borders of Hind,
This lake is said to be three days journey in cir-

cumference. The O.vus does not spring immedi-
ately from it, but^at the distance of fifteen miles to

the West it emerges from the ground. The Cocsha
is the sacred stream which sanctifies the waters of
the Odus ; but by no means the main stream, which
is more to the North. It is so with regard to the

Ganges, the sacred stream of which is called Alaca-

nanda, and is but a small river, the source of which
is twelve coss to the North-East of Badaricasrar/ia,

and, I believe, about 130 miles from Hardzvar.

From the lake to the hills to the Eastward is an
extensive plain, called Sardgh-Chopawn, or the

plains of Chopaum. There are four places there men-
tioned by GoEz, Ciarciunar, or Chdr-Chundr the

four cedars, like the four cedars, or pines, perhaps,

near Cashmir, called Char-Chundr also : these four

trees no longer exist *\ Sarcil was explained to me,
by Camber-Ali, the king's messenger, by Sereh-

* Mr. FoRSTER renders the word Chunur by plane trees in his

account of Cashmir, and he is perhaps right,
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cul, or Ser-cu! close, or on the borders of the lake

:

and Serpanil by Ser-pamer. These mountains are

called in the Purcn'as Cunuma, the Comadi of
Ptolemy, and Atijana or Crishna the birK'k nrioun-

tains. Camber-Ali gave me a dieadtul account
of them from report, for he ne\er saw them, bat
at a distance.

The fourth lake in the North is called Maha-
Bhaclra, which is probably the lake Saisans, from
which flows the ri\er Irtiz, As the epithet Maha
implies a great kke, I am sometimes inclined to

suppose it to be the same with the lake Baikal

}

but it is too much out of ti)e way : though 1 must
confess, that its distance can be no objection with
the PaKr/n'ics. Besides, the Baikcl lake is called

to this day Szveto-r/iore, or the holy and sacred sea,

and the countiy about it, and all along the Ergone,

or jh'goji, is considered as holy by the Hindus, who
occasionally visit this sacred spot, Eell, in his

travels, mentions liis seeing a Hindu there from

Madras. Strahleneeug saw another at Jdboisk,

who, it seems, had settled there. I have seen two
who had visited that country, one was called Arees-

n:ara, whom I mentioned in my essay on mount
Caucasus. The four sacred rivers springing from

the Man-sarovara, according to the divines of

Tibet, are the Brama-puira, the Ganges, the Indus,

and the Sila. 'i'lic Ganges is the only one that

really issues from that lake, or if the tinee others

do, it must be through subterranean channels; and
such communications, whether real or imaginary,

are very conimon in the Puran'as. The Sitd may
be the Siloda, Sitlud/t, supposed to communicate
with the \Satlaj or 'Satcdara, thus called from its

liuiidred branches or bellies, through which it is

supposed to fall into the sea.
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The Lidits was supposed formerly to have its

source not far from Alan-sarovara, which P. Mox-
SERRAT places in thirty-two degrees of latitude

North; and the source of the Indus in latitude

32" 15', the difference of longitude between the

source and the lake 1° 45'.

The difference of longitude between Delhi, and
Mansarovara is according to Monserrat 5° 2'.

This places Mansarovara i'n 82° 2' of longitude,

and both its longitude and latitude are remarkably
correct: but what is more surprising, the good
father was i ignorant that \}c\tGan2:e.s issued from it.

Abul Fazil places the source of the Indus nearly

in the same latitude with Cashnur, but eighteen

degrees to the Eastward. The Indus has its source

four or hve days journey to the North-West of
Yarchand, according to Czernichef: it runs

thence in a direction South South-East toward
Lddac, and within two days journey of it: nay,

merchants, who trade from India to Cashghar, say

it can be done in one da.y. The Indus then turns

immediately toward the West, taking an immense
sweep round Cash }7iir ; and the place nen.i' Ladac,

where it turns suddenly to the ¥/estward, has been
mistaken for its source.

X. The followers of Jixa in the Trai-locya-dcr-

pana represent the old continent, as consisting of

two concentric dzvipaSj of the same superficial ex-

tent. They call the whole world Arai^ or A'dai-

dwipas, literally the two and half Islands. The
two first divipas are Zanibu in the centre^ and
Dhatuci: and they are divided by an intermediate

sea.. The whole is surrounded by the ocean, in

which are many islands, called, in general, Anlaca

or Anta-7nai-du)ipas, or the islands at the aitta (aid,
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or extremity) of the world. The first of them is

the W'hi^e Island, and the hist Swayamhhwva-dwipay

called Pushcara in the Purarias,

Beyond this is the half of Pw^Acar^, the ^Swarn'a-

bhumt of the Pitrcuias^ which surrounds the world,

as Vv^ell as the mountain of Manasottara, called

Locdloca by the Pauran'ks. Beyond this circular

range is the other half o^ Pushcara: but as it is out

of the world, it is not included in their system of
geography.

In the division of the old Continent into nine

parts by the Pauran'ics, Bharata is erroneously in-

troduced : it should he Nabaki. For Agnid'hra,
the son of Privavrata, the eldest son of Adima,
had nine sons; called Naba'hi, Ila'vratta, Cim-
purusha, Hari varsha, Cetuma'la, Bhadra's'va,

Raman'aca, Hiran'maya, and Curu. Thus we
read in Sa?7chor?iathon that Phos, Phur, or Phlox,
answering to Agni'dhra, begat sons of vast bulk,

whose names were given to the countries they in-

habited.

Priyavrata had ten sons, as we have seen be-

fore; among whom was Agnid'hra. Three with-

drew into forests ; and the seven remaining were
appointed to rule over the seven great divisions of

the world, called the seven dxv'ipas. The great

grandson of Agnid'hra, called Bharata, gave

his name to the country South oi Himalaya^ which,

under that denomination, was originally confined

to India ; but it is now made to extend from sea to

sea, along the range of the Snowy mountains. This

we are told in general mtht Purcinfas: but it is by
no means the case, as it will appear from the parti-

eularS; that Bhdi^ata, forms a semi-circle round
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Mem, beginning in the West in fifty-two degrees

of latitude, or nearly so : being, as it is declared

in the Purdnas, in the shape of a Cow.

To King Bharata, Maha'deva gave eight

sons and one daughter, called Ila, or Cumd?i, em-
phatically the Maiden. A new division of the

Earth took place according to some ; but the ge-

neral opinion is, that it was only a partial one.

Be this as it may, it appears that, out of the ten

divisions of the old continent, Bharata, included

nine ; Guru, in the North, being excepted and left

out.

According to the Prahhcisa-c'han'da, the names
of these nine charidas or sections are, reckoning
from the East toward the West, Indra-divipa or
Gand'harva-chanda, Casern, Tamrapiirriah, Gab-
hasfimdn, Cnmdricd, (India), Nagd-dhaiida, SaumyOy
Varuna-chanda, and Gandliarva-chanda again.

In the Revd-c'han'da, their names are thus exhibit-

ed ; Gand'harva, Cdseru, Tamraparni, Gabhasti-
man, Cumdricd or India, Ndga, Saumya, Varmia,
Charidra-duipa.

In the same section we find another variation

;

Gandliarva, Cdseru, Tamrapatra (erroneously for

Tamra-puriiah), Shilastica, Cumdricd (India), Bhd~
ga-dw'ipa (probably for Ndga), Saumya, Varuna
and Chaiidra-dw'ipa. The first and the last divi-

sions are, in general, called Ghandliarva-c'haifda,

being supposed to be the abode of the Gods, with
their usual retinue of heavenly musicians. Through
the seven remaining divisions, seven rivers are said

to flow. They have a common source in the lake
from which issues the Ganges. To the East are,

the Naiini, flowing through Casern; the Pdva?ii,

through Tamrapurndh; Hlddini, through Gabhas-
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timitn. To the West, the Sita or Jnxartes flows

thiouQ-b tJiP country of Varun'a ; the Chacshu^

t]i!0iiL,li ^aumj/a; aiul the .Vw^'>^//, through Naga-
chau'da. JBetv/eeii rhtse, in the muUMe, is the

Gdii^eSy which flows through CamdriciC'Charida or

India,

In the Vayu Purana, the orioiii of these seven

rivers is thus described ; Nor'^h of Caildsa is the

G 'lira mountain, at tlie foot of which is the Bindu-

saronara, or lake with golden sand. There went
Bh AGi rat'ha to fetch the Ganges, called Tripafha-

gd. because it goes through three paths, or chan-

nels.

There he ol)taIned ih^Gaitges from ^Iaha'-deva,

which dividing into seven streams or paths, is

called^ from that circumstance, Saptadlid, The
Sitd goes through countries inhabited by the *S'i-

rind hras, the Ciintalas with longhair, ihc Chinas,

for this is considered as the native country of the

Chinese ; the Barbaras, Vavasas, JJruhas, Tiishd-

ras living among snow, Culindas, Ancas, Loca-

varas. Tlie Sitd goes towards the West, and falls

into the sea of salt water.

The Chacshu flows through the countries of the

Chuiamanus, or Chinamen, Tanganas, Sarva-Cdlicas,

Sandliras, Tushdras ; lumpacas, read Lumpacas,

Pahvas, Daradus, \Sacas oi Sa.vcns,

The Sindlm goes through Daradas, Cds'miraSf

Gand'hdras or Gandari, Faranas or Greeks of Bac-

tria, Hridas, Rhotas, the Jihtdacs^o^ the Bassarics

o^ Dionysius*, "Sivapauras (hvirg in the town of

\Sivapura, or Sheopoor), Indrahdsas raddntis, Visnr^

jai/as, Saindliavas, (living on the banks of the

* Stephan oi Byzantium ^d\octm.
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Sindliu)^ RancVhracaracas, Brahmat'as, Bhiraro^

hacaSy ^Suna-muclms, Urdd'hamanus. The Ganges
flows through the Gand'harvas, Cinnaras^ Yac
shas, RikshasaSy Vidyadliai^aSj Uragas (or large

snakes ; these are tribes of demons^ good and bad,

in the hills), Calapagramacas, Pdradas^ ^Sv'iga-

nas, ^Svas'as Cirdtas, Pulindas, Curavas in Curu
about Tanehs'ar, Sam-Bhdratas, Panchdlas, Cds'i

or BenareSy Matsyas, Magad'has (or South jB«A«rJ,

Brahmottaras, Jngas, Bangas, CalingaSy Tamra-
liptas (or Tamlook), Sam-Bhdrata or Sammdrata,

as pronounced in the spoken dialects, signifies a

native of India : and I am told, that it is used,

though very seldom, in that sense. The Hlddi?ii

or Brahmdputra goes through the Nishddas, Rdc-
shasas, Upa-Bangas, (or near Bengal), the Dhiva-

ras (or boatmen), Rhhicas, Nilamuc'has, Ceralas,

OshtacarriaSy Cirdtas, Cdlodaras, Vivaim'as, Cu-

mdras, Swarnabhdshitas (living near Swarma-gam^
or Sonargaum, near Dhacca.)

The Pdvani flows through countries inhabited

by the Apatlias, or whose country is without paths,

then through the large lake of Indrad'hyumna,

through the Charpat has', living near difficult

passes, the Indras'amhupat has, the Mad'hyanod'hd-

7ias, the Namascdras, the Cus'a-prdvaraiias, then

falls into that sea, in which is Indra-dwipa, and
which joins the sea of salt. The Nalini goes

through the Tomaras, remarkable for their quivers,

as implied by their name, through the Hansa-mdr-
gas, or those living near the paths of the Anseres,

or water fowls, that is to say, among marshes

;

through the Sa-hwi-hacas, or who seem to repeat

incessantly the words hong hang, like the Chinese^

then, after forcing its way through many hills, it

goes through the Carn'aprdvaran'as, or wearing

ear-rings, then through the As'va-muchas, horse"

VoL. VIII. Z
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faced, Skatas, parrot-faced, Parvatamamis or liill-

men, and Fidyad'haras, and falls into the Maho-
dad hi, or great sea.

The Pavani is probably the river of Pa or Bha,
and called Pa-chii or water of Pa before it enters

China, where it is called Kin-sha-kyang, and
Yangtse-kijang. The lake of Indrad'hyumna is

probably that, which covered once the province of

Yu-quang, and was drained up in great measure

by one of the Emperors of China ; some extensive

lakes in the lower grounds still remain. The epi-

thet of Namascdras is well adopted to the Chinese^

from their polite and ceremonious behaviour, with
bowing, &c.

The dzoipa of Indra, a very large island, appears

to be Japan: for it is described as the island of the

rising sun, which is the meaning of the words
Japan or Gepiicn. The Nalini, called Sind'hu, or

Bitrra-Atlock by pilgrims from India, is the Hoang-
ho or Cara-Moran. It is called the great Attack^

or forbidden river, because strangers are seldom

j>ermitted to go beyond it. This forbidden river

is noticed by Plixy*, though he does not men-
tion its name. It was equally forbidden to those,

Avho came from the West, on the part of the Ro-
mans Cnegotiatores nostri), or to those who came
from India. For there were two roads frequented

by merchants, according to Ptolemy, from the me-
tropolis of China ; one leading to Bactra, and the

Western countries, and the other to Palibothra and

India.

The learned in Napal consider the Brahmaputra

to be the Hlddini of their sacred books. There

* Pliny 46"', C. 22
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came to Benares, about nine years ago, a most re-

spectable native from that country, called Bhagi-
rat'ha : being very old, he wished to die on the

banks of the Ganges, at the holy place of Casi.

He had been to C/ntia, and favoured me with a

short account of his journey. There, he says, that

the Bitrrampooter is the same with the Hladini,

and that the Hara-moren is the Nal'mi. This

river, says he, is also called, by Hindu pilgrims,

the Burrah-attaca, or great Attack, or forbidden

river. He had promised to favour me with further

'particulars ; but soon after, the venerable old man
breathed his last on the banks of the Ganges.

The dwipa of Chandra in the West will appear,

in the course of this work, from the Furaiias, to

include the British isles : but as it is considered

here as one of the nine grand divisions of the Em-^

pire of Bhdrata, the Paurcniics must have com-
prehended under that appellation a more extensive

region altogether, than the British isles, and in-

cluding the Western parts of Europe, under the

name of Liguria, or Lloegyr, ^vhich I shall shew
hereafter to be synonymous with the country of
Chatidra, or Limus, emphatically called Urupa, or

the Lord of the Zodiac. The king of the dwipa of

Chan'dra being considered as a vassal, was occa-

sionally summoned to appear before his Lord Pa-

ramount, with all the Kings of the world in India,

at least, according to the Revd-cJiatida, a section

of the Scanda-purdna.

Za
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SECTION IL

List of MouNTAixs, Rivers, and Countriks,
from the Pura'n'as, and other Books.

1. IN the Brahman da-Puran a* we have the

following list of the mountains, rivers, and coun-
tries in the Empire of Bha'rata.

To the East it is boimded hy the tribes of Cir&-

fas, or shepherds, living in the hills to the North
and North-East of Bengal ; to the West, by the

Yavanas, or Gretks of Bactriana. The four great

tribes live in the middle, and there are seven prin-

cipal ranges of mountains, or cula parvatas : Ma-
Inendra, toward Madras, Malaya^ on the coast of

Malabar, Sahya, toward Poonah, Stictiman, Ric-

sha, Vmdhija (the Bind hills), and Pariydtra.

The inferior mountains are Mandara, Vaihara^

Dardura, Coidhala, Sasurasa^ Maindca, Vidhyuta^

Sriparvata, Ctituca, Cut'as'aila, Twigaprastlia, Crish-

nagiri, Godh'ana^ Hari-parvata, Pushpagiri, Jayan-
ta^ Raivdtaca, near the Reva, or Narmadd river.

In these mowntainous countries live the ^Aryya
Allechhas, or foreigners ; and all these mountains
are in the Deccan.

The principal rivets are Gung&, Sinidhu, Saras-

*vati, Satadru or Satlaj, Chaiidrahhaga or Chinab^

Yamuna or Jumna, Sarayii or Sarjew, Airavati or

Ravy, Vitasta or Bidasta, Vipos'a or B^ya, Dsvica^

Cuhu, Gomatiy Uhutpdpa, BAhudd, Drlshadvat^j

Caus'ici or Cosaj VrUiyd, Nirvird, Gan'daci, icshu,

* Section of the Earth.
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Lohita : all these flow from Himavat, or the snowy
mountains.

Vedasmy-lti, Vedarat'i, Vratrn^hni, Sindlm, Va-
ran'sd, Chawdand, !SadijJih\i, JJa/n near Cambai/,

Pdrd, Charmanvati Vidisd,^ Vctrdvati, or Betxvd

river, Siprd near Ujjain, Avanti : ail these rivers

flow from tiie mountains of Pdnydtra. Sor/d,

Narmadd, Sumahddrumd, Mandddni, Dusarn'd
from Chitracutd, Tamasd, Pippald Sroiii, Cara*
toi/d, Currdtyd, Pisdchicd Chitotpald, Vipdsdy

Jambuld, Fdluvdhimj Shierajd, 'Szictimati, iMat-

cun'A, Trklivd, Ci^amd: These are born from the

Ricsha mountains.

The Tdpi Tapti, Pai/osJm'i, Nirvind'hyd, Madrd,
Nishad'ha, Fen'avd, Faitaraji'i near Cuttac, Sini*

bahu, Cumudvati, N'lpd^ Mahd-gaun, Dicrgd, Aft-

tahsild ; all these spring from the Vind'hi^a moun-
tains. Goddvan, Bhhnaratlu, Cnshnd, Vcuu, Faf?-

jidd, Tungabhadrd, Supra i/ogd, Cavcn : all these

come from the Sahya mountains. Cntamdld, Tarn"

raparn'i, Carmqjd, Pun'ijaldvati, from the Alalaya
mountains. Trisdmd, Rltuculyd, Dracshald, Iri-

divd, LdugdUm, Vans'ad'har^d: These proceed from
the mountains of Mahemlra.

Rishicd, Sucumdri, Mandagd, Mandavdh'uii, Cr1-

pd, Palds'ini, from the mountains o\' Suctimd?! ; all

these nvers flow immediately into the ocean.

This is not true, for the Sarasvoti, Yamundj Go-
piati, 8^c. fall into the Ganges.

Then follow a list of countries : the names are

in the plural, and of course signify the inhabitants

of these countries. Curu near Idhncsar, Panchdla,

^Sdlva or Sdlava, Jangala, Surasena^ tlie Surastiii

of Arrian, Bhadracdra, Bod'ha, ^afhesxvara.
Z 3
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Fatsa, Cisrhhtcfy Ciilya, Ciintala, Cds'icos'ala or

Bejiares, Til'mga, MagacVha, Vrica: these are i?i

Mad'hyadesa or middle of India,

In the North of the Sahya mountains rises the

Godccoeri : on tiie banks of the Onshna, are exten-

sive and famous districts : there is the mountain
Govadd'hana, madebylNORA; through Ra'ma's
ip\tdiS\xxt it h Swej^ga, or heaven. There Biiarad-
wa'ja built a town, with gardens and pools. Vdh-
lica Balk, X'^atadhana, Abhira or Pallis, in Ca?i'

deish ; Ccilatoyaca, Aparita, Sudra, Pafmava. Char--

ma-chandaca, probably the CharmcB of Pliny,
Cambqja, Ctij or Cqj, Roh-Cqj or A7'ackosia, Da-
rada Dard(2 Dawurd, Barbara or Varvara Priya-

laucica, Pina, Tiishura, or snowy country. Bahya-
todara ; there live the descendants of Atri and
Bharadwa'ja; Prasfhala, Cas'eruca, Lampdcas-
fhdnaca, those who live near the sthdn of Lampaca
or Lamech, now Lamgan ; Pidica, Juhuda, Apaga,
Alimadj^a, there live Cirdtas, or shepherds ; Tomara^

Hansamdrga, Cds'mira, Tdngana, ChuUca, Bdhuca
in the Vayu Purdii'a, ^A'huca, Piirria-darva.

To the East are the And'hravdca, Siijaraca, An-
taragiri within the hills, Bdhirgiri without the

hills, Plavangava, Angeya Malada, or Mdlda, Md-
lavarti, Brahmottara, Pravijaya, Bh'drgavdngeya,

Art^haca, Pragjyotisha, now Gohati, in Assam,
Mun'da, Videha the country of the famous Janaca :

Tamraliptica or Tamlook, Mdla, the Malli and
Tnouwt Mallus oiVhi^Y, toward the Otf??/w, now
Mal-bhMom in Midnapoor, Magadlia, or South Ba-
har, Govind'ha. Toward the South is Pdn'dya,
the country of Panuion, Cerala, Cerala-dcs'a,

Ch tilya or Chola Coromandala, Culya Setuca, Mil-
shica. Cumdna, Mahd-Rasht'ras Mahd-rattas, Md-
hishica, Colinga, Aohira, or Pallis, Faishica, A'ta-
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»j/^, Ihniig in the middle of thick forests, Vai^a^

Pulinda, Vindliya-muwica, Vaidarhha or Bun^a-
Nagpooi\ Dandaca, Paunica, Maunica, Asmaca,
Bhoga-vard liana, Nairn ica, Chintala, And'hi^a,

now Teimgana^ Udbhida, Nalaca, AUca.

The next are in front of the Vind'hya mountains :

Suryacdra^ Colavdna, Durga, Ccditaca, Pidtya,

Surala, Rupasa, Tdpasa, (these are probably the

Tabassi of Ptolemy ; for, in the Dekan, they pro-

nounce that word Tahasa,) Siirasita, Carancara,

Nhicya, Antara-Narmada within the Narmadd,
Bhdnu-CacJiha, Maheya^ Sdsvata.

The following are behind the mountains of

Vindliya: Mdhrca, Carusha, Mecala along the

Narmadd, "tailed also Mecala, Utcala, or Orissa,

XJttamdrdna, Des'aran'd, (the country of Dosarcne,

in the Periplus and Ptolemy,) Bhcja, Cish-

cindliaca, Tosala, (the Tosale of Ptolemy, and
Jesual of F/iiropean travellers,) Cos'ala, lYaipura or

Tipperah, Vaidica, Tumiira, Tiipura, Shatasura near

JVaishad'ha-desd, Anaya, (in the Vdyu Puran'a^

Anuya,) Tim'dicera, Vitihctra, Uhaiiaiijaya.

There are also other countries called Nigarhara
for Nagarhara, called Nak'ierhur in the Ayin
Acberi, near Cdbid, Hansamdrga, the Hun'sa, pro-

hably the white Hunni of Cosmas Ixdopleustes,
in the sixth century, and who inhabited the upper
part of thtPanjdb. Their chiefs were called Collas,

and it is related, that once their army besieging a

city, drank up all the water round it ; as water is

very scarce in that country, it is very possible. Dars
*va, Salianhaca, Trigarta, lldlava, Cirdta Tdmaaa.

IT. In the Vard-sanhita, an astronomical trea-

tise, there is a more complete list. In Madliyam^
Z 4
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middle or inland country, are the following tribes:

Bhadra, A?'hneda, Maridarya, Salava, Nipa, Ud-
jihana, Meru^ Vatsa, Ghosha, Yamuna, Sdrasz-ata,

Matsa or Matsya, all these are Mad'hyamica or in

the midland Mafhiiraca, Apa-Jyotisha, Uharmd-
ranya, Surasena^ Gauragriva with white necks,
Uddehica, Paridya, Gudasvaifha, Pmichala, Saceta

or Oude and Benares, Canca, Guru, Cdlacoti, Cu-
cura, Pdriydtra (said to be at the source of the

Chumbul), in oih^v Piircn-^as it is called Pcn^ipdtra ;

Naga, Audumbara, Cdpisht'ala, Gojdhvaya. To-
ward the East, are the Anjana, Vfishahha, Uhxiiaja,

Padma, Mdlyavafgiri^ Vyaghra-miicha or Tyger-
faced, Stihma, Cdrvat'a, Chdn'drapura, Suryacarana,

Chasa, Magadlia, Sivirgiri, the mountains of the

Siviras. (These no longer exist as a nation : their

name, in the spoken dialects, is Suh\ They are

said to have been very powerful once in the Gan-
getic provinces, as well as the Bhar tribe, who no
longer form a body.) The Siviras, or Sibiras, are

the Sabiri of Nonnus. Mifhila or North Bahar^
Samatat'a, Un!dra, Asvavddana or horse-faced, Dan-
tiiraca, Prdcjyotisha, the Lauhitya river, Cshiroda-

Samudra, the sea or lake of milk, Purushdda or

Canibals, Udaya-giri, Bhadra, Gaudaca those of
Gadda or Gaiir, (the Corygazus of Ptolemy,)
Paundra, Utcala, Cast, Mecala, Ambasht'a, (theAm-
bastce of JiRiii AN,) Ecapada or single-footed, Tamra-
liptica or Tamlook, Cos'alaca, called Tos'ala-Cos'alaca

in the preceding list, Vardd'hamdna, or Burdwan.

In the South-East is Cos'ala, Calinga, Banga,
Apa-Banga, Jat'ara, Anga, 'Svalica, Vidarbha,

Vatsa, And'hra, Vaidica, Urddhva-cdnt'a, with high
necks,) Vrlsha, NdUcera or Ndricela, Sumatra, ac-

cording to the Vrihatcafhd, Charma-dzvipa, Vind'-

hydntaravdsina, (living in the interior parts of the

Vind'hyan mountains,) Tripura or Tipperah, 'Smas-
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rud'hara, Hema-cuta, Vyalggriva, (with necks

like snakes,) Mahagriva^ (long necks,) Cishc'md'ha,

Cdntacasfhali, Nishadha-rasht'ra Purica^ Dadara-

nOf Nagnaparna^ ^Sahara, a wild race.

In the South is Lanca^ or the peninsula of Ma-
laca, CVdqJwa, Sauricarnci, Talicata, Glrhmgara^
Malaya the Malabar coast, Daradura, Mahendra,
Mdlindra, Miru-Cachlia, Cajxot'a, Tanca, Vana-
msl, ^S'wica, Clianicdra, Cauncan'a, \4bMra, 'Aca-

ra, Vena, Avantaca, Dasapura, Gonardda, Cera-

laca, Cam'at'a, Mahdt'avi, Chittra-Cuta, Ndsici/a,

Collagh^i, Chola, Crauncha-dwipah, (the islands of
the water fowls of Lacca-dives,) Jat'dd'hara, Clrce-

rya, llishyamuc'ha, Vaidurya, 'Sanc'ha, or islands

of shells, (they are more generally called Barata
and Barola; hence cowries are called Barat'as, be-

cause they come from that country). Aluctdtrl

Vdrichara, Dliarmapattana-dxvipa, an island oppo-
site to Dharmapattan. (Dliarmapattan was for-

merly a place of some note between Calicut and
Cananor.) Ganardsht'ra, Crlshna-Vellara, Pis'ica,

Suryddri, Cusumanaga, Tumbaxmna, Cdrnidn'eyaca,

Ydniyodad'hi the .«;ea of Yama, or Southern sea, Td-
pasds'rama-Rishica, Canchipura, Canjhoram, China-
pattana or Madras, Deodrslnca, Shihdla or Ctylon,

Rishabha, Bala-deva-pattana, or Alalia Balipura,

now Mavel'woram, Dan'dacanana, Timingala, San/i-

bhadra, Cachlia, Cunjaradarl, Tamraparni,

,.
In the South-West is Pahwa'va, Cambcja, Ara-

chosia, Sindliu, Sauvira, Vddamucha, Ainba, Am-
basht'a, CampiUa, Narimuclia, \4nartta, Phaiagiri^
Yavana-mdrgana, (those who live toward the passes

leading into the country of the Ydvanas, or Greeks of
Bactriana, or the fiontiers of theYd-vanas,J Carna-
pr&oarna, Sabaraca, 'Sudra, Barbara, C'lrata Chan'-

da, Cravydchyaj 'Abhira, Chanchuca, Htmag'iriy
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Sind'hu-CaJaca, Kahhtaca, Siirasht'ra, Badara^

Dravida. These are^m the g;reat sea, or near the

great sea, Maiiimdn, Meghvdn, Vatiogha, Cshurar-

pana, Astagirj, Apara'ntica, at the end of the

West, Sdnat'iv.a, pcrliaps S'uitica, Huihaya the Ftr-
sians, Frasasiddr'i^ Uccdtm, Panchanada, or Pan-
jab, Rdmatd, Pdrata, Tdracshica, Jringa, Vais'ya,

Canaca^ ^Saca, Nirmariiddamkchlias. These ^ire

impure tribes living on the borders. In the North-
West, Mandavya, Tushdra, Tdla^ Hala, Madra^
As'maco, Calii, Idlaha, (Strirajah) or Amazones,
JSfrmnhavafW, Chasta, Vtnumati, Phalaguinea^
Aguriiiia, Maruha, Turuca, Charmaranga, Ecavilo-

chana, (one-eyed,) Sulkcij Dhghagriva, or with

long necks.

To the North is Caildsa, Himavdn, Vasumdngiri,

jyhanushmdn, Crauncha Mem, Uttara-Curu with

the epithet of Cshudramhia, or North Cum under

the lesser Fish, or the lesser B^ar,

Caicaya Cahul, Vasdii, or Ydmuna, Bfwgaprasta

or Hardivar, Arjundyana, Agnidltra, Adars'a, All-

taradwipi, the I)oab between the Ganges and the

Jumna, Tngartta, Tahora, Turagdma or As'va-

mucha, Ces'ad'hara, Chipitndska, Ddseraca, Vd-

tad'hdna, \Sarad'hdna, Tacsha-s'ila in the Vfihat-

cathd, (these are called Tacshlla, the Taaila of the

Greeks, and tlie ruins of which are to be seen be-

tween the Vetastd and Indu^,) Pushcaldvata, Cai-

ndtaca, Cant'ad'hdna, Ambara, Madraca, Mdlava,

Paulava, Cach'ha, Daii'da, Phigalaca, Mdn'ahala,

(now Manhdl in the mountams to the North of

the Panjdb,) Huna, (the Hunnoi of Cosmas,) Co-

hala, Sdtaca, Mdn'davya, Bhutapiira, Gandhara,
Yas'ovati, Hematdla, Rdjanya, Cachara, Gavya^

Yaud'heyuj Sameya, 'Sydmaca, Cshemad'hurtta.
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To the North-East (it should be to the North-

West,) is Mcruca, (the mount Ivleros of the Greeks,)

Nasht'a-raji/a, Pashiqmla^ Cira, Cas'inira, Abhi-

sara (which inchides part o^Casmira to the North-

West : this was the kingdom of Abisares ; by
Abhisara they oftener understand Cas'mira,) Da-
rada, Tangaiia, Culuta, Saiir'itya, Vana-rashtra,

Brahma-pura, Darvada, Amara-cdna, Rdjija-Cirdfa,

Ch'ina, CauUnda, Palava, Lola, Jatdd'hara, Ciumha^

Cliasa, Ghosha, Ca?ichica, Eca-charna, Svxarn'a-hhu^

Vasiid'hana, Dicishta, Pauvara, Chivara, N'tva-

sana, Tr'inetra, (or with three eyes,) Munjddn,
Soma, Gand'harva. Then Pdnchdla, Mdgadluca,
Cdlingay ^Axartta, ^A.nartta or Dzcdraca,' Sindliu,

Sauvira, Hdrhaura, Madrtsa.

To the Scuth o^ \\\t Jamhand, Prayaga, or Alla-

liahad, Narmadd, Arddlia-Sond the Sone, (which

is considered as the half of the Narmadd,) Undra,

Vanga, Siihma, Caliuga, Vuhlica, or Balk, ^Saca^

Yavana, Magad'ha, \Sabara Prdgjyotisha m Assam,

China, Camboja Arachosia, MecaUi, C'lrdta, Vicata,

Bahirdnta-Saila, (within and without the hills,)

Pidinda, Dravira, (all these are South of the Ya-
mund,) Cham.hd, Udumbara, Causdmhi, Vedi, VaiuV-

hydt'avi, (the forests of the Vindliyan hills,) Caliu-

ga, Piindra, Goldngida, ^Snparvata, Vardd'hamdn,

or Burd'icdn, Jeshumati, Tascara, (a tribe of rob-

bers,) Parata, Cantara, Goparya, Tushad'hahya^

Catuca, Taru-Canaca, (or golden tree,) Dahana-
xisha, Samaras'ura, Bheshaja, Bhishaca, Chatush-

pada, (with four feet,) Crishicara, Nripahlnsra,

Papapapi,-{these are tribes of robbers,) Vyaldranya,

(the woods of snakes,) Yaskoi/ata, Ticslina, (the

Sun rules tb.ere,) Girisa/ila, Durga-coshala, JSIaru-

cacJiha, Samndra-Romaca, (the sea of Rome,) Tii-

shara J^anai'dsi, Tancan'a, Ilala, Sirirajya, and
the islands in the Jlahdrn'ava, or o'reat sea, Had-
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hura-rasa, Cummaphala, some read Madhura, Ra-
saca, Sumaphala, (this last is the nameot the coun-

try at the source of the Ganges, according to the

divines of Tibet, and the lake Su-Mapauh seems to

be called by them the sea oY iMatroba)'Sali/a-7nan'i

the jewel of the sea, Lavan'a the sea of salt, 'Sanc-

ha, Mauctica, Abja, Mundacim, Uttara pan'dya,

or North Pandu, on ths banks of the Ilystaspes.

Between the river Shuriui and Mofhura on the

Yannmci, is Bhurata, and the Sauviras, (Suir in

the spoken dialects,) Siighna, Dtvj/a, (a river, the

Vipds'a or Beyah,) Satadni, 'Satlqj, the countiy of

Rdmata^ ^Salava, Tra'igartta, now Tdhorah, Pau-
rava or country oi' Purii, (Porus,) Ambashta Bad,
near Tanchsar, lyhanya, Yand'heya or country of
Yuddlia, Ayoud between the Vetastd and Sindliu,

the country of Sarasvata, Arjundyana^ Matsya,
Ardd'hn-grdma, Hastyds'vapura, Mangalya, Paush-
tica, tiacta Carun'ya. The following tribes drink

of the waters of the Airdrati ; Ravy, Vitastd, and
Chan'drabhdgd, the Prasfhalas, Mdlava, Caicaya^

Das'arn'a, i shinara. The country of Cakaya is

acknowledged to be Cabul, and Malaga is Matwa,
and of course they cannot drink of the Avaters of

the above mentioned rivers : such blunders and
inaccuracies are very frequent in the Purdnas : in

the present list Cdsmira is [placed to the North-
East of India : and I could point out many more.

III. The Tacsha-silas mentioned in this list, are

called Tacshilas in the Vfihat-cafha, and their

country is said there to be. on the banks of the

Vitastd, or Hystaspes. They still exist as a nu-
merous tribe, under the name of ^Syalas or 'Seyalas,

and are divided into several branches ; the Sydlas

proper, \\\os{i oVSydl-cote, of Jekung-Sydl, whose
principal town is called Ychiaigsidlan, by Major
Kennel, the Cac-Sydlas, &c.

1
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The immense ruins of Tacshaila, as it is spelt

also, cover a vast extent of ground, upon which a
town and several considerable villages have been
built ; but these ruins are now mere rubbish. The
Sydlas are exceedingly proud of their antiquity,

talk of ancient heroes, yet they remember nothing
of Alexander, and his conquests. They are a
fine race of men, tall, bold, and generous, like

their neighbours the Chatars, the Chateri of Dro-
DORUS, the Sicilian; the greatest part of the latter

are still Hindus, and I have seen several of them
at Benares: and their tribe is well known in Pen-
jdb. The Sydlas, and Chdtdrs are certainly a dis-

tinct race in that part of the country. The Sydlas^

or Tacshas'ailas, or Silas a.e also called simply
TacsJtas as well as Sydlas. The Sydlas say, that

the ancient name of their city was Uda-ndgriy

and Hud that of their country, from one Hud-
Vallala, or the shepherd, called Yulluleah by
Persian authors, and Lilaios, by the Greeks*.

The country of Hud is called Hodu, in the book
o^ Esther, and seems to have included wliat is

called Sitid by Persian writers, at least the North-
ern parts of it. It is called Yud'dheya in the

Purdnas, and Ayud or Ayoud by European travellers

of the sixteenth century.

Serai Ravaut, called Rubbaut by Major Ren-
NELL, is built upon the site ofTacshila, near Serais

Puckah.

PtUTAECH defiumin. voce Indus,
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CHAPTER THE THIRD.

Geographical ^xTRACTsfrom the PuraVas.

I. FOR the satisfaction of the reader, I shall

give a few specimens of the geographical style of

the Hbidus, in the very words of the Faurariics.

The first specimen is from tht Brahman da-piirdn a.

Now I shall describe the length, and breadth of

the earth; and givea true account of the seas and
islands. Between the seven islands are thousands

of smaller ones. I shall now describe the seven

islands, with the Moon, the Sun, and the planets,

with their dimensions, to the satisfaction of man-
kind. I shall describe the nine divisions of the

island of Jambu, which exists from old, their

length and circumference mYojanas. The breadth

of Jambu-duijM is 100,000 of Yojanas : it is very

large, beautiful, and circular. It includes nine,

divisions, with mansions full of living beings ; it

is surrounded by the sea of salt; the breadth of

which is equal to that of Jambu-dwipa. Six ranges

of mountains, with their divisions or countries,

extend toward the East ; which on both sides,

East and West, join the Ocean.

Himapruya is Himavc'm, or full of snow : Hema-
cutacay full of gold, is Hemav/in: Nishad'ha lo^

splendent with gold, like the rising Sun : Meru
of gold of four colours is the greatest of moun-
tains ; its body appears high in all its dimensions,

of many colours all round, united by the skill of

Praja'pati Brahma'. Eastward it is white, like

the offspring of Brahma', born from the navel of

Visuiiu; South it is yellow, and appears like a
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Vais'ya. On the side of Vanina, West, it is like

the dry leaves of a tree ; and like a ^Sudra, looks

Meru of many names. North it is red, and looks

like a Cshetri: these are conspicuous from their

colours.

Like the Vaidurija, or Lapis Lazuli gem, is the

Nila mountain: ^Swetas'nnga, abounding with
gold, and 'Srmgava?i like the feathers of the pea-

cock. These are the chief hills, like so many
kings ; inliabited by Siddlias and Gandliarvas,

Tlie spaces between them are 9000 Yojanas. In

the middle is Ilavrata, round Merit, a space of

9000 Yojanas, and this mount Meru, like fire

without smoke, stands in the middle. The sur-

face of the Earth stands one half on the South of

Mtru, and the other half on tlie North. Between
these seven divisions are hills; their breadth is

2,000 Yojanas each, and 2,000 Yojanas their

height.

I have mentioned the breadth of Jambu-dinpa^

now the two middle rano-es Nila and Nishad'ha,

are 10,000 Yojanas less, (in the Bhdgavata 1000
only). 'Szveta and Htmacut'a, likewise 10,000 less

than the two former in length, and so are Hima-
xan and Sringavan. In these sevenX^oun tries are

seen the footsteps of living creatures, with hills

here and there, as if scattered at random. The
Ccfuntry below Himavat is Bharaia by name : be-

5'Ond is Hainiacai'a with Cimpurusha : beyond is

Naishad'ha with golden peaks, and the Country
of Harivarsham : and beyond Harivarsham is

Miru and Ilavrata ; beyond Ildvrata are the X>fi(a

mountains, and the Country of Ramyaca ; beyond
Rainyaca is Hiran'niaya ; beyond this is 'Srlngdy

and the Country of Curu. Know that the coun-
tries South and North of Mcru, are shaped like a
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bow. Tliese are four districts remarkable for their

length, between them is Ilctorata. The division

of the surface behind Nishadlia is called the

Southern division : the division beyond Nila is

called the Northern one. South of Nila, and
North 0? Nishad' ha length-wise, and towards the

East is Mahfavan a thousand Yojanas: high, like

NUa Rn(\ Nis/iad'ka, Its length is 34,000 Yojanas,

West of it is the mountain of Gand^hamadana-
Its length and breadth like Mdlyavdnas. In the

middle of a sort of circle, is Meru high, and of

four colours ; of four sides is this golden mountain,

the greatest of all.o

These four sides are remarkable, as they are the

four paths of the five affections of the mind, from

which, as they answer to the fae elementsJ
are pro-

duced all living beings.

The great God, the great, omnipotent, omni^

scient one, the greatest in the world, the great

Lord, who goes through all the worlds, incapable

of decay, and without body, is born a moulcfed

body, of flesh and bones, made, whilst himself was
not made. His wisdom and power pervades all

hearts ; from his heart sprung this Padma Lotos

like world in times of old. It was then in this,

that appeared, when born, the God of Gods with

four faces, the Lord of the Lords of mankind, who
rules over all, the Lord of the world : when this

flower was produced by Vishnu, then from his

navel sprang the worldly Lotos, abounding with

trees, and plants : then the dimensions of this

worldly Lotos became obvious to the sight.

Round it are four great islands or countries : in

the mitklle hke tliC germ is Meru thus called;

» great mountain of various colours all round,
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toward the East para it is white, I say : yellow

toward the South : apara Westward it is black ; and
to the North red like the dawning morn hdlarca.

Its height is 84,000 Yojanas: 15,000 below the

surface of the Earth. In the middle it is hol-

low hke the germ of the Lotos, Its breadth

is above 32,000 Yojanas: its circumference twice

that, added to it. Round it are four larger coun-

tries, and many smaller ones. Bhadrasva, Bhd-
rata, Cetumala to the West, and to the North
the Curavas, Curu, in the singular number: in

which are men abounding in righteousness. J he

circumference of the germ cani'ica is 90,000
Yojanas, the internal cucumference is 84,000

:

the stamina, filaments, or chi\'es ces'arajdla ex-

tend length-wise to the number of 100,000;

and their circumference is 300,000 Yojanas. Th6
four petals are 80,000 long, and as many broad.

I am now going to describe tliis great and won-
derful germ canfica, drupe, or pericarp.

It consists of 100,000 angles: Bhrigu says

3000; Sa'verni 8000; Varshapaxi 1000: Bha'-
GURi says it is square; Ga'lava that it is hollow;
Gra'mya that it is like an ^^^, with the broad
end below. Urd'hvei'n, like three twisted locks

of hair, whilst others will have it to be spherical.

Every Rlshi represents this Lord of mountains, as

it appeared to him from hi,s station. Bhaiima',
I\DRA, and all the Gods, declare, that this largest

of all mountains, is a form, consisting of jewels
of numberless colours ; the abode of various tribes;

like gold, like the daWning morn, resplendent,

with a 1000 petals, like 1000 water pots, with
1000 leaves.

Within it is adorned with the self moving cars

of the Gods, all beautiful: in its petals are the

abodes of the Gods, like heaven : in its thousand
Vol. VIII, A a
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petals tliey dwell with their consorts. There re-

sides above Brahma', God of Gods, with four

faces, tlie greatest of those, who know the Fedas,

the greatest of the great Gods, also of the inferior

ones. Tiiere is the court of Brahma', consisting

of the whole Earth, of all those who grant the oh
ject of our wishes: thousands of great Gods are in

this beautiful court ; there the BrahmarisJiis dwell

;

it is called by all the world Manovati. There in

the East is Indra for ever to l)e praised, the God
setting upon a tuiuina, resplendent like a thousand
suns. There the Gods and tribes of Rlshis are

always sitting in the presence of the four faced

God : t^iese the God niakes happy with his re-

splendence : there the Gods are singing praises to

hnn. There is the Lord of wealth, beautiful with
a thousand eyes, the destroyer of towns : the In-

dralocas enjoy all the wealth of the three worlds.

In the second interval, betv/een the East and the

South, is the great xlmana of Agni or fire, with a

great resplendence, variegated with a hundred
sorts of metals, resplendent; and from whopi
sprang the KtY/«5; there is his court; he does good
to all, and his name is Ji'van^i', in the mouth of
whom the sacred elements of the ]wma are put.

There hre An'ala, the greatest of Gods, is seen in

his proper form ; he who gives delight to all the

Gods.

On the third side, in tliis very same manner,
know there is the great court of Vaivaswata-
Yama, called by mankind Su-Sanyama'. Thus
in the next or fourth, is the court SahJid of the

Eord of the corner, or country, of Naiflia: his

court is called Crisluu'uigaJia ; his name is V^iru'-

pacsha', icith a disagreeable coimfenance. On the

West, know that there is the court of Varun'a,
called 'Subhavati': Now toward tlie North, in

the North-JVcst, is the court of \^vyu', called
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Gand'haviti. In the sevenfh cornef is the Sabhd
of the Lord of the Zodiac, called Mahodaya', his

seat, most beautiful, is of Vaidunja, or lapis lazuli.

In the eighth corner is the seat of Is'a'na, or 'Siva;

its colour is of fervid gold, and it is called JWo-
'vati. These are the great and beautiful vimanas
in the eight corners of the eight most benevolent
Gods, called Indra- muckyas. There dwells on the

summit the God of Gods, with four faces. There
is the beautiful court of Brahma', served by tribes

of Riskis: it is called Manovali, by mankind.
There the Riskis, the Gods, and Gand^harvas, the

Apsardsas, the great snakes are the attendants,

most fortunate, and constantly lifting up their

hands.

Such is this Canrica, or germ, above the surface

of the earth. Its circumference at the surface of
the Earth is 48,000 Yojanas. This Mem, above the

surface of the Earth, is declared to be a hill full of

inhabitants. On all sides, in every country, are

maryddd, or dividing mountains. In these coun-
tries are mountains with seven channels, one from
each hill, with beautiful peaks, like gold, yellow,

with many streams : without, there are three chan-

nels, and as many within Jal'ara, and Deva-cutd,

are two hills- to the East. Their length is from
.North to South equal to that of'Nila and Nishad'-

ha: Caildsa and Himavdn are South and North of

each other : their length is East and West, jutting

into the sea. Of this JSIhu very high, and of

gold, the supports, oi* buttress like mountains, I

shall now describe; like so many feet on tour sides:

10,000 Yojanas is their breadch ; and they are adorn-

ed on all sides with great iHrnduas. East is J/it.','/-

dara, South Ga/id'hdmddana ; Vipula \yest, Supdrsva,

North. Their thousand peaks are so many seats

adorned with black and red coral. There are four
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large trees, each with as many roots sa-mula, and
brandies with thousand smaller ones, all beautiful,

and NA irh flowers : these trees are the largest in the

dzi/pas. On the summit of the Mandara moun-
tain is a beautiful Cadamba tree : its fruit is like a

great waterpot, with flowers, with open Caiices.

Its fragrance is felt one thousand Ycjanas, and
above, all round : consider it then as a large flag

:

from ifs excellence, the country it is in, is called

Bhadras'va. Here is seen Rishices'a, Bhaga-
va'na, and he, with numerous Liddlias, rules

there; here Ha rahart the great, the white, did

obtain the tree Ihidracadamha ; he \\'ho does good
to every body. No great m?in, famous and learned

among the hipedes,eyev saw this whole island called

Bhadras'ra. The Jamhu tree, most beautiful, is on
the South of the mountain of Mem; the fruits of

which are Amritcalpani, like those of the Calpa-

trficsha, and fall on the summit of the mountain.

From this mountain issues the Jamhu river, flowing

with honey : in it is found the gold called Jambu-
nada^ with which the Gods are adorned. This

flag-like tree is- in the Southern part of the dzapa,

and is called Jamhu by mankind : from it Jambu-
duipa derives its name.

On the Vipula mountain, toward the West, is

the Placsha tree : from this flag-like tree, or Cetu,

the country is called Cetu-Mala ; the Gods, and
Gandliarvas worship it. OnSuparsva, in the North,

on its summit is a large tree, the Nifagrod'ha:

itsjarge branches, and their .circumference extend
many Yqjanas all round. Thus 1 have described

the flag-like tree of the North, Gurus. There
are the seven Curavas, or Curus: for Curava is A
plural form, truly fortunate, and \vho obtained

happiness, unalterable, most exquisite in this world,

for a long time : and after them this island or
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country was called the seven Curavas, or Caru.

simply in the singular number.

This will suffice to give an idea of the geogra-

phical turn of the Hindus, and I shall leave off, in

future, the descriptions of mountains, dales, and
lakes, as if viewed through a prism, omitting the

enchanting buzz of the six-footed Bhramarci, a
beetle, or rather a large black bec,J'ucus, or drone,

the names of fragrant flowers, and precious stones,

with which the Hindus are as much delighted, as

children are with the bare names of sweetmeats,
and tlowers jumbled together.

II. In the description of Bhadrasva, or China,

as we have observed before, the Paur/uiics take

peculiar notice, that this extensive country had
never been visited b}^ great men, that is to say,

by men of learning and respectability. The au-

thor then gives an account of the four sacred

streams in these words

:

Hear now what divine streams issue from the

lakes, abundant with ogha living Vv'aters. The
water of the Ocean, coming from heaven upon
Meru, h \\^e amfita ; and from it arises a river,

which, through seven channels, encircles Jlltru

for a space of eighty-four Yojanas, and then di-

vides into four streams springing over tlie four

sacred hills, toward the four cardinal points. One
stream goes over Mandara in the East, and en-

circles the beautiful grove of Chaitra-rafha, and
falls into the Arwiodd, or Arun'a lake, and goes
thence to the moimtains of Sitauta, Sumanta, Su-
manjasa, Mddhyavanta, to Vcdcanca, Ma?ii, Rish-
abha, from hill to hill; then falls to the o-i-.onnd,

and waters the country of Bhadrasva, a Su-mahd-
dwipUy or beautiful and extensive island, or coun-

A a '^
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try ; and then it joins the Eastern Ocean near the

Purta-duupa, or Eastern island, called, in other

Puran'as, the island of Indra^ and of the rising

sun, as implied also in its piesent Chinese name of
Gepueri, or Japan.

The Southern branch goes to Gandliamadana,
from hill to hill, from stone to stone; it encircles

the forest of Gand'hamadana, or Deva-nmidana,

M'here it is called Alacanandd. It goes to the

Northern lake, called Mdnasa, thence to the King
of mountains with tinee summits, thence to the

mountains of Calinga, Ruchaca, Nishad'ha, Jam-
rubha^ or copper mountains, ''Stcetodara, Sunnila,

another King of hills, Vamdlidra, Hemacut'a, Deva-
s'ringa, Fishdchaca, a gieat mountain, Panchd-
cut'a, or with five peaks; then to Cailas a, thence

to Himavat, or snowy range ; and then, this Ma-
lidbkdgd, or most propitious river, having watered

many countries, falls into the Southern Ocean.
Maha'deva received it on his own head, from
which, spreading all over his body, its waters are

become most efficacious. It falls then upon Hinuh
dmla, from which it gangs its way upon earth:

hence it is called Gangd.

To the West, apara is a large river encircling the

io\Cit?> 0^ Vaihhrdju : \t\s> Mahd-bhdgd, most pro-

pitious : it falls into the lake Sitodd, called by Per-

sian authors Diva-Sdran : thence it goes to Xht Su~

Bacsha mountains, and to the Purn'oda lake, or

the Caspian Sea, to the m.ountains called \SicI2i,

Canca Fakluri/a, Capita Gand'ha-rnddana, Pinjara,

Ciimuda Madliumunta, Anjana, Mucuta Crishna.

'Sxceta filled with large snakes, to the mountain
with 1000 peaks, to the P«ri/V^/6^ mountain, through
Cetumdla, a large countiy, then falls into the

Western Ocean. It is the Chacshu or O.vus.
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North from ]\'Uru there falls a branch called Bha-
dra, and Bhadra-somd upon Supars'va of gold, wliich

it encircles; and goes to the lake called Sitodaca, \\\

the forest of Bhudra-soma, thence to the mountains
of "Sancha-ciit'a^ Fi-is/ici Vatsa, KHa;Capinjaki, Inclra-

n'da, Mahd-nUa, Hemas'j'higa, 'Sxvetasringa, Sunnga,
to the mountain with an hundred peaks. FiisJi-

cara, Da'jja-raja, Varciha boar, Mayara peacock,

to the single peak Jdtudhi ; tlien after corro(iinc^ a

thousand inferior hills, it goes to the n^ountain

with three peaks, to Vishudd'ha ; then goes into

the Northern Ocean. Tiiis mountain of Vatsa is

said by astronomers to be in the same n:eridian

with Lanca, and as such is mentioned by several

Frtnch authors, as Bailli, Gentil, &c.

Close to the Gcmdliamadana, along the banks of

the Apara-Gmidicd, or Western Gan'dica,- is the

country of Cetu-mdla, 34,000 Yojanas in length,

and 3^,000 broad. The Cefnmalas are mighty in

deeds, strong and powerful; the, women, bright

like the Lotos flower : and whoever sees them, falls

in love wdth them. There is the great tree Pmiasa,

the Ygdrcml of the Edda, from which flow the

sixth juices. There resides Is'wara, or Is'a, the

son of Brahma'. The proper name of this couii.-

try is Cetu, which has an obvious affinity with tlie

Cetiim of Scripture, a plural form, and in the sin-

gular number Ceti, and with tlie Cetil of prophane
authors.

On the East, in Bhadrdsi'a or Cln'ua, is the

Pitrva-Gon'died, 01 ILnsteru Gandicu: and the length

of its course is the same with that of the Apara,

or Western one. In the Vardha-pardn'a, it is said

that the course of the Ffirfa-Gandicd is 1000 Yo-

janas, but tliat of tlie Apara or "Western, is on'v

Aa4
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400, which is more conformable to truth, as the

Omis does not fall into the Atlantic Ocean.

The author then gives an account of the coun-
tries round Merit, as far as the seas surrounding
the old continent. He treats first of the Droiiis,

vallics, or countries situated between ranges of
mountains. The Brahma, Vayu, and Brahm/mda-
puran'as, are the most copious on this subject.

The mountainous tracts to the North of Lidia, are

so little known to us, and to the Hindi's them-
selves, that I can by no means throw any light

upon so extravagant and obscure descriptions of
them, as are to be found in these Purcoias. I shall

of course pass them over, after having taken no-

tice of two curious passages, one relates to the fa-

mous mountain of Caildsa or Cailas, the heaven
of 'Siva, and often used by his followers for heaven
in general, as Coiliis, .Coiium, and Coiia, by the La-
tians. There resides Siva, called also ARHAN,"'or

Uranus: for 'Siva, like Uranus, presides over

Astronomy.

It is said to be one hundred yojanas in length,

and fifty broad; and a most extravagant descrip-

tion of it is o'ix en in the Purdn'as. I have con-

versed with many pilgrims, who had seen this fa-

mous mountain, and they uniformly declared to

me, that it is only eight or nine miles to the South
of the lake of Havana, the Lanken of the maps.

It is about three coss long, or seven miles, and
shaped like a inandap, by which they understand
a building, like a barn. Vaicanta, the hea\en of
ViSHXu, is toward Assam; and that of JJrahma',

towards Tartary, a considerable way to the North.
In the Vdiju-purdiia we read, that in the Southern
valli'.s witri regard to Miru, is the immense forest

of UuuMBAKA, iu which is the place of abode of
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Carddames'wara, the eldest son ofAdam. This

place they suppose to be in the vast Mediterranean

island, in the Paltze lake in Tibet, a very proper

place for him, and also to the Eastward of Eden.

But let us pass to the mountains, rallies, and
champain countries to the West o^ Mem. It is

said, in the Brahma-purana, that in Bhadrasva,

or Chum, Vishnu resides with the countenance

and head of a Horse. In Bhardta, he has the

countenance of a Tortoii^e : in Cetu-mala, or Europe^

he resides in the shape of a Vara/ui^ or Boar, and
he is described as the chief of a numerous oltsprino-,

or followers in that shape. He is then in Cetii-

onala Varahapa, or the chief of the Vardhas, or

Boars ; a word to be pronouncerl accordinj^ to the

idiom of the spoken dialects, JVdrcipd. In Cuni
he has the countenance of a Matsya, or fish : and,

of course, he is there Sira-matsifa, or with tlie head
or countenance of a lish. He is probably the

Chrado of the Goths, who was represented stand-

ing upon a fish in the waters, lor the extensive

country of Cum is declared to be South of the

Northern Ocean, and North of Meru, in the Eu~
ran'as, and particularly in the beginning of the

Brahma-purana. It begins immediately at the

foot of the Northernmost range of Hills, a little

beyond fifty-two degrees of latitude North, and
extends from sea to 6ca.

TIL In the Vdyu-purdn'a, the countries to the

West of Meru are thus described; and the au-

thor begins with the vallies, and champain coun-
tries.

There are many vallies and flat grounds to the

West of Meru, divided by numerous ranges of
hills. About the mountains of Su-bacsha, the Be-
cuis of Ptolemy, and 'Sic hl-s aila is a level coun-
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try about a bun rl red ?/(9;V?;?<75: in extent ; and'^tbere

the ground emits flames. It is a most dismal

place, liorrid to tbe sight, inpx'cessible to mortals:

the siiiht of it, makes the very hair stand. It is

the abode of tbe superior dei*"ies. 'J'here is Vibh a'-

VASii, or Vasu simply, who presides over the fire,

burning" without fnei ; he vrho is tlie great deity,

and the rie lire seems to have life. When perform-

ing holy rites witli offerings to the Gods, men al-

ways give fiie his sha're. There that very fire,

which one day will Sj)read over, and encompass
tbe whole universe, is constantly burning-. With-
in the mountains is the abode of the illustrious and
powerful Gods ; with the ]place of the Matu-l'mga,

ten yqjanas broad, and tiicre is the hermitage of

Vrihaspati.

Like these two mountains are Cumuda and An-
jana: between these is an extensive valley with a

lake. The Cumuda range answers to the Corneal

mountains of ProT.fe^.MY : and the uhijaua, or black

range, to the Anthcnia of Persia?? writers, as I ob-

ser\ed before, and there is the /i'ljatana, or abode
of ViSilNU.

The st'h/m of Vasu is obviously a volcano in

the Al-burz mountains, and a volcano is really

Vascrcaijatana,i)\- the abode of^'Asu in a derivative

form : and here we have tbe etymology of Vesex'us,

Vesuvius, and Aihia or A^Ana, which words have

been improperly (fn ided. Between tbe great moun-
tains Crishna and Pan'dura, the black and white

mountains, is a le\ el country. In it is a Padmini.

land, or rnarsliy ground abounding with Lotos.

'Jhcre resides the God with a thousand bodies.

Mankind call it Ananta-sada, or A)utntee-sedes, the

seat of Hart, with the title of Ananta. In tbe

middle of the Cumuda mountains with a thousand

peaks, there is a forest fifty ycjanas long, and thirty
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biTjad. There is the fiuiioiis pool of the Jpsarasas;

many holy men live there, and drink of its pure

waters.

Between ^Sa?icu-cuf a, or tlie peak like a wooden-
pin, and the Frishad/ia mountains, is the st/ictlf, -or

country of Paru.shaca, many yqjaiias in length.

There live the Chi/iaras, Uragas, serpents, and
holy men.

The tract between tlie mountains of Cajnnjala

and Xaga-s'aila, is t\\o hundred j/6yV/y/r/6: in length,

and one hundred broad, truly delightful, adorned
with many groves. It ^ibouufls with fruits, and
flov/ers of various sorts. The C'uinaras, and Ura-
gas, with tribes of pious and good men live there.

There are beautiful groves of Jjnics/i/i or vine trees,

Naga trees, or Naga-rc'mga, the orange-tree, and
plum, or rather stone-fruit trees It abounds with

iakes and pools filled to the brim, with sweet and
refreshing waters. \^ hat part of it lies between
the FiisJipaca and Alaha-Mcgha mountains, ahout
one hundred yvjcuias Icng, and sixty broad, is as

flat as the palm of the hnnd, as known to e\ cry

body, with very Httle water,- which is whitish.

The soil is hard, and tenacious, witliout trees, and
even witliout grass. Ti^^ere art few living ciea-

tures : and the ^qw inhabitants are without f\:^'jd

liabitations : tins desert is so dreary as to make
the travellers hair stand up. Tlie Avhole country

is called Ccoiuna, or Canan. There are several laige

lakes, likewise great trees, and larger groves, called

Canta. The smaller lakes, pools, groves, orchards,

producing dehghttul juices, are numberless. The
vallies, depths, lakes, and groves are, son>e ten,

others twelve, seven, eight, twenty, or thirfy

yqjanas in circumference. There are caves, in the

mountains, most dreary and dark, inaccessihle to \
thie rays of the sun, cold, and difficult of accc.!>'>.
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In that country are Siddlias, or .prophets, with the

gift o^ miracles; learned and famous BrdhmcnSy
bright like fire • hundreds , lof thousands of them
are in that country.'

It is tfiily surprising to'findt.so plain, and sen-

sible a description of a country in the Puranas

:

for the translation is faithful, and I have not left

out, as before, any passage on any account what-
soever. It appears to be Syria in its largest di-

mensions, and which the author calls Canan; be-

cause the Cananea7is, and amongst them the Phcs-

nicians, were possessed of the greatest and best

part of it, and were, moreover, famous all over the

East.

The dimensions in ynjcmas in general, iiuist be
considerably reduced : but there are particular in-

stances when they must be retained, and such
cases are by no means numerous. I have noticed

that the description of this country was a plain

narrative, which, if not true, bore at least every

mark of probability.

The mountains o^ Capbijala, a sort of bird, and
JW/ga, or of the Serpents, are unknown : the re-

gion between them was 200 yqjanas, or about

900 miles long, and 100 broad, or about 450
miles. These arc the dimensions of Syria from
Babylon to the Mediterranean sea. It consisted of
two parts, a dreary desert, and the other a most
charming and fruitful country, with six or seven

lakes, called seas, the largest of which is the As-
phaltite sea, thirty yojanas in circumference, ac-

cording to JosEPHUs's account.

The Paur/in'lcs, in their description of countries,

never mention, at least as far as 1 can recollect,
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the vine, and plum, or olive tree, nor the N/tga-

ranga, or orange tree, unless we are to understand

the latter of trees, bearing golden apples. The
larger lakes, the numberless pools, the caves in

the mountains, the abundance of vineyards and or-

chards filled with orange and olive trees, is per-

fectly correct, as well as the description of the

desert, with its scanty waters of a whitish colour,

and a few inhabitants, without any fixed habita-

tions, is literally true. The numerous and learned

Levites, who were really Brahmens, the Siddlias

or prophets working miracles, are certainly won-
derful circumstances.

The C'mnaras may be the inhabitants of the

country of Cinnereth, round the lake of the same
name with the town of Cinnereth. The tribe of
Uragas^ or serpents, were probably the Hivitcs,

whose name implies the same thing. Vadari sig-

nifies a plum tree, but, in general, a stone-fruit

tree ; and is, of course, applicable to the olive

tree, for which, I believe, there is no niane in

Sanscrit. It is not understood liere of the date

tree, for which there is a name in that lanouao-e.

This curious passage proves the existence of an
early intercourse between the Hindus with the in-

habitants of the more Western countries, and par-

ticularly the Israelites. I shall show, in the course

of this work, that such an intercourse existed

formerly : and Luciaw takes a particular notice

of the Hindus visiting holy places in Syria, such

as the sfhdn of Jllahd-bkdga-devi, called Bo?nbifce,

and now Mcuibeg. This, in my hmnble opinion,

explains an ob.'jcure passage of the prophet Isaiah,

who lived in the eighth century before Cjirist*:

* Isaiah, ch^p. ii. v, Q.—Sep also Bishop Lowth on Isaiah.
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" Verily thou hast forsaken t]iy people, the house
** ofJacob; because tliey are filled with diviners
*' from the East, from more than or beyond tlie

*• East; who are sor^thsayers like those of the

*' Phllistmes ; and they delii2,-Ht in the society of
" cliildren of strano-ers." This passag-e I conceive

to allude to H'n?dus, from the very forcible expres-

sion of from the East, jroin beyond the East, or

from the remotest parts of the East. The prophet
did not mean the Chaldeans, who were well known
to him, as he repeatedly takes notice of them.

IV. The next mountains are those of Sifanta,

many yojanas in extent, abounding with all sorts

of metals and gems. Ic is skirted by a most de-

lightful country, well w^atered, enlivened with the

harmonious noise of the black bee and frogs.

There are towns with gates: and the refreshing

moisture of this country, proceeds from Urupa, or

the Loi'd of the Zodiac ; and re-uniting together,

forms a stream, called the Vahd of the Moon, or

CJian^dra-vahd. There live the Skld'has and Yac-

shas, in caves, with intricate but delightful mazes.

There, among immense caves, is the Criddvana,

or place of dalliance of Maiiendra, where know-
ledge and the completion of our wishes is fully

obtained. There is the great forest of the Pciri-

jdta tree, of the kings of the Gods, known through

the three worlds : and the whole world sings his

praise from the Vedas: such is the place of dalli-

ance of him with 1000 eyes, or Ixdra.

One side is Siivarn'a of gold, as implied by its

name, full of hills of the purest gems and corals.

In this charming grove of 'Sacra, or Indra, the

Gods, the Ddnavas, the snakes, Yacshas, RdcsJia-

sas, Guhya, or Circerus^ Gand'harvas, Vidyddliaras

live happy, as well as numerous tribes of Apsard-

sas, fond of sport.
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To the East of this lord of mountains is Citmula,

a peak, with eight towns of the proud Dcinavas.

In the mountains -of ?%>^c^, with many peaks,

live Racshasas, frightful, assuming whatever coun-

tenance tliey please, strong, and performing won-
derful achievements : these Racshasas are called

NUacas.

In Mahci'NUa, or the great blue range, are fif-

teen towns belonging to the Hayanana, or Js'va-

initcha, or horse-faced tribe, probably the Far-
thians, and the descendants of 7br^>-<2*?/Tt', who bred

horses, and carried them to the principal fairs in

the East. In Sanscrit, Turangama, perhaps the

same with Thorgama, for thus Tlwgarma is also

Avritten, signifies a lioise, and implicitly a horse-

man : and the Hindus derive from it the appella-

tion of Turcoman. They are originally Cinnaras,

courageous like the leader of the armies of the

Gods; Ca'rtice'va, with large hands, and strong

like the Indrudicas. There are fifteen chiefs of the

Cinnaras, elated with pride. Therein towns, under
ground, Wkt Baninjan, live people like snakes ; no
man can look them in the face, and meet their eyes:

their looks are like lire, like tue poison of serpents.

These live upon the golden stamina of certain

flowers. In tiie hills there are above a thousand
abodes of Da'itijas: the houses are elegant, like

hi o'h-em battled forts.

In Ven'ii-manta, or Vcu'uman, are three forts be-

longing to the yidyad'haras, thirty yoja-nas long,

and twentv-five broad. These belono; to the Ulu-
cas, the RomasJtas, or Romacas, and the Afahd-
7ietras. These rank among the greatest of the

Vidyddliaras, and whose mighty deeds equal tiiose

of IxDRA. The country of Vmmnanta is one hun-
dred and forty miles long, and about si::tv brcud :

1
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in it there are three strong fortified places, held at

the same time by the three most powerful nations

tlien existing. The Romashas, or Romacas, are

the Romans, called Romaicoi in Greek, and often

mentioned in the Piirthias and other books of tlie

Hindus, but only in general terms. The Uliicas

are the \Sacas, called also Bo/ga, Volcce, and Wolkce;

these were probably the Parthians. The Maha-
netva, or with large eyes, are probably the Arme-
7uans: and it was in the first century, that these

three powerful nations were thus brought in con-

tact, on the borders of Syria, Armenia, and Per-
sia, in a country bordering upon the lake Van, thus

called from a town of the same name, which in the

Armenian language signifies a fortified place. Har-
Minni, or Har-Minnith, signifies the molintains of

Minnith, or Armenia, and Vani-minnith, or Vanni-

minnt, the strong holds of Ar-minni, Armona, Ar-
mana, or Armenia : for thus its name is variously

written.

In the Brahman'da it is declared, that in the coun-

try o^'Cus'a, including Iran, Syria, and Arabia, is

the Camudvati, or Euphrates, with the Cumuda
mountains; from which Cus'a is also denominated

the dwipa, or couwixy o^ Cumuda. There live the

^Sacas, a powerful nation: the Parasicas rcmark-

ablQ for their beauty, and the 'Syamacas seemingly

thus called from their black complexion. These

were subdued by Raghu : and in the book of his

wars, a few- remarkable circumstances relating to

that extensive country, occur occasionally. Other-

wise the Parasicas, or uatixes oi'Pdrasa, or Persia,

are seldom noticed by the Paurdn'ics. In CMmuda
\^ xliQ Cumuavati nxQY, and the sfhcin of jMaha'-

BHA'GA-DEVi', the sistcr of Maha'-deva. Of this

famous place, I took particular notice in my Essay

on Semirauiis, under the name of Mabog and

Manbeg.
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On Vaicana resides the offspring of Garud'a,
the destroyer of serpents : it abounds with metals

and precious stones. A strong and turbulent wind
swiftly passes over this mountain, in a human
form, called Sitgnva. The offspring of Punxa'-
GA'Ri', or Garud'a, in the shape of birds, fly

about this moimtain : they are strong, fly quickly,

and mighty are their achievements. On Caraja

always resides the mio'htv lord of living beino-s,

who manifests himself there to human sisj-ht, the

great God riding upon a J3ull, hence called Vrisha-
bha'nca-saxcara, the chief of J^oow. The inha-

bitants, like I\Iaiia'-deva, always carry poison

about them : they are Pramafhas, or servants of

IMaha'-deva, and difiicult of access. Maha -deva
resides there among them.

On Vasu-d'hura in Vasiimati, a mountain and
country full of fire, as implied by their names,

are the st'hdns, or places of the eight forms of

Maha'-deva, the merciful God. They are full

of resplendence, and proper places of worship.

There are seven stlians oi Sidd has : and the stlidn

of Brahma' with four faces, the mighty lord of
created beings, on a high peak : all living crea-

tures bow to it. The eleven Ritdras reside there,

on the Gaja-saila, or elephant mountain.

Su-Megha is full of metals, a king of mountains
it is, like the clouds Megha, with many caves in

its bosom, and arbours in its skirts. It is the

A'yataymn, or place of abode of the twelve Suns,

and of the eight forms of Rudra. There also the
Stham of Vishnu, and the Asuinau ox Dioscuri,

with many belonging to the Siad'has and Gods.
There the Yacshas, Gand'harras, and Cimiaras,

probably priests and minstrels, are constantly per-

forming the puja. In the bosom of this mountain,
Vol. VIII. Bb
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are famous and large cities of the Gandlmrvas, re-

splendent like Amara-puriy with large forts well

embattled, in which reside the Siddlias, and Gand"-

harvas deeply skilled in war, with their king Ca-
piNJALA, God and king of kings. From him
these are called the Capinjala mountains, of which
I took notice before.

On Anala^ a fire mountain also, reside tribes of

Rc'icshasas, or evil spirits with a human body, on
this mountain with five peaks, with the Danavas,

proud, enemies of the Gods, great, strong, and
of mighty deeds. These Danavas are perhaps the

Greeks, the offspring of Dan a us.

On 'Sata-s'ringciy or with one hundred peaks, re-

side the Yacshas, a benevolent tribe. On l\im-

rabha, or the copper mountain, is a town inha-

bited by the Cadraveyas, or children of Cadru,
the wife of Ca's'yapa, and by Tacshacas, a ser-

pentine tribe of artists.

In the great and beautiful Vis'acacha are many
caves in its skirts : it is the famous place of abode

of the God, who always" dwells in caves, Ca'rti-

CEY'A, or Mahs. On ^Sivetodara, or with a white

belly, is a large town, and settlement of the be-

neficent Suna'biia, the son of Garud'a.

On the large mountain of Paisachaca, is a set-

tlement of the Cuveras, (called also Cuberas and

Guhyas, and the same with the Cabirian tribes,)

with a commodious palace, resorted to by the

Yacshas and Gand'harvas. On Hari-cut'a resides

the God Haki, to whom all the world bows : the

famous navel of this most resplendent mountain is

remarkable for its splendour.
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On Cumnda reside the Cinnaras : on Anjana the

g-reat Snakes : on Cnshna are the towns of the

Gand'hai^vas with laro-e houses.

On P/uulura, on a beautiful peak, is the town
of Vidyadhara, well fortified, and a large palace

with battlements.

On the mountain with a thousand peaks, reside

the Daityas and Dancwas in a thousand towns.

They are all shining with gold, and their voice is

most melodious.

On Siicuta reside the chiefs of the Panndgas, or

great Snakes : and on Pushpaca many tribes of

Munis. On Supacsha, or Subacsha, are the four

mansions of Vaivaswata, or Noah, of the Moon,
of Vayu, and Na'ga'd'hipa', or King of Serpents.

The GcuuVharwis, Cinnaras, Yacshas, Nagas and
VidycuVharas, and their chiefs, are constantly wor-
shipping their Ishta, or favourite deity.

The place of Vaivaswata, or Maitlam, is

near Cabul, in the country of Lampacam, as it is

called in the Piirdn'as, and Lamgam, by the na-

tives. Of this place, I took particular notice in

my Essay on mount Cancasiis.

V. In this Purdna, the author, whilst describ-

ing the mountains to the South, and South-West
o^ Meru, mentions a circumstance truly curious

and interesting. Here, says he, in the forest of
S'ancha was born Shada'nana, or Ca'rtice'ya,
Mars with six faces. Here he wished, or formed
the resolution of going to the mountains ofCj^aun-
cha, Germany, part of Poland, &c. to rest, and
recreate himself after his fatigues in the wars of
the Gods with the giants. There, in the skirts of

Bb 2
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the mountains of Crawicha, he flung his sworcl,

the very same wliich Attila, in the fifth century,

asserted he had found under a clod of earth. It

was placed in his tomb, where it is probably to be
found.

In the Devi-Pura?i'a, it is declared, that Devi'

in her character of Jaya-devi', or goddess of vic-

tory, is worshipped in the dwipa of Crauncha, un-

der the emblem of a sword.

The rest of the more \V'estern countries is ne-

glected by the compiler, as they are described in

other paragraphs, under the names, of dwipas or

countries of Placsha, Salmali, Crauncha Sdcam, and
Pushcara. He takes particular notice of a sing\ilar

region in Salmali, called the peak-land of the Gods.

Hear now : in Dera-cufa, or peak-land of the

Gods, which is a mountain dividing, parting coun-

tries, or, in other words, a long and extensive

range, is this place where Garu'da, the son of

Vinata', was born; which is also 'his Dliama-
domiis home, on a broad peak of this great range,

with a beautiful palace. This country is one hun-
dred yojanas in circumference, or about four hun-

dred and ninety miles. There resides the numerous
offspring of Garu'da, in the shape of large birds,

and of men also swiftly flying, strong, ruling all

over the country, and full of pride. This is the

first mansion of the lord of birds, generous and
merciful, swift like the stormy wind, and who re-

sides in the dzvipa of Salmali. It is toward the

South on one of the peaks of this mountain, con-

spicuous, full of wealth, beautiful, seven in num-
ber, bright like the morning and evening skies,

with forts of silver, well embattled, adorned with

chaplets of houses made by the Gods^ forty yojanas
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long, two hundred miles, and thirty broad, one

hundred and fifty miles. These are called the

seven towns of x\\q Gandlicirvas, full of men and
women. This is a pecuhar tribe of the Gandliar-

vas, called Agncyas, fire-men, or rather artificers

by fire, very strong, and of mighty deeds. They
are the servants of the Cuveras^ or Guhyas, whose
principal employment is to explore the bowels of

the earth in search of wealth. The rest of this

curious description will be hereafter the subject of

a particular section.

Before we pass to the second part, it will be re-

quisite to give some explanation of the accom-

panying Plates

:

No. I, represents the worldly Lotos, floating

upon the waters of the Ocean, which is surrounded,

and its waters prevented from falling into the va-

cuum by the Suvaiiia-hhiimi, or land of gold, and
the mountains of Localocas.

No. II, represents the globe of the Earth, ac-

cording to the Hindu astronomers. It is projected

upon the plane of the equator, and the Southern

hemisphere expanded in such a manner, that the

South pole, instead of a point, becomes the largest

circle of this projection. They also represent the

two hemispheres, separately upon the plane of the

equator.

No. Ill, represents the same, projected upon
the plane of a meridian. These two projections

are against the tenor of the context o^th^Purdii'as:

a Southern hemisphere being then absolutely un-

known.
£b 3
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Here I have placed the three ranges of moun-
tains, according to the documents of Hindu astro-

nomers : but not according to their usual delinea-

tions : for, according to these, the three ranges

should be represented by three concentric half

circles, parallel to the meridians of the projection.

It is acknowledged, that these ranges are in the

direction of as many parallels of latitude. In that

case the outermost ranges must be the longest

:

and this is the opinion of the Jahias, as I observed

before, in the sixth paragraph of the first chapter.

No. IV, exhibits the old Continent, projected

upon an imaginary circle passing* through the

North pole, and just grazing the equator in the

South. Instead of a circle, it should be an oval,

with the longest diameter East and West. But as

the tracing of an oval would be attended with some
dit^iculty, the mdoXtntPaurhiics have adopted the

circle in its room ; and seldom use the other. As
such a delineation would be useless, I have, of

course, omitted it.

The chasm in the North-West, through the

mountains surrounding the world, was made by
Cr^shna, when he went to see his prototype

VisHxu, or the great spirit, the Faramatmd of the

world, whose abode is among waters, in the land

of darkness. Several heroes have passed since

through this chasm, which will be the subject of

a particular paragraph hereafter.

No. y, explains the true system of the known
world, 2.ccording to the Pwr^w'^*, and 'the J«i;z^^,

reconciled with that of the astronomers of India.

Here the Meru of the Paurhfics is brought back
to its proper place, whilst the Miru of the astro-
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nomers remains under tbe Xortli pole. The zones

between Jambu or India, and the Alcru of the astro-

nomers, are obviousl}' our seven climates ; and the

points where the astronomical zones intersect the

zones of the Paurcm'ics round their respective cen-

tres equally called Mtrii, shew the true situation

of the div'ipas or countries, from which these zones,

according to the system either of the astronomers

or of the Faunnfics, are equally denominated,

whether they are reckoned relatively to the North
pole, or to a centrical point in the elevated plains

of Tartary.

No. VI, is a delineation of the country of Bha-
rattty in the fullest acceptation' of that denomina-
tion. Its nine divisions with Curu^ or Siberia,

and the Northern parts o^ Europe, making in all

ten districts, were all destroyed by a violent storm,

and inundation, except one. Thus tbe ten divi-

sions of the Atlantis were all destroyed by a, flood,

except one, called Gades, whicb probably included

Spain.

Some also are of opinion, that, out of tbe seven

dicipas, six were likewise overwhelmed by a tlood.

This circumstance is also noticed in the third vo-

lume of the Jyin-Acbtri. But I believe that this

notion originated with the Puran'icas, who, unable

to point out these wonderful countries, described

in so extravagant a manner in their sacred books,

found that the best way was to swear, that they

had disappeared.

Bb4
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VIII.

On the Ve'das, or Sacred Writixcs of the

Hindus.

By H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ.

IN the early progress of researches into Indian

literature, it was doubted, whether the VMas
were extant; or, if portions of them were still pre-

served, whether any person, however learned in

other respects, might be capable of understanding

their obsolete dialect. It was believed too, that,

if a Brahmana really possessed the Indian scrip-

tures, his religious prejudices would nevertheless

prevent his imparting the holy knowledge to any,

but a regenerate Hindu. These notions, supported

by popular tales, were cherished loiig after the

Vtdas had been communicated to Da'ra' Shucoh
;

and parts of them translated into the Persian lan-

guage, by him, or for his use*. The doubts were
not finally abandoned, until Colonel Polier ob-

tained from Jei/epi(r a. transcript of what purported
to be a complete copy of the Vedas, and v/hich

he deposited in the Biitish Pvluseum. About the
same time, Sir Robert Chambers collected, at

Benares, numerous fragments of the Indian scrip-

ture: General Martine, at a later period, ob-
tained copies of some parts of it : and Sir William
Jo^TES was successful in procuring valuable por-

tions of the Vedas, and in translating several cu-

* Extracts have also been translated into the Hindi lan-

guage : but it does not appear, upon what occasion this version
into the vulgar dialect was made.
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rious passages from one of them *. I have been
still more fortunate in collecting at Benares, the

text and commentary of a large portion of these

celebrated, books; and, without waiting to ex-
amine them more completely, than has been yet
practicable, I shall here attempt to give a brief

explanation of what they chiefly contain.

It is well known, that the original Veda is be-

lieved, by Hindus, to have been revealed by
Brahma'; and to have been preserved by tradi-

tion, until it was arranged in its present order by
a sage, who thence obtained the surname of

Vya'sa, or Ve'davya'sa ; that is, compiler of the

Vedas. He distributed the Indian scripture into

four parts, which are severally entitled Rich, Ya-
jush, Saman, and 'Afharcana ; and each of wiiich

bears the common denomination of Veda.

Mr. WiLKiNS and Sir William Jones were led,

by the consideration of several remarkable pas-

sages, to suspect, that the fourth is more modern
than the other three. It is certain, thatMenu, like

others among the Indian lawgivers, always speaks

of three only, and has barely alluded to the 'Afhar-

van'a'\, v.'ithout however terming it a Fer/«. Pas-

sages of the Indian scripture itself seem to support

the inference : for the fourth Veda is not mentioned

in the passage, cited by me in a former essay J,

from the white Yajush
||

; nor in the following text,

* See Preface to Menu, page vi. and the Works of Sir Wil-
liam Jones, Vol. VI.

t Menu, chap 11, v. 33.

X Essay Second, on Rehgious Ceremonies. See Asiatic Re-

searches, Vol. VII. page 251.

II
From the 31st chapter; which, together with the preceding

chapter (30th), relates to the Purvsliamcd'ha, a type of the alle-

gorical jniniolation of Nara'yan A, or of Brahma in that cha-

racter.
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quoted from the Indian scripture by the commen-
tator of the Rich,

" The RIgvSda originated from fire ; the Yajur-
" n^da from air; and the Samaveda, from the
'' smi*."

Arguments in support of this opinion might be

drawn even from popular dictionaries ; for Amera-
siNHA notices only three Vklas, and mentions the

^Afharxxin'a without giving it the same denomina-

tion. It is, however, probable, that some por-

tion at least of the ^Atharvana is as ancient as

the compilation of the three others; and its name,
like theirs, is anterior to Vya'sa's arrangement of

them : but the same must be admitted in regard to

the Itihdsa and Puran'as, which constitute a fifth

Veda, as the ^Afharvan'a does a fourth.

It would indeed be vain to quote in proof of

this point, the Punm'as themselves, which always
enumerate four Fec'^/^.9 ; and state the Itihasa and
Puranas as a fifth : since the antiquity of some,

among the Puranas now extant, is more than
questionable; and the authenticity of any one, in

particular, does not appear to be as yet sufficiently

established. It would be as useless to cite the

Mariduca and Tdpaniya Upanishads, in which the

''Afharva-'ceda is enumerated among the scriptures,

and in one of which the number of four Vcdas is

expressly affirmed : for both these Upanishads ap-

* Menu alliules to this fabulous origin of the Vtdas, (chap. 1,

V. 23). His commentalor, Me'd'ha'tit'hi, explains it by re-

marking, tliat the Rigveda opens with a liyinn to fire ; and the

Yajurveda, with one, in which air is mentioned. But CuLLU CA-
BHATTA has recourse to the renovations of the universe. * In

one Calpa, th§ Vedas proceeded from fire, air, and the sun ; in

another, from Brahma', at Jiis allegorical immolation.
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pertain to the 'Afhai^ana itself. The mention of

the sa_c:e At hakvax in various places, throughout

the J'edas*, proves nothing: and even a text of

the YajlireMa]-, where he is named in contrast

with the Rich, Yajusfi, and Saman, and their sup-

plement or Brahman'a, is not decisive. But a very

unexceptionaljle passage may be adduced, which
the commentator of the Rich has quoted, for a dif-

ferent purpose, from the Chliandogya Upanishad, a

portion of the Saman. In it, Na'reda, having
solicited instruction from Saxatcuma'ra, and be-

ing interrogated by him, as to the extent of his

previous knowledge, says, ' I have learnt the Rlg-
'ccda, the Yajurveda, the Sdmaveda, *he \4tliar-

van'a, [which is] the fourth, the Itihdsa and Pu-
rdna, [which are] a fifth, and [grammar, or] the

Veda of Vcdas, the obsequies of the manes, the art

of computation, the knowledge of omens, the re-

volutions of periods, the intention of speech [or

artof rerisoningj, the maxims of ethicks, the divine

.science [or construction of scripture], the sciences

appendant on holy writ [or accentuation, prosody,

and religious rites], the adjuration of spirits, the

art of the soldier, the science of astronomy, the

charming of serpents, the science of demigods [or

music and mechanical arts] ; all this have I stu-

died
;

yet do I only knew the text, and have no
knowledge of the soul

J.'

* Vide Vcdas pass.';:).

t In the Trntiriva Upanishad.

I f\\ r.i::id''gi/a Upanishad, ch. 7, § !• I insert the whole

passage, because it contains an ample enumeration of the sciences.

The names, by wliicU grammar and the rest are indicated in the

original text, are obscure ; but the annotations of SanCARA ex-

plain them.

This, like any other portion of a Veda where it is itself named,

(for a few other instances occur ;) must of course be more mo-
dem tlian another part, to which tiie name had been previouslt
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From this, compared witli other passages of less

authority, and witli the received notions of the

Hindus themselves, it appears, that the Rich, Ya-
jush, and Sainan, are tlie three principal portions

of the J^tda; that the \itliarvan'a is commonly
admitted as a fourth ; and that divers mytholo-
gical poems, entitled Itiliha and Punhi'iis, are

reckoned a supplement to the scripture, and, as

such, constitute a fifth J^eda^\

The true reason, why the three first Ftdas are

often mentioned without an}' notice of the fourth,

must be sought, not in their different origin and
antiquity; but in the difference of their use and
purport. Prayers, employed at solemn rites, called

Yqjnijas, have been placed in the three principal

Vtdas: those, which are in prose, are named Ya-
jush ; such, as are in metre, are denominated Rich;
and some, which are intended to be chanted, are

called Sdman: and these names, as distinguishing

different portions of the Vedas, are anterior to

assigned. It w ill hereafter be shown, that the Vcdas are a com-
pilation of prayers, called mnnifas ; with a collection of precepts

and maxims, entitled Brahmnna ; from which last portion, the

Upanishad is extracted. Ti)e prayers are properly the Vtdas,

and apparently preceded the Bruhniana.
* When the study of the Indian scriptiii^s was more general

than at present, especially among the Briihman'as of Cam/acubja,

learned priests derived titles from the number of Vedas, with

which they were conversant. Since every priest was bound to

study one Vtda, no title was derived from the fulfilment of that

duty ; but a person, who had studied two Vcdas, was surnamed
Dwivedi ; one, who was conversant with three, ^Frhtdi ; and
one, versed in four, Chaturvedi: as the mythological poems
were only figuratively called a Vtda, no distinction appears to

bavc been derived from a knowledge of them, in addition to the

four scYiptures. The titles, abovementioned, have become the

surnames of families among the Bnihmens of CanoJ, and are

corrupted by vulgar pronunciation into Dohe, Tiw&re, and
Ckauhe.
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their separation in Vya'sa's compilation. But the

^Afharvana, not being used at the rehgious cere-

monies above-mentioned, and containing prayers

employed at lustrations, at rites conciliating the

deities, and as imprecations on enemies, is essen-

tially different from the other Vedas ; as is re-

marked by the author of an elementary treatise on
the classification of the Indian sciences *.

But different schools of priests have admitted
some variations in works which appear under the

same title. This circumstance is accounted for by
the commentators on the Vedas, who relate the

following story taken from Puran'asL, and other

authorities. Vya'sa, having compiled and ar-

ranged the scriptures, theogonies, and mytholo-
gical poems, taught the several Vedas to as many
disciples: viz. the Rich to Paila; the Yajush to

Vais'ampa'yana, and the /5'^m«w to Jaimini ; as

also the \4t'harva}ia to Sumantu, and the Itihasa

and Piiran'as to Su ta. These disciples instructed

their respective pupils, who, becoming teachers in

their turn, communicated the knowledge to their

own disciples ; until, at length, in the progress

of successive instruction, so great variations crept

into the text, or into the manner of reading and
reciting it, and into the no less sacred precepts for

its use and application, that eleven hundred dif-^

ferent schools of scriptural knowledge arose.

The several Sanh'Uas, or collections of prayers

in each Veda, as received in these numerous schools,

or variations, more or less considerable, admitted

by them either in the arrangement of the whole
text (including prayers and precepts), or in regard

to particular portions of it, constituted the Sac has

* Mad'husu'dana Saraswati', in the Prast'hdnabheda.
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or branches of each VMa. Tradition, preserved

in the Puranas, reckons sixteen Sauhitas of tlie

Rigveda; eighty-six o^ the. Yqjush ; or, including

those which branched from a second revelation of

this Veda, a hundred and one ; and not less than

a thousand of the Sdmaveda; besides nine of the

'yifharvana. But treatises on the study of the

Veda reduce the Sac has of the Ric/i, to live; and
those of the Vqjus/i, including both revelations of
it, to eighty-six *.

The progress, by which (to use the language of

the Puran'as) the ti'ee of science put forth its nu-

merous branches, is thus related. Paila taught

the Rigveda, or Bahvfich, to two disciples, Bah-
CALA and IxDRAPRAMATi. The first, also called

Bahcali, was the editor of a Saukita, or collection

of prayers; and r 'Sac ha, bearing his name, still

subsists : it is said to have first branched into four

schools; afterwards into three others. Indra-
PRAMATi communicated his knowledge to his own
son Man'duce^ya, by whom a Sanhitd was com-
piled : and from whom one of tlie \Sdchds has de-

rived its name. Vedamitra, surnamed S'a'cal-

YA, studied under the same teacher, and gave a

complete collection of prayers : it is still extant;

but is said to have given origin to five varied

editions of the same text. The two other and
principal 'Sac has of the Rich are those of As'wa-
LA'YANA and Sa'nc'hya'yana, or, perhaps, Cau-
SHi'TACi': hwt the Vishn'upuran'a omits them, and
intimates, that Sa'capu'rn'i, a pupil of Indra-
PRAMATi, gave the third varied edition from this

teacher, and was also the author of the Niructa : if

* The authorities on which this is stated, are chiefly the Vishnu
piiran'a, part 'J, chap 4, and the Vijetfavil&sa on the study of

scripture; also, the Charav!avyuha, on the Sdc'hds of the Fcdas.
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so, he is the same with Ya'sca. His school seems

to have been subdivided by the formation of three

others derived from his disciples.

The Yqjush, or Ad'hwaryu, consists of two dif-

ferent Vedas, which have separately branched out

into various ^Sachas. To explain the names, by
which both are distinguished, it is necessary to

notice a legend, which is gravely related in the

Purdn'as, and in the commentaries on the VMa.

The Yqjush, in its original form, was at first

taught by Vais'a3ipa'yana, to twenty-seven pu-

pils. At this time, having instructed Ya'jxya-
WALCYA, he appointed him to teach the Veda to

other disciples. Being afterwards offended by the

refusal of Ya'jnyav/alcya to take on himself a

share of the sin incm-red by Vais'aj,ipa'yana,

who had unintentionally killed his own sister's

son, the resentful preceptor bade Ya'jnyawalcya
relinquish the science, which he had learnt*. He
instantly disgorged it in a tangible form. The
rest of Vais'aMPa'yana's disciples, receiving his

commands to pick up the disgorged Vida, as-

sumed the form of partridges, and swallowed these

texts which were soiled, and, for this reason,

termed " black :" they are also denominated Tait-

tiriya, from tittiri, the name for a partridge.

Ya'jnyawalcya, overwhelmed with sorrow,

had recourse to the sun ; and, through the favour

of that luminary, obtained a new revelation of the

Yqjush ; which is called " white," or pure, in con-

tradistinction to the other, and is likewise named
Vqjasaneyi, from a patronymick, as it should

* The Vishnu pur/m'n, part 3, chap. 5. A different motive

of resentment is assigned by others.

2
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seem, of Ya'jnyawalcya himself: for the Veda

declares, ' these pure texts, revealed by the sun,

are pubhshed by Ya'jnyawalcya, the offspring of

Va'jasani*.' But, according to the Vishnu pu-

rdn'a (3. 5. ad finem), the priests, who studied the

Yajushy are called Vqjins, because the sun, who
revealed it, assumed the form of a Horse (Vajin).

I have cited this absurd legend, because it is re-

ferred to by the commentators on the white Yajush.

But I have yet found no allusion to it in the Veda

itself, nor in the explanatory table of contents.

On the contrary, the index of the black Yajush

o:ives a different and more rational account. Vai-
s ampa'yana, according to this authority f, taught

the Yajurveda to Ya'sca, who instructed Tittiri f :

from him Uc'ha received it, and communicated it

to A'tre'ya: who framed the 'Sac ha, which is

named after him ; and for which that Index is ar-

ranged.

The white Yajush was taught by Ya'jnyawal-
cya to fifteen pupils, who founded as many schools.

The most remarkable of which are the 'Sdc'hds of

Canwa and Madhyandina; and, next to them,

those of the Jdbdlas, Baudlidyanas, and Tdpamyas.

The other branches of the Yajush seem to have

* Vrihad Aranyaca ad calceni. The passage is cited by the

commentator on the Rigveda. In tlie index hkewise, Ya'jnya-
walcya is stated to have received the revelation from the sun.

t Cdnd'dnucrama, verse 25. This index indicatorius is formed
for the ^Atreyi S'dc'M. Its author is Cun'dina, if the text

(verse 27) be rigiitly interpreted.

X This agrees with the etymology of the word TaittirU/a ; for,

according to grammarians (see Pdnini 4. iii. 102), the derivative

here implies * recited by Tittiri, though composed by a different

person.' A similar explanation is given by commentators on the

Upanishads.

Vol. VIII. Cc
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been arranged in several classes. Thus the Cha-

racas, or students of a Sdc'hd, so denominated
from, the teacher of it, Characa, are stated as

including ten subdivisions ; among which are the

Cafhas^ or disciples of Cat"ha, a pupil ofVAi-
s'ampa'yana ; as also the ^SxvHdsf-wataras^ Aupa-
manyavas^ and Maitrayaniyas : the last mentioned
comprehend seven others. In like manner, the

Taittiriyacas are, in the first instance, subdivided
into two, the Audhyayas and Chaivdickyas ; and
these last are again subdivided into five, the A'pas-

tambiyas, &c. Among them, A'pastamba's sac'ha
is still subsisting ; and so is A'tre'ya's, among
those which branched from Uc'haj but the rest,

or most of them, are become rare, if not altoge-

ther obscJete.

Sumantu, son of Jaimini, studied the Sama-
"Ceda^ or Ch'dndogya, under his father : and his own
son, SucARMAN, Studied under the same teacher,

but founded a different school ; which was the ori-

gin of two others, derived from his pupils, Hira-
nYana'bha and Paushyinji, and thence branch-

ing into a thousand more. For L6ca'C8HI, Cu-
THUMi, and other disciples of Paushyinji, gave
their names to separate schools, which were in-

creased by their pupils. The S'dc'hd, entitled

Caufhumi, still subsists. Hiran'yana'bha, the

other pupil of Suearman, had fifteen disciples,

authors of Sanhitds, collectively called the northern
Sdmagas ; and fifteen others, entitled the southern

Sdmagas : and Criti, one of his pupils, had twen-
ty-four disciples, by whom, and by their followers,

the other schools were founded. Most of them
are now lost; and, according to a legend, were
destroyed by the thunderbolt of Indra. The
principal Sdclid now subsisting, is that of the

jRdridyaniyas, including seven subdivisions ; one
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of which is entitled Caufhumi, as above-men-

tioned, and comprehends six distinct schools.

Tliat of the Talavacaras^ likewise, is extant, at

least, in part : as will be shown in speaking of the

Upanishads.

The Afharva-v^da was taught by Sumantu, to

his pupil Caband'ha, who divided it between
De'vadars'a and Pat'hya. The first of these

has given name to the S'ac'ha^ entitled DSvadarsi

;

as Pippala'da, the last of his four disciples, has,

to the S'dc'hd of the Paippaladis. Another branch
of the Afharva7ia derives its appellation from
Saunaca, the third of Pat'hya's pupils. The
rest are of less note.

Such is the brief history of the Veda, deducible

from the authorities before cited. But those nu-

merous S'dc'hds did not differ so widely from each

other, as might be inferred from the mention of
an equal i^wmhtx o^ Sanhitas, or distinct collections

of texts. In general, the various schools of the

same VMa seem to have used the same assemblage

of prayers; they differed more in their copies of

the precepts or Brdhmarias ; and some received,

into their canon of scripture, portions which do
not appear to have been acknowledged by others.

Yet the chief difference seems always to have been
the use of particular rituals taught" in aphorisms
(Siitras) adopted by each school ; and these do not

constitute a portion of the Veda ; but, like grammar
and astronomy, are placed among its appendages.

It may be here proper to remark, that each
Veda consists of two parts, denominated the Man-
tras and the Brdhmarias ; or prayers and precepts.

The complete collection of the hymns, prayers,

and invocations, belonging to one Vkda, is entitled

Cc 2
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its Saiihita. Every otlier portion of Lidian scrip-

ture is included under the general head of divi-

nity (Brahman a). This comprises precepts, which
inculcate religious duties; maxims, which explain

those precepts ; and arguments, which relate to

theology *. But, in the present arrangement of
the Vedas, the portion, which contains passages

called Brahman as, includes many which are strictly

prayers or Mantras. The theology of the Indian

scripture, comprehending the argumentative por-

tion entitled Vedanta, is contained in tracts deno-
minated Upanishads ; some of which are portions

of the BraJiman'a, properly so called ; others are

found only in a detached form ; and one is a part

of a Sanhitd itself.

On the Rigve'da.

THE Sanhitd of the first Veda-\ contains man-
tras, or prayers, which, for the most part, arc

encomiastick ; as the name of the Rigvcda im-

plies
J.

This collection is divided into eight parts

* The explanation, here given, is taken from the Prast'hana

bhida.

t I have several copies of it, with Ihc corresponding index for

the Sacalya, S'acha; and also an excellent connnentary by

Sayan'a cha'rya. In another collection of mantras, belong-

ing to the ^As'ivaluyani S'uc'ha of this Vtda, I find the first few

sections of each lecture agree with the other copies ; but the rest

of the sections are omitted. I question whether it be intended as

a complete copy for that S'uc'ha.

J Derived from tjje verb rich, to laud ; and properly signify-

ing any prayer or hymn, in which a deity is praised. As those

are mostly in verse, the term becomes also applicable to such

passages of any Veda, as are reducible to measure according to

tlie rules of prosody. Tiie first Ftda, iii Vya'sa's compilation,

1
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(Chan'da); each of which is subdivided into as

many lectures (axVhyaya). Another mode of di-

vision also runs through the volume ; distinguish-

ing ten books (mandala), which are subdivided

inio more than a hundred chapters (cimrcaca), and

comprise a thousand hymns or invocations (siicta).

A further subdivision of more than two thousand

sections (barga) is common to both methods : and

the whole contains above ten thousand verses, or

rather stanzas, of various measures.

On examining this voluminous compilation, a

systematical arrangement is readily perceived.

Successive chapters, and even entire books, com-

prise hymns of a single author : invocations, too,

addressed to the same deities, hymns relating to

like subjects, and prayers intended for similar oc-

casions, are frequently classed together. This re-

quires explanation.

In a regular perusal of the Veda, which is en-

joined to all priests, and which is much practised

by Mahrattas and Teimgns, the student or reader

is required to notice, especially, the author, sub-

ject, metre, and purpose of each mantra, or invo-

cation. To understand the meaning of the pas-

sage is thought less important. The institutors of

the Hindu system have indeed recommended the

study of the sense ; but they have inculcated with
equal strenuousness, and more success, attention

to the name of the Rishi or person, by whom the

text was first uttered, the deity to whom it is ad-

dressed, or the subject to which it relates, and
also its rhythm or metre, and its purpose, or the

coniprehending most of these texts, is called the Ris^v/da; or, as

expressed in the Commentaiy on the Index, " because it abounds
with such texts (Rich)."

Cc 3
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religious ceremony at which it should be used.

The practice of modern priests is conformable with
these maxims. Like the Koran among the Mo-
hammedans, the Vida is put into the hands of chil-

dren in the first period of their education ; and
continues afterwards to be read by rote, for the

sake of the words without comprehension of the

sense.

Accordingly the V6da is recited in various su-

perstitious modes : word by word, either simply
disjoining them, or else repeating the words alter-

nately, backwards and forwards, once or oftener.

Copies of the Rigveda and Yajum (for the Scima-

*veda is chanted only) are prepared for these and
other modes of recital, and are called Pada, Cra-'

ma, Jat'a, Ghana, &c. But the various ways of
inverting the text are restricted, as it should ap-

pear, to the principal Vedas; that is, to the ori-

ginal editions of the Rigveda and Yajush: while

the subsequent editions, in which the text, or the

arrangement of it, is varied, being therefore

deemed subordinate 'Sdchas, should be repeated

only in a simple manner.

It seems here necessary to justify my interpre-

tation of what is called the " Rishi of a mantrap
The last term has been thought to signify an in-

cantation rather than a prayer : and, so far as su-

pernatural efficacy is ascribed to the mere recital

of the words of a mantra, that interpretation is

sufficiently accurate ; and, as such, it is undoubt-

edly applicable to the unmeaning incantations of

the Mantra-s'as'tra, or Tantras and A'gamas. But
the origin of the term is certainly difterent. Its

derivation from a verb, which signifies ' to speak

privately,' is readily explained by the injunction

for meditating the text of the Veda, or reciting it
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inaudibly: and the import of 3,ny ma?ittvt in the
Indian scriptures, is generally found to be a prayer,

containing either a petition to a deity, or else

thanksgiving, praise, and adoration.

The Rhki or saint of a matitra is defined, both
in the index of the Rigveda, and by commen-
tators, " he, by whom it is spoken :" as the Di-
vatd, or deity, is, " that, which is therein men-
tioned." In the index to the Vajasanei/i Yajw'-
"veddy the Ruhi is interpreted " the seer or re-

memberer" of the text ; and the T>ivatd is said to

be " contained in the prayer ; or [named] at the

commencement of it; or [indicated as] the deity,

who shares the oblation, or the praise." Con-
formably with these definitions, the deity, that is

lauded or supplicated in the prayer, is its Dtcatd :

but in a few passages, which contain neither peti-

tion nor adoration, the subject is considered as

the deity, that is spoken of. For example, the

praise of generosity is the Devatd of many entire

hymns addressed to princes, from whom gifts

were received by the authors.

The Rlshi, or speakec, is of course rarely men-
tioned in the mantra itself: but, in some in-

stances, he does name himself. A few passages

too, among the matras of the Veda^ are in the

form of dialogue ; and, in , such cases, the dis-

coursers were alternately considered as Kishi and
Devatd. In general, the person, to whom the pas-

sage was revealed, or, according to another gloss, by
whom its use and application was first discovered *,

* Translating literally, " the Rishi is he, by whom the text

was seen." Pan'ini (4. ii. 7) employs the same term in ex-

plaining the import of derivatives used as denominations of pas-

sages in scripture ; aud his commentators concur with those of the

Cc4
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is called the Rlski of that mantra. He is evidently

then the author of the prayer; notwithstanding

the assertions of the Hindus^ with whom it is an
article of their creed, that the Vedas were com-
posed by no human author. It must be under-

stood, therefore, that, in affirming the primeval

existence of their scriptures, they deny these

works to be the original composition of the editor

(Vya'sa), but believe them to have been gradually

revealed to inspired writers.

The names of the respective authors of each
passage are preserved in the Anwicramani, or

explanatory table of contents, -(v'hich has been

handed down with the Veda itself, and of which
the authority is unquestioned *. According to

this index, Vis'wa'mitra is author of all the

hymns contained in the third book of the RigvSda ;

as Bharadwa'ja is, with rare exceptions, the

composer of those collected in the sixth book
;

Vasisht'ha, in the seventh; Gritsamada, in the

second ; Va'made'va in the fourth ; and Bud'ha^
and other descendants ofAtri, in the fifth. But,

in the remaining books of this VMa, the authors

Veda, in the explanation here given. By Rishi is generally meant
the supposed inspired writer : sometimes, however, the imagined

inspirer, is called the Rishi, or saint of the text; and, at other

times, as above noticed, the dialogist or speaker of the sentence.
* It appears from a passage in the Vijeya vildsa, as also from

the Vedadipa, or abridged commentary on the Vujasantyi, as

well as from the index itself, that Ca'tya'yana is the acknow-
ledged author of the index to the white Yajunh, That of the

Rigvcda is ascribed by the commentator, to the same Ca'tya'-
yana, pupil of Saunaca. The several indexes of the Veda
contribute to the preservation of the genuine text; especisilly,

where the metre, or the number of syllables, is stated ; as is ge-

nerally the case.

t First of the name, and progenitor of the race of Kings

called children of the moon.
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are more various : among- these, besides Agastya,
Cas'yapa, son of MARrcHi, Angiras, Jama-
DAGNi, son of Bhrigu, Para's'ara, father of Vy-
a's'a, Gotama and his sohNod'has, Vrihaspati,
Na'reda, and other celebrated Indian saints, the

most conspicuous are Can'wa, and his numerous
descendants, Me'd'hatit'hi, &c.; Mad'huch'han-
DAS, and others among the posterity of Viswa-
MITRA ; S'uNAS'e'p'ha, SOn of Aj IGARTA ; CUTSA,
Hiran'yastu'ya, Savya, and other descendants

ofAngiras; besides many other saints, among the

posterity of personages above-mentioned.

It is worthy of remark, that several ])er5ons of

royal birtli (for instance, five sons of the king
Vrihangir; andTRAYYARUN'A andTRASADASYV,
who were themselves kings); are mentioned among
the authors of the hymns, which constitute this

Veda: and the text itself, in some places, actually

points, and in others obviously alludes, to mo-
narchs, whose names are famihar in the Indian

heroic history. As this fact may contribute to

fix the age, in which the Veda was composed, I

shall here notice such passages of this tendency,

as have yet fallen under my observation.

The sixth hymn of the eighteenth chapter of

the first book, is spoken by an ascetic named Cac-
SHi'vAT, in praise of the munificence of Swanaya,
who had conferred immense gifts on him. The
subject is continued in the seventh hymn, and
concludes with a very strange dialogue betw^een

the king Bha'vayavya and his wife Roaiasa',

daughter of Vrihaspati. It should be remarked,

concerning Cacshi'vat, that his mother Us'ic

was bondmaid of king Anga's queen.

The eighth book opens with an invocation,
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which ciUudes to a singular legend. 'Asanga, son

of Playoga, and his successor on the throne, was
metamoiphosed into a woman; but retrieved his

sex through the prayers of Me'd'hyatit'hi, whom
he therefore rewarded most liberally. In this hymn
he is introduced praising his own munificence;

and, towards the close of it, his wife 'Sas'wati',

daughter of Angiras, exults in his restoration to

manhood.

The next hymns applaud the liberality of the

kings ViBHixDU, Pacast'haman (son of Cura-
-ya'n'a), Curunga, Cas'u (son of Che'di'), and
TiRiNDTRA (son of Paras'u), wlio had severally

bestowed splendid gifts on the respective authors of
these thanksgivings. In the third chapter of the

same book, the seventh hymn commends the gene-

rosity of Trasada'syu, the grandson of Ma'nd'-

ha'trL The fourth chapter opens with an invoca-

tion containing praises of the liberality of Ceiitra
;

and tlie fourth hymn of the same chapter celebrates

Varu, son of Susha'man.

In the first chapter of the tenth book, there is a

hymn to water, spoken by a king, named Sind'hu-
D^rl'?A, the son of Ambarisha. The seventh

chapter contains several passages, from the fifteenth

to the eighteenth siicta^ which allude to a remark-

able legend. Asa m a'ti, son or descendant of Icsh-

wa'cu, had deserted his former priests, and employ-

ed others : the forsaken Brahmanas recited incanta-

tions for his destruction ; his new priests, however,

not only counteracted their evil designs, but retali-

ated on them, and caused the death of one of those

Brahman'as : the rest recited these prayers, for

tlieir own preservation, and for the revival of their

companion.
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The eighth chapter opens with a hymn, wliich

alludes to a story respecting Na'bha'ne'disht'a,

son of Menu, who was excluded from participa-

tion with his brethren in the paternal inheritance.

The legend itself is told in the Aitareya Brah-
man a *, or second portion of the Rlgvida.

Among other hymns by royal authors, in the

subsequent chapters of the tenth book of the San-

hitd^ I remark one by AIa'nd'ha tri, son of Yu-
vana'sVa, and another t^y S'lvi, son of Us'i'nara,

a third by Vasumanas, son of Rohidas'wa, and
a fourth by PRATARDAisrA, son of Div6da'sa, king

of Cas'i.

The deities invoked appear, on a cursory in-

spection of the Veda, to be as various as the au-

thors of the prayers addressed to them : but, ac-

cording- to the most ancient annotations on the

Indian scripture, those numerous names of persons

and things are all resolvable into different titles of
three deities, and ultimately of one god. The
Nighanti, or glossary of the Vedas, concludes with
three lists of names of deities : the hr'st comprising

such as are deemed svnonvmous with fire : the

second, with air; and the third with the sunf.
In the last part of the Niructa, which entirely re-

lates to deities, it is twice asserted, that there are

but three gods ;
' Tisra tea de-vatdh

J.'
The further

* In the second lecture and fourteenth section of the fifth book.

t Nig'hanti, or first part of the Airucta, C. 5.

X In the second and third sections of the twelfth chapter, or

lecture, of the glossary and illustrations of the Veda. The Ni-

ructa consists of three parts : the first, a glossary as above-men-

tioned, comprises five short chapters or lectures. The second,

entitled Naigama, or the first half of the Niructa, properly so

called, consists of six long chapters ; and the third entitled JDai-

vata, or second half of the proper Niructa, contains eight more.
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inference, that these intend but one deity, is sup-

ported by many passages in the Veda; and is very

clearly and concisely stated in the beginning of
the index to the Rigvcda, on the authority of the

Ninicia, and of the VMa itself.

' Yasya vacyam, sa rishir; ya tenochyat^, sa

devata; yad acshara-parinianam, tach ch'hando.

Art'hepsava rishayo d^vatas ch'handobhir abhyad*-

havan.

* Tisra ha dhatali ; cshity-'antaricsha-dyu-st'ha-

iid, agnir vayuli surya ity : *evam vyahritayah

procta vyastah ; samastanam prajapatir. O'ncara

sarvadevatyah, paraniesht'hyo va, brabmo, daivo

va, ad'byatmicas. Tat tat st'hana anyas tad vib-

hiitayah ; carma prit'hactwad d'hi pr'ithag abhid'-

hana stutayo bhavanty : ^caiv^a va mahan ^tma
devata; sa siirya ity achacshat6; sa hi sarva-bhiit'

atma. Tad uctam rishin'a :
" surya citma jagatas

tastliushas' cKeti."' Tad vibhutay6' nya devatas.

Tad apy 6tad rishin" octam :
" Indrani Mitram Va-

runam Agnim ahur iti"

' The Rlshi [of any particular passage] is he,

whose speech it is ; and that, which is thereby ad-

dressed, is the deity [of the text]: and the num-
ber of syllables constitutes the metre [of the

prayer]. Sages (Rlshis), solicitous of [attaining]

particular objects, have approached the Gods with
[prayers composed in] metre,

' The deities are only three; whose pkces are,

the earth, the intermediate region, and heaven :

[namely] fire, air, and the sun. They are pro-

Thc cliapler, here cited, is marked as the twelfth including th€

glossary, or seventh exclusive oi" it.
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nounced to be [the deities] of the mysterious

names* severally; and (Praja'pati) the lord of

creatures is [the deity] of them collectively. The
syllable O'm intends every deity : it belongs to

(Paramesht'hi) him, who dwells in the supreme

abode; it appertains to (Brahme) the vast one;

to (Dtva) God ; to (AcVhyatma) the superintend-

ing soul. Other deities, belonging to those se-

veral regions, are portions of the [three] Gods

;

for they are variously named and described, on ac-

count of their different operations : but [in fact]

there is only one deity, the great soul (Mahan
utmd). He is called the sun ; for he is the soul

of all beings
;
[and] that is declared by the sage,

" the sun is the soul of (jagat) what moves, and
" o^(tasfhush) that which is fixed." Other deities

are portions of him : and that is expressly declared

by the sage :
" The wise call fire, Indra, Mitra,

" and Varun'a ;" &c.-|'

This passag-e of the Anucraman'i is partly

abridged from the Niructa (c. 15), and partly

taken from the Brdhmana of the V^da. It shows
(v/hat is also deducible from texts of the Indian

scriptures, translated in the present and former

essays), that the ancient Hindu religion, as found-

ed on the Indian scriptures, recognises but one

God
;
yet not sufficiently discriminating the crea-

ture from the creator.

* Bhur, bhuvaJi, axid sivar ; caWed the Vyahrit is. See Menu,
c. 2, V. 76. In the original text, the nominative case is here used

for the genitive ; as is remarked by the Commentator, on this

passage. Such irregularities are frequent iu the Vtdas them-
selves.

t Niructa, c. 12, § 4, ad finem. The remainder of tlie pas-

sage, that is liere briefly cited by tiie author of the Index, iden-

tifies tire with tlie great and only soul.
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The subjects ar.d uses of the prayers contained
in the Veda, differ more than the deities which are

invoked, or the titles by which they are addressed.

Every line is replete with alhisions to mythology*,
and to the Indian notions of the di\ ine nature and
of celestial spirits. For the innumerable ceremo-
nies to be performed by a householder, and, still

more, for those endless rites enjoined to hermits
and asceticks, a choice of prayers is offered in

every stage of the celebration. It may be here

sufficient to observe, that In^dra, or the firma-

ment, fire, the sun, the moon, water, air, the
spirits, the atmosphere and the earth, are the ob-
jects most frequently addressed : and the various

and repeated sacrifices with fire, and the drinking
of the milky juice of the moon-plant or, acid as-

clepiasf, furnish abundant occasion for numerous
prayers adapted to the many stages of those reli-

gious rites. I shall, therefore, select for remark
such prayers as seem most singular; rather than
such as might appear the fairest specimens of this

In the fifteenth chapter of the first book, there are

two hymns ascribed to Cutsa, and also toTniTA,
son of water. Three asceticks, brothers it should

* Not a m>lhology Avliich avowedly exalts deified heroes (as

in the Purhias) ; but one, which personifies the elements and
planets ; and which peoples heaven, and the world below, with

various orders of beings.

I observe, however, in many places, the ground-work of le-

gends, which are familiar in mythological poems ; such, for .ex-

ample, as the demon Vritra, slain by Indra, who is thence
surnamed Vritrahan; but I do not remark anything that cor-

responds \vith the favourite legends of those sects, which worship
either tiie Linga, or Sacti, or else Pv.a'ma or Crishn'a. I ex-

cept some detached portions, the genuineness of which appears
doubtful ; as will be shown towards the close of this essay.

t S&ma-latd, Asclepias acida, or Cynanchum viminale.
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seem, since they are named in another portion of

the Veda as QAptya) sons of water (Ap)^ were op-

pressed with thirst while travelling in a sandy de-

sert. At length, they found a well ; and one of

them descended into it, and thence lifted water

for his companions : hut the ungrateful brothers

stole his effects, and left him in the well, covering

it with a heavy cart-wheel. In his distress he pro-

nounced the hymns in question. It appears from
the text, that Cutsa also was once in similar dis-

tress; and pronounced the same or a similar invo-

cation : and, for this reason, the hymns have been
placed, by the compiler of the Veda, among those

of which CuTSA is the author.

The twenty-third chapter of the same book
commences with a dialogue between Agastya,
Indra, and the Maruts ; and tlie remainder of
that, with the whole of the twenty-fourth chapter,

comprises twenty-six hymns addressed by Agas-
tya to those divinities, and to the As'wins, fire,

the sun, and some other deities. The last of these

hymns was uttered by Agastya, under the appre-

hension of poison ; and is directed by rituals to be

used as an incantation against the effects of venom.
Other incantations, applicable to the same pur-

pose, occur in various parts of the Veda; for ex-

ample, a prayer by Vasisht'ha for preservation

from poison (book 7, ch. 3, § 18).

The third book, distributed into five chapters,

contains invocations by Vis'wa'mitra, son of
Ga't'hin, and grandson of Cusica. The last

hymn or Siicta, in this book, consists of six

prayers, one of which includes the celebrated Gd-
yatri : this remarkable text is repeated more than
once in Q\he.xVedas; but, since Vis'wa'mitra is

acknowledged to be the Rishi, to whom it was
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first revealed, it appears, that its proper and ori-

ginal place is in this liymn. I therefore subjoin a
translation of the prayer, which contains it, as also

the preceding one, (both of which are addressed

to tlie sun ;) for the sake of exhibiting the Indian

priest's confession of faith with its context ; after

having, in former essays, given more than one
version of it apart from the rest of the text. The
other prayers, contained in the same Siicta, being

addressed to other deities, are here omitted.

* This new and excellent praise of thee, O
splendid, playful, sun (Pushai?J f is offered by us

to thee. Be gratified by this my speech : approach

this craving mind, as a fond man seeks a woman.
May that sun (Pushan), who contemplates, and
looks into, all worlds, be our protector.'

* Let us i\ieditate ox the adorable light
OF the divine rxjLer (Savitri )^'

: MAY IT guide
OUR INTELLECTS. Dcsirous of food, we solicit the

gift of the splendid sun (Savitri), who should be

studiously worshipped. Venerable men, guided

by the understanding, salute the divine sun (Sa-

'vitrt) with oblations and praise.'

The two last hymns, in the third chapter of the

7th book, are remarkable; as being addressed

to the guardian spirit of a dwelling house, and
used as prayers, to be recited with oblations, on
building a house. The legend, belonging \to the

second of these hymns, is singular : VasishVha,

* S'ayan'a'cha'rya, llie commentator whose gloss is here

followed, considers this jiassage to admit of two interpretations

:

' tl;e light, or Brahme constituting tlie splendour, of the supreme
ruler, or creator of the universe;' or * the light, or orb, of the

splendid sun.'

\
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coming at night to the house of Varun'a, (with

the intention of sleeping there, say some; but, as

others affirm, with the design of steahng grain to

appease his hanger, after a fast of three days,) v\^as

assailed by the house dog. He uttered this prayer,

or incantation, to lay asleep the dog who was
barking at, and attempting to bite, him. A literal

version of the first of those hymns is here subr

joined,

* Guardian of this abode! be acquainted with

us ; be to us a wholesome dwelling ; afford us what
we ask of thee ; and grant liappiness to our bipeds

and quadrupeds. Guardian of this house ! increase

both us and our wealth. ]\Ioon i while thou art

friendly, may we, with our kine and our horses,

be exempted from decrepitude : guard us as a father

protects his offspring. Guardian of this dwelling

!

may we be united with a happy, delightful, and
melodious abode afforded by thee: guard our wealth

now under thy protection, or yet in expectancy
;

and do thou defend us.'

The fourth hymn, in the fourth chapter, con^
eludes with a prayer to Rudr.a, which, being
used with oblations after a fast of three days, is

supposed to ensure a happy life of a hundred years.

In the sixth book, three hymns occur, which, be*

ing recited with Avorship to the sun, are believed

to occasion a fall of rain after the lapse of live

days : the two first are aptly addressed to a cloud;

and the third is so, to frogs, because these had
croaked while VasishVua recited the preceding-

prayers, which circumstance he accepted as a good
omen.

The sixth chapter of the tenth book closes with
two hymns, the prayer of which is the destruc-.

Vol. VIIL D d
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tion of enemies, and which are used at sacrifices

for that purpose.

The seventh chapter opens with a hymn, in

which Surya', suraamed Savitri', the wife of

the moon *, is made the speaker ; as Dacshina',
daughter of Praja'pati, and Juhu, daughter of

Brahma', are, in subsequent chapters f. A very

singular passage occurs in another place, contain-

ing a dialogue between Yama and his twin-sister

Yamuna', whom he endeavours to seduce; but

his offers are rejected by her with virtuous expos-

tulation.

Near the close of the tenth chapter, a hymn, in

a very different style of composition, is spoken by
Va'ch, daughter of Ambhrin'a, in praise of her-

self as the supreme and universal soul J. Vdch^ it

should be observed, signifies speech; and she is

the active power of Brahm'a', proceeding from''

him. The following is a literal version of this

hymn, which is expounded by the commentator,

consistently with the theological doctrines of the'

Vedas,

* Tiiis marriage is noticed in the Aitareya Br&hman'a, where
the second lecture of the fourtli book opens in this manner;
' PHaja'pati gave his daughter, Su'rya' Savitri', to Soma,
the king.' The well known legend in the Purdnas, concerning

the nsarriage of S6ma with the daughters of Dacsha, seems to

be founded on this stoiy in the Vedas.

t In the introductirn to the index, these, together with other

goddesses, \»ho are reckoned authors of holy texts, are enumerated
and distin^^'.uished by tiie iijipeljation of Brahmevddini. An ip-

spired writer is, in thf masniline, termed Brahmev6din.

\ Towards the end of llie VrihadAranyaca, Va'ch is mentioned

as receiving a revelation from Ambhi'ni, who obtained it from
the sun: but here she herself bears the almost similar patronymip
Ambhkin'i'.
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* I range with the Rudras, with the Vasiis, with

the ^Adityas, and with the Vis'wadevas. I uphold

both the sun and the ocean [Mitra andA^arun'a],
the jfirmament [Indra] and fire, and both t]ie

As'wiNs. I support the moon [So'ma], destroyer

[of foes]; and [the sun entitled] Twashtri, Pu'-

SHAN, or Bhaga. I grant wealth to the honest

votary who performs sacrifices, offers oblations,

and satisfies [the deities]. ]\fe, who am the queen,

the conferrer of wealth, the possessor of know-
ledge, and first of such as merit worship, the gods

render, universally, present every where, and per-

vader of all beings. He, who eats food through

me, as he, who sees, who breathes, or who hears,

through n\e, yet knows me not, is lost; hear then

the faith, which I pronounce. Even I declare this

self, who is worshipped by gods and men : I make
strong, whom I choose ; T make him Brahma,
holy, and wise. For Rudra I bend the bow, to

slay the demon, foe of Brahma ; for the people I

make war [on their foes] ; and I pervade heaven
and earth. I bore the father, on the head of this

[universal mind]; and my origin is in the midst
of the ocean *

: and, therefore, do I pervade all

beings, and touch this heaven with my form.

Originating all beings, I pass like the breeze; I am
above this heaven, beyond this earth ; and what
is the great one, that am I.'

* Heaven, or the sky, is the father ; as expressly declared in

auotber place: and the sky is produced from mind, according to

one more passage of the Vedas. Its birth is therefore placed on
tlie bead of the supreme mind. The commentator suggests three

interpretations of the sequel of the stanza: • my parent, the holy

Amhhrin'a, is in the midst of tlie ocean ;' or, • my origin, the

sentient deity, is in waters, which constitute the bodies of the

gods ;' or, * the sentient god, who is in the midst of the waters,

which pervade intellect, is mv orisjin.*
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The tenth chapter closes with a hymn to night

;

and the eleventh begins with two hymns relative

to the creation of the world. Another, on this

subject was translated in a former essay *
: it is the

last hymn, but one, in the Rigveda ; and the au-

thor of it is Ag'hamarshan'a (a son of Mad'-
huch'handas), from whom it takes the name by
which it is generally cited. The other hymns, of

which a version is here subjoined, are not ascribed

to any ascertained author. Praja'pati, surnamed
Paramhhfhi, and his son Yajnya, are stated as

the original speakers. But, of these names, one

is a title of the primeval spirit; and the other

seems to allude to the allegorical immolation of

Brahma.

I. ' Then was there no entity, nor nonentity

;

no world, nor sky, nor ought above it : nothing,

any where, in the happiness of any one, involving

or involved : nor water, deep and dangerous.

Death was not ; nor then was immortality ; nor

distinction of day or night. But that \ breathed

without aflflation, single with (Sxoadlici) her who
is sustained within him. Other than him, nothing

existed, [which] since [has been]. Darkness there

was
;

[for] this universe was enveloped with dark-

ness, and was undistinguishable [like fluids mixed
in] waters : but that mass, which was covered by
the husk, was [at length] produced by the power

* j4sw//c Researches, Vol. V. p. 36l.

t The pronoun (tad), tlius emphatically used, is undeislood

to intend the supreme being according to the doctrines of the

Veddnta. When manifested by creation, he is the entity (sat) ;

while forms, being mere illusion, are nonentity (asat). The
whole of this hymn is expounded according to the received doc-

trines of the Indian theology, or Veddnta. Darkness and desire

(Tamas and C6ma) bear a distant resemblance to the Chaos aud
Eros of Hesiod. Theog. v. ll6.
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of contemplation. First desire was formed in his

mind ; and that became the original productive

seed; which the wise, recognising it by the intel-

lect in their hearts, distinguish, in nonentity, as

the bond of entity.'

' Did the luminous ra}^ of these [creative acts]

expand in the middle? or above? or below? That
productive seed, at once, became providence [or

sentient souls], and matter [or the elements]

:

she, who is sustained within himself*, was infe-

rior; and he, who heeds, was superior.'

* Who knows exactly, and who shall in this

world declare, whence and why this creation took
place? The gods are subsequent to the produc-

tion of this world : then who can know whence it

proceeded ? or whence this varied world arose ? or

whether it uphold [itself], or not? He, who, in

the highest heaven, is the ruler of this universe,

does indeed know; but not another can possess

that knowledg-e.'o

II. * That victim, who was Wove with threads

on every side, and stretched by the labors of a

hundred and one gods, the fathers, who wove and
framed and placed the warp and woof, do wor-
ship. The [first] male spreads and encompasses

this [web]; and displays it in this world and in

heaven : these rays [of the creator] assembled at

the altar, and prepared the holy strains, and the

threads of the warp.'

* What was the size of that divine victim, "whom
all the gods sacrificed ? What was his form ? what

* So Swad'ha is expounded : and tbe commentator makes it

equivaleut to Mdi//t, or the world of ideas.

DdS
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the motive? the fence? the metre? the oblation?

and the prayer? First was produced the Gayatri

joined with fire; next the sun (Savitn) attended,

by Ushnih ; then the splendid moon with Anush-
riihhy and with prayers ; while Vfihati accompa-
nied the elocution ofVRiHASPATi (or the planet

Jupiter). Vu^ati was supported by the sun and
by water (MiTRA and Varun'a); but the [middle]

portion of the day and Tnshtubh were here tlie

attendants of Indra ; Jogati followed all the gods

:

and by that [universal] sacrifice, sages and men
were formed.'

* When that ancient sacrifice was completed,

sages, and men, and our progenitors, were by
him formed. Viewing with an observant mind
this oblation, which primeval saints ofl'ered, I ve-

nerate them. The seven inspired sages, with
prayers and with thanksgivings, follow the path

of these primeval saints, and wisely practise [the

performance of sacrifices], as charioteers use reins

[to guide their steeds].'

Some parts of these hymns bear an evident re-

semblance to one, wiiich has been before cited

from the white Vqjush*, and to which I shall

again advert in speaking of that Veda. Tlie com-
mentator on the Rigveda quotes it to supply some
omissions in this text. It appears also, on the

faith of his citations, that passages, analogous to

these, occur in the Taittir'iyaca, or black Vajush,

and also in the Brdfmiana of the Veda.

The hundred and one gods, who are the agents

in the framing of the universe typified by a sacri-

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII. p. 251.
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fice, are, according to this commentator, the
years of Brahma's hfe, or his afflations personified

in the form of Angiras, &c. The seven sages,

who instituted sacrifices in imitation of the prime-
val type, are Mari'chi, and others. Gayatri,

Ushnih^ &c. are names of metres, or of the various

lengths of stanzas and measured verses, in the
VMas,

The preceding quotations may be sufficient io

show the style of this part of the V6da ; which
comprehends the prayers and invocations.

Another part belonging, as it appears, to the

same Vida, is entitled Aitar^ya 'Brahmana. It is

divided into eight books (panjicd), each contain-

ing five chapters or lectures (ad'hyaya), and sub-

divided into an unequal number of sections (chan'-

da), amounting in the whole to two hundred and
eighty-five. Being partly in prose, the number of
distinct passages contained in those multiplied sec-

tions need not be indicated.

For want either of a complete commentary * or

of an explanatory index j", I cannot undertake
from a cursory perusal, to describe the whole con-
tents of this part of the Veda. I observe, how-
ever, many curious passages in it, especially to-

wards the close. The seventh book had treated

of sacrifices performed by kings : the subject is

continued in the first four chapters of the eighth

book ; and three of these relate to a ceremony for

the consecration of kings, by pouring on their

* I possess three entire copies of the text, but a part only of the

commentary by Sa'YaN'a CHa'RYA.
t Tlie index before-uientioned does not extend to this part of

the Vida.

Dd4
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heads, while seated on a throne prepared for the

purpose, water mixed with honey, clarified butter,

and spirituous liquor, as well as two sorts of grass

and the sprouts of corn. This ceremony, called

Jb/ih'htca, is celebrated on the accession of a king;

and subsequently, on divers occasions, as part of

the rites belonging to certain solemn sacrifices per-

formed for the attainment of particular objects.

The mode of its celebration is the subject of

the second chapter of the eighth book ; or

thirty-seventh chapter, reckoned (as is done by
the commentator) from the beginning of the Aita-

rlya. It contains an instance, which is not sin-

gular in the Feclas, though it be rather uncommon in

their didactick portion, of a disquisition on a dif-

ference of opinion among inspired authors. * Some,'

it says, * direct the consecration to be completed

with the appropriate prayer, but without the sacred

words (Vydlifitis), which they here deem «uper-

tluous : others, and particularly Satyaca'ma,
son of Ja'ba'la, enjoin the complete recitation of

those words, for reasons explained at full length

;

and Udda'laca, son of Arun'a, has therefore so

ordained the performance of the ceremony.'

The subject of this chapter is concluded by the

fiiilowing remarkable passage. ' Well knowing
all the [efficacy of consecration], Jaxame'jaya,
son of Paiiicshit, declared; " Priests, conversant

with this ceremony, assist me, who am. likewise

apprized [of its benefits], to celebrate the solemn

rite. Therefore, do I conquer [in single combat]

;

therefore, do I defeat arrayed forces with an ar-

layed army : neither the arrows of the gods, nor

those of men, reach me: I shall live the full pe-

riod of life ; I shall remain master of the whole

earth." Truly neither the arrows of the gods^
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Dor those of men, do reach him, whom well in-

structed priests assist in celebrating the solemn

rite: he lives the full period of life; he remains

master of the whole earth.'

The thirty-eighth chapter (or third of the eighth

book) describes a supposed consecration of Indra,
when elected by the gods to be their king. It

consists of similar, but more solemn, rites; in-

cluding, among other peculiarities, a fanciful

construction of his throne with texts of the Vtda ;

besides a repetition of the ceremony of conseci'a-

tion in various regions, to ensure imiversal domi-

nion. This last part of the description merits to

be quoted, on account of the geographical hints

which it contains.

' After [his inauguration by Praja'patj], the

divine Vasiis consecrated him in the eastern region,

with the same prayers in verse and in prose, and
with the same holy words, [as before-mentioned,]

in thirty-one days, to ensure his just domination.

Therefore, [even now,] the several kings of the

Prachijas, in the East, are consecrated, after the

practice of the gods, to equitable rule (Slniirlijya);

and [people] call those consecrated princes, Ham-
raj*.

' Next the divine Ruclras consecrated him in.

the southern region, with the same pra5'ers in

verse and in prose, and v/ith the same holy words,

in thirty-one days, to ensure increase of happiness.

Therefore, the several kings of the Satwats, in the

* In the nominative case, Samrdt', Samrdd, or Sainr/il ; sub-

stituting in this plcice a liquid letter, which is peculiar to the Veda,

and to the southern dialects of India; and which approaches, iu

souiid, to the common L .
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south, arc consecrated, after the practice of tlie

gods, to the increase of enjoyment (Bhojya ); and
[people] name those consecrated princes, Bhoja.

* Then the divine ^Adityas consecrated him in

the western region, with, &c., to ensure sole domi-
nion. Therefore, the several kings of the Nickyas
and Apdchyas, in the West, are consecrated, &c.
to sole dominion ; and [people] denominate them
Swaj^aj *.

* Afterwards all the god§ (ViswS dSva) conse-

crated him in the northern region, with, &c., to

ensure separate domination. Therefore, the se-

veral [deities, who govern the] countries of Uttai^a

curu and Utlara madra, heyond Hima'caty in the

North, are consecrated, &c. to distinct rule (Vai-

rdjya), and [people] term them Viraj f
.'

* Next the divine Sad'hyas and A'ptyas conse-

crated him, in this middle, central, and present

region, with, &c., for local dominion. Therefore,

the several kings of Curu and Panchdla, as well

as Vas'a and Ustnara, in the middle, central, and
present region, are consecrated, &c. to sovereignty

(Rajya) ; and [people] entitle them Raja..

* Lastly, the Maruts, and the gods named An-
giras, consecrated him, in the upper region, with,

&c., to promote his attainment of the supreme

abode, and to ensure his mighty domination, su-

perior rule, independent power, and long reign

:

and, therefore, he became a supreme deity (Para-
mtsMhi) and ruler o\ er creatures.

* In ihe nominative case, Swardt', Swar6d, or Swar&l,

f In ttL« noroiuittive, Virdt, Virdd, or Viral.
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* Thus consecrated by that great inauguration,

Indra subdued all conquerable [earths], and won
all worlds : he obtained, over all the gods, supre-

macy, transcendent rank and pre-eminence. Con-
quering, in this world [below], equitable domina-
tion, happiness, sole dominion, separate authority,

attainment of the supreme abode, sovereignty,

mighty power, and superior rule ; becoming a self-

existent being and independent ruler, exempt from
[early] dissolution ; and reaching all [his] wishes in

that celestial world ; he became immortal : he be-
came immortal *.'

The thirty-ninth chapter is relative to a pecu-

liarly solemn rite, performed in imitation of the

fabulous inauguration of Indra. It is imao:ined

that this celebration becomes a cause of obtaining

great power and universal monarchy; and the

three last sections of the chapter recite instances

of its successful practice. Though replete with
enprmous and absurd exaggerations, they are here

translated at full length, as not unimportant,

since many kings are mentioned, whose names are

familiar in the heroick history of India.

§. VII. ' By this great inauguration similar to

Indra's, Tura, son of Cavasha, consecrated

Janame'jaya, son of Paricshit; and, therefore,

did Janame'jaya, son of Paricshit, subdue the
earth completely, all around, and traverse it every
wa}'-, and perform a sacrifice with a horse as an
offering.

* In the didactick portion of the Vtda, the last tenn, in every
chapter, is repeated to indicate its conclusion. This repetition

was n.t preserved in a former quotation, from the necessitv of
I varying considerably the order of the words.
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* Concerning that solemn sacrifice, this vefse

is universally chanted. " In Asandlvat, Janame'-
JAYA bound [as an offering] to the gods, a horse

fed with grain, marked with a white star on his

forehead, and bearing a green wreath round his

neck."

* By this, &c. Chyavana, son of Bhrigu, con-

secrated Sa'rya'ta sprung from the race of Menu :

and, therefore, did he subdue, &c. He became
likewise a householder in the service of the gods.

' By this, &c. So'mas'ushman, grandson of Va'-

JARATNA, consecrated 'Sata'ni'ca, sonof Satra-
JIT : and, therefore, did he subdue, &c.

* By this, &c. Parvata and Nareda conse-

crated A'mba'sht'hya : and, therefore, &c.

* By this, &c. Parvata and Na'reda conse-

crated Yud'ha NSRAUSHTi, grandson of Ugha-
SE'NA ; and, therefore, &c.

* By this, &c. Cas'yapa consecrated VisVa-
CARMAN, son of Bhuyana ; and, therefore, did

he subdue, &c.

' The earth, as sages relate, thus addressed him :

" No mortal has a right to give me away
;
yet

thou, O VisVacarman, son of Bhuvana, dost

wish to do so. I will sink in the midst of the

"waters ; and vain has been thy promise to Ca'sy-
APA*."

* So great was the efficacy of consecration, observes the com-
mentator in tiMs place, that the subrnersion of the earth was
Iheieby pi even ltd, iiotvvilhslaudiug this declaration.

1
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By this, &c. Vasisht'ha consecrated Sudas,
son of PijAVANA ; andj therefore, &c.

By this, &c. Samvarta, son of Angiras, con-
secrated Marutta, son of Avicshit; and, thcre-^

fore, &c.

On that subject this verse is every where clianted,

" The divine Maruts dwelt in the house of Ma-
RUTTA, as his guards ; and all the gods were coiri-

panions of the son of Avicshit, whose every wish
was fulfilled*."

§ VIII. ' By this great inauguration similar to

Indra's, Udamaya, son of Atri, consecrated

Anga ; and, therefore, did Anga subdue the

earth completely all around, and traverse it every
way, and perform a sacrifice with a horse as an
offering.

' He, perfect in his person, thus addressed [the

priest, who was busy on some sacrifice], " Invite

me to this solemn rite, and I will give thee [to

complete it], holy man ! ten thousand elephants

and ten thousand female slaves."

' On that subject these verses are every where
chanted, " Of the cows, for which the sons of
Priyame'd'ha assisted Udamaya in the solemn
rite, this son of Atri gave them, [every day] at

noon, two thousand each, out of a thousand mil-

lions.

*' The son of Viro'chana [Anga] unbound and
gave, while his priest performed the solemn sacri-

fice, eighty thousand white horses fit for use.

* All this, observes the comineutator, was owing lo his solemn
in^uf^uratipn.
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* The son of Atrj bestowed in gifts ten thou-

Band women adorned with necklaces, all daughters

of opulent persons, and brought from various coun-

tries.

' While distributing ten thousand elephants in

Avachatruca, the holy son of Atrt grew tired and
dispatched messengers to finish the distribution.

" A hundred [I give] to you;" "A hundred to

you ;" still the holy man grew tired ; and was at

last forced to draw breatl^ while bestowing them
by thousands*.'

§ IX. * By this great inauguration, similar to

Indra's, Di'rg'hatamas, son of Mamata', con-

secrated Bharata, the son of DuHSHANTAf;
and, therefore, did Bharata, son of Duhshanta,
subdue the earth completely all around, and tra-

verse it every way, and perform repeated sacrifices

with horses as oiferings.

* On that subject too, these verses are every

where chanted. " Bharata distributed in Mash"
nara'\., a hundred and seven thousand millions of

black elephants with white tusks, and decked
with gold.

* It was through the solemn inauguration of Anga, thai his

priest was able to give such great alms. This remark is by the

Cotjimentator.

t So the name should be written, as appears from this passage

of the Vtda ; and not, as iu copies of some of the Purdnas,
DUSHM^^.NTA, OrDuSlIYANTA.

X The "several manuscripts fliffer on this name of a country;

and, having no other information respecting it, 1 am not confident

that I have selected the best reading. This observation is appli-

cable also to some other uncommon names.
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" A sacred fire was lighted for Bharata, son

ofDuHSHANTA, in Sacfii'gim'a, at which a thou-

sand Brahmanas shared a thousand miUions of

cows apiece.

*' Bharata, son of Duhshanta, bound seventy-

eight horses [for solemn rites] wtdiT tht Yamuna

;

and fifty-five, in Vfitrag'hna, on the Ganga.

" Having thus bound a hundred and thirty-three

horses fit for sacred rites, the son of Duhshanta
became pre-eminently wise, and surpassed the pru-

dence of [every rival] king,

" Tliis great achievement of Bharata, neither

former nor later persons [have equalled] ; the five

classes of men have not attained his feats, any
more than a mortal [can reach] heaven with his

hands*/'

^ The holy saint, Vrihaduct'ha, taught this

great inauguration to Durmuc'ha, king of Pan-
chdla ; and, therefore, Durmuc'ha, the P^;2c/?^/tf,

being a king, subdued by means of that know-
ledge the whole earth around, and traversed it

every way f

,

* The son of Satyahavya, sprung from the

race of Vasisht'ha, communicated this great in-

auguration to Atyara'ti, son of Janantapa;
and, therefore, Atyara'ti, son of Janantapa,

* All this, says the commentator, shows the efficacy of inaugu-
ration.

t It is here remarked, in the commentary, that a Bruhmen'a,
being incompetent to receive consecration, is however capable of
knowina; its form : the efficacy of which knowledge is shown in

this place,
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being no king, [nevertheless] subdued by means
of that knowledge the whole earth around, and
traversed it every way.

' Sa'tyapiavya, of the race of Vasisht'ha, ad-

dressed him, saying, " Thou hast conquered the

whole earth around; [now] aggrandize me." At-
yara'ti, son of Janantapa, replied; " M^hen
I conquer Uttaracuru, then thou shalt be king of
the earth, holy man ! and I will be merely thy

general." SATrAHAVYA rejoined; "That is the

land of the gods ; no mottal can subdue it : -thou

hast been ungrateful towards me ; and, therefore,

I resume from thee this [power]." Hence the

king S'ushmin'a, son of S'lvi, destroyer of foes,

slew Atyara'ti, who was [thus] divested of vigour

and deprived of strength,

' Therefore \tt not a soldier be ungrateful to-

wards the priest, who is acquainted [with the form],

and practises [the celebration, of this ceremony]

;

lest he lose his kingdom, and forfeit his life : les^

he forfeit his Hfe.'

To elucidate this last story, it is necessary to

observe, that, before the commencement of the

ceremony of inauguration, the priest swears the

soldier by a most solemn oath, not to injure him.

A similar oath, as is observed in this place by

the commentator, had been administered previ-

ously to the communication of that knowledge,

to which Atyara'ti owed his success. The priest

considered his answer as illusory and insulting,

because Uttara Curu, being north ofMerit, is the

land of the gods, and cannot be conquered by

men : a^ this ungrateful answer was a breach of

his oath, the priest withdrew his power from him

;

and, in consequence, he was slain by the foe*
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The fortieth and last chapter of the Aitarbja

Brahman a^ relates to the benefit of entertaining a

Purohita, or appointed priest ; the selection of a

proper person for that station ; and the mode of
his appointment by the king; together with the

functions to be discharged by him. The last sec-

tion describes rites to be performed, under the di-

rection of such a priest, for the destruction of the

king's enemies. As it appears curious, the whole
description is here translated ; abridging, however,

as in other instances, the frequent repetitions

with which it abounds.

' Next then [is described] destruction around
air (Brahme)*. Foes, enemies, and rivals, perish

around him, who is conversant with these rites.

That, which [moves] in the atmosphere, is air

(Brahme), around which perish five deities, light-

ning, rain, the moon, the sun, and fire.

' Lightning having flashed, disappears behind
rain I : it vanishes, and none know [whither it

is gone]. When a man dies, he vanishes; and
none know [whither his soul is gone]. There-
fore, whenever- lightning perishes, pronounce this

[prayer]; "May my enemy perish: may he dis-

appear, and none know [where he is]." Soon, in-

deed, none will know [whither he is gone].

' Rain having fallen, [evaporates and] disappears

within the moon, &c. When rain ceases, pro-

nounce this [prayer], &c.

* The moon, at the conjunction, disappears

* So this observance is denominated, viz. Brahman'ah pari'^

marah.

t Behind a cloud.

Vol. VIII. E e
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•\vitliin the sun, &c. When the moon is dark, pro-

nounce, Sec.

' The sun, when setting, disappears in fire,

&c*. When the sun sets, pronounce, &c.

* Fire, ascending*, disappeai-s in air, &c. W^hen

fire is extinguished, pronounce, &c.

^ These same deities are again produced from

this very origin. Fire is born of air; for, urged

with force by the breatli, it increases. Vi-ewing

it, pronounce [this prayer], " May fire be revived;

but riot my foe be reproduced : may he depart

averted." Therefore, does the enemy go far away.

* The sun is born of firet- Viewing it, say,

" May the sun rise; but not my foe be repro-

duced, &c."

* The moon is born of the sun J. Viewing it^

say, " May the moon be renewed, &c."

* Rain is produced from the moon ^. Viewing
it, say, " May rain be produced, &c."

* The Taittiriya Yajurveda contains a passage, which may
serve to expliiin this notion ;

' The sun, at eve, penetrates tire ;

and, therefore, tire is seen afar at night : for both are lu-

minous.'

t At night, as the coinmentafor now observes, the sun dis-

appears in fire : but re-ap[)ears thence next day. Accordingly,

lire is destitute of splendour by day, and the sun shines brighter.

X The moon, as is remarked iu the commentary, disappears

within the sun at the conjunction ; but is reproduced from the

sun, on the ftrst day of the brigiit fortnight.

§ Here the commentator reujariis. Rain enters the lunar orb,

which consists of water ; and, at a subsequent tune, it is repra-

duced Irom the moou.
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* Lightning comes of rain. Viewing itj say,

" May lightning appear, &c."

* Such is destruction around ain Maitre'ya,
son of Cusha'ru, communicated these rites to

SuTWAN, son ofCiRis'A, descended from Bha'r-

ga. Five kings perished around him; and SuT-

WAN attained greatness.

* The observance [enjoined] to him [who under-

takes these rites, is, as follows] : let him not sit

down earlier than the foe; but stand, while he
thinks him standing. Let him not lie down earlier

than the foe ; but sit, while he thinks him sitting.

Let him not sleep earlier than the foe ; but wake,
while he thinks him waking. Though his enemy
had a head of stone, soon does he slay him : he
does slay him.'

Before I quit this portion of the Veda, I think

it right to add, that the close of the seventh hook
contains the mention of several monarchs, to whom
the observance, there described, was taught by
divers sages. For a reason before-mentioned, I

shall subjoin the names. They are Vis'wantara,
son. of Sushadman ; Sahade'va, son of Sarja,
and his son Somaca; Babhru, son of De'va-
vrid'ha, BhIma of Vidarbha, Nagnajit of
Gastd'ha'ra, Sanas'ruta of Arindama, Ri'Tu-

viDofjANACA; besides Janame'jaya and Su-
DAS, who have been also noticed in another

place.

The Aitariya A'ran'yaca is another portion of
the RigrMa. It comprises eighteen chapters or

lectures unequally distributed in five books (A'ra-
Tiyaca). The second, which is the longest, for it

Leg
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contains seven lectures, constitutes with the third

an Uponishad of this Veda, entitled the Bahvnck
Brahmaiva Upanishad ; or, more commonly, the

Aitorkya, as having been recited by a sage named
Aitare'ya*. The four last lectures of that se-

cond A'ranyaca, are particularly consonant to the

theological doctrines of the Veddnta ; and are ac-

cordingly selected by theologians of the Veddnti

school, as the proper Aitareya Upanishad \. The

* It is so affirmed by Anandati'rt'ha in his notes: and
he, and the commentator, nhom he annotates, state the original

speaker of this Upanishad to be Mahida'sa, an incarnation of
Na'ra'yai^'a, proceeding from Vis'a'la, son of Abja. He
adds, that, on the sudden appearance of this deity at a solemn
celebration, the whole assembly of gods and priests fainted : but,

at the intercession of Brahma', they were revived ; and, afte/

making their obeisance, they were instructed in holy science : this

Avatdra vvas called Mahida'sa, because those venerable per-

sonages (Mahin) declared tliemselves his slaves (dhaj.
In the concluding title of one transcript of this Aran'ya, I find

it ascribed to A's'WALa'yana: probably, by an error of the

transcriber. On the other hand, Saunaca appears to be author

of some texts of the Aran'i/u; for a passage, from the second

lecture of the fifth (Ar. 5, lect. 2, § 11), is cited as Saunaca's,
by the commentator on the pravers of the Rigvtda (lect. 1,

§ 15).

t I have two copies of Sancara's commentary, and one of
annotations on his gloss by Nara'yan'e'ndra ; likewise a copy
of Sa yan'a's commentary on the same theological tract,* and
also on the third A'ran'yaca ; besides annotations by Ananda-
ti'rt'ha on a diifereiit gloss, for tlie entire Upanishad. The
concluding prayer, or seventh lecture of the second Aran'yaca,

was omitted by Sancara, as sufficiently perspicuous : but is ex-

pounded by Sa'yan'a, whose exposition is the same, which is

added bv Sancara's commentator: and which transcribers some-
times subjoin to Sancara's gloss.

As an instance of singular and needless frauds, I must mention,

that the work of Anandati'rt'ha was sold to me, under a
different title, as a commentary on the Taitliriya sanhitd of the

Yajurvcda. The running titles, at the end of each cliapter, had
been altered accordingly. On examination, I found it to be a

different, but valuable work ; as above described.
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following is literally translated from this portion
of the second A'ranyaca.

The Aitare'ya A'ran'ya. B. 2.

^ ly. * Originally this [universe] was indeed
SOUL only ; nothing else whatsoever existed, active

[or inactive]. He thought, " I will create worlds :"

thus HE created these [various] worlds ; water,

light, mortal [beings] and the waters. That "water,"
is the [region] above the heaven, which heaven
upholds; the atmosphere comprises liglit ; the

earth is mortal; and the regions below are " the
waters * »

' He thought, " these are indeed worlds ; I will

create guardians of worlds." Thus he drew from
the waters, and framed, an embodied being f.
He viewed him ; and of that being, so contem-
plated, the mouth opened as an egg: from the

mouth, speech issued ; from speech, tire proceeded.

The nostrils spread; from the nostrils, breath

passed; from breath, air was propagated. The
eyes opened: from the eyes, a glance sprung;
.from that glance, the sun- was produced. The
ears dilated : from the ears came hearkening ; and
from that, the regions of space. The skin ex-

panded : from the skin, hair rose; from that, grew

^ Ambhas waler ; and A'pas the waters. The commentators
assign reasons for these synonymous terms being employed, se-

verally, to denote the regions above the sky, and those below the

earth.

t Purusha ; a human form.

K e 3
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herbs and trees. The breast opened; from the

breast, mind issued : and, from mind, the moon.
The navel burst : from the navel, came degluti-

tion*; from that, death. The generative organ
hurst: thence flowed productive seed; whence
waters drew their origin.

' These deities, being thus framed, fell into this

Vast ocean ; and to him they came with thirst and
hunger: and him they thus addressed; "Grant
lis a [smaller] size, wherein abiding we may eat

food." He oftered to them [the form of] a cow :

the}^ said, " that is not sufficient for us." He ex-

hibited to them [the form of] a horse : they said,

*' neither is that sufficient for us." He showed
them the human form : they exclaimed :

" well

done ! ah ! wonderful !" Therefore man alone is

[pronounced to be] " well formed,"

" He bade them occupy their respective places.

Fire becoming speech, entered the mouth. Air,

becoming breath, proceeded to the nostrils. The
sun, becoming sight, penetrated the eyes. Spa^ce

became hearing and occupied the ears. Herbs and
trees became hair and filled the skin. The moon,
becoming mind, entered the breast. Death, be-

coming deglutition, penetrated the navel ; and
water became productive seed and occupied the

generative organ.

' Hunger and thirst addressed him, saying "As-
sign us [our places]." He replied: " You I distri-

bute anu)ng these deities; and I make you parti-

* Ap6tia. From llie aialogy between the acts af inhalinc and
of svallowintr, the latlti is cuii.Mclcre<i as a sort of brenlh or in-

gpiif.ricn: i.t-ncc ilie aii, diawn n, h\ (leiilutiiuai, is reckoned one
of five breaths, or airs inhaled into the body.
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cipant witli them." Therefore is it, that to what-

ever deity an oblation is offered, hunger and thirst

participate with him.

' He reflected, " These are worlds, and regents^

of worlds: for them I will frame food." He
viewed the waters ; from waters, so contemplated,

form issued; and food is formj which was so pro-

duced.

' Being thus framed, it turned away, and sought

to flee. The [primeval] man endeavoured to seize

it by speech ; but could not attain it by his voice:

had he by voice taken it, [hunger] would be satis-

fied by naming food. He attempted to catch it

by his breath ; but could not inliale it by breath-

ing: had he by inlialing taken it, [hunger] would
be satisfied by smelling food. He sought to snatch

it by a glance ; but could not surprise it by a look:

had he seized it by the sight, [hunger] would be

satisfied by seeing food. He attempted to catch

it by hearing: but could not hold it by listening:

had he caught it by hearkening, [hunger] would
be satisfied by hearing food. He endeavoured to

seize it by his skin; but could not restrain it by
his touch : had he seized it by contact, [hunger]

would be satisfied by touching food. He wished

to reach it by the mind; but could not attain it

by thinking : nad he caught it by thought, [hun-

ger] would be satisfied by nieditating on food.

He wanted to seize it by the generative organ,

but could not so hold it: had he thus seized it,

[hunger] would be satisfied by emission. Lastly,

he endeavoured to catch it by deglutition ; and
thus he did swallow it : that air, which is so drawn
in, seizes food ; and that very air is the bond of
life.

E e 4
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* He [the universal soul] reflected " How can

this [body] exist without me ?" He considered by
which extremity he should penetrate. He thought,
*' If [without me] speech discourse, breath inhale,

and sight view; if hearing hear, skin feel, and
mind meditate; if deglutition swallow, and the

organ of generation perform its functions; then

who am I r"

* Parting the suture [simcai], he penetrated by
this route. That openipg is called the suture (vi-

di'iti), and is the road to beatitude (ndndana) *.

* Of that soul, the places of recreation are three;

and the modes of sleep, as many : this (pointing to

the' right eye) is a place of recreation; this (point-

hig to the throat) is [also] a situation of enjoy-

ment ; this (pointing to the heart) is [likewise] a

region of delight.

' Thus born [as the animating spirit], he discri-

minated the elements, [remarking] " what else

[but him] can I here affirm [to exist];" and he con-

templated this [thinking] person f, the vast ex-

panse J, [exclaiming] it have I seen. Therefore

is he named it-seeing (idam-dra) : it-seeing
is indeed his name: and him, being it-seeing,

they call, by a remote appellation, Indra; for

* Tlie Hindus believe, that the soul, or conscious life, enters

the Dody tbrouijh the sagittal suture; lodges in the brain; ancj

may contemplate, through the same opening, the divine perfec-

tions. Mind, or the reasoning faculty, is reckoned to be au

organ of the body, situated in the heart.

+ Puruaha.

X Brahme, or tlie great one.
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the gods generally delight in the conceahnent [of

their name]. Tlie gods dehght in privacy *.

^ V. ' This [living principle] is first, in man,

a fetus, or productive seed, which is the essence

drawn from all the members [of the bod}^]: thus

the man nourishes himself within himself. But,

when he emits it into woman, he procreates that

[fetus] : and such is its first birth.

' It becomes identified with the woman ; and
being such, as is her own body, it does not de-

stroy her. She cherishes his ownself f, thus re-

ceived within her; and, as nurturing him, she

ought to be cherished [by him]. The woman nou-

rishes that fetus : but he previously cherished the

child, and further does so after its birth. Since

he supports the child before and after birth, he
cherishes himself: and that, for the perpetual suc-

cession of persons ; for thus are these persons per-

petuated. Such is his second birth.

' This [second] self becomes his representative

for holy acts [of religion] : and that other [self],

having fulfilled its obligations, and completed its

period of life, deceases. Departing hence, .he is

born again [in some other shape]: and such is his

third birth.

' This was declared by the holy sage. " ^Vith-^

in the womb, I have recognised all the successive

births of these deities. A hundKLo bodies, like

* Here, as at the conclusiou of every division of an U^'ruihad,

or of auy chapter iu the didactick porii'-U of the Vidas, the !i>it

phrase is repeated.

t For the mau is identified with the child procveated by L',7..
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iron chains, hold nie down : yet, like a falcon, I

swiftly rise." Thus spoke Va'made'va, reposing

in the womb : and possessing this [intuitive] know-
ledge, he rose, after bursting that corporeal con-
finement; and, ascending to the blissful region of
heaven*, he attained every wish and became
immortal. He became immortal.'

§ VI. 'What is this soul? that we may wor-
ship him. Which is the soul? Is it that by which
[a man sees]? by which he hears? by which he

smells odours? by which he utters speech? by
which he disci iminates a pleasant or unpleasant

taste? Is it the heart [or understanding]? or the

mind [or will]? Is it sensation? or power? or dis-

crimination? or comprehension? or perception ? or

retention? or attention? or application? or haste

[or pain]? or memory? or assent? or determina-

tion? or animal action I? or wish? or desire?

* All those are only various names of apprehen-

sion. But this [soul, consisting in the faculty of

apprehension,] is Brahma'; heislNDRA; he is

(Praja'pati) the lord of creatures: these gods
are he ; and so are the five primary elements, earth,

air, the etherial fluid, water and light J: these,

and the same joined with minute objects and other

seeds [of existence], and [again] other [beings] pro-

* Swarga: or place of celcslial bliss.

t Asu: the unconscious volition, which occasions an act ne-

cessary to the support of life, as breathing;, &c.

I Brahma'' (in the mascaliue gender) here denotes, accordinsf

to commentators, the inte!lii:cnt spirit, whose birth was in the

mundane egg; from which is named Hiran'yagaubha. In-

DRA is the chief of the gods, or subordinate deities ; meaning
the elements and planets. Praja'pati is the first embodied
spirit, called Vira'j, and dtscrrbed in the preceding part of this

extract. The gods are fire, and the rest as there slated.
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duced from eggs, or borne in wombs, or origin-

ating in hot moisture*, or springing from plants;

whether horses, or kine, or men, or elephants,

whatever lives, and walks or tlics, or wliatever is

immovable [as herbs and trees] : all that is the
eye of intelligence. On intellect [every thing] is

founded: the world is the eye of intelkxt; and
intellect is its foundation. Intelligence is(Bi'ahme)
the great one.

' By this [intuitively] intelligent son!, that sage

ascended from the present world to the blissful

region of heaven ; and, obtaining all his wishes,

became immortal. He became immortal.

§ VII. ' May my speech be founded on under-
standing: and my mind be attentive to my utter-^

ance. Be thou manifested to me, O self manifested
[intellect]! For my sake [O speech and mind!] ap-

proach this /'(^V/c/. May what I have- heard, be
unforgotten : day and night may I behold this,

which I have studied. Let me think the reality :

let me speak the truth. May it preserve me; may
it preserve the teacher : me may it preserve : the

teacher may it preserve ; the teacher may it pre-

serve; may it preserve the teacher f.'

On the C'aushi'taci'.

Another Upanishad of this I'eda, appertaining

to a particular S ucha of it, is named from that,

* Verniiu and iiiietls are supposed to be generated from hot

moisture.

t This, like ether pra\ors, is denoniiuuled a inantra ; though
it be tlie couclubiou of uu Upaimhad.
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and from the Brahman'a, of which it is an extract^

Caushitaci Brahman'a Vpanishad. From an abridg-

ment of it (for I have not seen the work at large),

it appears to contain two dialogues ; one, in which
Indra instructs Pratardana in theology; and
another, in which Aja'tas'atru, king of Ca's'i,

communicates divine knowledge to a priest named
Ba'la'ci. a similar conversation between these

two persons is found likewise in the Vrihad'ara-

n'ya of the Yajurveda ; as will be subsequently no-

ticed. Respecting the bther contents of the Brah-
maria, from which these dialogues are taken, I

have not yet obtained any, satisfactoiy informal

tion.

The abridgment above-mentioned occurs in a

metrical paraphrase of twelve principal UpanisJiads,

in twenty chapters, by Vidya'ran'ya, the pre-

ceptor of Ma'diiava Acharija. He expressly states

CaiisJutact as the name of a S'acha of the Rigveda,

The original of the CausJiilaci was among the

portions of the Veda^ which Sir Robert Cham-
bers collected at Benares ; according to a list,

which he sent to me, some time before his de-

parture from India. A fragment of an Upanishad,

procured at the same place by Sir William Jones,

and given by him to Mr. Blaquiere, is marked
in his hand writing, " The beginning of the Cau-

shitaci'' In it, the dialogists are Chitra, sur-

iiamed Ganga yani, and Swe'tacetv, with his

father Udda'laca, sonofARUNAt

I shall resume the consideration of this portion

of the Rigvida, whenever I have the good for-

tune to obtain the complete text and commen-
tary, either of the Brdhman'a, or of the Upanishad^

which bears this title.
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On the White Yajurve'da.

The Vajasan^yi, or white Yajiish, is the shortest

of the VSdas ; so far as respects the first and prin-

cipal part, which comprehends the Mantras.
The Sanhitd, or collection of j)rayers and invoca-

tions belonging to this Veda, is comprised in forty-

lectures (Adliyaya), unequally subdivided into

numerous short sections (candied) ; each of which,

in general, constitutes a prayer or Mantra. It is

also divided, like the Rlgteda, into Ajiuvdcas, or

chapters. The number o^ Anuvdcas, as they are

stated at the close of the index to this Veda, ap-

pears to be two hundred and eighty-six : the num,-

ber of sections, or verses, nearly two thousand (or

exactly 1987). But this includes many repetitions

of the sam.e text in divers places. The lectures

are very unequal, containing from thirteen to a

hundred and seventeen sections (candied*').

Though called the Yajarveda, it consists of

passages, some of which are denominated Rich,

while only the rest are strictly Yajiish. The first

are, like the prayers of the Rigveda, in metre:
the others are either in measured prose, containing

from one to a hundred and six syllables ; or such
of them as exceed that lengtii, are considered to

be prose reducible to no measure.

The Yajuwida relates chiefly to oblations and

* I have several copies of Ma'd'hyandina's white Yajnsh,

one ot vliich is accotnpauied by a commeutary, eutitled Vtdadipa;
the auilior of which, Mahi'b'hara, consulted the commentaries

of UvAT A and Mad'hava, as he himself iuforms us in bis pre-

face.
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sacrifices, as the name itself implies*. The first

chapter, and the greatest part of the second, con-
tain prayers adapted for sacrifices at the full and
chana,e of the moon: but the six last sections

regard oblations to the manes. The subject of
the third chapter is the consecration of a perpetual

fire, and the sacrifice of victims : the five next
relate chiefly to a ceremony called Agmshtbma^
which includes that of drinking the juice of the

acid asclepias. The two following relate- to the

VajaphjOr and RqjasuyA; the last of which cere-

monies involves the consecration of a king. Eight
chapters, from the eleventh to the eighteenth;

regard the sanctifying of sacrificial fire; and the

ceremony, named Sauti^aman'i^ which was the sub-

ject of th.e last section of the tenth chapter, oc-

cupies three other chapters fiom the nineteenth tQ

the twenty-first. The prayers to be used at an
As'zvamcdlia^ or ceremony emblematic of the im-

molation of a horse and other animals, by a king
ambitions of universal empire, are placed in four

chapters, from the twen*^y-second to the twenty-

fifth. The two next are miscellaneous chapters

;

the Saatraman'i and Asivamedlia are completed in

two others ; and the Punishamecrha, or ceremony
perfornied as the type of the allegorical immolation

of Na'ra'yan'a, fills the thirtieth and thirty-first

chapters. The three next belong to the Sarvame-

dlia, or prayers and oblations for universal suc-

cess. A chapter follows on the Fitrimkdlia^ or

obsequies in commemoration of a deceased ances-

tor: and the last five chapters contain such pas-

sages ot" this Veda as are ascribed to Dad'iiyach,

* Yijiish is derived from the verb Yaj, to worship or adore.

Another etymo'ogy is sometimes assigned : but this is most ron-

si'^trnt with the siUyect; viz. (Yujnya) sacvifices, and (koma)
obiailuas to tire.
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son or descendant of At'harvan : four of them
consist of prayers applicable to various religious

rites, as sacraments, lustrations, penance, &c.; and
tlie last is restricted to theology.

Excepting these five chapters, most of the pas-

sages contained in the preceding part of this col-

lecti^on of prayers, are attributed to divine }>erson-

ages : many are ascribed to the first manifested be-

ing, named Praja'pati, Parame'siit'hi, or Na'-
ra'yan'a Purusha; some are attributed to Swa-
YAMBHu' Brahme, or the self existent himself:

tlie reputed authors of the rest are Vrihaspatj,
Indra, Varun'a, and the As'wixs: except a few
scattered passages, which are ascribed to Va&ish-
t''ha, Vis wa'xMitra, Va'madeva, jMad'huch'-
handas, Me'd'ha'tit'hi, and other human au-

thors ; and some texts, for which no Riski is spe-

cified in the index, and whicli are therefore assigned

cither to the sun (Vivasuat or A 'ditija)^ as the

deity supposed to have revealed this Veda ; or to

YaVxyawalcya, as the person who received the

revelation : in the same manner, as the unappro-
priated passages of the Rigveda are assigned to

Praja'pati, or Brahma'.

Several prayers and hymns of the Yqjur-Vedat

have been already translated in former essays *

;

and may serve as a suliicient example of the style

of its composition. I shall here insert only two
passages, both remarkable. Tiie first is the begin-
ning of the prayers of the Sarvaincdlia. It con-
stitutes tliC thirtv-second lecture, comprisino- two
chapters (amivaca) ana sixteen verses.

* Fire is tmat [original cause]; the sun is that;

* Asiatic Researckes, Vol. V. and VII.
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SO is a;ir ; so is the moon : such too is that pure

Bra HME, and those waters, and that lord of crea-

tures. Moments [and other measures of time] pro-

ceeded from the effulgent person, whom none can
apprehend [as an ohject of perception], above,

around, or in the midst. Of him, whose glory is

so great, there is no image : he it is, who is cele-

brated in various holy strains*. Even he is. the

god, who pervades all regions : he is the first born;

it is he, who is in the womb ; he, who is born *

and he, who will be produced : he severally, and
universally, remains with [all] persons.

' He, prior to whom, nothing was born ; and
who became all beings ; himself the lord of crea-

tures, with a [body composed of] sixteen members,
being delighted by creation, produced the three

luminaries [the sun, the moon, and fire].

' To what God should we offer oblations, but t&

him, who made the fluid sky and solid earth, who
fixed the solar orb (swar), and celestial abode
(naca), and who framed drops [of rain] in the at-

mosphere ? To what god should we offer obla-

tions, but to him, whom heaven and earth men-
tally contemplate, while they are strengthened
and embellished by offerings, and illuminated by
the sun risen above them.

* The wise man views that mysterious [being]

;

in whom the universe perpetually exists, resting

on that sole support. In him, this [world] is

absorbed; from him, it issues : in creatures, he is

twined and wove, with various forms of existence.

Let the wise man, who is conversant with the

The text refers to particular passages.
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import of revelation*, promptly celebrate that

immortal being, the mysteriously existing and
various abode : he, who knows its three states [its

creation, continuance and destruction], which are

involved in mystery, is father of the father. That
[B)'aht}ie], in whom the gods attain immortality,

while they abide in the third [or celestial] region,

is our venerable parent, and the providence which
governs all worlds.

* Knowing the elements, discovering the worlds,

and recognising all regions and quarters [to be
him], and worshipping [speech or revelation, who
is] the first-born, the votary pervades the animating
spirit of solemn sacrifice by means of [his own]
soul. Recognizing heaven, earth, and sky [to be
him], knowing the worlds, discovering space and
(swar) the solar orb [to be the same], he views
that being: he becomes that being; and is identi-

fied with him, on completing the broad web of
the solemn sacrifice.

" For opulence and wisdom, I solicit this won-
derful lord of the altar, the friend of Ixdra, most
desirable [fire] : may this oblation be effectual.

Fire ! make me, this day, wise by means of that

wisdom, which the gods and the fathers worship

:

be this oblation efficacious. May Varu'na grant

me wisdom ; may fire and Praja'pati confer on
me sapience ; may Indra and air vouchsafe me

* For the word Gand'harba is here interpreted, as intending

one, who investigates holy writ. In another place (Asiatic Re-
searches, Vol. VII. p. 297), the same term signified the sun;

and should have been so translated, instead of " heavenly qui-

rister, or celestial chorister ;" whkh is rvot the meaning in that

place, though it be the mosLcommon acceptation of the wor5JI;

Vol. Vm. F f
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knowledge ; may providence give me understand-

ing : be this oblation happily offered ! May the

priest and the soldier both share my prosperity;

may the gods grant me supreme happiness : to

thee, who art that [felicity], be this oblation ef-

fectually presented.'

The next passage, which I shall cite, is a prayer

to fire *.

* Thou art (samvat^ara) the [first] year [of the

Cycle]; thou art (parivatsara) the [second] year;

thou art (idavatsara) the [third] year ; thou art

(idvat-vatsara) the [fourth] year; thou art (vatsara)

the [fifth] year : may mornings appertain to thee;

may days and nights, and fortnights, and months,
and seasons, belong to thee; may (samvatsara)

the year be a portion of thee : to go, or to come,
contracting or expanding [thyself], thou art

winged thought. Together with that deity, re-

main thou firm like Angiras.*

I have quoted this almost unmeaning passage,

because it notices the divisions of time, which be-

long to the calendar of the Vtdas ; and which arc

explained in treatises on that subject annexed to

the iacred volume, under the title oi Jydtish. To
this I shall again advert, in a subsequent part of
this essay. I shall here only observe, with the

view of accounting for the seeming absurdity of
the text now cited, that fire, as in another place f,
sacrifice, is identified with the year and with the

cycle, by reason of the near connexion between

* Ch. 27, § 45th, and last.

t In the S'atapat'ka Brdhman'a, b. 11, ch. 1. The reason^

here assigned, is expressly stated by the commentator.
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consecrated fire, and the regulation of time relative

to religious rites ; at which one is used, and which
the other governs.

The fortieth and last chapter of this V6da is an
Upanishad, as before intimated : which is usually

called I's'a-vdsyam, from the two initial words;
and sometimes Is'd 'dhyaya, from the first word

;

but the proper title is ' Upanishad of the Vctjasa-

niya sanhitd^ The author, as before-mentioned,

is Dad'hyach, son or descendant of At'harvan *.

A translation of it has been published in the post-

humous works»of Sir William Jones.

The second part of this Vtda, appertaining to

the Mdd'hyandina S'ddhd, is entitled the S'ata-

patlia Brdhmana ; and is much more copious than
the collection of prayers. It consists of fourteen

books (cdnda) unequally distributed in two parts

(bhdga): the first of which contains ten books;
and the second, only four. The number of lec-

tures (ad'hydya), contained in each book, varies

;

and so does that of the Brdhmafi'as, or separate pre-

cepts, in each lecture. Another mode of division,

by chapters (Prapdt'aca), also prevails throughout
the volume : and the distinction of BrdhmanaSy
which are again subdivided into short sections

(can'dicd)y is subordinate to both modes of divi-

sion.

* Besides Mahi'd'hara's gloss on this chapter, in his Vtda-

dipa, I have the separate commentary of S'ancara, and one by
Ba'lacrishn' 'a'nanda, which contains a clear and copious

exposition of this Upanishad. He professes to expound it, as it is

received by both the Cdn'uui and Mdd'hyandina schools. Sir

William Jones, in his version of it, used S'ancara's gloss

;

as appears from a copy of that gloss, which he had carefully stu-

died, and in which his hand-writing appears in more than one
place.

Ff 2
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The fourteen books, which constitute this part

of the Veda^ comprise a hundred lectures cor-

responding to sixty-eioht chapters. The whole

number of distinct articles, entitled BraJiman'a, is

four hundred and forty : the sections (can'dka) are

also counted, and are stated at 7^24 *.

The same order is observed in this collection of

precepts concerning religious rites, which had been

followed in the arrangement of the prayers belong-

ing to them. The first and second books treat of

ceremonies on the full and change of the moon;
the consecration of the sacrificial fire, &c. The
third and fourth relate to the mode of preparing

the juice of tl^e acid Asclepias, and other cerem.o-

iiies connected with it, as the Jyotisht'oma, &c.

The fifth is confined to the Vajaptya and Raja-

suya. The four next teach the consecration of sa-

crificial fire : and the tenth, entitled Ag7ii rahasya^

shows the benefits of these ceremonies. The three

first books of the second part are stated, by the

commentator f, as relating to the Sautraman'i and
As'ivamidlia; and the fourth, which is the last,

belongs to theology. In the original, the thir-

teenth book is, specially AcwommvitG^ As warned'hya

;

knd the fourteenth is entitled Vrikad draiiyaca.

The As'xvamM^ha and Purmhamedlia^ celebrated

* My copies of the text and of the commentary are both im-

perfect ; but the deficiencies of one occur in places, where the

other is complete ; and I have been thus enabled to inspect cur-

sorilv the whole of this portion of the Vkda.

Among fragments of this Br&hmana, comprising entire books,

I have one which agrees, in the substance and purport, with the

second book of the Mdd'hyandina S'atapat'ha, though differing

much in the readings of almost every passage. It probably be-

longs to a different S'dc'hd.

t At Ihe beginning of his gloss on the eleventh book.
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in the manner directed by tliis Veda, are not really

sacrifices of horses and men. In the first men-
tioned ceremony, six hundred and nine animals of

various prescribed kinds, domestic and wild, in-

cluding birds, fish, and reptiles, are made fast;

the tame ones, to twenty-one posts; and the wild,

in the intervals between the pillars : and, after cer-

tain prayers have been recited, the victims are let

loose without injury. In the other, a hundred and
eighty- five men of various specified tribes, cha-

racters, and professions, are bound to eleven posts

:

and, after the hymn, concerning the allegorical

immolation of Na'ra'yan'a *, has been recited,

these human victims are liberated unhurt : and ob-

lations of butter are made on the sacrificial fire.

This mode of performing \\\q As warned''ha and Pw-
rushamM'ha, as emblematic ceremonies, not as

real sacrifices, is taught in this Veda:--A\\(\. the in-

terpretation is fully confirmed by the rituals f, and
by commentators on the Sanhitd and Brahman a

;

one of whom assigns as the reason, ' because the

flesh of victims, which have been actually sacri-

ficed at a Yajnya, must be eaten by the persons

who offer the sacrifice : but a man cannot be al-

lowed, much less required, to eat human flesh J.'

It may be hence inferred, or conjectured at least.

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII, p. 251. The version of the

hymn, as there given, should be amended by substituting, at the

15th verse, * binding' for * immolating.' A similarity of terms

led to that error, which the context did not correct ; for the 9th

verse is rightly translated. However, to follow the commentaries

strictly, even the terra, which there occurs, and which properly

signifies * immolated,'^ may be translated, * consecrated.'

t I particularly advert to a separate ritual of the Purushamed'-
ha by Ya'jnyadf/va.

X Cited from memorj' : I read the passage several years ago

;

but I cannot now recover it.

Ff3
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thathuman sacrifices were not authorized by the Veda

itself: but were either then abrogated, and an em-
blematical ceremony substituted in their place ; or

they must have been introduced in later times, on
the authority of certain Purmias, or Tantras, fa-

bricated by persons, who, in this as in other mat-
ters, established many unjustifiable practices on
the foundation of emblems and allegories, which
they misunderstood.

»

The horse, which is the subject of the religious

ceremony called As^wam^d'ha, is also, avowedly,

an emblem of Viraj, or the primeval and univer-

sal manifested being. In the last section of the

Taittiriya Yajuroida, the various parts of the horse's

body are described, as divisions of time, and por-

tions of the universe :
' morning is his head ; the

sun, his eye ; air, his breath ; the moon, his ear

;

&c.' A similar passage in the 14th book of the

S'atapafha brahman a describes the same allegorical

horse for the meditation of such, as cannot per-

form an Js'wamid'ha ; and the assemblage of living

animals, constituting an imaginary victim, at a

real As'wamkdlia^ equally represent the universal

being, according to the doctrines of the Indian

scripture. It is not, however, certain, whether
this ceremony did not also give occasion to the in-

stitution of another, apparently not authorized by
the Vedas, in which a horse was actually sacrificed.

The Vrlhad araiiyaca, which constitutes the

fourteenth book of the S'atapafha hrahmaria^ is

the conclusion of the Vajasaneyi, or white Yajush.

It consists of seven chapters or eight lectures : and
the five last lectures, in one arrangement, correspond-

ing with the six last lectures in the other, form a

theological treatise entitled the Vrihad Upanishad,
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or Vqjasaiieyt brdhman'a upanishad, but more com-
monly cited as the Vrihad eranyaca *. The great-

est part of it is in dialogue ; and Ya'jnyawalcya
is the principal speaker. As an Upanishad, it pro-

perly belongs to the Cdmva S'dchd : at least, it is

so cited by Vidya'ran'ya, in his paraphrase of

Upanishads before-mentioned. There does not,

however, appear to be any material variation in it,

as received by the Mdd'hyandina school : unless in

the divisions of chapters and sections ; and in the

lists of successive teachers, by whom it was handed
down f.

To convey some notion of the scope and style

of this Upanishad, I shall, here, brietly indicate

some of the most remarkable passages ; and chiefly

those which have been paraphrased by Vidya'-
ran'ya. A few others have been aheady cited

;

and the following appears likewise to deserve no-

tice.

Towards the beginning of the Vr1,had dran'yaca,

a passage, concerning the origin of fire hallowed
for an Aswamtd'ha, opens thus :

' Nothing existed

in this world, before [the production of mind]

:

this universe was encircled by death eager to de-

vour; for death is the devourer. He framed mind,
being desirous of himself becoming endued with
a soul.'

* Besides three copies of the *ext, and two transcripts of S'an-

CARa's commentary, I have, also in duplicate, anotlier very ex-

cellent commentary by Nitya'nand' a srama, which is en-

titled Mitdcshard; and a metrical paraphrase of S'ancara's
gloss, by Sure's'war'a'cha'rya, as well as annotations in prose

by Ananda giri.

t This is the Upanishad, to which Sir William Jones re-

fers, in his preface to the translation of the Institutes of Menu :

p. viii.

Ff 4
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Here the commentators explain death to be the

intellectual being who sprung from the golden

mundane egg : and the passage before cited from
the Rigveda*, where the primeval existence of

death is denied, may be easily reconciled with
this, upon the Indian ideas of the periodical de-

struction and renovation of the world, and finally

of all beings but the supreme one.

The first selection by Vidya'ran'ya, from this

Upaniskad, is the fourth article (brahman a,) of the

third lecture of the Vrihad araiiyaca. It is de-^

scriptive of Vira'j, and begins thus :

* Tliis [variety of forms] was, before [the pro-

duction of body], soul, bearing a human shape.

Next, looking around, that [primeval being] saw
nothing but himself; and he, first, said " I am I."

Therefore, his name was "I:" and, thence, even
now, when called, [a man] first answers " it is I,"

and then declares 3,ny other name which apper-

tains to him.

* Since he, being anterior to all this [which

seeks supremacy], did consume by fire all sinful

[obstacles to his own supremacy], therefore does

the man, who knows this [truth], overcome him,

who seeks to be before him.

* He felt dread ; and, therefore, man fears, when
alone. But he reflected, *' Since nothing exists

besides myself, why should I fear?" Thus his

terror departed from him ; for what should he
dread, since fear must be of another?

Pace 404.
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* He felt not delight ; and, therefore, man de-

lights not, when alone He wished [the existence

of] another ; and instantly he became such, as is

man and woman in mutual embrace. He caused

this, his own self, to fall in twain ; and thus be-

came a husband and a wife. Therefore, was this

[body, so separated], as it were an imperfect moiety

of himself: for so Ya'jnyawalcya has pronounc-

ed it. This blank, therefore, is completed by wo-
man. He approached her ; and, thence, were hu-

man beings produced.

' She reflected, doubtingly; " how can he,

having produced me from himself, fincestuously]

approach me? I will now assume a disguise." She
became a cow ; and the other became a bull, and
approached her; and the issue were kine. She
was changed into a mare, and he into a stallion;

one was turned into a female ass, and the other

into a male one : thus did he again approach her;

and the one-hoofed kind was the offspring. She
became a female goat, and he a male one ; she was
an ewe, and he a ram: thus he approached her;

and goats and sheep were the progeny. In this

manner, did he create every existing pair whatso-
ever, even to the ants [and minutest insect].'

The sequel of this passage is also curious ; but

is too long to be here inserted. The notion of

Vira'j dividinp' his own substance into male and
female, occurs in more than one Purana. So does

that of an incestuous marriage and intercourse of
the first Menu with his daughter S'atarupa':
and the commentators on the Upanishad under-
stand that legend to be alluded to in this place.

But the institutes, ascribed to Menu, make Vi-
ra'j to be the issue of such a separation of persons,
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and Menu himself to be his offspring*. There
is, indeed, as the reader may observe from the

passages cited in the present essay, much disagree-

ment and consequent confusion, in the gradation

of persons interposed by Hindu theology between
the supreme being and the created world.

The author of the paraphrase before-mentioned,

has next selected three dialogues from the fourth

lecture or chapter of tl>e Vnhadaranyaca. In the

first, whicli begins the chapter and occupies three

articles (Brahmanas), a conceited and loquacious

priest, named Ba'la'ci (from his mother Bala'ca'),

and Ga'rgya (from his ancestor Garga), visits

Aja'tas'atru, king of Cas'i, and offers to com-

municate to him the knowledge of God. The
king bestows on him a liberal recompense for the

offer; and the priest unfolds his doctrine, saying

he worships, or recognises, as God, the being

who is manifest in the sun ; him, who is apparent

in lightning, in the etherial elements, in air, in

fire, in water, in a mirror, in the regions of space,

in shade, and in the soul itself. The king who was,

as it appears, a well instructed theologian, refutes

these several notions, successively; and, finding

the priest jemain silent, asks " is that all you have

to say ?" Ga'rgya replies, " that is all." Then,

says the king, " that is not sufficient for the know-
ledge of God." Hearing this, Ga'rgya proposes

to become his pupil. The king replies, " It would

reverse established order, were a priest to attend

a soldier in expectation of religious instruction

;

but I will suggest the knowledge to you." He

* Se« Sir W. Jones's translation of Menu. Ch. 1, v. 32

and 33.
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takes him by the hand ; and, rising, conducts him
to a place, where a man was sleeping. He calls

the sleeper by various appellations suitable to the

priest's doctrine; but without succeeding in

avyakening him : he then rouses the sleeper by
stirring him ; and, afterwards, addressing the

priest, asks, " While that man was thus asleep,

where was his soul, which consists in intellect?

and whence came that soul when he was awaken-
edr" Ga'rgya could not solve the question : and
the king then proceeds to explain the nature of

soul and mind, according to the received notions

of the Veddnta. As it is not the purpose of this

essay to consider those doctrines, I shall not here

insert the remainder of the dialogue.

The next, occupying a single article, is a con-

versation between Ya'jnyawalcya, and his wife,

Maitre'yi'. He announces to her his intention

of retiring from the civil world ; requests her con-

sent, and proposes to divide his effects between
her, and his second wife, Ca'tya'yani'. She
asks, " Should I become immortal, if this whole
earth, full of riches, were mine?" " No," re-

plies Ya'jnyawalcya, " riches serve for the

means of living ; but immortality is not attained

through wealth." Maitre'yi' declares she'has no
use, then, for that, by which she may not become
immortal; and solicits from her husband the com-
munication of the knowledge, which he possesses,

on the means, by which beatitude may be attain-

ed. Ya'jnyawalcya, answers, " Dear wert thou
to me; and a pleasing [sentiment] dost thou make
known : come, sit down ; I will expound [that

doctrine] ; do thou endeavour to comprehend it.'*

A discourse follows, in which Ya'jnyawalcya elu-

cidates the notion, that abstraction procures im-
mortality; because affections are relative to the

2
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soill, which should therefore be contemplated and

considered in all objects, since every thing is soul;

for all genei'^1 and particular notions are ultimately

resolvable into one, whence all proceed, and in

which all merge; and that is identified with the

supreme soul, through the knowledge of which be-

atitude may be attained.

I shall select, as a specimen of the reasoning in

this dialogue, a passage*, which is material on a

different account; as it contains an enumeration of

the Vedas, and of the various sorts of passages,

which they comprise ; and tends to confirm some ob-

servations hazarded at the beginning of this essay.

' As smoke, and various substances, separately

issue from fire lighted with moist wood ; so, from

this great being, were respired the RigvSda, the

Yajurveda, the Schnaveda, and the Afharvan and

Angiras ; the Itihasa and Parana; the sciences

a.nd Upanishads ; the verses and aphorisms; the

expositions and illustrations: all these were breathed

forth by him.'

The commentators remark, that four sorts of

prayers (Mantra), and eight kinds of precepts

( Brdfvnana) are here stated. The fourth descrip-

tion of prayers comprehends such, as were revealed

to, or discovered by, At'harvan and Axgiras:
meaning the A'i'hartana veda. The Itihasa de-

signates such passages in the second part of the

Vidas entitled Brdhman'a, as narrate a story : for

instance, that of the nymph Urvas'i' and the king

PuRURAVAs. The Purcina intends those, which

relate to the creation and similar topics. " Sci-

ences" are meant of religious worship. *' Verses"

are memorial lines. " Aphorisms" are short sen-

tences in a concise style. " Expositions" interpret
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such sentences ; and " illustrations" elucidate the

meaning of the prayers.

It may not be superfluous to ol)serve in this

place, that the Itihasa and Purduas, here meant,

are not the mythological poems bearing the same
title ; but certain passages of the Indian scriptures,

which are interspersed among others, throughout

that part of the Fe^«5, called Brdhmana^ and in-

stances of which occur in more than one quotation

in the present essay.

The dialogue between Ya'jnyawalcya and
Maitreyi', above-mentioned, is repeated towards

the close of the sixth lecture, with a short and
immaterial addition to its introduction. In this

place, it is succeeded by a discourse on the unity

of the soul : said, towards the conclusion, to have
been addressed to the two A'swins, by Dad'hyach,
a descendant ofAt'harvan.

The fourth lecture ends with a list of the

teachers, by whom that and the three preceding

lectures, were handed down, in succession, to

Pautima'shya. It begins with him, and ascends,

through forty steps, to Aya'sya ; or, with two
more intervening persons, to the A'swins; and
from them, to Dad'hyach, At'harvan, and
Mrityu, or death; and, through other gradations
of spirits, to Vira'j ; and finally to Brahme.
The same list occurs again at the end of the sixth
lecture: and similar lists are found in the corres-

ponding places of this Upanishad, as arranged for

the Mad'hyandina ^Sdchd. The succession is there

traced upwards, from the reciter of it, who speaks
of himself in the first person, and from his imjne-
diate teacher Sauryana'yya. to the same ori-
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ginal revelation, through nearly the same number
of gradations. The difference is almost entirely

confined to the first ten or twelve names*.

The fifth and sixth lectures of this Upanishad

have been paraphrased, like the fourth, by the

author before-mentioned. They consist of dia-

logues, in which Ya'jnyawalcya is the chief

discourse r.

* Janaca, a king paramount, or emperor of

the race of Fidehas, was celebrating at great ex-

pense, a solemn sacrifice, at which the Brdhmanas
of Curu and Panchala were assembled ; and the

king, being desirous of ascertaining which of those

priests was the most learned and eloquent theolo-

gian, ordered a thousand cows to be made fast in

his stables, and their horns to be gilt with a pre-

scribed quantity of gold. He then addressed the

priests, " whoever, among you, O venerable Brdh-
manas, is most skilled in theology, may take the

cows." The rest presumed not to touch the cat-

tle; but Ya'jnyawalcya bade his pupil Sa'mas'-

RAVAS drive them to his home. He did so ; and
the priests were indignant, that he should thus

arrogate to himself superiority. As'wala, who
was the king's officiating priest, asked him, " art

* I do not find Vya'sa mentioned in either list: nor can the

surname Parasarya, wliich occurs more than once, be applied to

him ; for it is not his patronyraick, but a name deduced from the

feminine patronymick Pdrasari. It seems therefore questionable,

whether any inference, respecting the age of the Vedas, can be

drawn from tiiese lists, in the manner proposed by the late Sir

W. Jones, in his preface to the translation of Menu (p. viii.).

The anachronisms, which I observe in them, deter me from a

similar attempt to deduce the age of this Veda from these and
other lists, which will be noticed further on.
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thou, O Ya'jnyawalcya ! more skilled in theo-

logy than we are?" He replied, " I bow to the

most learned; but I was desirous of possessing the

cattle."

This introduction is followed by a long dialogue,

or rather by a succession oF dialogues, in which
six other rival priests (besides a learned female,

named Ga'rgi', the daughter of Vachacru ;) take

part as antagonists ofYa'jnyawalcya
;
proposing

questions to him, which he answers ; and, by re-

futing their objections, silences them successively.

Each dialogue fills a single article (Brahmana)

;

but the controversy is maintained by Ga'rgi' in

two separate discussions ; and the contest between

Ya'jnyawalcya and Vidagd'ha, ^urnamed Sa'-

CALYA, in the ninth or last article of the fifth

lecture, concludes in a singular manner.

Ya'jnyawalcya proposes to his adversary an
abstruse question, and declares, " if thou dost not

explain this unto me, thy head shall drop off."

* Sa'calya (proceeds the text) could not explain

it; and his head did fall off; and robbers stole

his bones, mistaking them for some other thing.*

Ya'jnyawalcya then asks the rest of his anta-

gonists, whether they have any question to pro-

pose, or are desirous, that he should propose any.

They remain silent, and he addresses them as

follows

:

" Man is indeed like to a lofty tree : his hairs

are the leaves ; and his skin, the cuticle. From
his skin flows blood, like juice from bark ; it

issues from his wounded person, as juice from a

stricken tree. His flesh is the inner bark ; and
the membrane, near the bones, is the wh^te siib-
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Stance of the wood * The bones within are the

wood itself: and marrow and pith are alike. If

then a felled tree spring anew from the root; from
wliat root docs mortal man grow again, when
hewn down by death ? Do not say, from prolific

seed; for that is produced from the living person.

Thus, a tree, indeed, also springs from seed ; and
likewise sprouts afresh [from the root] after [seem-

ingly] d^'ing: but, if the tree be torn up by the

root, it doth not gro\^ again. From what root,

then, docs mortal man rise afresh, when hewn
down by death ? [Do you answer] He was born
[once for all]? No; he is born [again]: and [I

ask you] what is it, that produces him anew?"

The priests, thus interrogated, observes the

commentator, and being unacquainted with the

first cause, yielded the victory to Ya'jnyawalcya.
Accordingly, the text adds a brief indication of
the first cause as intended by that question.
' BiiAHME, who is intellect with [the unvaried

perception of] felicity, is the best path [to hap-

piness] for the generous votary, who knows him,

and remains fixed [in attention].'

The sixth lecture comprises two dialogues be-

tween Ya'jnyawalcya, and the kingJANACA;
in which the saint communicates religious instruc-

tion to the monarch, after inquiring from him the

doctrines which had been previously taught to the

king by- divers priests.

These are followed by a repetition of the dia-

logue between Ya'jnyav/alcya and his wife Mai-
TiiE'Yi'; with scarcely a variation of a single

* Sndva and C'mdt'a answerin" to the Periosteum and Alburnum.
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word, except the introduction as above-mentioned.

The sixth lecture conchides with repeating the

list of teachers, by whom, successively, this part

of the Veda was taught.

Concerning tlie remainder of the Vrthad aran'.-

yaca, I shall only observe, that it is terminated

by a list of teachers, in wiiich the tradition of it

is traced back from the son of Pautima'shi',

through forty steps, to Ya'jnyawalcya ; and,

from him, through twelve more, to the sup. In

copies belonging to the Mddlvjandina Sctchd, the

list is varied, interposing more gradations, with

considerable difference in the names, from the

reciter who speaks in the first person, and his

teacher, the son ofBnA'RADWAji', up to Ya'jnya-
w.ALCYA ; beyond whom both lists agree.

The copy, belonging to the Cdmva Sdthd, sub-

joins a further list stated by the commentators,

to be common to all the Sac has of the Vdjin, or

Vdjasaneyi Yajurveda, and to be intended for the

tracing of that Veda up to its original revelation.

It begins from the son of Sa'nji'vi', who was fifth,

descending from Ya'jnyav/alcya, in the lists

above-mentioned; and it ascends by ten steps,

without any mention of that saint, to Tura, sur-

named Ca'vashe'ya, who had the revelation from

Praja'pati; and he, from Brahme.

Before I proceed to the other Yqiiiweda, I think

it necessary to remark, that the Indian saint last

mentioned (Tura, son of Cavasha) has been

named in a former quotation from the Aitariya,

as the priest who consecrated Jana3Ie'jaya, son

ofPARicsHiT. It might, at the first glance, be

hence concluded that he was contemporary with

the celebrated king, who is stated in H'mdii his-

VoL. VIII. • G g
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tory to have reigned at the beginning of the Call

age. But, besides the constant uncertainty re-

specting Indian saints, who appear and re-appear

in heroic history at periods most remote, there is

in this, as in manj^ other instances of the names of

princes, a source of confusion and possible error,

from the recurrence of the same name, with the

addition even of the same patronymic, for princes

remote from each other. Thus, according to Pu-
rcinaSj Paricsiiit, thi?d son of Curu, had a son

named Janame'jaya; and he may be the person

here meant, rather than one of the same name,

who was the great grandson of Arjuna.

On the Black Yajurve'da.

THE Taitliriya, or black Yqjush, is more co-

pious (I mean, in regard to mantras,) than the

white Yajush, but less so than the Rigveda. Its

Sanhita, or collection of prayers, is arranged in

seven books (asht'aca, or canda), containing from
five to eight lectures, or chapters (adliyaya, pras-

7ia, or prapat'aca). Each chapter, or lecture, is

subdivided into sections (anuvaca), which are

equally'distributed in the third and sixth books

;

but unequally in the rest. The whole number ex-

ceeds six hundred and fifty.

Another mode of division, by cihidas, is stated

in the index. In this arrangement, each book
(carida) relates to a separate subject; and the

chapters (prasna)^ comprehended in it, are enu-

merated and described. Besides this, in the San-

hita itself, the texts contained in every section
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are numbered; and so are the syllables in each

text.

The first section (aniivdca)^ in this collection

of prayers, corresponds with the first section

(can'dicd) in the white Yajush*: but all the

rest differ ; and so does the arrangement of

the subjects. Many of the topics are indeed

alike in both Vkdas; but differently placed, and
differently treated. Thus the ceremony called

Rdjasuya occupies one can da^ corresponding with

the eighth pras'na of the first book (Asht'aca);

and is preceded by two chidas, relative to the

VqjapSi/a, and to the mode of its celebration,

which occupy fourteen sections in the preceding

pras'na. Consecrated fire is the subject of four

cdn'das, which fill the fourth and fifth books. Sa-

crifice (ad'hxvara) is noticed in the second and
third lectures of the first book, and in several

lectures of the sixth. The subject is continued in

the seventh and last book ; which treats largely

on the Jyotishtoma, including the forms of pre-

paring and drinking the juice of acid Asclepias>

The As'xvam^dlia, NrimH''Jia, and Pitrim^d'ha, are

severally treated of in their places ; that is, in the

collection of prayers f, and in the second part of

this V^a. Other topics, introduced in different

places, are numerous ; but it Would be tedious to

specify them at large.

Among the RjsJus of the texts, I observe no hu-

man authors : nine entire cdndas^ according to the

* Translated in a former essay, with the first verse i^ each of

the three other Vedas. Asiatic Researches, Vol. V, p. 364.

t The prayers of the Aswamed'ha occur in the concluding sec-

tions, between the 12lh section of the 4.th chapter, and the end
of the fifth chapter of the 7th and last book.

Gg2
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second arrangement indicated by the index, ap-

pear to be ascribed to Praja'pati, or the lord of

creatures; as many to Soma, or the moon; seven

to Agx r, or fire ; and sixteen to all the gods. Pos-

sibly some passages may be allotted by the com-
mentators to their real authors, though not pointed

out by the index for the Atreyi S'acha.

Several prayers from this V^da have been trans-

lated in former essays*. Other very remarkable

passages have occurred on examining this collec-

tion of Mantras \. The following, from the se-

venth and last book J, is chosen as a specimen of

the Taittiriya Yqjurveda. Like several before-

cite^, it alludes to the Indian notions of the crea-

tion ; and, at the risk of sameness, I select pas-

sages relative to that topic, on account of its im-

portance in explaining the creed of the ancient

Hindu religion. The present extract was recom-

mended for selection by its allusion to a mytholo-

gical notion, which apparently gave origin to the

story of the Vardha-avatara ; and from which an
astronomical period, entitled CalpUy has perhaps

been taken §.

' Waters [alone] there were ; this world origi-

nally was water. In it the lord of creation moved,
having become air : he saw this [earth] ; and up-

held it, assuming the form of a boar (vardha);

and then moulded that [earth], becoming Vis'wa-

CARMAX, the artificer of the universe. It became

* Astatic Researches, Vol. V, and VIT.

+ 1 Iiave several complete copies of the text; but only a part of

the commentary by Sa'yana.

X BookTII, Chapter 1, Section 5.

§ One of the Calpas, or renovations of the universe, is deno*

miuated Vdr6ha.
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celebrated (aprafhafa), and conspicuous (prifhi-

I'i); and therefore is that name (Pnthivi) assigned

to the earth.

* The lord of creation meditated profoundly on
the earth; and created the gods, the Vasiis, Rn-
dras, and 'Aditi/as. Those gods addressed the lord

of creation, saying; " How can we form crea-

tures?" He replied, "As I created you by pro-

found contemplation (tapas) ; so do you seek in

devotior^ (tapas), the means of multiplying crea-

tures." He gave them consecrated fire, saying,

" With this sacrificial fire, perform devotions."

With it they did perform austerities ; and, in one

year, framed a single cow. He gave her to the

Vasus, to the Riidras, and to the ^Adityas, [suc-

cessively]: bidding them 'guard her.' The Vasus,

the Rudra's, and the ^Adityas, [severally] guarded

her; and she calved, for the Vasus, three hundred

and thirty-three [calves]; and [as many] for the

Rudras; and [the same number] for the \4dityas:

thus was she the thousandth.

* They addressed the lord of creation, requesting

him to direct them in j>erforming a solemn act of

religion with a thousand [kine for a gratuity]. He
caused the Vasus to sacrifice with the Ag'nisht'oma;

and they conquered this world, and gave it [to the

priests]: he caused the Rudras to sacrifice with
the Uctliya; and they obtained the middle region,

and gave it away [for a sacrificial fee] : he caused

the Adityas to sacrifice with the Atirdtra; and
they acquired that [other] world, and gave it [to

the priests for a gratuity].'

This extract may suffice. Its close, and the re-

mainder of the section, bear allusion to certain re-

ligious ceremonies, at which a thousand cows
must be given to the officiating priests.

Gg3
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To the second part of this VSda* belongs an
Araiiya, divided, like the Sanhita, into lectures

(pras'iia), and again subdivided into chapters (anu^

vaca), containing texts, or sections, which are

numbered, and in which the syllables have been
counted. Here also a division by caridas^ accord-

ing to the different subjects, prevails. The six

first lectures, and their corresponding can'das, re-

late to religious observances. The two next con-

stitute three UpanWiads ; or, as they are usually

cited, two: one of which is commonly entitled

the Taittiriyaca Upanishad; the other is called the

Ndrdyana, or, to distinguish it from another be-

longing exclusively to the Atliarva'vida, the great

(Mdha, or VrVian,) ndrdyana. They are all ad-

mitted in collections of theological treatises appen-

dant on the Afhamaria; but the last-mentioned is

there subdivided into two Upanishads.

For a further specimen of this Yqjurveda^ I shall

only quote the opening of the third and last chap-

ter of the Vdruni, or second Taittiriyaca Upani-

shad, with the introductory chapter of the first f.

Bhrigu, the offspring of Varun'a, approached
his father, saying, "Venerable [father]! make
known to me l37^akine." Varun'a propounded
these : namely, food [or body], truth [or life],

sight, hearing, mind [or thought], and speech;

* The Taitlirtya, like other Vcdas, has its Brdhman'a: and

frequent quotations from it occur in the commentary on tlie

prajers, and in other places. But I have not yet seen a complete

copy of this portion of the Indian sacred books.

t I use several copies of the entire Aranya, with Sancaka's
commentary on the Taittiriya Upanishad, and annotations on his

gloss by Anandajnya'na: besides separate copies of that, and

of the Mah6n&rayana; and a commentary on the Vdruni Upani-

shad, entitled Laghu d'/picd.
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and thus proceeded, " That, whence all beings

are produced ; that, by which they live when
born; that, towards which they tend; and that,

into which they pass ; do thou seek, [for] that i^

Bralime.''''

^ He meditated [in] devout contemplation ; and^

having thought ])rofoundiy, he recognised food

[or body] to be Brahme: for all beings are indeed

produced from food ; when born, they live by
food ; towards food they tend ; they pass into

food. This he comprehended; [but yet- unsatis-

fied] he again approached his father Varun'a,
saying, " Venerable [father] ! make known to me
Brahme''' Varun'a replied, " Seek the know-
ledge of Brahme by devout meditation: Brahrm
is profound contemplation."

* Having deeply meditated, he discovered breath

[or life] to be Brahme; for all these beings are

indeed produced from breath; when born, they

live by breath; towards breath they tend; they
pass into breath. This he understood : [but] again

he approached his father Varun'a, saying, " Ve-
nerable [father]! make known to me Brahme.'"
Varun'a replied, *' Seek him by profound medi-
tation ; Brahme is that."

* He meditated in deep contemplation, and dis-

covered intellect to be Brahme: for all these be-

ings are indeed produced from intellect; when
born, they live by intellect ; towards intellect they
tend ; and they pass into intellect. This he un-

derstood : [but] again he came to his father Va-
run'a, saying, " Venerable [father] ! make known
to me Brahme.'" Varun'a replied, *.' Inquire by
devout contemplation : profound meditation ia

Brahme.''

Gg* 4
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' He thought deeply ; and, having thus medi-

tated [with] devout contemplation, he knew Jlnan-

da [or felicity] to be Brahme: for all these beings

are indeed produced from pleasure; when born,

they live by joy; they tend towards happiness;

they pass into felicity.

' ' Such is the science which was attained by
Bhrigu, taught by Varun'a, and founded on the

supreme etherial spirit.. He who knows this, rests

on the same support; is endowed with [abundant]

food ; and becomes [a blazing fire], which con-

sumes food : great he is by progeny, by cattle,

and by holy perfections ; and great by propitious

celebrity.'

The above Is the beginning of the last chapter

of the VarimX Upanishad. I omit the remainder

of it. The first Taittiriyaca Upanishad opens with

the following prayer. ' May Mitra [who pre-

sides over the day], Varun'a [who governs the

night], Aryaman [or the regent of the sun and
of sight], Indra [who gives strength], VRtHAS-
PATi [who rules the speech and understanding],

and Vishn'u, whose step is vast, grant us ease.

[I] bow to Brahme. Salutation unto thee, O air

!

Even thou art BrahmCy present [to our apprehen-

sion]. Thee I will call, " present BrahmeT thee

I will name, " the right one :" thee I will pro-

nounce, " the true one." May that [Brahme^

the universal being entitled air], preserve me; may
that preserve the teacher: propitious be it*.

* I liave inserted here, as in other places, between crotchets,

sucli illustrations from the commentary, as appear requisite to

render the text intelligible.
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On other Upanishads of the Yajurve da.

Among the Sachets of the Yajurveda, one en-

titled Maitrdyan'i, furnishes an Upanishad, which
bears the same denomination. An abridged para-

phrase of it, in verse*, shows it to be a dialogue

in which a sage, named S'a'ca'yaxa, communi-
cates to the king Vrihadrat'ha, theological

knowledge derived from another sage, called

Maitra.

A different Siicha of this Veda, entitled the

Catlia, or Cathaca, furnishes an Upcmishad bear-

ing that name ; and which is one of those most
frequently cited by writers on the Vedanta. It

is an extract from a Brahman'a ; and also occurs

in collections of Upanishads appertaining to the

Afharvana.

SVe'ta'sVatara, who has given hij^ name to

one more Sacka of the Yajurveda, from which an
Upanishad is extracted f, is introduced in it, as

teaching theology. This Upanishad, comprised in

six chapters or lectures (adliydya), is found in

collections of theological tracts appertaining to

the At'harcarida ; but, strictly, it appears to be-

long exclusively to the Yajnsh.

* By Vidya'ran'ya. I have not seen the original.

f In the abridgment of it by F/rfj/arffnj/cr, this is the descrip-

tion given of the S wetds'ivara Upanishad.
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On the Sa'mave'da.

A peculiar degree of holiness seems to be at-

tached, according to Indimi notions, to the Sama-
'veda ; if reliance may be placed on the inference

suggested by the etymology of its name, which
indicates, according to the derivation * usually

assigned to it, the efficacy of this part of the

Vedas in removing sin. The prayers, belonging to

it, are, as before observed, composed in metre,

and intended to be chanted, and their supposed

efficacy is apparently ascribed to this mode of ut«

tering them.

Not having yet obtained a complete copy of

this VedOy or of any commentary on it, I can only

describe it, imperfectly, from such fragments as I

have been able to collect.

A principal, if not the first, part of the Samct-

*veda is that entitled A 'ixhica. It comprises prayers,

among which I observe many, that constantly re-

cur in rituals o^ Samaved'iya^ or Chliandoga priests,

and some of which have been translated in former

essays f. They are here arranged, as appears from
two copies of the A'rchicaX, in six chapters (pra-

pat'aca) subdivided into half chapters, and into

sections (das'ati) ; ten in each chapter, and usually

* From the root Sho, convertible into so and s6, and signify-

ing ' to destroy.' The derivative is expounded as denoting sonie-

Ujing ' which destroys sin.'

t Asiatic Researches, Vol. V. and VII.

I One of them dated nearly two centuries ago, in 1672 Sammt.
This copy exhibils the further title of Ch'handasi Sanhitd.
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containing the exact number of ten verses each.

The same collection of prayers, in the same order,

but prepared for chanting, is distributed in seven-

teen chapters, under the title of the Gramagkya
gana. That, at least, is its title in the only copy
which I have seen. But rituals, directing the same
prayers to be chanted, employ the designation of
Archica gana, among other terais applicable to

various modes of rhvthmical recitation.

Another portion of the Sumaveda, arranged for

chanting, bears the title of ^VW^'^^^^/fir. Three
copies of it*, which seem to agree exactly, exhi-

bit the same distribution into three chapters, which
are subdivided into half chapters and decades or

sections, like the A'rchica above-mentioned t-

But I have not yet found a plain copy of it, di-

vested of the additions made for guidance ia

chanting it.

The additions here alluded to, consist in pro-

longing the sounds of vowels, and resolving diph-

thongs into two or more syllables, inserting like-

wise, in many places, other additional syllables,

besides placing numerical marks for the manage-
ment of the voice. Some of the prayers, being

subject to variation in the mode of chanting them,

are repeated, once or oftener, for the purpose of

showing these differences ; and, to most, are pre-

fixed the appropriate names of the several pas-

* The most ancient of those in my possejsion, is dated nearly

three centuries ago, in 1587 Samvat.

t This Aranya comprises nearly three hundred verses (Soman),
or exactly 290. The .'iVcAjca coiit^ius twice as mauy, or nearly

b'OO.
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Under the title of A rshaya Brahman a, I have

found what seems to be an index of these two
portions of the Samavkda. For the names of the

passages, or sometimes the initial words, are there

enumerated in the same order, in which they oc-

cur in the Grama gtya, or A'rchica, followed by
the A'ranya gana. This index does not, like the

explanatory tables of the other Vedas, specify the

metre of each prayer, the deity addressed in it,

and the occasion on whrch it should be used ; but

only the Rlski, or author : and, from the variety

of names stated in some instances, a conclusion

may be drawn, that the same texts are ascribable

to more than one author.

It has been already hinted, that the modes of

chanting the same prayers are various, and bear

different appellations. Thus, the rituals frequently

direct certain texts of this VSda to be first recited

simply, in a low voice, according to the usual

mode of inaudible utterance of the VSdas ; aiid then

to be similarly chanted, in a particular manner,

under the designation of A'jxhica gana ; showing,

however, divers variations and exceptions from

that mode, under the distinct appellation of Ani-

rueta' gana*. So, likewise, or nearly the same
passages, which are contained in the A'rchica and
Gramaghja, are arranged in a different order, with

further variations as to the mode of chanting them,

in another collection named the Uha gana.

From the comparison and examination of these

parts of the Samaveda, in which, so far as the col-

lation of them has been carried, the texts appear

* The ritual, which is the chief authority for this remark, is

one by Sayan' A'char'ya, entitled Yajnyatantra Sud'hdni-

d'hi.
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to be the same, only arranged in a different order,

and marked for a different mode of recitation, I

am led to think, that other collections, under si-

milar names *, may not differ more widely from
the ^Vc^ic^ and Aranya above-mentioned: and
that these may possibly constitute the whole of
that part of the Scimav6da, which corresponds to

the Sanhitas of other Vidas.

Under the denomination of Brahman'a^ which
is appropriated to the second part or supple-

ment of the Vkla^ various works have been re-

ceived by different schools of the Suinaveda. Four
appear to be extant; three of which have been
seen by me, either complete or in part. One is

denominated Shadvinsa ; probaby from its contain-

ing twenty-six chapters. Another is called Ad-
hhuta, or, at greater length, Adbhuta Brahmaria.
The only portion, which I have yet seen, of either,

has the appearance of a fragment, and breaks off

at the close of the fifth chapter : both names are

there introduced, owing, as it should seem, to

some error; and I shall not attempt to determine
which of them it really belongs to. A third Brcih-

maiia of this Veda is termed Pancha'vinsa ; so

named, probably, from the number of twenty-five

chapters comprised in it: and I conjecture this to

be the same with one in my possession not desig-

nated by any particular title, but containing that

precise number of chapters.

* Sir Robert Chambers's copy of the Samaveda com-
prised four portions, entitled G&na, the distinct names of wliich,

according: to the list received from him, sre Vigdiia A'rnd, Vt'

gana, Ugdna, and U/iya gana. The iirst of these, I suspect to

be the A'ranya, written in that list, A'rna : the last seems to be

the same with that which is in m\ copy denominated Uha gana.
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The best known among the Brdhmanas of the

Sdrnax:eda, is that entitled Tdndya. It was ex-

pounded by Sa'yan"a'cha'rya ; but a fragment

of the text with his commentary, including the

whole of the second book (panjicd), from the sixth

to the tenth lecture, is all that I have been yet

able to procure. This fragment relates to the reli-

gious ceremony named Agnlshtoma. I do not

find in it, nor in other portions of the Sdmcrceda

before described, any passage, which can be con-

veniently translated as a specimen of the style of

this Veda.

Leaving, then, the Mantras and Brdhman'as of

the Sdma-oeday I proceed to notice its principal

Upanishad, which is one of the longest and most
abstruse compositions bearing that title.

The CKhcindogya Upanishad contains eight chap-

ters (prapdtacas), apparently extracted from some
portion of the Brdfiman'a^ in which they are num-
bered from three to ten *. The first and second,

not being included in the Upanishad, probably re-

late to religious ceremonies. The chapters are un-

equally subdivided into paragraphs or sections

;

amounting, in all, to more than a hundred and
fifty.

A great part of the Ch'hdnd6gya'\ is in a didactic

form : including, however, like most of the other

Upanishads, several dialogues. The beginning

of one, between Saxatcuma'ra and Na'reda,

* I bave several copies of the text, w-ith the gloss ofS'ancara,
and annotations on it by Anandajnta'nagiri ; besides the

notes of Vya'sAti'rt'ha on a commentary by Ananda-
Ti'rt'ha.

t Its author, indicated by Vya'sati'bt'ha, is HayagriVa,
1
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which occupies the whole of the seventh chapter*,

has been aheady quoted. The preceding chapter

consists of two dialogues between Swe'tace'tu,

grandson of Arun'a, and his own father, Udda-
LACA, the son of Arun'a. These had been pre-

pared in the fifth chapter, where Prava'hana,
son of JivALA, convicts S'we'tace'tu of ignorance

in tlieology : and where that conversation is fol-

lowed by several other dialogues, intermixed with

successive references for instruction. The fourth

chapter opens with a story respecting Ja'nas'ruti,

grandson of Putra ; and, in this and the fifth

chapter, dialogues, between human beings, are

interspersed with others in which the interlocu-

tors are either divine or imaginary persons. The
eighth or last chapter contains a disquisition on
the soul, in a conference between Praja'pati aad
Indra.

I shall here quote, from this ITpaniskad, a single

dialogue belonging to the fifth chapter.

* Pra'chi'nas'a'la, son of Upamanyu, Saty-
ayajnya, issue of Pulusha, Indradyumna, off-

spring of Bhallavi, Jana descendant of S'ar-

cara'cshya, and Vudila sprung from As'wa-
taraVwa, being all persons deeply conversant

with holy writ, and possessed of great dwellings,

meeting together, engaged in this disquisition,

" What is our soul ? and who is Brahme T

* These venerable persons reflected, " Udda'la-
ca, the son of Arun'a, is well acquainted with

the universal soul : let us immediately go to him."

* That is the seventh of the extract which constitutes this

Vponishad ; but the ninth, according to the mode of numbering

the chapters, in liie book, whence it is taken.
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They went : but he reflected, " these great and
very learned persons will ask me ; and I shall not

[be able] to communicate the whole [which they

inquire] : I will at once indicate to them another

[instructor]." He thus addressed them, " As'wa-
PATi, the son of Ce'caya, is well acquainted with

the universal soul ; let us now go to him."

" They all went ; and, on their arrival,, [the

king] caused due honotirs to be shown to them re-

spectively; and, next morning, civilly dismissed

them ; [but, observing that they staid, and did

not accept his presents,] he thus spoke :
" In my

dominions, there is no robber; nor miser; no
drunkard; nor any one neglectful of a consecrated

hearth; none ignorant; and no adulterer, nor adul-

teress. Whence [can you have been aggrieved] ?"

[As they did not state a complaint, he thus pro-

ceeded ;] " I must be asked, O venerable men

!

[for what you desire]." [Finding, that they made
no request, he went on ;]

" As much as I shall be-

stow on each officiating priest, so much will I

also give to you. Stay then, most reverend

men." They answered :
" It is indeed requisite to

inform a person of the purpose of a visit. Thou
well knowest the universal soul; communicate
that knowledge unto us." He replied ;

" To-mor-
row I will declare it to vou." Perceivinq; his drift,

they, next day, attended him, bearing [like pu-

pils] logs of firewood. Without bowing to them,

lie thus spoke :

—

" Whom dost thou worship as the soul, O son

of Upamanyu?" "Heaven," answered he, "O
venerable king !" " Splendid is that [portion of
the] universal self, which thou dost worship as the

soul : therefore, in thy family, is seen [the juice

of the acid asclepias] drawn, expressed, and pre-
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pared, [for religious rites]; thou dost consume
food [as a blazing fire] ; and dost view a [son or

other] beloved object. Whoever worships this for

the universal soul, similarly enjoys food, contem-

plates a beloved object, and finds rehgious occu-

pations in his family. But this is [only] the head

of the soul. Thy head had been l^ost," added the

king, *' hadst thou not come to me."

* He now turned to Satyayajnya, the son of

PuLUSHA, saying; *' Whom dost thou worship as

the soul, O descendant of Prachinayoga ?"

*' The sun," answered he, " O venerable king f*

" Varied is that [portion of the] universal self,

which thou dost worship as the soul ; and, there-

fore, in thy family, many various forms are seen

;

a car yoked with mares, and treasure, together

with female slaves, surround thee; thou dost con-

sume food, and contemplate a pleasing object.

Whoever worships this, for the universal soul, has

the same enjoyments, and finds religious occupa-

tions in his family. But this is only the eye of

soul. Thou hadst been blind," said the king,
*' hadst thou not come to me."

* He next addressed IndradyuMna, the son of

Bhallavi :
" Whom dost thou worship as the

soul, O descendant of Vy'aghrapad." " Air," re-

plied he, ^' O venerable king !" " Diffused is that

portion of the universal self, which thou dost wor-

ship as the soul ; niunerous offerings reach thee

;

many tracts of cars follow thee : thou dost con-

sume food : thou viewest a favourite object. Who-
ever worships this, for the universal soul, enjoys

food and contemplates *a beloved object : and has

religious occupations in his family. But this is

only the breath of soul. Thy breath had expii'igd,"

said the king-, " hadst thou not come to me."

Vol. Vlli. K h
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* He then interrogated Jana, the son of Sar-
cara'cshya: " Whom dost thou worship as the

soul, O son of Sarcara'cshya?" "The etherial

element," said he, " O venerable king !" " Abund-
ant is that universal self, whom thou dost worship

as the soul; and, therefore, thou likewise dost

abound with progeny and wealth. Thou dost

consume food; tlwu viewest a favourite object.

Whoever worships this, for the universal soul,

consumes food, and sets a beloved object; and has

religious occupations in his family. But this is

only the trunk of soul. Thy trunk had corrupted,"

said the king, " hadst thou not come to me."

' He afterwards inquired of Vudila, the son of

As'watara'swa :
" Whom dost thou worship as

the soul, O descendant of Vya'ghrapad?^' " Wa-
ter," said he, " O venerable king !" " Rich is

that universal self, whom thou dost worship as

the soul; and, therefore, art thou opulent and
thriving. Thou dost consume food ; thou viewest

a favourite object. Whoever worships this, for

the universal soul, partakes of similar enjoyments,

contemplates as dear an object, and has religious

occupations in his family. But this is only the

abdomen of the soul. Thy bladder had burst,"

said the king, " hadst thou not come to me."

' Lastly, he interrogated I^dda'laca, the son

of Arun'a. " Whom dost thou worship as the

soul, O descendant of Gotama?" " The earth,"

said he, " O venerable king!' " Constant is that

universal self, whom thou dost worship as tlie

soul : and, therefore, thou remainest steady, with
offspring and with cattle! Thou dost consume
food ; thou viewest a favourite object. Whoever
worships this, for the universal soul, shares like

enjoyments, and views as beloved an object, and
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has religious occupations in his family. But this

forms only tlie feet of the soul. Thy feet had
been lame," said the king, '* hadst thou not come
to me."

' He thus addressed them [collectively] :
" You

consider this universal soul, as it were an indivi-

dual being; and you partake of distinct enjoy-

ment. But he, who worships, as the universal

soul, that which is known by its [manifested]

portions, and is inferred [from consciousness], en-

joys nourishment in all worlds, in all beings, in

all souls : his head is splendid, like that of this

universal soul; his eye is similarly varied; his

breath is equally diffused ; his trunk is no less

abundant; his abdomen is alike full; and his feet

are the earth; his breast is the altar; his hair

is the sacred grass ; his heart, the household fire
;

his mind, the consecrated flame ; and his mouth,
the oblation.

" The food, which first reaches him, should be
solemnly offered : and the first oblation, which he

makes, he should present with these words :
" Be

this oblation to breath efficacious." Thus breath

is satisfied ; and, in that the e^e is satiate; and,

in the eye, the sun is content; and, in the sun,

the sky is gratified ; and, in the sky, heaven and
the sun, and whatever is dependant, become re-

plete: and after that, he himself [who eats] is fully

gratified with offspring and cattle; with vigour

proceeding from food, and splendour arising from
holy observances *.

* Several similar paragraphs, respectinE; four oilier oblations,

so presented to oliier inspirations of air, vire here ontittetl for He
sake of breviiv. Tlie idkiu? of a mouUitiil, bv an oilhodox Hindu

'

\l li G
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*' But whoever makes an oblation to fire, being
unacquainted with the universal soul, acts in the

ianie manner, as one who throws live coals into

ashes : while he, who presents an oblation, pos-

sessing that knowledge, has made an offering in

all worlds, in all beings, in all souls. As the tip

of dry grass, which is cast into the fire, readily

kindles ; so are all the faults of that man con-

sumed. He, who knows this, has only pre-

sented an oblation to the universal soul, even
though he knowingly give the residue to a Chchi-

dala. For, on this point, a text is [preserved] :

" As, in this world, hungry infants press round
their mother; so do all beings await the holy obla-

tion : they await the holy oblation."

Another Upanishad of the Samavtda belongs to

the Sdchd of the Talavacdras. It is called, the
*' Chitshita^'' or, " Chid' Upanishad, from the

word, or words, with which it opens : and, as

appears from Sancara's commentary*, this trea-

tise is the ninth chapter (adliydya) of the work,

from which it is extracted. It is comprised in

four sections (chan'da). The form is that of a

dialogue between instructors and their pupils.

The subject is, as in other UpanisJiads, a disquisi-

tion on abstruse and mystical theology. I shall

not make any extract from it, but* proceed to de-

scribe the fourth and last Veda.

theologian, is considered as an efticacious oblation : and deno-

minated Prdndgnihotra.
* I have S'ancara's gloss, with the illustrations of his anno-

tator, and the ample commentary of Crishna'nanda : besides a

separate gloss, with annotations, on the similar Upanishad belong-

ing to the At'hariavtda.
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On the At'harva-ve'da,

Tlie Sanhitd, or collection of prayers and invo-

cations, belonging to the A'thcn^van'a, is com-
prised in twenty books (ccinda), subdivided into

sections (anuvaca), hymns (sucta), and verses

(r^ich). Another mode of division by chapters

(prapataca) is also indicated. The number of
versus is stated at 6015; the sections exceed a

hundred ; and the h^^mns amount to more than
seven hundred and sixty. The number of chapters

is forty nearly.

A passage from this Veda was quoted by Sir

W. Jones in his essay on the literature of the

Hindus* ; and a version of it was given, as a spe-

cimen of the language and style of the A'fhar'
vana. That passage comprises the whole of the

forty-third hymn of the nineteenth book |. In
the beginning of the same book, I find a hymn
(numbered as the sixth) which is almost word for

word the same with that, which has been before

cited from the thirty-first chapter of the white

Yqjushf^. Some of the verses are indeed trans-

* Asiatic Researches, Vol. I. p. 347.

t SirW. Jones cites it, as from the tirst book ; I suspect, that,

in Colonel Polter's copy, the nineteenth book might stand first ia

the volume. It does so, in General Martin's transcript, though
the colophon be correct. I have another, and very complete,

copy of this Veda. General Martin's, which I also possess, i^

defective: containing only the ten first and the two last books. An
ancient fragment, also in my possession, does not extend beyond
the sixth.

I Asiatic Researches, Vol. VII. p. 251.

Hh3
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posed, and here and there a word differs : for ex-

ample, it opens by describing* the primeval man
(purusha) witli a thousand arms, instead of a
thousand heads. The purport is, nevertheless, the

same ; and it is needless, therefore, to insert a

version of it in this place.

The next hymn, in the the same book, includes

an important passage. It names the twenty-eight

asterisms in their order, beginning witli Crittica :

and seems to refer the solstice to the end of Js'-

lesha, or beginning of Maghd. I call it an im-

portant passage ; first, because it shows, that the

introduction of the twenty-eighth asterism is as

ancient as the Afharva-reda; and, secondly, be-

cause it authorises a presumption, that the whole
of that Veda, like this particular hymn, may have
been composed when the solstice was reckoned in

the middle, or at* the end, of As'leshd*^ and the

origin of the Zodiac was placed at the beginning

of Crittica. On the obvious conclusion, respect-

ing the age of the Veda, I shall enlarge in another

place.

An incantation, which appears to be the same
that is mentioned by Sir W. Jones t, occurs in

the fourth section of the nineteenth book. It is

indeed a tremendous incantation; especially the

three Sactas, or hymns, which are numbered 28,

29, and 30. A single line will be a sufficient spe-

cimen of these imprecations, in which, too, there

is much sameness.

* The middle of As'leshd, if the divisions be twenty-seven, and
its end, when they are twenty-eight equal portions, give the same
place for the colure.

t Asiatic Researches, Vol. I. p. 348,
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'Destroy, O sacred grass*, my foes ; exter-

minate my enemies ; annihilate all those, who hate

me, O precious gem !'

The Atharvci'Veda, as is well known, contains

many forms of imprecation for the destruction of
enemies. But it must not be inferred, that such
is the chief subject of that Veda; since it also

contains a great number of prayers for safety and
for the averting of calamities : and, like the other

VedaSf numerous hymns to the gods, with prayers

to be used at solemn rites and religious exercises,

excepting such as are named Yqjnya.

The Gopafha Brahmmia appears to belong to

the second part of this Vkla. Not having seen a

commentary^ nor an index, of this work, I can

only speak of it from a copy in my possession :

this contains five oSx-sc^ttx?, (praplitaca), with the

date of the transcript f and name of the transcriber,

at the end of the fifth, as is usual in the colophon

at the close of a volume.

The first chapter of this Gopafha Brahman'a
traces the origin of the universe from Bi^ahmc

;

and it appears from the fourth section of this

chapter, that At'harvan is considered as 2i Pra-
jdpati appointed by Brahme to create and protect

subordinate beina's.•a"

In the fifth chapter, several remarkable passages,

identifying the primeval person (pitrusha) with

the year (samvatsara), convey marked allusions to

the calendar. In one place (the fifth section), be-

sides stating the year to contain twelve or thirteen

* Darbha, Poa Cynosuroides.

t It is dated ^t Mat'hurd, in the year CSamvaf) 1732.

Hh4
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hinar nonths, the subdivision, of that period is

pursued to 360 days; and, thence, to 10,800 ww-

hurtas, or hours.

I proceed to notice the most remarkable part of

the Afharva-iieda, consisting of the theological

treatises, entitled Upajiishads, which are appendant

on it. They are computed at fifty-two : but this

number is completed by reckoning, as distinct

Upamshads, different parts of a single tract. Four

such treatises, comprising eight Upanishads, toge-

ther with six of those before described as apper-

taining to other Vedas, are perpetually cited in

dissertations on the Veddnta*. Others are either

more sparingly, or not at all, quoted.

It may be here proper to explain what is meant
by Upmiishad. In dictionaries, this term is made
equivalent to Rehesya, which signifies mystery.

This last term is, in fact, frequently employed by
Menu, and other ancient authors, where the com-
mentators understand Upanishads to be meant.

But neither the etymology, nor the acceptation,

of the word, which is now to be explained, has

any direct connexion with the idea of secrecy,

concealment, or mystery. Its proper meaning,

according to Sancara, Sa'yan'a, and all the

commentators, is divine science, or the knowledge
of God : and, according to the same authorities,

it is equally applicable to theology itself, and to a

book in which this science is taught. Its deriva-

* The Ctna and Ch'Mndugya from the Sdmaveda ; the Vri-

had uran'yaca and Is'dvas'ya from the white Yajush, and the

Taittinyaca from the black Yajush ; the AilarCya from the Rig-
veda : and the Cat'ha, Pras'na, Mun'daca, and Mun'ducya from
the At'harvan'a, To these should be added, the Nrisiuha t^O'
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tion is from the verb sad (shacl-lrt), to destroy, to

move, or to weary, preceded by the prepositions

upa near, and 7ii continually, or nis certainly.

The sense, properly deducible from this etymology,
according to the different explanations given by-

commentators, invariably points to the knowledge
of the divine perfections, and to the consequent
attainment of beatitude through exemption from
passions *.

The whole of the Indian theology is professedly

founded on the Upanishads f . Those, which have
been before described, have been shown to be ex-

tracts from the Vtda. The rest are also consider-

ed as appertaining to the Indian scripture : it does

not, however, clearly appear, whether they are

detached essays, or have been extracted from a
Brdhmajia of the Afharva-xiida. I have not
found any of them in the Sanhitd of the Afhar-
•vaiia, nor in the Gopafha Brahman'a.

In the best copies of the fifty-two Upanishads
J,

the first fifteen are stated to have been taken from
the Saimaciyas, whose Sdchd seems to be the prin-

cipal one of the Afharva-veda. The remaining

* Sancara, and Ananda's'RAMA on the Vrihad dran'yaca;

as also the commentaries on other Upanishads: especially San-
CARA on the Cat'haca. Other authors concur in assigning the

same acceptation and etymology, to the word : they vary, only,

in the mode of reconciling the derivation with the sense.

f It is expressly so affirmed in the Vcdanta sdra. v. 3.

X I possess an excellent copy, which corresponds with one
transcribed for Mr. Blaquiere, from a similar collection of

Upanishads belonging to the late Sir W. Jonks. In two other

copies, which I also obtained at Benares, the arrangement differs,

and several Upanishads are inserted, the genuineness of which is

questionable ; while otiiers are admitted, which beloog exclu-

sively to the Yaiurvtda,
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tliirty-seven appertain to various S'achas, mostly
to that of the Paippuladis : but some of them, as

will be shown, are borrowed from other VMas.

The Mun'daca, divided into six sections un-

equally distributed in two parts, is the first Upa~
9?ishad of the A'tliarvana ; and is also one of the

most important, for the doctrines which it con-

tains. It has been fully illustrated by Sancaka,
whose gloss is assisted by the annotations of
Axandajnya'na. The opening of this Upanishady

comprising the whole of the first section, is here

subjoined.

* Brahma' was first of the gods, framer of the

universe, guardian of the world. He taught the

knowledge of God, which is the foundation of all

science, to his eldest son At'harva. That holy

science, which Brah^ia' revealed to At'harvan *,

was communicated by him to Angir, who trans-

mitted it to Satyavaha, the descendant of Bha-
radwa'ja : and this son of Bharadwa'ja im-

parted the traditional -science to Angiras.

' S'aunaca, or the son ofSuNACA, a mighty
householder, addressing Axgiras with due re-

spect, asked " What is it, O venerable sage,

tluough which, when known, this xmiverse is un-

derstood r"

' To him the holy personage thus replied : "Two
sorts of science must be distinguished; as they,

who know God, declare: the supreme science,

* Sancar 4 remarks, that At'harva, or At'harvan, may
have l)een the first creature, in one of the many modes of crea-

tion, which have beeji pracliscd bv Braiima',
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and another. This other is the Rigvkia, the Ya-
jurveda, the Samaveda, the Atharva-veda* ; the rules

of accentuation, the rites of rehgion, grammar,
the glossary and explanation of obscure terms,

prosody, and astronomy : also the Itihasa and
Purana; and logic, with the rules of interpreta-

tion, and tlie system of moral duties.

" But the supreme science is that, by which this

unperishable [nature] is apprehended ; invisible [or

imperceptible, as is that nature] : not to be seized;

nor to be deduced ; devoid of colour ; destitute of

eyes and ears ; without hands or feet, yet ever va-

riously pervading all : minute, unalterable ; and
contemplated by the wise for the source of beings.

" As the spider spins and gathers back [its

thread]; as plants sprout on the earth; as hairs

grow on a living person : so is this universe, here,

produced from the unperishable nature. By con-

templation, the vast one germinates ; from him,

food [or body] is produced ; and thence, succes-

sively, breath, mind, real [elements], worlds, and
immortality arising from [good] deeds. The om-
niscient is profound contemplation, consisting in

the knowledge of him, who knows all : and, from
that, the [manifested] vast one, as well as names,

forms, and food, proceed : and this is truth."

The Pras'na, which is the second Upamshad,
and equally important with the first, consists, like

it, of six sections ; and has been similarly nter-

preted by S ancara and Ba'lacrishn'a ]'. In this

^ Meaning the prayers contained in the four Vcdas, disjoined

from theology.

t I have several copies of the text, besides commentaries on
l>olh Vpanishada,
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dialogue, Suce's'a, the son of Bharadwa'ja, Sa-

tyaca'ma, descended from S'lvi, Saurya'yani,
a remote descendant of the Sun, but belonging to

the family of Garga, Caus'alya, surnamed AV-
wala'yana, or son of As'wala, Vaidarbhi of

the race of Bhrigu, together with Caband'hi',

surnamed Ca'tya'yana, or descendant of Catya,
are introduced as seeking the knowledge of the-

ology, and applying to Pippala'da for instruc-

tion. They successively interrogate him concern-

ing the origin of creatures, the nature of the gods,

tiie union of life with body, and the connexion

of thoughts with the soul.

The nine succeeding Upanishads (from the 3d to

the 11th) are of inferior importance, and have
been left unexplained by the writers on the, Ve-

ddnta, because they do not directly relate to the

ISdnraca, or theological doctrine respecting the

soul *. They are enumerated in the margin f

.

The Manducya follows, and consists of four

parts, each constituting a distinct Upanishad.

This abstruse treatise, comprising the most mate-

rial doctrines of the Vedunta, has been elucidated'

by the labours of Gaud'apa'da, and S'ancara.

Gaud'apa'da's commentary is assisted by the

notes of Anandagiri.

Among the miscellaneous Upanishads, the first

thirteen (from the l6th to the 28th) have been left

* Tliis reason is assigned by the annotator on S'ancara's

"loss, ut the itoRinning of his notes on the Mun'dacn Upanishad-

+ 3(1 Brahmc-vidya. 4-\\\ Cshuricd. 5th Chulica. 6th and

7th AVharva-s'iras. 8th Garbha. 9th Mahd. lOth Brahma.

11th VrunU'rnihotra.
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itncommented by the principal expounders of the

Vedanta, for a reason before-mentioned. The
names of these Upanishads will be found in the

subjoined note*.

The foUowino: six (from the 29th to the 34th,)

constitute the Nrisinha Tapaniya ; five of them
compose the Furva Tapaniya, or first part of the

Upanishad so called ; and the last, and most im-

portant, is entitled Uttara Tdpaniya. It has been
expounded by Gaud apa'da, as the first part (if

not the whole Upanishad) has been by SANCARAf.
The object of this treatise appears to be the iden-

tifying of Nrisinha with all the gods: but, so

far as I comprehend its meaning (for I have not
sufficiently examined it to pronounce confidently

on this point,) the fabulous incarnation of Vish-
nu, in the shape of a vast lion, does not seem to

be at all intended; and the name of Nrisinha is

applied to the divinity, with a superlative import,

but w*itli no apparent allusion to that fable.

The two next Upanishads constitute the first and
second parts of tlie Cat'haca, or Valli, or Catlia-

"valli (for the name varies in different copies). It

belongs properly to the Yajurveda. as before men-
tioned ; but it is usually cited from the A'fhar-

* \6i\i N'lla-rudra. IJXh Ndda-vindii. ISth Brnhme-vindu.
19th Amrita-vindu. 20fh D'hyana-vmdu. !21.st Tijo-ciridu.

22d Yoga-sicshd. 23d Yogchtafwa. 24th Sannydsa. . 25tli

Arun'iya or Arun'i-y62:a. 26i\i Cant'hasruti. 27lh Pin da.

2Sth A'tmd.

t I have several copies of the text, and of Gau i>'apa'DA's

commentary ; with a single tnniscript of Sancara".s f^losb Kn\ Uie

five first of the treatises entitled Tdpaniya,
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van'a; and has been commented, as appertaining to

this Veda, by S'ancara, and by Ba'lacrishn'a*.

It comprises six sections, severally entitled

Valli ; but constituting two chapters (adliyuya),

denominated Pnrra-vall/ and Uttara-faUi. Tlie

dialogue is supported by Mriti/ii, or death, and

the prince Nachice'tas, whom his father, Va'-

jas'ravasa, consigned to Yam a, being provoked

by the boy's importunately asking him, (through

zeal, liowever, for the success of a sacrifice per-

formed to ensure universal conquest,) " to whom
wilt thou give me?" Yama receives Naciiicetas
with honour, and instructs him in theology, by
which beatitude and exemption from worldly suf-

ferings may be attained, through a knowledge of

the true nature of the soul, and its identity with

the supreme being. The doctrine is simdar to

that of other principal Upamshads.

The Ceneshita, or Ccna Upanishad, is the thirty-

seventh of the Atharvan'a, and agrees, almost

word for word, with a treatise bearing the same
title, and belonging to a S'achd of the Samaveda.

S'ANCARA has, however, written separate com-
mentaries on both, for the sake of exhibiting their

diiferent interpretations!. Both commentaries

have, as usual, been annotated.

* The commentary of S'ancara is, as usual, concise and per-

spicuous: and that of Ba'lacrishn'a, copious but clear. Be-

sides their commeiilaries, and several copies of tlie text, together

with a paraphrase by ViDYARANYA, I have found \\\\% Upani-

shad forming a chapter in a Brahmnna, which is marked as be-

longinii to the SdmavCda, and which I conjecture to be the Pancha
vinsa Brahmnna of tliat Vtda,

t Here, as iu other instances, I speak from copies in my pos-

session.

1
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A short Upanishad, entitled Nlirayana^ is fol-

lowed by two others (39th and 40th), which form
the first and second parts of the Vrihan Narayana.
This corresponds, as before mentioned, witli an
Upcmishad, bearing the same title, and terminating

the A'ran'ya of the Taittinya Yajuweda.

On the three subsequent Upanishads I shall offer

no remarks ; they have not been commented among
such as relate to the Vidanta; and I have not as-

certained whence they are extracted *.

Under the name of Anandavalli and Bhrlgu-
valliy two Upanishads follow (44th and 4ith),

which have been already noticed as extracts from
the A'ran'ya of the black Yqjitsh, distinguished by
the titles oi Taittinya and Vdrim'i.

The remaining seven Upanishads\ are unexplain-
ed by commentators on the Vtdanta. They are,

indeed, sufficiently easy, not to require a laboured
interpretation: but there is room to regret the

want of an ancient commentary, which might as-

sist in determining whether these Upanishads be
genuine. The reason of this remark will be subse-

quently explained.

Entertaining no doubts concerning the genuine-

ness of the other works, whicli have been here de-

scribed, I think it, nevertheless, proper to state

some of the reasons on which my belief of their

* Their titles are, 41st Sarvopanishaisdra. 42d IJansa,

And 4.jd Parama hansa.

t 46'th Garuda. 47tli Cdla^ni-rudrn. 4Sth and 4f)tli Rdma
fdpanh/ij, first and second j^arts. :^;01h Caivaft/a. 5lh\. Jdhala.

.''?d Afrfi.niu.
'

'.
'
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authenticity is founded. It appears necessary to

do so» since a late author has abruptly pronounced
the Vidas. to be forgeries *»

It has been already mentioned, that the practice

of reading the principal Vtdas in superstitious

modes, tends to preserve the genuine text. Copies,

prepared for such modes of recital, are spread in

various parts of India^ especially Benares^ Jeycnd^

gm\ and the banks of the Gbddvtri. Interpola-

tions and forgeries have become impracticable

since this usage has been introduced : and the

KigvMa^ and both the Yqjushes, belonging to the

several S'dclids, in which that custom has been
adopted, have been, therefore, long safe from
alteration.

The explanatory table of contents, belonging to

the several Vedas, also tends to ensure the purity

of the text ; since the subject and length of each

passage are therein specified. The index, again,

is itself secured from alteration by more than one
exposition of its meaning, in the form of a per-

petual commentary.

It is a received and well grounded opinion of

the learned in India, that no book is altogether

safe from changes and interpolations until it

have been commented : but when once a gloss

has been published, no fabrication could after-

wards succeed ; because the perpetual commentary
notices every passage, and, in general, explains

every word.

Mr. PiNK^iiTGN, in his Modern Geography, Vol. 11.
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Commentaries on the VMas themselves exist,

which testify the authenticity of the text. Some
are stated to have heen composed in early times

:

I shall not, however, rely on any but those to

which I can with certainty refer. I have frag-

ments of Uvat'a's gloss; the greatest part of
Sayan'a's on several Vedas ; and a complete one
by Mahid'hara on a single VMa. I also possess

nearly the whole of S'ancara's commentary on
the Upanishads ; and a part of Gaud'apa'da's ;

with others, by different authors of less note.

The genuineness of the commentaries, again, is

secured by a crowd of annotators, whose works ex-

pound every passage in the original gloss; and
whose annotations are again interpreted by others.

This observation is particularly applicable to the

most important parts of the ^edas, which, as is

natural, are the most studiously and elaborately

explained.

The Niructa, with its copious commentaries on
the obsolete words and passages of scripture, fur-

ther authenticates the accuracy of the text, as

there explained. The references, and quotations,

in those works, agree with the text of the Vtdas,

as we now find it.

The grammar of the Sa?iscrU language contains

rules applicable to the anomalies of the ancient

dialect. The many and voluminous commenta-
ries on that, and on other parts of the gram-
mar, abound in examples cited from the Vedas:

and here, also, the present text is consonant to

those ancient quotations.

Philosophical works, especially the numerous
commentaries on the aphorisms of the Mimansa
Vol. VIII. I i
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and Vedanta, illustrate and support every position

advanced in them, by ample quotations from the

Vedas. 'The object of the Mimansa is to estabUsh
the cogency of precepts contained in scripture,

and to furnish maxims for its interpretation; and,

for the same purpose, rules of reasoning, from
which a system of logic is deducible. The object

of the Vedanta is to illustrate the system of mysti-

cal theology taught by the supposed revelation,

and to show its application to the enthusiastic pur-

suit of unimpassioned perfection and m3'stical in-

tercourse with the divinity. Both are closely con-

nected with the V^das: and here, likewise, the

authenticity of the text is supported by ancient

references and citaUons.

Numerous collections of aphorisms, by ancient

authors*, on religious ceremonies, contain, in

every line, references to passages of the Vcdas.

Commentaries on these aphorisms cite the pas-

sages at greater length. Separate treatises also in-

terpret the prayers used at divers ceremonies. Ri-

tuals, some ancient, others modern, contain a full

cktail of the ceremonial, with all the prayers which
are to ()e recited at the various religious rites for

which they are formed. Such rituals are extant,

not only for. ceremonies which are constantly ob-

served, but for otheis which are rarely practised
;

and even for such as have been long since disused.

*The 6'wfrflr«of A's'wala'yana, Sa'nc'hya'yana.Baudd'-
HA'YANA, Ca'TYA'YANA, Lat'a'YANA, Go'BHILA, A'PAS-

TAMBA, &C.
' Tiiese, appertainina; to various StkV/fJs of the FiW/7*, constitute

t'lU'.calpe, or svstcm of religious observances. I tiave ii^re enu-

nicnited a few only. The hst might be much enlarged, from my
.own collection ; and still more so, from quotations by varioii*'

compilers : for ti)e original works, and their commeutarjes, as well

as compilations from them, are very numerous;.
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In all, the passages taken from the Vedas agree with
the text of the general compilation.

The Indian legislators, with their commentators,
jind the copious digests and compilations from
their works, frequently refer to the V6das; espe-

cially on those points of the law which concern
jeligion. Here also the references are consistent

with the present text of the Indian scripture.

Writers on etliics sometimes draw from the Vt-

das illustrations of moral maxims ; and quote froin

their holy writ, passages at full length, in support

of ethical precepts *. These quotations are found
to ajOTce with the received text of the sacred books.

'to'

Citations from the Indian scripture occur in

every branch of literature, studied by orthodox
Hindus. Astronomy, so far as it relates to the ca^

lendar, has frequent occasion for reference to the

Vedas. Medical writers sometimes cite them;
and even annotators on profane poets occasionally

refer to this authority, in explaining passages

which contain allusions to the sacred text.

Even the writings of the heritical sects exhibit

quotations from the Vhlas. I have met with such
in the books of the Jainas, unattended by any in-

dication of their doubting the genuineness of the

original, though they do not receive its doctrines,

nor acknowledge its cogency j.

* A work entilled Niti manjari is an instance of this mode of

treating moral subjects.

t The Satapat'ha Brdkmana, especially the 14th book, or

Vrihaddran'yaca, is repeatedly cited, with exact references to the

numbers of the cliapters and sections, in a fragment of a treatise

bv a Jaina author, tiie communication of which I owe to Mr.
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In all these branches of Indian literature, while
periisino: or consulting the works of various au-
tliors, I liave found perpetual references to the
V^das, and have frequently verified the quotations.

On this ground I defend the authentic text of the
Indian scripture, as it is now extant; and although
the passages which I have so verified are few,

ronijjarcd with the great volume of the Vedas, yet
I have sufficient grounds to argue, that no skill,

in the nefarious arts of forgery and falsification,

could be equal to tlje arduous task of fabricating

large works, to agree with the very numerous ci-

tations, pervading thousands of volumes, com-
posed on diverse subjects, in every branch of lite-

rature, and dispersed through the various nations

of Hindus inhabiting Hindustan, and the Dtkhin.

If any part of what is now received as the Vedo,

cannot stand the test of such a comparison, it may
be rejected, as at least doubtful, if not certainly

!^purious. Even such parts as cannot be fully con-
firmed by a strict scrutiny, must be either re-

ceived with caution, or be set aside as question-

able. I shall point out parts of the fourth Veda,

whicli I consider to be in this predicament. But,

with the exceptions now indicated, the various

portions of the Vedas, which have been examined,

are as yet free from such suspicion ; and, until

they are impeached by more than vague assertion,

have every title to be admitted as genuiie copies of
books, which (however little deserving of it) have

been long held in reverence by the Hindus.

I am apprised that tbis opinion will find oppo-

^^r .^'PEKE, anion:; oilier fragments collected l»y the late Capt.

HoAEE, and puichaaed at the sale of that gentieiuan's library.
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nents, who are inclined to dispute the whole of
Indian literature, and to consider it all as consist-

ing of forgeries, fabricated within a few years, or,

at best, in the last few ages. This appears to he

grounded on assertions and conjectures, which
were inconsiderately hazarded,* and which have
been eagerly received, and extravagantly strained.

In the first place, it should be observed, that a

work must not be hastily condemned as a forgery,

because, on examination, it appears not to have
been really written by tlie person whose name is

usually coupled with ({notations from it. For if

the very work itself show that it does not purport

to be written by that person, the safe conclusion

is, that it was never meant to be ascribed to him.

Thus the two principal codes of Hindu law are

usually cited as Menu's and Ya'jnyawalcya's :

but in the codes themselves, those are dialogists,

not authors : and the best commentators expressly

declare, that these institutes were written by other

persons than Menu and Ya'jnyawalcya*". The
Surya Siddlidnta is not pretended to have been

written by Meya : but he is introduced as receiv-

ing instruction from a partial incarnation of the

Sun ; and their conversation constitutes a dialogue,

which is recited by another person in a different

-company. The text of the Sdncliya philosophy,

from which the sect of Budd'ha seems to have

borrowed its doctrines, is not the work of Capila
himself, though vulgarly ascribed to him; but it

purports to be composed by I's'v^^^ra Crishn'a
;

and he is stated to have received the doctrine me-
diately from Capila, through successive teachers,

* Vijnya'nayo'gi, also named Vijnya'ne's'v/ara, \vho

commented the institutes ^vhich bear the name of Ya'JN YAW al-

CYA, states the text to be an abridgemout b\ a ditFcr^^nt author.

lis
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after its publication by Panchas'ic'ha, who had
been himself instructed by AsuRi, the pupil of
Capila.

To adduce more instances would be tedious

:

they abound in every branch of science. Among
works, the authors of which are unknown, and
which, therefore, as usual, are vulgarly ascribed

to some celebrated name, manj^ contain undisr

guised evidence of a more modern date. Such are

those parts of Purdnas, in which the prophetic

style is assumed, because they relate to events

posterior to the age of the persons who are speakers

in the dialogue. Thus Budd'ha is mentioned
under various names in the Matsya, Vishnu, Bha-
gavatOy Garud'a, Nrhinka, and other purafias.

I must not omit to notice, that SancarVcha'rya,
the great commentator on the abstruscst parts of
the Vedas, is celebrated, in the Vr^kad d'hdrma
purdn'a"^, as an incarnation of Vishnu ; and GaU'
d'apa'da is described, in the Sancara 'Vtjej^a, as

the pupil of Suca the son of VvASAf.

1 do not mean to say, that forgeries are not
sometimes committed; or that books are not
counterfeited, in whole or in part. Sir W.Jones,
Mr. Blaquiere, and myself, have detected inter-

polations. Many greater forgeries have been at*

* Tn tlie 78lh chapter of the 2d part. This is the Purdn'a
mentioned by me with doubt in a former essay. I have since

procured a copy of it.

t If this were not a fable, the real age of Vya'sa might be

hence ascertained ; and, consequently, the period whert the Vedm
were arranged in their present form. Go'vindana'tha, tlie

instructor of S'ANCARA, is stated to have been the pupil of Gau-
DAPADA; and, according to the traditions generally received iq

the peninsula of India, S ANGARA lived little more than eight

Jiundred year§ ago.
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tempted : some have for a time succeeded, and
been ultimately discovered : in regard to otliers,

detection has immediately overtaken the fraudu-

lent attempt. A conspicuous instance of syscema-.

tic fabrication, by which Captain Wilford was
for a time deceived, has been brought to light, as

has been fully stated by that gentleman. But
though some attempts have been abortive, others

may doubtless have succeeded. I am myself in-

clined to adopt an opinion supported by many
learned Hindus, who consider the celebrated Sr)

Bhagavata as the work of a grammarian, supposed,

to have lived about six hundred years ago.

In this, as in several other instances, some of

which I shall have likewise occasion to notice, the

learned among the Hindus have resisted the impo-

sitions that have been attempted. Many others

might be stated, where no imposition has been

either practised or intended. In Ew^ope, as well

as in the East, works are often published anony-

mously, with fictitious introductions : and diverse

compositions, the real authors of which are not

known, have, on insufficient grounds, been dig-

nified with celebrated names. To such instances,

which are frequent every where, the imputation of

forgery does not attach.

In Europe too, literary forgeries have been com-
mitted, both in ancient and modern times. The
poems ascribed to Orpheus, are generally admit-

ted not to have been composed by that poet, if,

indeed, he. ever existed. Nani, or Annius, of

Viterbo, is now universally considered as an im-

postor, notwithstanding the defence of his publi-

cation, and of himself, by some among the learned

of his age. In our ov/n country, and in recent

times, literary frauds have been not unfrcquent.

V\ 4
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But a native of India, who should retort the

charge, and argue from a few instances, that the

whole literature of Europe, which is held ancient,

consists of modern forgeries, would be justly cen-

sured for his presumption.

We must not then indiscriminately condemn
the whole literature of India. Even Father Har-
DouiN, when he advanced a similar paradox re-

specting the works of ancient writers, excepted

some compositions of Cicero, Virgil, Horace,
and Pliny.

It is necessary in this country, as every where
else, to be guarded against literary impositions.

But doubt and suspicion should not be carried

to an extreme length. Some fabricated works,

some interpolated passages, will be detected by
the sagacity of critics in the progress of researches

into the learning of the east : but the greatest part

of the books, received by the learned among the

Hindus, will assuredly be found genuine. I do
not doubt that the Vedas, of which an account

has been here given, will appear to be of this

description,

In pronouncing them to be genuine, I mean to

say, that they are the same compositions, which,

under the same title of Veda, have been revered

by Hindus for hundreds, if not thousands, of

years. I think it probable, that they were com-
piled by Dwa'pa'yana, the person who is said to

have collected them, and who is thence surnamed
Vydsa, or the compiler. I can perceive no diffi-

culty in admitting, that those passages, which are

now ascribed to human authors, either as the

Rishis, or as the reciters of the text, were attri-

buted to the same persons so long ago as when
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the compilation was made ; and probably, in

most instances, those passages were really com-
posed by the alleged authors. Concerning such
texts as are assigned to divine persons, according
to Hindu mythology, it may be fairly concluded,

that the true writers of them were not known
when the compilation was made; and, for this

reason, they were assigned to fabulous person-

ages.

The different portions which constitute the

Vedas, must have been WTitten at various times.

The exact period when they were compiled, or

that in which the greatest part was composed, can-

not be dcteiTnined, with accuracy and confidence,

from any facts yet ascertained. But the country

may ; since many rivers of India are mentioned in

more than one text : and, in regard to the period,

I incline to think, that the ceremonies called

Yajnya, and the prayers to be recited at those ce-

remonies, are as old as the calendar, which pur-

ports to have been framed for such religious rites.

To each Veda a treatise, under the title of Jyo^

tis/i, is annexed, which explains the adjustment

of the calendar, for the purpose of fixing the pro-

per periods for the pertormance of religious duties.

It is adapted to the comparison of solar and lunar

time with the vulgar or civil year ; and was evi-

dently formed in the infancy of astronomical

knowledge. From the rules delivered in the

treatises which I have examined*, it appears,

* I have several copies of one such treatise, besides a commen-
tary on the Jifotisk of tlie Rigveda, by an unknown autlior

;

which is* acccruingU- a?=?igned to a fabulous personage, Se'sha
NAGA.
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that the cycle fYiiga) there employed, is a period

of five years only. The month is lunar; but at

the end, and in the middle, of the quinquennial

period, an intercalation is admitted, by doubling

one month. Accordingly, the cycle comprises

three common lunar years, and two, which con-

tain thirteen lunations each. The year is divided

into six seasons; and each month into half months.
A complete lunation is measured by thirty lunar

days ; some one of which must of course, in al-

ternate months, be sunk, to make the dates agree

with the nycthemera. For this purpose, the sixty-

second day appears to be deducted *
; and thus the

cycle of five years consists of 1 860 lunar days, or

1 830 nycthemera ; subject to a further correction,

for the excess of nearly four days above the true

sidereal year ; but the exact quantity of this cor-

rection, and the method of making it, according

to this calendar, have not yet been sufficiently

investigated to be here stated. The zodiac is

divided into twenty-seven asterisms, or signs, the

first of which, both in the Jyotish and in the Vi-

das, is Crittica, or the Pleiads. The place of the

colurcs, according to these astronomical treatises^

will be forthwith mentioned ; but none of them
hint at a motion of the equinoxes. The measure

of a day by thirty hours, and that of an hour by
sixty minutes, are explained ; and the method of
constructing a clepsydra is taught

This ancient Hindu calendar, corresponding, in

its divisions of time, and in the assigned origin of

* The Athenian year was regulated in a similar manner : biit,

accorditig to Geminus, it was the sfxly-tbird day, wliirb vas

deducted. Perhaps this Hindu caif^ndar may asiist in €\i>ldining

the Grecian system of lunar mouths.
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the ecliptic, with several passages of the V^das, is

evidently the foundation of that which, after suc-

cessive corrections, is* now received by the Hindus
throughout India. The progress of those correc-

tions may be traced, from the cycle of five *, to

one of sixty lunar years (which is noticed in many
popular treatises on the calendar, and in the com-
mentary of the Ji/6tLshJ; and thence, to one of
sixty years of Jupiter; and, nnally, to the

greater astronomical periods of tv/elve thousand

years of the gods, and a hundred years of Brah-
ma'. But tlie history of Indian astronomy is not

the subject of this essay. I shall only cite, from
the treatises here referred to, a passage in which
the then place of the colures is stated.

* Szva?^ dcramitt somarcaii yadi sdcam saxdsaxou

;

sydt tadddiyugam, mdghas, tapas, s'liclo, 'yanan hy
udac.

* Frapadyett s ravishfhadau siiryachdndramasdv

udac; sdrp^ard'he ddcshin areas tu: mdg'ha-s'rdva-

n'aydh sadd.

* Gharma-vr'idd'/iir, apdm prasfkah, cshapd-

* The treatises in question contain allusions to the ages of tlie

world : but without espiaining, uiielher any, and what, specific

period of time was assigned to each age. This cjcle of tive yeurs

is mentioned by tiie n-ame of Yuga, in Para'sara's institutes of
law edited by Suvrata, and entitled Vrihat Parfisara. It is

^i;ere (Ch. 12. v. S3.) stated, as the basis of calcuiiUion for

larger cycles: and that of 3D00 years, deduced from one of sixty

{containing twelve simple yugas), is denominated the Yvixa of
Va'cpati ; whence the ipug:a of Praja'na't'ha, containing

2i6,C00 years, is deri\ed; and twice that constitutes tiie Cali-

i/iiga. Tlie siiil greater periods are afterwards described under
the usual names.
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hrasa, uclag gataii : dacsh'uie tau tiparyastau, shati

ynuharty^ayanma tu'

The following is a literal translation of this re-

markable passage, whieh occurs in both the trea-

tises examined by me.

* When the sun and moon ascend the sky toge-

ther, being in the constellation over which the

Vasus preside; then does the cycle begin, and the

[season] Mdgha^ and the [month] Tapas, and the

bright [fortnight], and the northern path.

* The sun and moon turn towards the north at

the beginning of Sravishflta ; but the sun turns

towards the south in the middle of the constella-

tion over which the serpents preside; and this

[his turn towards the south, and towards the north,]

always [happens] in [the months ofJ
Magha and

Srdvana.

' In the northern progress, an increase of day,

and decrease of night, take place, amounting to a

p'cusCha (oi- 3'2 pnlas) of water; in the southern,

both are reversed (i. e. the days decrease, and the

nights increase), and [the difi'erence amounts] by
the journey, to six muhtirias*.'

Sravishlliu is given, in all the dictionaries of the

Sanscrit language, as another name o{' D'honishfkd ;

and is used for it, in more than one passage of the

Vtdas, This is the constellation which is sacred to

* I cannot, as yet, reconcile the lime here stated. Its explana-

tion appears to depend on the const ruci ion of the ch'p>ydra,

•which 1 do not well unden-timd ; as th('. rule for ils conjlmction

is obscure, and involves some diHicullics, which remain yet «u-
solved.
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the Vasus ; as As'lhshd is; to the serpents. The dei-

ties, presiding over the twenty-seven constella-

tions, are enumerated in three otlier verses of tlje

Jydt'ish belonging to the Yajush, and in several

places of the Vcdcis. The Jijdtlsh of the lUch dif-

fers in transposing tvvo of them ; but the commen-
tator corrects this as a faulty reading.

In several passages of the Jijotish, these names'
of deities are used for the constellations over v/hich

they preside; especially one, which states the si-

tuation of the moon, when the sun reaches the

tropic, in years other than the first of the cycle.

Every where these terms are explained, as indi-

cating the constellations, which that enumeration
allots to them*. Texts, contained in the Vedas
themselves, confirm the correspondence; and the

connexion of Aswbil and the Asxcins is indeed de-

cisive.

Hence it is clear, that Uhanislitlia and A'slcshd

are the constellations meant ; and that when this

Hindu calendar was regulated, the solstitial points

were reckoned to be at the beginning of the one,

and in the middle of the other : and such was the

situation of those cardinal points, in the fourteenth

century before the Christian era. I formerly f had
occasion to show, from another passage of the

Vtdas, that tl:e correspondence of seasons with
months, as there stated, and as also suggested in

the passage now quoted from the Jyotish, agrees

with such a situation of the cardinal points.

I now proceed to fulfil the promise of indicating

* I think it ueedless to quote the oriirinal of this enunieraiion.

t Asiatic Reseaiches, Vol. VII. p, 2S'J.
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such parts of the fourth Veda, as appear liable to

suspicion. These are the remaining detached Upa-
nishads, which are not received into the best col-

lections of fifty-two theological tracts, belonging

to the Afharva-veda ; and even some of those

which are there inserted, but which, so far as my
inquiries have yet reached, do not appear to have

been commented by ancient authors, nor to have

been quoted in the whole commentaries on the

Vedd}2ta. Two of these Upanishads are particularly

suspicious : one entitled Rama tapaniya, consist-

ing of two parts (Purva and Vttara)\ another

called Gopala tapaniya, also comprising two parts,

of which one is named the Crislma Upanishad,

The introduction to the first of these works con-

tains a summary, which agrees in substance with

the mythological history of the husband of Sita,

and conqueror of Lancd. The other exalts the

hero of Matliura.

Although the Rama tupaniya be inserted in all

the collections of Upanishads, which I have seen

;

and the Gopala tdpamya appear in some; yet I am
inclined to doubt their genuineness, and to suspect

that they have been written in tinies, modern,

when compared with the remainder of the Vtdas.

This suspicion is chiefly grounded on the opinion,

that the sects, whicli now worship Ra'ma and

Crishna as incarnations of Vishnu, are compa-
ratively new. I have not found, in any other

part of the Vtdas, the least trace of such a wor-

ship. The jeal doctrine of the whole Indian

scripture is the unity of the deity, in whom the

universe is comprehended : and the seeming ^o\y-

theism, which it exhibits, ofliers the elements, and
the stars and planets, as gods. The three princi-

pal manifestations of the divinity, with other per-

sonified attributes and energies, and most of the
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Other gods of Hindu mythology, are indeed men-
tioned, or at least indicated, in the Vidas. But
the worship of deified heroes is no part of that

S3^stem ; nor are the incarnations of deities sug-
gested in any other portion of the text, which I

have yet seen ; though such are sometimes hinted
at by the commentators.

According to the notions, which I entertain of
the real history of the Hindu religion, the worship
of Ra'ma, and of Cr^shna, by the Vaishtia'vaSy

and that of Maha'deVa and Bhava'xi by the
Saivas and Sactas, have been generally introduced,

since the persecution of the Bauddltas and Jainas.

The institutions of the Vedas are anterior to

Budd'h.\, whose theology seems to have been
borrowed from the system of Capila, and whose
most conspicuous practical doctrine is stated to

have been the unlawfulness of killing animals,

which in his opinion were too frequently slain for

the purpose of eating their flesh, under the pre-

tence of performing a sacrifice or Yajnya. The
overthrow of the sect of Budd'ha, in India^ has
not effected the full revival of the religious system
inculcated in the Vedas. Most of what is there

taught, is now obsolete : and, in its stead, new
orders of religious devotees have been instituted;

and new forms of religious ceiemonies have been
established. Rituals founded on the Puranas, and
observances borrowed from a worse source, the

Tantras, have, in great measure, antiquated the

institutions of the Vedas. In particular, the

sacrificing of animals before the idols of Ca'li *,

* In Bi'Vs:aK and the contij^uous provinces, thousiuuls of ki(Js

and Imft.ilo rahes are sacriticed before the idoj, at evers' reUt-

biattd temple; and opuieiit persons make a similar destruction
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has superceded the less sanguinary practice of

the Yajnya; and the adoration of Ra'ma and
of CrTshn'a has succeeded to that of the ele-

ments and planets. If this opinion be well

founded, it follows, that the Upanishads in ques-

tion have probably been composed in later times,

since the introduction of those sects, which hold

Ra'ma and Gopa'la in peculiar veneration.

On the same ground, every Upanishad, which
strongly favours the doctrines of these sects, may
be rejected, as liable to much suspicion. Such is

the A'tmahbdlia Upanishad*, in which Crishna is

noticed by the title of Mad'hu-su'dana, son of
Devaci: and such, also, is the Suudaritapanify

which inculcates the worship of De'vi.

The remaining Upanishads do not, so far as I

have examined them, exhibit any internal evi-

dence of a modern date. I state them as liable to

of ai)iraals at their private cliapel?. Tlie sect which has adopted

this system is prevalent in Bengaf, and in many other provinces

of India : and tlie Sanguinary Cljapter, translated from the C6-

licd Purdna by a member of this society, (Asiatic Researches,

Vol. V. p. 371.) is one amonj» tlie authorities on which it relics.

But the practice is not approved by other sects of Hindus.
* I have seen but one copy of it, in an imperfect collection of

the Upanishads. It is not inserted in other compilatious, which

nevertheless purport to be complete.

+ According to the only copy that I have seen, it comprises

five Upanishads, znd belongs to the At'harvuna ; but the style re-

sembles that of the Tantras more than the Vtdas. It is followed

by a tract, marked as belonging to the same Vvda, and entitled

Tripura Upanishad, or Traipnr'iya; but this difl'ers from another

bearing the similar title of Tripuri Upanishad, and found in a

different collection of theological treatises. I efjually discredit

both of them, although they are cited by writers on the Mantra
sdstra (or use of incantations); and although a commentary ha?

been written on the Tripura, by Bhatt'a Bha'scara.
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doubt, merely because I am not acquainted with
any external evidence of their genuineness *. But
it is probable, that further researches may ascer-

tain the accuracy of most of them, as extracts

from the Vklas ; and their authenticity, as works
quoted by known authors. In point of doctrine,

they appear to conform with the genuine Upa-
nishads.

The preceding description may serve to convey
some notion of the Vedas. They are too volumi-
nous for a complete translation of the whole :

and what they contain, would hardly reward the

labour of the reader ; much less, that of the trans-

lator. The ancient dialect, in which they are

composed, and especially that of the three first

V^das, is extremely difficult and obscure : and,

though curious, as the parent of a more polished

and refined language (the classical Sanscrit)^ its

difficulties must long continue to prevent such an
examination of the whole Vidas, as would be re-

quisite for extracting all that is remarkable and
important in those voluminous works. But they
well deserve to be occasionally consulted by the

oriental scholar.

* The same observation is applicable to several Upanishads,
which are not inserted iu the best collections, but which occur in

others. For instance, the Scanda, Caula, Gopichandana, Dar~
Sana, and Vajrasdchi. I shall not stop to indicate a few ques-

tionable passages in some of these dubious tracts.

Vol. VIII. K k
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IX.

A Botanical and Economical Account of

Bassia Butyracea, or East India Butter

Tree.

by w. roxburgh, m. d.

BASSIA BUTYRACEA.

Polyandria Monogynia.

GENERIC CHARACTER.

CALYX beneath, four or five leaved. Corol,

one petaled : Border about eight cleft. Berry

superior, with from one to five Seeds.

Bassia Butyracea. Roxburgh.

Calyx five-leaved; Stamens thirty or forty,

crowning the subcylindric tube of the Corol.

Fuhvah, Phulwarah, or Phulwara, of the inha-

bitants of the Almoi^ak hills, where the tree is indi-

genous. Flowering time, in its native soil, the

month o^ January ; Seeds ripe in August.

Trunk of the larger trees, strai^f^r and about

five or six feet in" circumference. Bark of the

young branches smooth, brown, and marked with

small ash-coloured specks.

Kk 2 .
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Leaves alternate, about the ends of the branch-

lets,
,
petioled, obovate-ciineate, obtuse-pointed,

entire; smooth above, villous underneath; veins

simple, and parallel; length, six to twelve inches;

breadth, three to six.

Petioles, from one to two inches long.

Stipules, if any, minute, and caducous.

Flowers numerous, round the base of the young
shoots, and from the axils of the lower leaves, pe-

duncled, large, pale-yellow, drooping.

Calyx, four, five, or six leaved (five is by far

the most common number) ; ovate, obtuse, cover-

ed externally with ferruginous pubescence, per-:

manent.

Corol ; tube subcylindric, length of the calyx

;

border of eight, spreading, oblong, obtuse divi-

sions, longer than the tube.

Stamens ; filaments from thirty to forty, about

as long as the tube of the Corol, and inserted on
its mouth. Anthers linear-oblong.

Pistil, germ conical, (ten or twelve celled, one
seeded,) downy, surrounded with a downy necta-

rial ring. Style longer than the stamens ; stigma

acute.

Berry oblong, ' generally pointed by a remaining

portion of the style; smooth, fleshy, containing

one, two, or three, rarely more, large seeds ; the

rest not ripened.

Seeds oblong, rather round than flat, but diiFer-
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ing in shape according to the number contained in

each fruit; smooth, shining, hght brown, with a

long, lanceolate, lighter coloured, less smooth,
umbilical mark on the inside.

This tree, which is rendered interesting on ac-

count of its seeds yielding a firm butyraceous sub-

stance, resembles Bassia Lat'ifolia, (see Coromandel
Plants, Volume I, No. 19, also Asiatic Researches,

Volume I, Page 300,) so much as scarce to be
distinguished from it, except by the Corol and
Stamina.

Here (in Bassia bufyracea) the Corol is of a

thin texture, with a tube nearly cylindric, and
border of eight, large, spreafling, oblong seg-

ments. There (in Bassia latifolia) it is thick and
fleshy, with a gibbous, indeed almost globular

tube; and border of generally more than eight,

small, cordate, rather incurved segments.

Here, the Stamina, from thirty to forty in num-
ber, have long filaments inserted on the mouth of
the tube of the Corol. There they are fewer in

number; have very short filaments, and are ar-

ranged in two, or three series, completely within

the tube, to which they are affixed.

It may not be improper to notice here some
other species of the same genus. The following

Botanical description of Bassia longifolia. Linn.
Ma)2t. page 563, I have been favoured with by
Doctor Klein, of Tranquehar, and the account of
its economical uses by the Reverend Doctor John,
of the same place.

KkS
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Description by Doctor Klein,

Calyx, Perianth: monophylluni, 4-partitum

;

laciniis ovatis, acutis, coriaceis, extus tomento
ferrugineo obductis, persistentibus.

Corolla monophylla, campaiiulata ; tubo cylin-

draceo, inflate, carnoso, limbo 8-partito ; laciniis

lanceolatis, erectis.

Stamina, filamenta 16, brevissima, in duos or-

dines divisa, quorum octo ad incisuras laciniarum,

octo in tubo corollae inserta. Antherse lineares,

setaceae, acutae, extus pilosas, limbo breviores.

Pistil: Germen superum, ovatum. Stylus se-

taceus, corolla duplo longior. Stigma simplex.

Pericarp : drupa oblonga, 1-3 sperm a, carnosa,

lactescens. Seminibus subtrigonis oblongis.

Arbor magna ; ramis sparsis, erectis, horizonta-

libusque.

Folia sparsa, petiolata, lanceolata, acuta, inte-

gerrima, glabra, venosa.

Flores longe-pedunculati, axillares, solitarii, et

aggregati.
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ECONOMICAL USES of tilt OIL, OV ILLEEPEI TREE,

Bassia longifolia.

BY THE REVEREND DOCTOR JOHN.

1st. The oil, pressed from tlie ripe fruit, is used
as a common lamp oil, by those who cannot afford

to buy the oil of the coco-nut. It is thicker, burns
longer, but dimmer, smoaks a little, and gives

some disagreeable smell.

2d. It is a principal ingredient in making the

country soap, and, therefore, often bears the same
price with the oil of the coco-nut.

3d. It is, to the common people, a substitute

for ghee, and coco-nut oil, in their curries and
other dishes. They make cakes of it, and many
of the poor get their livelihood by selling these

sweet oil cakes.

4th. It is used to heal different eruptions, such
as the itch, ^c.

5tb. The cake (or Sahey) is used for washing
the head ; and is carried, as a petty article of

trade, to those countries, where these trees are not

found.

6th. The flowers, which fall in May, are ga-

thered by the common people, dried in the sun,

roasted, and eaten, as good food. They are also

bruised, and boiled to a jelly, and made into small

K k 4 ^
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balls, which they sell or exchange, for fish, rice,

and various sorts of small grain.

7th. The ripe fruit, as well as the unripe, is

eaten by the poor, as other fruits. Of the unripe,

the skin is taken off, and after throwing away the

unripe kernel, boiled to a jelly, and eaten with

salt and Capsicum.

8th. The leaves are boiled with water, and

given as a medicine, in several diseases, both to

men, and to cattle.

9th. The milk of the green fruit, and of the

tender bark, is also administered as a medicine.

10th. The bark is used as a remedy for the

itch.

11 th. The wood is as hard, and durable, as teak

wood, but not so easily wrought, nor is it pro-

curable of such a length for beams, and planks, as

the former; except in clay ground, where the

tree grows to a considerable height ; but, in such

a soil, it produces fewer branches, and is less fruit-

ful, than in a sandy, or mixed soil, which is the

best suited for it. In a sandy soil, the branches

shoot out nearer to the ground, and to a greater

circumference, and yield more fruit. These trees

require but little attention ; beyond watering them
during the first two or three years, in the dry

season. Being of so great use, we have here whole

groves of them, on high, and sandy grounds,

where no other fruit trees will prow.&'

12th. We may add, that the owls, squirrels,

lizards, dogs and jackals, take a share of the
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flowers ; but the vulgar belief is, that the latter,

especially in the time of blossom, are apt to grow
mad, by too much feeding on them.

Bdssia obovata, Forster's Prod. No, 200 : a

native of the Isle of Tanna, in the South Sea. Of
this species, I possess no other account than the

definition, which corresponds with the habit of
the genus. If Forster has left us no account of
the uses of the tree, it may be worth while to make
inquiry, when an opportunity offers.

Park's Shea, or butter tree of Africa, we have
reason, from his description, and figure, as well

as from analogy, to suppose a species of this same
genus. At page 352 (of his travels in the interior

of Africa) he says, " The appearance of the fruit

evidently places the Shea tree in the natural order

of Sapotce, (to which Bassia belongs,) and it has

some resemblance to the Madhuca tree (Bassia

laiifolia), described by Lieutenant Charles Ha-
milton, in the Asiatic Besearches, Volume I,

page 300.

*' The people were every where employed in col-

lecting the fruit of the Shea trees, from which
they prepare a vegetable butter, mentioned in the

former part of this work *. These trees grow in

great abundance all over this part of Bambarra.

* This commodity, Shea toulou, which, literally translated,

signifies Tree-butter, is exlracled, by means of boiling water,

from the kernel of the nut, has the consistence and appearance of

butter; and is in truth an admirable substitute for it. It forms

an important article in the food of the natives, and serves also

for every domestic purpose in wliich oil would otherwise be used.

The demand for it is therefore great. Park's Travels in Africa,

Page 26.

i
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They are not planted by the natives, but are

found growing natural!}^ in the woods ; and in

clearing woodland for cultivation, every tree is

cut down but the Shea. The tree itself, very much
resembles the American oak, and the fruit, from
the kernel of which, first dried in the sun, the

butter is prepared, by boiling the kernel in water,

has somewhat the appearance of a Spanish olive.

The kernel is enveloped in a sweet pulp, under a

thin green rind ; and the butter produced from it,

besides the advantage of its keeping the whole
year without salt, is whiter, firmer, and to my
palate, of a richer flavour, than the best butter I

ever tasted made of cows milk. The growth and
preparation of this commodity, seem to be amongst
the first objects of Ajncan industry, in this and
the neighbouring states; and it constitutes a main
article of their inland commerce." Park's Travels

in Africa^ page 202-3.

In the following account of the Bassia J3utyra-

cea, by Mr. Gott, we find the people of Almorah
eat the dregs, left after the finer parts have been

extracted ; consequently there can be little doubt
of the wholesomeness of the pure "vegetable butter

itself. The thick oil of Bassia latifoiia, and longi-

Jolia, the natives of various parts of India, either

use alone, or mixed with ghee (clarified butter)^

in their diet.

On Captain Hardm'ickl's departure for Etig-

landy in the beginning of 1803, he gave me a

small quantity of the above-mentioned substance,

observing, that the only account he could give

me of it was, that it was reported to him to be a

vegetable product from Almorah, or its neighbour-

hood, where it is called Fulwah, or Phulwarah.

In consequence of th^s information, I applied to
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Air. GoTT, (who is stationed in the vicinity of

that country,) to make tlie necessary inquiries

;

and from him I procured an abundance of well

preserved specimens, at various times, in leaf,

flower, and fruit. From tliese, and tliat gentle-

man's account of the tree, and its product, the

foregoing description, and the annexed figures,

were taken.

The same sample, which I got from Captain

Hardwicke, in January 1803, I have still by
me. It remains perfectly sweet, both in taste

and smell. Its flavour is that of cloves ; having,

I presume, been perfumed with that spice, previ-

ously to its falling into his hands, a practice men-
tioned in the followina; narrativ^e. Ac this instant

the thermometer is at ninety-five, and tor these

six weeks, it has rarely been below ninety, and

has often risen to one hundred, or more, yet it

continues about as firm as butter is in England

durins: winter.o

]\Ir. Gott's account of the tree, and its pro-

duct, is as follows :

—

The tree producing a fat-like substance, known
in this country by the name of Phulwah, is a na-

tive of the Almorah hills, and known there by the

same name. The tree is scarce, grows on a strong

soil, on the declivities of the southern aspects of

the hills below Almorah, generally attaining the

height, when full grown, of fifty feet, with a

circumference of six. The bark, of such speci-

mens as I have been able to obtain, is inclined

to smoothness, and speckled ; it flowers in Janu-

ary, and the seed is perfect about August, at which

time the natives collect them, for the purpose

of extracting the above su^^stance. On opening
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the shell of the seed or nut, which is of a fine

chesnut ccTlour, smooth, and brittle ; the kernel

appears of the size and shape of a blanched almond

:

the kernels are bruised, on a smoolli stone, to the

consistency of cream, or of a fine pulpy matter

;

which is then put into a cloth bag, with a mode-
rate weight laid on, and left to stand, till the

oil, oxfat, is expressed, which becomes immedi^
ately of the consistency of hog's-lard, and is of a

delicate white colour. Its uses are in medicine
;

being highly esteemed in rheumatism, and con-

tractions of the limbs. It is also much esteemed,

and used by natives of rank, as an unction, for

which purpose, it is generally mixed with an Utr
of some kind. Except the fruit, which is not

much esteemed, no other part of the tree is used.

This tree is supposed to bear a strong affinity

to the Mawa, (Madhuca, or Bassia latifolia;) but

the oil or fat, extracted from the seeds, differs

very materially. The oil from the Maxva, is of a

greenish-} ellow colour, and seldom congeals. That
from the Phulwah congeals, immediately after ex-

pression, is perfectly colourless ; and, in the hot'

test weather, if melted by art, will, on being left

to cool, resume its former consistency. The oil

from the seed of the Matva, if rubbed on woollen

cloth, leaves as strong a stain as other oils or ani-

mal fat. The fatty substance from the Phulwah^

if pure, beir\^rubbed on woollen cloth, will leave

no trace behind.

The oil of Mawa is expressed in considerable

quantities, about Cawnpoor, and Furruckabad, and
being mixed with, is sold as ghee.

This fatty substance very rarely comes pure from
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the hills, and receives more and more adulteration,

(by adding the purest ghee,) as it passes down to

the lower provinces : age gives it the firmness of
pure tallow.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS BY THE SAME, IN CON-
SEQUENCE OF A FEW QUERIES TRANSIMITTED
TO MR. GOTT.

It is supposed there might be annually procured
from twenty to thirty maunds, at the price of
fourteen or fifteen rupees the maund.

1 St. It is never taken inwardly as a medicine, nor
is it used in diet; further than that the dregs, after

the purer fatty substance is expressed, are eaten,

as a substitute for ghee, by the peasants, or la-

bourers, who extract the fat.

2d. I have some pure, which has been by me
ten months, and it has neither acquired colour,

nor bad smell.

3d. After it is imported into Rokilkhioid, it is

scented with Utr, (an essential oil,) and a little of
the flour of the Indian corn (Zea Mays) is added,
to increase its consistency. N. B. This flour is

added on account of its peculiar whiteness.

4th. If it is clean, and free from dirt, it never
undergoes any purification ; if the contrary, it is

heated, and filtered through a coarse cloth.

5th. The flowers are never used. The pulp of
the fruit is eaten by some ; it is of a sweet, and
flat taste.
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The timber is white, soft, and porous; and is

never made any use of by the natives. It is nearly

as light as the Semul, or cotton tree (Bombax hep-

taphylluyn).
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X.

Description of a Species of Ox, named Gaya'l.

COMMUNICATED BY H. T. COLEBROOKE, ESQ,

THE Gaycil was mentioned in an early volume
of tlie researches of the Asiatic Society *, by

its Indian name, which was explained by the

phrase, ' cattle of the mountains.' It had been

obscurely noticed (if indeed the same species of ox
be meant,) by Knox, in his historical relation of
Ceylon'\ ; and it has been imperfectly described by
Captain Turner, in his journey through Bootan'^.

Herds of this species of cattle have been long pos-

sessed by many gentlemen, in the eastern districts

of Bengal, and also in other parts of this pro-

vince : but no detailed account of the animal, and
of its habits, has been yet published iu India. To
remedy this deficiency, Dr. Roxburgh undertook,

at my solicitation, to describe the Gayal, from
those seen by him in a herd belonging to the Go-
vernor General. Dr. Buchanan has also oblig-

ingly communicated his observations on the same
cattle : and both descriptions are here laid before

the society; with information obtained from seve-

ral gentlemen at Tipura, Silhet, arid Chatgavn, re-

lative to the habits of the animal. The original

drawing, from which the plate has been taken, is

* In the second volume, (p. 188,) published ia 1790'

t P. 21.

I Embassy to Tibet, p. l60.
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in the collection of Sir John Anstruther, for

wliom it was drawn by a native artist in his ser-

vice.

From the information which was first received,

it was supposed that the Gayal would not engen-
der either with the buffalo, or with the common
bull and cow, and must therefore constitute a dis-

tinct species in every system of classification.

Although that be not confirmed, by the correcter

information now obtained, yet on account of the

considerable, and apparently permanent, differ-

ence between the common cow and the Gayal,

this ought still, perhaps, to be considered as a

distinct species, rather than as a variety. Its ge-

neric, and trivial names, with the synonyma, may
be stated as follows.

Bos Gartens.

Synonyma : Sansc. Garaya ; Hind. Gavai, or

Gayal; Beng. Gobaygoru; Pers. Gaiijangali;

mountaineers (Ciicis, Sec.) east of Silhet, Met'ha-

na; mountaineers (Cucis) east of Chatgaon, Shidl;

Mugs, J'hongnua. Burmas, Nunec. Ceylon,

Gaicvera *.

Bos Bubaliis Gauvcra: Pennant f.

* The Gayat^ says Dr. Roxburgh, ' is nearly

of the size and shape of the English bull. It has

short horns, which are distant at their bases, and

* Knox's historical relation of fey/ow, p. 21.

t History of Quadrupeds, I. p. -27.
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rise in a gentle curve directly out and up : a trans-

verse section, near the base, is ovate; the thick

end. of the section being on the inside. The front

is broad, and crowned with a tuft of lighter co-

loured, long, curved hair. The dewlap is deep

and pendent. It has no mane, nor hump ; but a

considerable elevation over the withers. The tail

is short; the body covered with a tolerable coat

of straight, dark-brown hair : on the belly, it is

lighter coloured ; and the legs and face are some-
times white.'

Doctor Buchanan thus describes it

:

/ The Gayal generally carries its head with the

mouth projecting forward like that of a buffalo.

The head, at the upper part, is very broad and
flat, and is contracted suddenly towards the nose,

which is naked, like that of the common cow.

From the upper angles of the forehead proceed

two thick, short, horizontal processes of bone,

which are covered with hair. On these- are placed

the horns, which are smooth, shorter than the

head, and lie nearly in the plane of the forehead.

Tliey diverge outward, and turn up with a gentle

curve. At the base they are v^ery thick, and are

slightly compressed, the flat sides being toward
the front and the tail. The edge next the ear is

rather the thinnest, so that a transverse section

would be somewhat ovate. Toward their tips,

the horns are rounded, and end in a shaip point.

The eyes resemble those of the common ox ; the

cars are much longer, broader, and blunter than
those of that animal.

* The neck is very slender near the head, at

some distance from which a dewlap commences

;

but this is not so deep, nor so much undulated,
Vol. VIIL L I
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as in the Bos Zebu, or Indian ox. The dewlap is

covered with strong longish hair, so as to form a

kind of mane on the Imver part of the neck ; but

tliis is not very conspicuous, especially when the

animal is young.

' In place of the hump, which is situated be-

tween the shoulders of the Zebu, the Gayld has

a sharp ridge, which commences on the hinder

part of the neck, slopes gradually up till it comes

over the shoulder joint, then runs horizontally

almost a third part of the length of the back,

where it terminates with a very sudden slope.

The height of this ridge makes the neck appear

much depressed, and also adds greatly to tlie

clumsiness of the chest, which, although narrow,

is very deep. The sternum is covered by a con-

tinuation of the dewlap. The belly is protube-

rant, but in its hinder part is greatly contracted.

The rump, or os sacrum, has a more considerable

declivity than that of the European ox, but less

than that of the Zebu.

' The tail is covered with short hair, except

near the end, where it has a tuft like that of the

common ox ; but, in the Gayal, the tail descends

no lower than the extremity of the tibia.

' The legs, especially the fore ones, are thick

and clumsy. The false hoofs are much larger

than those of the Zebu. The hinder parts are

weaker in proportion than the forehand; antl^

owing to the contraction of the belly, the hinder

legs, although in fact the shortest, appear to, be

tlie lon2:est.

' The wliole body is covered with a thick coat

of short hair, which is lengthened out into a
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mane on the dewlap, and into a pencil-like tuft

on the end of the tail. From the summit of the

head there diverges, with a whirl, a bunch of ra-

ther long coarse hair, which lies flat, is usually-

lighter coloured than that which is adjiicent, and
extends towards the horns, and over the forehead.

The general colour of the animal is brown, in va-

rious shades, which ver}'- often approaches to

black, but sometimes is rather light. Some parts,

especially about the legs and belly, are usually

white; but in different individuals, these are very
differently disposed.

' In the first column of the following table is

the measurement of a full grown cow : in the se-

cond is that of a young male.

Ft. In. Ft. In.

From the nose to the summit of the

head, 1 6 1 8

Distance between the roots of the

horns, 10 9
From the horns to the shoulder, .33 30
From the shoulder to the insertion

of the tail, . . . 4 3 3 10

Height at the shoulder, 4 9 4 7
Height at the loins, 4 4 4 2

Depth of the chest, 2 9 --
Circumference of the chest, ... 6 7 57
Circumference at the loins, ... 510 5 6
Length of the horns, 1 2

Length of the ears, 10

.
' The different species of the ox kind may be

readily distinguished from the Gayal by the fol-

lowing marks. The Europeaft and Indian oxen
by the length of their tails, which reach to the

false hoofs ; the Avierican ox by the gibbosity on
LI 2
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its back ; the Bovcs moschatus, Cafer^ and pumilus,

b}'^ having their horns approximated at the bases

;

tlie Bos grunnicns by its whole tail being covered

with long silky hairs; the Bos Bubahis, at least

the Indiat\ buffalo, by having the whole length

of its horns compressed, and by their being longer

than the head, and wrinkled; also by its thin

coat of hair, by its want of a dewlap, and, above
all, by its manners ; the Bos barhatus by the long

beard on its chin.

' The cry of the Gay6l has no resemblance to

the grunt of the Indian ox, but a good deahre-

sembles that of the buffalo. It is a kind of low-

ing, but shriller, and not near so loud as that of

the European ox. To this, however, the Gaydl
approaches much nearer than it does to the

buffalo.'

The result of inquiries made by Mr. Macrae,
at Chatgaon, has been communicated by that gen-

tleman, in the following answer to questions which
were transmitted to him.

' The Gaylil is found wild in the range of moun-
^in9*»that form the eastern boundary of the pro-

vinces of Aracan, Chitiagong (Chatgaon}^ Tipurs,

and Silhct.

' The CuciSy or Lunctas, a race of people inha-

biting the hills immediately to the eastward of

Chatgaon, have herds of the Gaydl in a domesti-

cated state. By them he is called Skidl; from

which, most probably, his name of Gaydl. is de-

rived ; as he is never seen on the plains, except

when brought there. By the Mugs he ia named
J'hongnuah ;, and by the Burmas, Nunec. In the

Uindu sdstra h5 is called Gabay. It appear^
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however, that he is an animal very little known
beyond the limits of his native mountains, except

to the inhabitants of the provinces above-men-

tioned.

* The Gayal is of a dull heav)- appearance ; but,

at the same time, of a form which indicates much
strength and activity, like that of the wild buf-.

falo. His colour is invariably brown; but of dif-

ftrent shades, from a light to a dark tinge ; and
he frecjuently has a white forehead, and four

white legs, with the tip of the tail also white.

He has a full eye, and, as he advances in age,

often becomes bHnd; but it is uncertain whether
from disease, or from a natural decay. His dispo-

sition is gentle; even when wild, in his native

hills, he is not considered to be a dangerous ani-

mal, never standing the approach of man, much
less i)earing his attack. The Cucis hunt the wild

ones for the sake of their flesh.

* The Gaxjcil delights to range about in the

thickest forest, where he browses, evening and
morning, on the tender shoots and leaves of dif-

ferent shrubs ; seldom feeding on grass, whij^i he
can get these. To avoid the noonday heat, he re-

tires to the deepest shade of the forest
;
preferring

the dry acclivity of the hill, to repose on, rather

than the low swampy ground below; and never,

like the buftalo, wallowing in mud.

* Gaif/ils have been domesticated among the

Cucis' Worn time immemorial; and without any

variation, in their appearance, from the wild stock.

No diiference whatever is observed in the colour

of the wild and tame breeds : brown of different

shades being the general colour of both. The
LI 3
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wild Gayal is about the size of the wild buf-

falo of India. The tame Gayal, among the Cucis.,

being bred in nearly the same habits of freedom,

and on the same food, without ever undergoing

any labour, grows to the same size with the wild

one.

* He lives to the age of fifteen, or twenty, years :

and, when three years old, the Gayal cow receives

the bull
;

goes eleven months with young ; and
will not again admit his embrace until the follow-

ing season after she has brought forth.

* The Gayal cow gives very little milk, and

does not yield it long ; but, what she gives is of

a remarkably rich quality ; almost equally so with

the cream of other milk, and which it also re-

sembles in colour. The Cucis make no use what-

ever of the milk, but rear the Gayals entirely for

the sake of their flesh and skins. They make their

shields of the hides of this animal. The flesh of

the Gayal is in the highest estimation among the

Cucis ; so much so, that no solemn festival is

ever celebrated without slaughtering one or more
Gayals^ according to the importance of the occa.-

sion.

* The Cucis train their Gayals to no labour ; al-

though, from the great strength and gentle dis-

position of the animal, he must be very com-
petent to every purpose, either of draught, or

carriage, to which the buffalo, or the ox, is ap-

plicable.

' The domesticated Gayals are allowed by the

Cucis to roam at large, during the day, through
the forest, in the neighbourhood of the village

:
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but, as evening approaches, they all return home,
of their own accord ; the young Gctyal being early

taught this habit, by being regularly fed every

night.with salt, of which he is very fond : and,

from the occasional continuance of tliis practice,

as he grows up, the attachment of the Gai/al to

his native village, becomes so strong, that, when
the Cucis migrate from it, tliey are obliged to set

fire to the huts which they are about to leave,

lest their Gaydh should return thither from their

new place of residence, before they become
equally attaclied to it, as to the former, through
the same means.

' The wild Gayal sometimes steals out from the

forest in the night, and feeds in the rice fields

bordering on the hills. The Cuds give no grain

to their cattle. With us, the tame Gaydls feed on
Calc'ii (phaseolus nia.v) ; but, as our hills abound
with shrubs, it has not been remarked, what par-

ticular kind of grass they prefer.

* The Hindus, in this province, will not kill the

Gahay, which they hold in equal veneration with
the cow. But tlie As'L Gayal, or Selo'i, they hunt,

and kill, as they do the wild buft^alo. The ani-

mal, here alluded to, is another species of Gaydl
found wild in the hills o^ Cliatgaon ; a correct de-

scription of which will be given hereafter. He
has never been domesticated ; and is, in appear-

ance and disposition, very difierent from the com-
mon Gaydl, which has been just desciibed. The
natives call him the As'lGaydlm contradistinction

to tht Gabay. The C/k/* distinguish him by the

name of Selot, and the Mugs and Burmas by that

of Plianj ; and they consider him, next to the

tiger, the most dangerous and the fiercest anima
of their forests.'

LI 4
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* The Gayal (Mr. P^liot writes from Tipura^) is

little known to the natives here ; it is principally

considered as an inhabitant of the Chatgaon hills.

In conversation with people belonging to the

Raja ofTipiira, on the subject of this animal, I have

understood, that it is known in the recesses of

the more eastern part of the Tipura hills, but

has never been caught. In the past year, some
of these animals were seen in a herd of elephants,

and continued some time with the herd : but

they were alarmed by the noise used in driving

the elephants, and escaped being secured in the

fenced enclosure. The K'htda of that season was
nearly five hours journev from the skirts of the

hills.

' The animal is found wild, but is easily domes-
ticated, though, in this state, he essentially par-

takes of wild habits. I have some Gaydls at

Munnamutty ; and, from their mode of feeding, I

presume, that they keep on the skirts of the val-

lies, to enable them to feed on the sfdes of the

mountain, where they can browse. They will not

touch grass, if they can find shrubs.

* While kept at Camerlah, which is situated in

a level country, they used to resort to the tanks,

and eat on the sides ; frequently betaking them-

selves to the water, to avoid the heat of the

sun. However, they became sickly, and ema-
ciated ; and their eyes suffered much. But, on
being sent to the hills, they soon recovered, and
are now in a health}^ condition. They seem
fond of the shade ; and are observed in the hot

weather to take the turn of the hills, so as to

be always sheltered from the sun. They do not

wallow in mud like buffaloes; but delight in

water, and stand in it, during the greatest heat
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of the day, with the front of their heads above
the surfoce.

-^ Each cow yields from two and a half, to about
four strs, of milk *, which is rich, sweet, and al-

most as thick as cream ; it is of a high flavour, and
makes excellent butter.'

Information, decisive of the question, whether
the Grayal engender with the common Indian bull,

has been received from Mr. Bird, at Dacca; who
* having brought a domesticated female Gaj/al from
* Chittagong to that place, and not being able to
' procure a male Gayal at Dacca, directed a common
' bull I to be presented to her, which the female
' received, upon being blinded by a cloth thrown
* over her eyes : the issue was a cow resembling
' mostly the Gayal mother ; and from that cow,
i> impregnated by a bull of the same common breed,
* another cow was produced, which also had grown
^ up and was in calf by a common bull, at the
' date of Mr. Bird's letter.'

Mr. Dick communicated the following answer
from Silhet.

* Not being able to procure, here, any satisfac-

tory information respecting the Gayal, I trans-

mitted questions to my Vakil at Cachlidr (having
understood, that those animals had been sent hi-

ther, from that place,) and desired him to obtain

the most correct information on the subject.

* From five to eight pounds.

t Of the breed named DesiouU. It is a Zebu of the common
kind, found in tlie middle districts of Bengal,
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* With •regard to the Hindus scrupHng to kill a

Gayat, I could not obtain a direct answer : as the

word " Go' is affixed to one of the names, from
which they infer that it partakes of the cow, and
are afraid positively to declare, that it is not im-

proper to kill the animal
;
quoting a passage from

the Sastra, " Gosadfisah Gavayah,'' * a Gavaya is

hke an ox.' However, the Raja of Cuclihdi% who
is a Cshatriya of the Suryabansi race, occasionally

sends several Gaydls to be sacrificed on certain hills

in his country, in order to conciliate the Devoid
of the place ; as his Vaktl informs me.'

The answers received from the Vakil at Cdchhdr,

to the questions forwarded by Mr. Dick, con-

tain the following information. .

* The Gaydl is called Gaitjarigali in the Persian

language, Gavaya in Sanscrit, and Methand h^
the mountaineers : but others name the animal

Gobay-goru.

* Gaydls are not confined to the woods : they

are domesticated. But wild Gaydls are found in

the mountains of Bhotant, Sec. They are kept, in

a tame state, by the people who inhabit the Cdld-

ndgd hills, near the district of CJihilhet (Silhet),

on the eastern border of the province of Cddikar,

west of Maiiipur, and north of a tract dependant

on Tripura, Calandgas, Cucis, and K/ids is (tv'ihts of

mountaineers), keep Gaydls for the sake of the flesh,

not for the milk, which they do not use ; nor for

burden, since they have no such employment for

their cattle.

* The Gaydl lives to the age of twenty, or twen-

ty-five, years : it has reached its full growth at
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five yeail5 ; and the female is generally higher

than the male. She receives the bull in her fifth

year, and bears after ten montlis. If milked, she

yields from two, to tvv^o and a half, ,sers of milk *,

or sometimes more.

* The' tame Gayals, however long they may have
been domesticated, do not at all differ from the

wild; unless in temper: for the wild are fierce

and untractable. The colour of both is the same;
namely, that of the antelope; but some are white,

and others black : none are spotted, nor piebald.

They graze and range like other cattle ; and eat

rice, mustard, chiches, and any cultivated pro-

duce ; as also chaff' and chopped straw.

" The Gavaya is like a cow ;" consequently, not

fhe same with a cow ; a Hindu, therefore, com-
mits no offence by kiUing one. But natives of
Bengal, or of the mountains, who are Hindus,

scruple to kill a Gayal themselves, because it is

named Gobay-goru (or the Gavaya cow).'

To this answer, an addition was made by the

liajas Vakil, at Silhet.
*

' Mttlianas are sacrificed, especially by Nagas
and Cuds, before the mountain gods, Nakharam
and Mciiram. Tlie Cuds and Nagas are fond of
the meat; and, therefore, constantly keep such

cattle, and eat their flesh ; and often make pre-

sents of them to the Rdjd of Cdchlidr. The Rqjd
preserves them, and sometimes offers Metliands in

sacrifices to deities ; or entertains, \vith their flesh,

Nagas and Cuds, who come to visit him. The

From four to five pounds.
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mountaineers are much pleased with th^t compH-
ment, and eat the meat with delight.'

This information has established (what I had
previously conjectured), that the animal mention-

ed by many Sanscrit authors, under the name of

Gavaya, is no other than the Gayal. Amera
SiNHA, in a chapter of his dictionary relating to

animals, mentions the Gavaya with many wild

animals ; among which are the black antelope, the

spotted axis, the porcine deer, the painted or

white-footed antelope, the grunting ox, and the

musk deer. One of his commentators (ra'ya-

mucuta) says of the Gavaya, that, in shape, it

resembles the ox. He had previously compared
the form of the grunting ox {Bos grumiiais,) to

that of a buffalo. Another annotator states Ga-
vaya, as a name received into the common dialects.

Both agree in deriving the word from Go, a bull

or cow, and aya knowledge ; because, as they re-

mark, ' one might take it for an ox.'

The Rqja-iugJumti, an excellent catalogue of
natural productions, with their reputed qualities

in the Materia Mcdica, states Gavaya as syno-

nymous with Vana-go, or wild ox: also called

in Sanscrit, Balabhadra and Mahagava : and, in

the vulgar dialect, Gava'i. Another vocabulary

has added Gavcmuca to the Sanscrit synonyma;
and, according to the Raja-mghaiiti, the female

is likewise named Bhillagavi, or cow of the Bh'U'

las, (a tribe of pillagers and mountaineers).

No furtlier evidence would seem necessary, had
not the Bhavapracasa, a celebrated medical work,

confounded the Gavaya with the lUs'ya, or

Rishya, (in Hindi, Rqjh), which is the painted

or white-footed antelope, called Nilo-au. Mada-
3
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:napa'la, in a similar catalogue of animals con-

sidered relatively to their medical uses*, has

fallen into the same error ; and so, probably, other

writers may have done, who inhabit countries

where the Gaydl is little known.

To correct this mistake, (without relying on
the separate mention of the two animals in the

Amerae6sha,) I shall cite no less an authority,

than the Indian scripture. The twenty-fourth

chapter of the Vajasan^yl Yajurveda, enumerates

the animals, which should be consecrated to va-

rious deities, at an As'ivamedlia. It is there di-

rected (v. 27), that three Risyas, (white-footed

Antelopes,) shall be consecrated to the deities

named Vasus ; and, towards the close of the next
verse (v, 2S), it is required, that three buffaloes

shall be presented to Varun'a, as many Gavayas to

Vrihaspati, and the same number of camels to

Twasht'ri. The commentator on the Veda, (Ma-
Hi o'hara,) explains Gavaya, as signifying, ' wild

cattle resembling kine.' It is evident, that this

suits better with the Gaydl, than with any other

animal known in India.

From the authorities above quoted, the Sanscrit

synonym.a may be safely concluded. Bat it is not

so easy to determine a Persian name of this spe-

cies of ox. Gaujangnli, or cow of the forest,

mentioned by Mr. Dick's Vakil at CdcJihar, is a

suitable designation; but it does not occur, so

far as I can learn, in any Persian work of autho-

rity. It may be necessary to caution the reader,

not to suppose the Po'sian Gducohi (which lite-

rally signifies, as Mr. Gladwix translated itf,

* In the Madana-v'm6dc-nie;ha7iti.

t Alfdz Adviyeh, 347.
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mountaiiTcovv), to be this, or any other species

of the ox. Tlie Tolifatulmuminhi, and Makhzemtl-
adviych, two celebrated treatises by Persian phy-
sicians, concur in describing the three varieties

of Gaucohi, also named Gauzen, or Gdzcn^ and
in Arabic, lyyat, or UyyaL as three sorts of deer :

and the last mentioned work declares it to be
the same with the Hindi Bdrehsingha, or Cerviis

Elaplius. •

I take this opportunity, while treating of a

species of ox, to notice an error which crept

into Kerr's unfinished translation of the animal

kingdom in Linn.eus's Systema Naturae; and
which has been followed by Doctor Turtox in

translating the general system of nature by
Lin'n.t;us. jMr. Kerr described and figured,

under the name of Bos Arnee, an animal, which,

notwithstanding the exaggerated description,

given on the authority of ' a British officer, who
met with one in the woods, in the country above

Ben^rd*y is evidently nothing else but the wild

buffalo, an animal very common throughout

Bengal, and known there, and in the neigh-

bouring-provinces of Hindostan, by the name of

Ai^na. Though neither fourteen feet high, as

Mr. Kerr has stated, or rather as the officer, on

whose information he relied, had affirmed; nor

even eight feet, as Doctor Turton, following

Kerr's inference from a drawing, asserts; yet it

is a large and very formidable animal, conspi-

cuous for its strength, courage, and ferocity.

It may not be true, that the buftaloes of Asia

znd Europe constitute a single species ; but, cer-

tainlv, the wild and tame buffaloes of India do

Kerr, page 335.
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not appear to differ in any thing, except the supe-

rior size, and more uniform figure, of the wild

animal, A better description of the buffalo, than

has been yet given, is perhaps wanted ; but the

Bos A?mee, of Kerr and Turtox, must be re-

jected from systems of zoology, as an erroneous

description taken from a loose drawing, assisted

by the fragment of a skeleton.
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APPENDIX.

Introductory Remarks, intended to have ac-

companied Captain Mahony's Paper on Ceylon,
and the Doctrines of Buddha, published in the

Seventh Volume of the Asiatic Researches, but

inadvertentlif omitted in publishing that Volume.

BY J. H. HAEINGTON, ESQ.

I
HAVE the pleasure of laying before the Society'

a paper on the island of Ceylon, and on the reH-

gious opinions of the greater part of its inhabi-

tants, the worshippers of Boodh, or Buddha,
whose religion and philosophy appeared to Sir W.
Jones, " connected with some of the most curious
*' parts o^ Asiatic history*," and the period of his

appearance an important epoch in Hindoo Chrono-
logy f.

This paper, which has been procured by the

Honourable Mr. Dukcan, from Captain Mahoxy,
an officer of the Bombay establishment, for some
time resident on the Island of Ceylon, has, with
another paper already communicated to the Society

by Captain Mackenzie, anticipated and super-

seded some cursory remarks written by myself,

during a short residence at Columbo, in the year

1797 ; and which I had hoped to render more wor-
thy of perusal, on receiving a translation of the

Peeroxvand Potd^ an ancient book composed in the

P^/ilanguage by ^Axunda' Ma'ha Tiru'na'shee,

* Asiatic Researches, Volume I, page 35i.

•f-
Discourse on the Hindus, Asiatic Researches, Volume I,

Vol. VJIl. M m
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which was given to me by a priest of Buddha, as

containing a full account of his religion ; and
which I left to be translated at Columbo, by Mon-
sieur De Hoan, with the assistance of Lewis De
Sylva. But the French version made by them
was unfortunately put on board the Greenwich,

captured by a vessel from the Isle o^ France; and
it has consequently never reached me. .We shall

not, however, have to regret this accident, if

Captain Mahony, who has given an extract from
an historical work, the Maha Raja JVallieh, or as

a copy of it shewn to me was called, the Rajawu-
lee Puttur, shall hereafter favour the society with

the communication of the authentic materials for

a history of the Singalese, their religion, manners,

and customs, which I understand to be in his

possession.

In the mean time I beg the Society's accept-

ance (for their Museum) of two small images

of BooDH, which I procured at Columbo; and of

two others brought from the Burmah dominions

by Captain Cox, late resident at Rangoon; the

identity of which proves incontestibly that the

object of worship on the Eastern peninsula, and
the Island of Ceylon, is the same. I also beg to

deposit in the Society's library the accompanying
copy of tlie Peeroxvana Potli above-mentioned, of

which, at some future period, we may hope to

procure another translation, if that carried to

Bourbon or Mauritius, should not find its way to

Europe, and the public.

I shall only add my testimony to that of Cap-

tain Mahony, as to the period at which the Sin

galese compute the appearance of Gou'ta'ma Bud-
dha ; whose death, or rather disappearance fioni

the earth, they state to have been ^339 years be
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fore 1797 A. C. or 542 years before the birth of
Christ; and as their sacred era is reckoned from
this epoch, it may be esteemed deserving of credit.

It also corresponds, almost exactly, with the com-
putation ©f the same era in Siam^ as stated by Mr.
Marsden, in his tract on the chronology of the
Hindus; wherein, speaking of Siam, he observes,

'i the civil reckoning is by lunar years, consisting
" ordinarily of twelve months each, with an inter-
" calation of seven months in the period of nine-
" teen j^ars, and commencing with the new moon
'^ that precedes the winter solstice. This era is
'' computed from the supposed time of the intro-
" duction of tlieir religion by Summonacodom,
" 544 years before Christ; or in the year of the
" Julian period 4169."

The real time at which Buddha, the son of

SuDiiODUN, (from whom he has the appellation

Soiidho-ddni, in the Amara-cosha,) propagated the

heterodox doctrines ascribed to him by his fol-

lowers, and for which they have been branded as

atheists, and persecuted as heretics, by the Brah-

mens, is, however, a desideratum which the learned

knowledge, and indefatigable research, of Sir W.
Jones have still left to be satisfactorily ascer-

tained. His usual candour induced him to ac-

knowledge his original error, in supposing this

Buddha to liave been the Woden of the Goths,

and genius of the planet Mercury*; and the pas-

sage"from the Bhagwatamrita, quoted in his dis-

sertation on the chronology of the Hindus, which

states that Buddha, (the ninth 'Avatar), " be-

" came visible the thousand and second year of the

* Dissertation on the chronologj of the Hindus, Asiatic Re-

searches, Voluiue 11.

M m 2
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" C^H-sge being past," is, I find, open to another

reading, whiclii makes it the second thousandth year,

or the" year 2000, instead of 1002. At least it

was so interpreted to me by Ra'dha'ca'nt, the

very Pundit who is mentioned by Sir William
Jones, as having- produced to him the book, from
which tlie passage in question is quoted, and who
is now one of the Pundits of the court of Sudr

Deetvanee A'dahit. His interpretation was also

confirmed to me by Surv6 Te'waree, the other

Pundit of the court; but in justice to our revered

Founder, whose regard to truth I have -but imi-

tated in this remark, I must add, that Mr. Bla-
quiere, whose knowledge of the Sanscrit lan-

guage is too well known to need my testimony,

concurs in the reading and version of Sir Wil-
liam Jones.

Another point yet to be ascertained is, whether
Buddha, the ninth ^Avatar of the Hindus, be the

same with the heretic Buddha, now worshipped

at Ceylon, and in the eastern peninsula ; as well as

in China, Bootan, 2it\dTibet. Sir William Jones,

in his dissertation on the Gods of Greece, Italy,

and India*, observes on Buddha, that "he seeiils

" to have been a reformer of the doctrines con-
" tained in the Vedas; and though his good na-
" ture led him to censure these ancient books, be-
" cause they enjoined sacrifices of cattle, yet he is

*' admitted as the ninth A'xatar, even by the
*' Brahmens of Cas'i" Captain Wilford, in his

dissertation on Egypt and the Nile-f, after men-
tioning the subversion of the religion and govern-

ment of De'va'da'sa, the sovereign of Benares, by

* Asiatic Researches, Volume I.

^ Asiatic Researches^ Volume III.
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Vishnu, in the character of Jina, Ma'ha'de'va
in the form of Ariian, or jMahimax, and Brah-
ma' in the figure of Buddha, remarks, " most of
" the Brahmens insist that the Buddha, who per-
" verted De'va'da'sa, was not the ninth incarna-
^' tion of Vishnu, whose name, some say, should

"be written Boudha, or Boddha; but 'not to
*' mention the Amarcbsh, the AlugJidha-bodh, and
'' the GHa-govind, in all of which, the ninth A'va-
" tar is called Buddha, it is expressly declared in
*' the Bhagarat, that Vishnu should appear ninth-
" ly in the form of ''Buddha," son of Jina, for
" the purpose of confounding the Daityas, at a
" place named Cicata, when the Call-^ge should
" be completely begun."

In this quotation, the ninth A'vatar is called the

son of Jina ;
(perhaps as a descendant from Jina,

or as having adopted part of his doctrines ;) but
the present worshippers of Buddha state him to

be the son of Sudhodun, and those from whom
Aboolfuzul took his account of Boodh in tlie

Ayeen Akbery^ gave him the same information

;

in which they are supported by the Amara-coaha.

as already noticed. The followers of Boodh, at

Ceylon^ although their long intercourse with the

Hindus (especially since they have been governed

by a Hindu prince) has introduced some Hindu
tenets and observances, in addition to what may
have been originally derived from them, also por

sitively deny that their Boodh is the Hindu A'va-

tar. The conclusion of Sir \y. JoxES*, that a se-

cond Buddha, assuming the name and character

of the first, attempted to overset the system of the

* Dissertation on the chrouology of Ihe Hindus, Asiatic Re
fcarches, Volume II.

M m 3
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Brdhmens, and was the cause of their persecution

of the Boudhas, corresponds with, and is sup-

ported by, the information given to Aboolfuzul,
who says, " The Brahmens call Boodh the ninth
" Avatar, but assert that the religion which is as-

" cribed to him is false, and fabricated by some
*' other person *."

* See further his account of this religion, in the Third Volume
of Gladwin's Translation of the Ayeen Akhery, page 157.
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